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Sarah Danee Sanford Monson 
WOMEN’S COMMUNICATIVE AND ECONOMIC STRATEGIES  
IN GHANA’S KUMASI CENTRAL MARKET 
This dissertation analyzes the communicative and economic strategies market women 
employ in Ghana’s Kumasi Central Market (KCM) amid current and ongoing economic 
hardship. By examining the role of talk in market women’s daily transactions as they interface 
with local and global markets, this dissertation illuminates how traders in KCM utilize their vast 
repertoire of linguistic strategies to create and negotiate value, build relationships, and mitigate 
economic precarity. To circumvent these challenges, market women, who dominate the 
composition of traders in KCM, emphasize the importance of talk in the business of trade. 
Through talk in face to face interactions, traders (adwadifoɔ) evaluate and market commodities, 
negotiate relationships, and calculate potential gains. They wield verbal skill to bargain (di ano), 
advertise (pae) their wares, call out to (frɛ(frɛ)) and persuade (nnɛɛdɛɛ/de kasadɛ) potential 
buyers to purchase their goods to eke out meager profits (mfasoɔ).  
My research elucidates the extent that talk as a pragmatic, verbal performance in face-to-
face interactions underpins market transactions. I base my analysis and findings on 15 months 
gathering ethnographic and linguistic data between 2014 and 2017 in KCM and at a small 
neighborhood shop. Traders indicated that they use kasadɛ (‘sweet talk’/‘persuasive talk’) to woo 
potential buyers and krɔkrɔ (‘pamper’) recurring customers to mitigate risk and safeguard against 
persistent economic precarity. However, because precarity characterizes the nature of buying and 
selling, I argue that sweet (or persuasive) talk (kasadɛ), rough talk (kasa basabasa), and 
pampering (akrɔkrɔ) both temper and create new forms of risk. Therefore, much of traders’ 
communicative and business savviness involves assessing and minimizing risk at the 
interactional level through moment-to-moment decision making, requiring vigilance 
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(anidahɔ/ahosohwɔ) and cleverness (aniteɛ/nyansakwan). This dissertation prioritizes the role of 
talk in market women’s everyday transactional exchanges. While we have an increased 
understanding of global impact of women’s labor in the “informal” sector, this dissertation 
illuminates how, through talk, traders insert themselves in the global economy as active 
producers of value and circulators of local and global goods.   
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TRANSCRIPTIONS AND TRANSLATIONS 
 
The language featured in this dissertation is Akan (Asante-Twi). Asante-Twi is one of the 
three major variants of Akan (Akuapem Twi and Fante are the others) and the native language of 
the Asante. It is the dominant language spoken in Kumasi, Ghana, and the principle language of 
trade in Kumasi Central Market. Bargaining interactional strategies, “local” expressions, and 
market terminologies analyzed in this dissertation have been transcribed using Asante-Twi 
orthography. Asante-Twi comprises 24 consonants (b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, w, y, ky, gy, 
hy, tw, dw, ny, kw, hw, nw) and seven vowels (a, e, ɛ, i, o, ɔ, u). Asante-Twi has two tones, low 
and high, which have lexical and grammatical significance. That is, high and low tones can 
distinguish words whose composition in terms of vowels and consonants are the same and which 
may have the same phonological and/or orthographic form. Tones may also indicate verb tense. 
For the purposes of this project, however, I did not mark tones.   
Asante-Twi words, expressions, market calls, and transcribed bargaining exchanges are 
italicized with the exception of place names which remain in regular font. In the main text, I 
have indicated the Asante-Twi term in italicized font in parentheses. In some instances, however, 
I lead with the Asante-Twi term or expression in italics followed by the English translation in 
parentheses. Where there are instances of codeswitching, I have spelled the English word using 
Akan orthography, with the exception of numbers. 
I gratefully credit Julie Afriyie for transcribing and translating the majority of calling 
tactics, interviews, and recorded bargaining interactions in this dissertation. I also credit Ida 
Assem for transcribing and translating initial interviews recorded with her assistance during my 
feasibility study in 2014. Both Ms. Afriyie and Ms. Assem are native Asante-Twi speakers; they 
each completed their first degree in Akan at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and 
Technology, and their master’s degree in linguistics at University of Ghana and University of 
 xiv 
Education, Winneba, respectively. Working with the initial transcripts and translations, I listened 
to each of the recordings and reconfigured the transcriptions using the conventions detailed 
below. On numerous occasions during the analysis and write-up, I consulted Ms. Afriyie and Ms. 
Assem to clarify or correct my interpretations and translations; they generously answered my 
queries. Prof. Samuel Obeng also graciously offered suggestions regarding translations and 
orthographic representation in the transcriptions. I am, however, responsible for final editorial 
decisions and take full responsibility for any errors or misrepresentations.  
Transcription conventions used in this dissertation are based on those developed by 
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) with some exceptions. The (!) indicates exclamation. In 
the bargaining examples, many pragmatic particles are uttered as exclamations, as in Ei! or Mm!, 
with a high-to-low (⸝⸜) intonational contour. The (?) indicates a question. Whereas in Sacks et al. 
(1974), the (?) denotes rising intonation, questions in Akan are uttered with a falling intonation. I 
also adopt the conventions used in Black (2012) for overlapped speech. 
Transcription Symbols 
 
(( ))   Double parentheses include transcriber’s comments, clarifications, and  
anything not spoken by the interlocutors 
 
(  )   Empty parentheses indicate inaudible speech 
 
:   Vowel lengthening 
 
=   indicates instances of latched speech or when where is no break between  
the end of one interlocutor’s speech and the beginning of another’s 
 
!   Indicates exclamations  
 
?   Indicates a question  
 
--    Indicates a break in a word or self-interruption  
 
//   Double slashes indicate instances of overlapped speech at the point of  
occurrence 
  
[   A forward bracket indicates the overlapped speech in the second speaker’s  
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talk 
 
Because it was important to capture the communicative and pragmatic strategies in 
traders’ interactions for my project, I tried to preserve traders’ naturalistic speech as accurately 
as possible in the transcriptions and keep editorial modifications to a minimum while also 
striving to maintain a sense of conversational flow. As such, I retained instances of pragmatic 
particles (oo, Ei, Oh, Hmm, Mm, Ah), repetition, reduplication, and vowel elongation—all of 
which are characteristic features of Akan. The pragmatic particle oo (‘ooh’) has several 
meanings depending on the context in which it is used. For example, it can be an invitation for 
the addressee(s) to acknowledge what the speaker is saying. Similarly, it can mark closeness, 
intimacy or denote ‘alright?’ or ‘right?’. It can also signal a completion of the speaker’s turn and 
invite the next speaker to assume turn ownership.1 Other pragmatic particles (Ei, Oh, Hmm, Mm, 
Ah) communicate important emotions. For instance, “Ei” and “Oh” denote surprise; “Hmm” 
communicates disbelief or frustration, “Mm” and “Ah” a sense of disgust or disagreement. Akan 
speakers often elongate vowels for greater emotional intensity. “Ei” and “Oh” easily become E:i! 
(‘Eei’) and O:h! (‘Ooh!’) to communicate a more intense reaction. Similarly, in Akan narration 
and conversation, repetition and reduplication occur frequently for purposes of pragmatic 
emphasis, plurality, and intensity. Words like kakra (‘a little’) or papa (‘good’) undergo a 
phonological process of reduplication and become nkakrankakra (‘little by little’) and papaapa 
(‘very good’ or ‘exceptionally good’) respectively. In conversation and bargaining exchanges, 
traders repeat information and/or expressions for greater emphasis, such as Daabi! Daabi! (‘No! 
No!’) and Yi kɛseɛ bra! Yi kɛseɛ bra! (‘Bring big ones! Bring big ones!’) (Example 5.1, turn 13).  
In the English translations, particularly of transcribed bargaining exchanges, I negotiated 
between accurately representing traders’ speech with more literal or idiomatic translations and 
                                               
1 I thank Samuel Obeng for these explanations. 
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opting for an American English equivalent of a colloquial Asante-Twi expression which would 
better preserve the essence or emotive qualities of traders’ speech. For example, I used 
contractions—a characteristic feature of informal English—to capture more colloquial exchanges 
characteristic of many bargaining exchanges. Some Asante-Twi expressions lack an exact 
English equivalent; the literal translations do not quite capture the pragmatic function(s) of the 
expression(s) in daily conversation. For example, the expression Hwɛ! functions similar to 
“Hey!,” “Look at that!” or “Look at him/her!” and “Really?!” in English.  
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Introduction 
Gaana ayɛ hye (‘Ghana is hot’)2 
 
Da biara na wode wo sika retua wata bil, lait bil. Enti Nyame ammoa wo a, wo 
mma koraa wɔn ntumi nkɔ sukuu. Sɛ ɛbɛduru mont no, na ebia wo profit a woanya 
nnuru 2,000,000. Sɛ wobɛdi bi. Na ɛyɛ dɛn na wokɔnya wata bil nko ara 2,000,000 
anaa 1,500,000 koraa ne. ...na lait bil ka ho a, ah! Me nua, wobɛyɛ dɛn na woahwɛ 
wo mma?  
 
Every day you will be using your money to pay the water bill, light bill. So if God 
doesn’t help you, your children can’t even go to school. When it gets to the end of 
the month, your profit might not even be 2,000,000 [200 cedis]. You will use some 
to feed yourself. How will you get 2,000,000 [200 cedis] for only the water bill or 
even 1500,000 (150 cedis)…and when the light bill is added, ah! My sister, how 
would you take care of your children? –spring onion seller3 
                                               
2 The literal definition of the Asante-Twi term hye means “hot,” as in temperature. However, hye can also 
mean unsettled or agitated, anxious, or a state of unrest. For example, “I am nervous” would be Me yam 
hyehye me (literally, ‘My stomach is burning me’). When Ghanaians use the expression Ghana ayɛ hye 
(‘Ghana is hot’) they are referring to Ghana’s state of economic recession and the resulting stress on 
individuals and families to procure income-generating opportunities to meet rising costs. Whereas in 
American English “hot” in economic terms means business is doing well, sales are high, etc., in Ghana, a 
“hot” economic situation means people are struggling financially. By contrast, the adjective bɔkɔɔ refers 
to people or situations that are “cool,” “calm,” and “even keel.” A cool economy would suggest a state of 
stability and reduced anxiety about meeting daily expenses. 
3 Interview, May 23, 2016 
  2 
 
Seesei ara yi deɛ, Gaana ha, nokorɛ ne Nyame anim ni, biribiara asesa. Nti sɛ 
kostoma no ba a, menya ne ho aboterɛ, ɛfiri sɛ, mehu sɛ ahokyerɛ aba Gaana. Enti 
mennyɛ ɔmo kaekae, heihei… “Wo sika nso a, fa m’adeɛ to hɔ!” Daabi. Meka sɛ, 
“Oh, wonim sɛ saa na ɛrɛkɔ. Enti, tɔ no saa ara. Wobɛyɛ no dɛn? Ahokyerɛ aba nti 
wobɛyɛ no dɛn? Oh, ɛnnyɛ hwee. Tɔ no saa.” 
 
Now, in Ghana here, with all honesty, everything has changed. So, when a customer 
comes, I patiently attend to him/her because I know that there is hardship in Ghana. 
So, I don’t talk to them harshly… “If your money is not enough, put my item 
down!” No. [Instead] I say, “Oh, you know how things are. Buy it as it is. What can 
you do? There is hardship, but what can you do? Oh, no problem. Buy it just like 
that.” –Beatrice, trader and shop owner4  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In Kumasi Central Market (KCM), thousands of transactions take place on any given day. 
In face to face interactions, buyers (adetɔfoɔ) and sellers (adetɔnfoɔ) exchange foodstuffs and 
local and global goods utilizing one of the most important components of trade: talk (kasa). As 
many traders5 emphasized, Yɛde yɛn ano di dwa (‘We use our mouths to trade’). Traders 
                                               
4 Interview, May 18, 2016. Note: all names have been replaced with pseudonyms.  
5 Throughout this dissertation, I use the term “trader” to refer to those who buy and sell goods in the 
market. Traders can include suppliers, wholesalers, and retailers. Because many traders are also buyers 
who buy from other traders, wholesalers, suppliers and farmers and resell their goods elsewhere (whether 
in Kumasi Central Market, at another market, or at their own shop), I use “trader” inclusively. Some 
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(adwadifoɔ) wield verbal skill to bargain (di ano), advertise (pae) their wares, call out to 
(frɛ(frɛ)) and persuade (nnɛɛdɛɛ/de kasadɛ) potential buyers to purchase their goods just to eke 
out meager profits (mfasoɔ). Moreover, trading in the market requires vigilance 
(anidahɔ/ahosohwɔ) and cleverness (aniteɛ/nyansakwan) to secure reliable customer6 
relationships while safeguarding against being cheated, negotiate the value of commodities, and 
strategize for future transactions.  
Such types of exchanges occur in what is regarded as the “informal” economy—a well 
theorized yet incomplete term. The “informal sector” comprises those engaged in “small-scale 
enterprises” to include “farmers, traders, food processors, artisans, and craft-workers” among 
others (Osei-Boateng and Ampratwum 2011:5). Economic anthropologist Keith Hart (1973) 
introduced the concept of the “informal sector” in his study of the urban informal sector in 
Accra, Ghana. Scholars have since debated and problematized the informal-formal dichotomy 
(Buggenhagen 2010; Roitman 1990, 2004:19) and distinguished between “unmeasured” and 
“unrecorded” activities and those that evade legality (MacGaffey 1991:12). In this dissertation, I 
apply Prichard and van den Boogaard’s (2017:193-194) “value-free” definition of “informal” 
economy to refer income-generating activities that are minimally regulated even as informal 
activities intersect with more “formal” income-generating employment. 
According to the International Labour Organization, over 61% of the global labor force 
works in the informal economy, and the majority of informal economic work is located in 
African countries (2018:13). In Ghana, 86.1% of those employed work in the informal sector; 
                                               
buyers are also sellers; sellers are buyers who purchase their stock from retailers, wholesalers, and 
suppliers. 
6 Throughout the dissertation, I use the term “customer” as traders do—to refer to ongoing and loyal 
economic relationships, to include people who buy from, and sell to, traders. 
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89.9% of employed women make a living in the informal economy (ILO 2018:127). During 
moments of decreased formal waged labor in Ghana, such as the resulting retrenchment from the 
Structural Adjustment Programs in the 1980s and 1990s and the 2010 Ghanaian moratorium on 
public sector hires, many people seek alternative sources of income in the informal sector. In 
Kumasi, the congestion of traders in and around KCM and the central business district at 
Adum—which necessitated the contruction of a new market and transportation hub—illustrates 
not only the significant growth of the informal sector but its importance as a source of potential 
income for those excluded from employment in formal or public sectors.  
Market women, who dominate the composition of traders in KCM, contribute 
significantly to the local and national economy. They generate revenue for the Kumasi 
Metropolitan Assembly through taxes and fees, they generate employment for others (drivers, 
head porters, apprentices), and they support food security by extending loans to farmers for crop 
cultivation (Baah-Ennumh and Adom-Asamoah 2012). Moreover, market women are primarily 
responsible for the movement and exchange of much of the country’s farm produce (Clark 
2016b:326). Although Ghanaian women contribute tremendously to local, national, and 
transnational economies, they have long faced numerous challenges that accompany the precarity 
of informal work. According to Ghana’s 2014 National Employment Policy, those working in 
the informal economy face acute challenges in terms of access to credit, high financial risk, 
unsafe working conditions, and income insecurity (NEP 2014:19). Because of women’s 
centrality to Ghana’s open-air markets and in informal economies in Ghana and around the 
globe, the present study focuses on female market traders’ strategies navigating the volatility and 
precarity that characterizes buying and selling practices in the “informal sector.” Although the 
data for this study include interviews with male traders and farmers, the majority of my 
interlocutors were women. The title of this dissertation reflects the experiences and strategies of 
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female market traders in KCM.   
Scholarship on informal economies has deepened our understanding of the practices and 
challenges informal workers encounter (King 2006; MacGaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000; 
Obeng-Odoom and Ameyaw 2014; Solomon-Ayeh et al. 2011; Stoller 2002), particularly those 
in the global south (Clark 1994, 2014; Hansen et al. 2014). Because talk and communicative 
practices govern trading practices, my project illuminates how the “informal” economy works at 
the micro level by analyzing the role of talk in market exchanges. In the early stages of 
conceiving this project, I wanted to elucidate market women’s communicative and economic 
strategies of trade through the lens of talk; however, traders’ lived experiences amid the acute 
economic situation contextualized and influenced my project in a directed way. In their daily 
conversations, traders in KCM particularly feel, and regularly discuss, reduced sales, inflated 
prices, frequent power outages, and rising petrol and electricity costs. It quickly became apparent 
that studying bargaining strategies could not be divorced from the real, volatile, and precarious 
economic conditions and lived experiences that shaped traders’ buying and selling strategies. As 
one trader expressed, the strategies she employs to attract and keep customers became a matter of 
survival: “Mene ɔmo[wɔn] kasa bɔkɔɔ sɛ ɛbɛyɛ a mɛnya biribi afiri ɔmo[wɔn] hɔ ɛfiri sɛ 
ɔmo[wɔn]nni hɔ a, menni hɔ. Sɛ ɔmo[wɔn] na wɔbɛtɔ bi ama manya bi atɔ aduane adi.” (‘I talk 
to them nicely, so that I will get something from them because without them I can’t survive. 
They buy from me for me to get something to buy food’).7 	
 
 
                                               
7 Interview with a secondhand bra seller, KCM, May 9, 2016 
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Yɛabrɛ (‘We are tired’)8  
When I initially arrived in Kumasi in June 2013 for a two-month language study, 
Ghana’s Supreme Court was in the midst of reviewing the contested 2012 presidential elections. 
In 2008, the presidential and parliamentary elections switched from the New Patriotic Party 
(NPP) to National Democratic Congress (NDC) when the Asante-favored candidate Nana 
Akufo-Addo (NPP) narrowly lost to John Atta Mills (NDC). After the death of President Mills in 
July 2012, Vice President John Dramani Mahama (NDC) was sworn in and served as president 
for the remaining six-month term. The 2012 elections in December, however, were hotly 
contested. Despite allegations of fraud, incumbent President Mahama (NDC) was declared the 
winner over his main challenger Nana Akufo-Addo (NPP). Citing “over-voting” as one of 
several election violations (Kwarteng 2014:86), the NPP filed a petition to the Ghanaian supreme 
court to review the election results. The Supreme Court commenced with the hearing in April 
2013 which was broadcasted live throughout the country. The Supreme Court hearings became a 
daily topic of conversation and worry for people in the Kumasi area. Some expressed concern 
that even if the Asante-favored candidate, Akufo-Addo, were declared the winner, violence 
might erupt pending the outcome. Despite political tensions and heightened emotion, the 
                                               
8 Yɛabrɛ or Y’abrɛ (‘We are tired’) became one of the NPP’s (New Patriotic Party) political campaign 
slogans (see figures 1.1 and 1.2). The Asante-Twi term brɛ refers to the state of being tired, fatigued, or 
exhausted either physically or mentally/emotionally. It can also denote hardship (ahokyerɛ). A state of 
fatigue can occur after a day of intense physical labor or the accumulation of chronic stress, worry, and 
physical exertion, as in Wobrɛ dodo (‘You suffer/stress too much’) and Wobrɛ wo ho ma me (‘You 
labor/exert yourself on my behalf’). People also commonly say Woku wo ho ma me (‘You kill yourself for 
me’). Many thanks to Ida Assem for these expressions. 
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Supreme Court’s decision—announced in late August 2013, ruling in favor of Mahama as the 
rightful winner—was received peacefully. However, people in Kumasi (an NPP stronghold) 
were left soured by the election and agitated as the economy worsened in the years to follow.  
  Subsequent return trips to Ghana between 2014 and 2017 revealed Ghanaians’ 
exasperation with the country’s persistent economic decline. Popular discursive expressions 
included Yɛabrɛ (‘We are tired’), Gaana ayɛ hye (‘Ghana has become hot’), Sika nni ha 
(‘There’s no money here’), Yɛresu (‘We are crying’), Yɛrehu amane pa ara (‘We are really 
suffering’), Yɛnntɔ hwee (‘Nobody/They [buyers] is [are not] buying anything’), and Ɛkɔm de yɛn 
(‘We are hungry’). In the Kumasi area, many Ghanaians specifically lamented high 
unemployment rates, the exorbitant and increasing costs of electricity, inflation and currency 
depreciation, and intermittent power outages due to load shedding (locally dubbed “dumsor” in 
Akan (dum ‘off’ and so ‘on’)), which had adverse effects on many businesses. High monthly 
light bills and unexpected power outages particularly threatened traders’ livelihoods. Work for 
men who grind pepper in the market or bale secondhand clothing at offsite warehouses would 
come to a standstill. During 2014 when load shedding intensified, some traders who sold frozen 
food items were forced to purchase generators and face rising electricity costs or switch to a 
different trade altogether. A woman who ran a “cold store” business selling frozen chicken and 
fish said she had resigned to eating just once or twice a day. She said low sales coupled with the 
challenges of paying the daily market tax, annual building fee and income tax, and meeting the 
rising electricity bills and her children’s school fees left little money left over for food 
consumption.9 Even those who do not rely on electricity reported switching the type of 
commodities they sell in an attempt to generate income.  
                                               
9 Interview, KCM, June 1, 2016 
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Due to persistent economic challenges and to strategize for the future, some Ghanaians 
have sought economic opportunities outside the country. In many conversations, Ghanaians 
proudly declared that Ghana is a peaceful country (Asomdweɛ wɔ Gaana) and that the country is 
rich with gold, cocoa, timber, bauxite, and oil, yet they often lamented that its people continue to 
suffer. A taxi driver stated, “The U.S. is cool. Ghana is hot. The U.S. has money and jobs. But 
there are no jobs here. The government doesn’t look after its citizens. There is money in this 
country, but it is spent by just a small percentage of people. This country has gold and other 
natural resources, but the majority of people don’t have money and there are no jobs. So, it’s 
made Ghana hot.”10  
In response to growing frustration with the economic downturn and the NDC 
administration in power between 2008 and 2016, Ghanaians in recent years have organized 
large-scale demonstrations. Demonstrators have protested dumsor,11 rising fuel costs and utility 
taxes,12 and the detrimental effects of foreign retailers on the local economy.13 On June 10, 2014, 
just a couple of weeks into my pre-dissertation research, thousands of people took to the streets 
                                               
10 Conversation with taxi driver (paraphrased), Kumasi, Sept. 9, 2016 
11  “Ghana's celebrities lead protest marches against ongoing energy crisis.” Associated Press in Accra, 
May 17, 2015. Accessed October 9, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/17/ghanas-
celebrities-lead-protest-marches-against-ongoing-energy-crisis. 
12 Kaledzi, Isaac. “Ghanaians protest rising fuel and electricity tariffs.” DW Akademie, Jan. 20, 2016. 
Accessed October 9, 2018. http://www.dw.com/en/ghanaians-protest-rising-fuel-and-electricity-tariffs/a-
18994432. 
13 “Ghana Union of Traders’ Association Embarks on Demonstration.” Ghana News Agency, Nov. 9, 
2012. Accessed October 9, 2018. http://www.ghananewsagency.org/economics/ghana-union-of-traders-
association-embarks-on-demonstration-51978. 
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in Kumasi dressed in the symbolic colors of bereavement and protest, red and black, to march 
against high inflation rates, the depreciation of the Ghana cedi, and frequent power outages.14 
Some of the demonstrators carried a symbolic coffin with a pointed message to (now former) 
President Mahama and their disappointment in his administration’s inability to improve 
economic matters.15 The demonstrators who marched through the streets included traders from 
Kumasi Central Market and the commercial district at Adum. Exactly two weeks later, members 
of the Ghana Union of Traders Association (GUTA) closed their shops in Accra and Kumasi to 
protest the government’s failure to enforce illegal retailing by foreigners, which had negatively 
impacted the local economy.16 Demonstrations continued in the ensuing years. A pressure group 
and supporters of the NPP Movement For Change, held a demonstration on February 25, 2015 in 
Kumasi, dubbed “Y’abrɛ” [Sic.] (‘We are tired’), to protest the energy crisis and the country’s 
economic conditions.17 This demonstration followed one a week earlier in Accra by the NPP. A 
few months later in May 2015, some of Ghana’s movie celebrities organized a demonstration in 
                                               
14 “Massive anti-government demonstration rocks Kumasi.” Ghana News Agency, June 10, 2014. 
Accessed October 9, 2018. http://www.ghananewsagency.org/politics/massive-anti-government-
demonstration-rocks-kumasi--75888.  
15 Adu, Ernest Kofi. “NPP Rocks Kumasi, Blasts Mahama.” Daily Guide, June 12, 2014. Accessed 
October 9, 2018. https://www.modernghana.com/news/548407/npp-rocks-kumasi-blasts-mahama.html.  
16 Agyeman, Nana Konadu. “GUTA strike affects business activities.” Graphic Online, June 26, 2014. 
Accessed October 9, 2018. https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/guta-strike-affects-business-
activities.html.  
17 Timah, Lauretta. “‘Yabrɛ’ demo underway in Kumasi.” Citifmonline.com, February 25, 2015. Accessed 
October 9, 2018. http://citifmonline.com/2015/02/25/photos-yabr%C9%9B-demo-underway-in-kumasi/.  
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Accra wearing t-shirts with the hashtag “#DumsorMustStop.”18 The Film Producers Association 
of Ghana (FIPAG) organized a similar demonstration in Kumasi two weeks later.19  
                                               
18 “Ghana’s celebrities lead protest marches against ongoing energy crisis.” Associated Press in Accra, 
May 17, 2015. Accessed October 9, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/17/ghanas-
celebrities-lead-protest-marches-against-ongoing-energy-crisis.  
19 Osafo-Nkansah, Eugene. “XCLUSIV FOTOS: ‘Dumsor’ Demo Finally Hits Kumasi.” 
Peacefmonline.com, May 28, 2015. Accessed October 9, 2018. 
http://www.peacefmonline.com/pages/showbiz/news/201505/243248.php.  
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Figure 1.1 An example of the t-shirts worn at the Y'abrɛ demonstration in Feb. 2015.  
The young man wearing the shirt here wore this at a funeral in Kumasi in late 2016.20 
                                               
20 Unless otherwise noted, all photos were taken by the author. 
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Figure 1.2 This image shows the backside of the Y'abrɛ t-shirt 
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The Strains of 2016 
For many traders and farmers, 2016 was a particularly stressful year. The extended 
harmattan (dry) season and the lack of rain during the growing season ignited public concern and 
predictions that 2016 would bring severe drought and hunger; some drew comparisons to the 
drought of 1983. The month of July normally brings scarcity in fruits and vegetables and high 
foodstuffs prices, hence its Akan name, Kitawonsa (‘hold your hand,’ i.e., lest you are tempted to 
steal). In July 2016, however, people in Kumasi voiced unusually sharp concern about not 
having enough food to eat or not having enough money saved to cover school fees come 
September, when most schools open. Moreover, 2016 brought one of the worst years in terms of 
farming, particularly for tomatoes. Farmers in the Brong Ahafo region—a region known for 
farming domestic crops—suffered from an unsuccessful tomato harvest. An elderly tomato 
farmer who also runs a shop selling farming equipment in a village market stated, “Afe yi deɛ, 
hm! Afe yi deɛ, ɛka a yɛabɔ deɛ ɛfiri sɛ yɛwoo me menhunuu bi da; sɛ yɛayɛ ntoosi, na yɛante na 
entoosi no aka afuom hɔ. Yɛnnya obi koraa mma no ntɔ” (‘This year, hm! The money we have 
lost this year, since I was born, I have never before seen that we have planted tomatoes and we 
didn’t harvest them but left the tomatoes on the farm. We can’t even get anyone to buy them’).21 
Whereas a crate of tomatoes could be sold for as much as 500 cedis, in late August 2016 they 
were sold at an all-time low of 20 and 30 cedis per crate. Some farmers left the tomatoes to rot 
on the vines because it would have cost them more money to harvest and transport them than the 
profits obtained from the sale.22 Another farmer explained that due to decreased buying power, 
                                               
21 Interview, Village in Brong Ahafo region, Aug. 21, 2016 
22 Low buying power sharply reduced demand for tomatoes. Farmers could no longer depend on their 
regular wholesale tomato traders to buy their regular quantities, so farmers actually lost money hiring 
people to harvest the tomatoes, which did not sell even at sharply reduced prices. 
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market traders—particularly his regular customers on whom he depends—had not been able to 
buy as much during 2016 as they had in previous years.  
In addition to the extended harmattan and insufficient harvest, the high frequency of fires 
in KCM in recent years have devastated entire sections of the market and destroyed traders’ 
stalls and entire stock. Just after I arrived in Ghana in early January 2016, a massive fire broke 
out in the Central Market near the wholesale yards, destroying dozens of stalls in the yam and 
dried fish areas and millions of cedis’ worth of goods.23 Some traders had even stashed their cash 
in their stalls which burned, leaving them completely empty handed. These incidents coupled 
with the anticipated presidential and parliamentary elections in November 2016 caused a great 
deal of anxiety and unease and intensified the state of economic precarity captured in the 
expression Gaana ayɛ hye (‘Ghana has become hot’).   
Some traders in Kumasi Central Market attributed the present economic situation to (now 
former) President Mahama’s administration, comparing the current economy to that under 
former President John Kufuor.24 Others mentioned more specific factors as affecting the 
                                               
23 “Kumasi Central Market ravaged once more by fire.” Ghana News Agency, January 7, 2016. Accessed 
October 9, 2018. https://www.modernghana.com/news/666511/kumasi-central-market-ravaged-once-
more-by-fire.html.  
24 Several reasons account for this. Kumasi is a New Patriotic Party (NPP) stronghold, and many Asantes 
tend to vote along NPP lines. Former President John Kufuor is an Asante (the dominant ethnic group in 
Kumasi) and was the successful NPP candidate in 2000 and again in 2004. During my field work in 2016, 
many Ghanaians in Kumasi recalled Kufuor’s time in office as overwhelmingly successful—citing the 
country’s national health insurance initiative as one of his successes. Due to a combination of political 
ethnic factors, when KCM traders compared Mahama’s tenure in office to that of Kufuor, Mahama’s 
administration fell short. 
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economy: increases in fuel prices, the effects of load shedding on businesses that rely on 
consistent power supply, the infiltration of foreign goods on the local economy, and the 
saturation of traders selling the same commodities. Ghanaians’ experiences with acute economic 
constraints begs the question, is the present economic hardship a new phenomenon or an 
episodic wave of a much longer history of economic volatility? Are market traders suddenly 
forced to adjust their trading practices and communicative strategies or have they long been 
accustomed to ongoing political and economic shifts?  
In my survey of market traders in KCM, many indicated that the market has changed for 
the worse.25 Some sellers attributed reduced sales to the increased number of traders selling the 
same commodity. A ready-made shoe seller said, “People don't buy things as before so our 
income has reduced. There's no money in the business. We are spending more than we earn.” A 
wholesale provisions trader specifically marked the change in the market at three years ago 
(2013) when the market started to decline: “Previously customers could buy 70 cedis [worth of 
goods] but now they only buy 30.” A dried fish seller said in the past she could sell her fish in 
one week; now it takes three weeks or more to sell her stock.  
Although the majority reported a depressed market in recent years, not everyone saw it 
that way. A salted beef seller said the market has decreased but that trading was better than being 
in the house (implying that being at home would not yield any profits). Others were more 
tolerant of the ebbs and flows and acknowledged that while the market is currently low it would 
eventually bounce back. Depending on the type of commodity and individual successes, some 
traders fared better in the current economy than others. Switching to selling a different 
commodity made business more lucrative for two clothing sellers who previously sold jewelry 
and secondhand clothes, respectively. An egg seller attributed her success to the regular demand 
                                               
25 Detailed survey protocol and results are found in the next chapter. 
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for eggs (“everyone eats eggs”) regardless of the economy. A shoe maker reported that business 
was doing well but his current challenges were power outages and the influx of inexpensive and 
lower quality foreign shoes that give his product competition.  
 
A Historical Picture 
Although many market traders and Ghanaians in Kumasi compared present economic 
constraints to a previous era of greater prosperity (or at least less intensified hardship), a 
historical account of Ghana’s political economy suggests that the present economic situation may 
be explained as an episode of longer-term economic volatility. The 2014 National Employment 
Policy report authored by Ghana’s Ministry of Employment and Labour Relations states that “the 
employment situation in Ghana has not improved much despite better economic growth 
performance, macro-economic stability and improved infrastructure in the last two decades” 
(NEP 2014:2).26 According to this report, un- and underemployment has persisted despite the 
reforms implemented in the last two decades (including the Ghana Growth and Poverty 
Reduction Strategy (GPRS I: 2003-2005), the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy (GPRS II: 
2006-2010), and the Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda (GSGDA I: 2010-2013) 
intended to create jobs and reduce poverty (NEP 2014:2).  
Current economic conditions are compounded by colonialism, years of political coups 
and military rule, and the lasting effects of structural adjustment programs and neoliberal reforms 
which increased unemployment rates and exacerbated the gap between rich and poor (Clark and 
Manuh 1991). A series of military coups and shifts from military control to civilian government 
and back again since the overthrow of Ghana’s first president, Kwame Nkrumah, left a series of 
                                               
26 This report provides a historical timeline of initiatives aimed at improving Ghana’s economic 
development. 
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economic waves, the most violent and tumultuous occurring in the 1970s and 1980s (Clark 1994, 
2013). During these years, traders experienced significant losses, and found it difficult if not 
impossible to recover from those losses to pre-1979 levels (Clark 1994:391). The rest of the 
country also suffered extreme shortages; shortages of petrol and spare parts interrupted 
transportation and the distribution of goods throughout the country (Clark 1994:392). Families 
struggled to pay medical bills and school fees; many sent their children to say with relatives in 
the rural areas where they were more likely to be better fed (Clark 1994:392). In search of better 
economic opportunities elsewhere, approximately 2 million Ghanaians left for Nigeria, Europe, 
and North America (Murillo 2017:158). Severe drought between 1982-83 exacerbated food 
shortages and hunger in both urban and rural areas; consequently, many traders abandoned their 
trade (Clark 1994:394). Bushfires in 1983 destroyed fertile land and cocoa farms, and in 
February 1983, Nigeria expelled approximately 1.2 million Ghanaians, putting a strain on an 
already stressed economy (Murillo 2017:159). In 1983, the country was bankrupt, marking one 
of Ghana’s lowest economic points (McCaskie 2016). 
The structural adjustment reforms implemented under the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the 1980s and 1990s are widely recognized as a failure 
(Piot 2010). In the case of Ghana, adherence to the stipulations laid out by the World Bank and 
the IMF resulted in currency devaluation, privatization of government operations, retrenchment 
and resulting high unemployment (Loxley 1990). Although Ghana is heralded as the poster child 
of neoliberal reforms, Clark (2013:32) argues that there is a stark contrast between neoliberal 
ideologies and the implementation of structural adjustment policies. Ironically, the same 
expressions used at the outset of structural adjustment programs are still used in the market 
today. “Yɛnntɔ hwee” (‘Nobody is buying anything’/‘They [buyers] are not buying anything’) 
and “Sika nni hɔ” (‘There’s no money’) capture the reality of low buying power due to high 
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prices and dwindling spending money for both buyers and sellers (Clark and Manuh 1991:227). 
Coping expressions such as Sɛ Nyame boa a (‘If God permits’), Yɛrebɔ mpae (‘We are praying’), 
Nkakrankakra ɛbɛ yie (‘Little by little it will be okay’), and Nyame bɛyɛ (‘God will make it 
happen’) illustrate how Ghanaians orient toward the future and persevere amid uncertainty.  
While economic hardship is not new to many Ghanaians, especially those who lived 
during the extreme conditions of the 1970s and 1980s, the present situation invites a new 
categorical framework. Contextualizing this particular moment as yet another wave of longer-
term volatility fails to capture the fear and degree of uncertainty regrding whether, when, and to 
what degree conditions will improve. Moreover, Ghanaians’ comparisons of 2016 to the severe 
droughts and hunger of 1983 suggests a heightened fear of imminent devastation with few safety 
measures to prevent its onset or reduce its impact. For many Ghanaians in Kumasi, the hope of a 
change of government from NDC to NPP kept them moving forward.  
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS  
Given the acute economic hardships experienced in Ghana, this dissertation addresses the 
following questions: What kinds of strategies do traders use in their daily market transactions 
and interactions to meet the demands of daily life? How do traders establish exchange 
relationships, avoid falling victim to cheating or deceptive trading practices and other pitfalls, 
and wield financial success? Which strategies are effective, and when and why are they 
effective? How have persistent economic strains affected market women’s trading practices, and 
in particular, talk? Because KCM and its commodities do not exist in a vacuum but connect 
local, national, and transnational economies, how do traders assess and negotiate the value of 
local and global commodities? 
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I answer these questions in this dissertation by analyzing the communicative and 
economic strategies market women employ in KCM amid the current and ongoing economic 
hardship. Using the lens of talk at the interactional level, I explore the inner workings of buying 
and selling in the market and at a small neighborhood shop against the backdrop of economic 
precarity. In my conversations with market traders, they emphasized the importance of talk in the 
business of trade. As Beatrice reveals in her statement at the beginning of this chapter, the 
persistent economic challenges have affected and changed the way traders talk to their customers 
and how they sell their goods. Below, a secondhand bra seller demonstrates how she has 
modified the way she persuades potential buyers to purchase her goods as an adaptation to the 
economic challenges buyers and sellers face: 
 
Seesei ara deɛ, ɔno a ɔrebɛtɔ no, ɔnhyɛ da nni sika. Ne sika nso. Enti no ebia boɔ 
no koraa a wode rema no no, ɔmpɛ sɛ ɔbɛtɔ ne saa ba [but] ɛwɔ nea wobɛka na 
kyerɛ sɛ watumi atɔ ne saa ama wo. Ebia ɔba koraa a wei, wose five cedis. “Oh! 
Ne boɔ yɛ dene!” Mese “oh, adamfoɔ nnyɛ mea oo. See sei ara no, hwɛ! Nneɛma 
boɔ ayɛ dene. Kaa koraa a ɛrekɔ akɔfa de aba no, yɛato diesel mu. Petrol kɔ soro. 
Kaa a wɔde reba, ɔgyee sei. Paaoopaa a ɔsoa de baa ha ɔgyee sei. Afei na me nso 
merebɛyiyi, na me nso matɔn. Na me nso manya kakra de atɔ aduane ama me mma. 
Enti wo nso, fa ne sei na wo nso wokɔ a, wo nso de agye sei.” Sɛ ebia ɔretɔ akɔtɔn 
a, me nso maka saa akyerɛ no. Nti ebia na me nso, sɛ instead sɛ mede bɛma no three 
cedi a, mese ɔmfa no 2.5 cedis. Na ɔno nso kɔ a watɔn no three cedi. Nti yɛn nyinaa, 
nkakrankakra.  
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Now, the buyer doesn’t really have money. Her money is not enough. So, maybe, 
the price you are selling the item for, she doesn’t want to buy it for that price, but 
she will be able to buy it depending on what you will say. Maybe when she comes 
and you say this is five cedis [she’ll respond], “oh! It’s so expensive.” I say “oh 
friend, I am not the cause. Now, look; things have become expensive. The car going 
for the goods, the price of diesel has gone up. Petrol has gone up. The car which 
brought the things was paid this amount. The porter who carried this took this 
amount. I am now coming to sort and sell and then get something small to buy food 
for my children. So, you should take them for this [price] and when you go, you 
can sell them for this price.” So maybe if she buys to retail elsewhere, that’s how I 
will talk to her. So, maybe, instead of giving them to her for three cedis, I tell her 
to take them for 2.5 cedis. And when she goes, she will sell them for three cedis. 
So, we all go about it gradually/systematically in a give-and-take fashion. 
[Interview, KCM, May 9, 2016] 
 
As the bra seller and other traders revealed, talk in face to face interactions is the tool, the 
remedy, and, at times, the downfall of trade. By applying a microscopic look at daily transactions 
and exchanges, I uncover in this dissertation how market women strategize for present and future 
gains and safeguard against being cheated and enduring hardship.  
 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS  
 Market women expertly draw from their vast repertoire of linguistic and communicative 
strategies as they routinely navigate unpredictable trading situations, dynamic customer 
relationships, and fluctuating supplies and prices. The central role of talk in market women’s 
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daily market exchanges, valuation practices, and their experiences with economic hardship 
invites engagement with multiple, overlapping theoretical frameworks which I detail below. 
 
Crisis, Volatility, and Precarity  
Social theorists and scholars of African Studies have approached people’s experiences 
with economic hardship using the discourses of crisis, volatility, and most recently, precarity. 
With specific reference to the African continent, James Ferguson (2006:8) argues that in popular 
discourse as in scholarship, “Africa is inevitably characterized by reference to a series of lacks, 
failures, problems, and crises.” If a framework of “crisis” has contextualized the post-colonial 
period and the ensuing years of structural adjustment programs and neoliberal reforms, other 
scholars (Guyer 2004; Makhulu et al. 2010) have argued for a new vocabulary and framework 
for understanding more recent engagements with economic hardship in a broader, historical 
scope. The argument brought forth by Makhulu et al. (2010:12) is that if “crisis” is the analytic 
by which we interpret and explain acute hardship, which by its very definition implies a short-
term rupture, then how do we explain a perpetual state or series of crises? Jane Guyer (2004) 
argues that because Atlantic Africans have long interfaced with Western capitalism and thus are 
accustomed to long-term volatility and assymetrical exchanges, they have developed a set of 
repertoires and practices with which to sustain momentary crisis. While what may present as an 
emergent crisis—which Guyer (2004:101) defines as “a situation so difficult to bridge that 
violence was an imminent possibility” in the moment of occurrence (for example, she uses an 
incident of petrol shortage in Nigeria in 1997)—Guyer contextualizes “crisis” in a historical 
sense as short-term fluctuations that can persist over the longue durée. Makhulu et al. (2010:12) 
similarly argue that the strategies Africans have adapted to accommodate periodic political and 
economic fluctuations moves us away from short-term crisis toward thinking about present 
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circumstances and resulting practices within a context of “sustained volatility” and “long-term 
constraint.”  
While I agree with the analytical shift from “crisis” to “volatility” to account for a greater 
historical contextualization of hardship, the findings from my dissertation prompt a different 
framework for better capturing Ghanaians’ state of fatigue and outlook regarding present 
economic conditions. Whereas “volatility” implies a quality of consistent inconsistency—an 
expected regularity to the state of fluctuation—many Ghanaians in Kumasi lacked the confidence 
that things would improve. For some, the only hope of a reprieve would be if Nana Akufo-Addo 
won the 2016 presidential elections (effectively changing the government from NDC to NPP). 
“Precarity,” by contrast, refers to present and future existential states lacking in security or 
stability, which Anne Allison (2013, 2016) contends is becoming a common state of existence 
around the globe. Unlike volatility, precarity lacks the element of regularity. And unlike crisis, 
there is no expectation or assurance of a foreseeable outcome to present circumstances. What 
makes a state of precarity particularly threatening is the ever-present fear of total collapse, of 
losing everything. “Precarity” can also be characterized as a state of confusion, a blurring of 
crisis and volatility, because it is difficult to know whether the current situation is yet another 
wave of volatility or demands immediate recourse to avoid devastation. For example, the 
irregularity of “light off” coupled with rising costs gave traders no sense of when electricity 
would be restored or if and when prices would drop. How long are traders expected to hold out 
the storm? After years of hardship with no sense of when or how things will improve (because 
things had been progressively worsening since 2013 if not before), describing the market as 
volatile is no longer apt. For these reasons, I engage with the literature on precarity to frame this 
particular moment.  
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Economic Precarity 
   Scholarship on precarity has burgeoned in the last ten years (Allison 2013; Al-
Mohammad 2012; Butler 2010, 2015; Dave 2014; Han 2011; Millar 2014; O’Neill 2014; Stewart 
2012; Tsing 2015). Anna Tsing defines precarity as “Life without the promise of stability” 
(2015:2; see also Allison 2016). Judith Butler (2010, 2015) distinguishes between general 
existential uncertainty and precarity, arguing that precarity is not “simply an existential truth” 
(2015:20). There are many things beyond human control—what de L’Estoile (2014) calls 
“radical uncertainty.” Anyone of us at any time is “subject to deprivation, injury, illness, 
debilitation, or death” (Butler 2015:20). However, Butler argues, uncertainty affects people 
unequally. Some—the unemployed, homeless, and marginalized—experience it more acutely. 
Moreover, “no one person suffers a lack of shelter without there being a social failure to organize 
shelter in such a way that it is accessible to each and every person. And no one person suffers 
unemployment without there being a system or a political economy that fails to safeguard against 
that possibility” (Butler 2015:21). That is, the precarity experienced on an individual level 
reveals “the failures and inequalities of socioeconomic and political institutions” (Butler 
2015:21).  
Scholars have argued that precarity is not an exception but rather a “condition of our 
time” (Tsing 2015:20), and in particular, of millennial capitalism (Shaw and Byler 2016). The 
authors of the curated collection on precarity in Current Anthropology argue that this particular 
form of capitalism promotes a neoliberal logic of individual responsibility and places the blame 
of precariousness on the most socially, politically, and economically vulnerable (Shaw and Byler 
2016). Precariousness (or “precarization” (Lorey and Derieg 2015))—the process of 
acclimatizing people to a normalized state of “insecurity and hopelessness” (Butler 2015:15)—
can compromise and threaten existing social structures, support systems, and social security 
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(Roth 2014) and engender social isolation (Allison 2013; Butler 2015). For instance, Anne 
Allison (2013) found that economic precarity in Japan has not only forced youth into 
homelessness as they continue to pursue low-paid, irregular employment but has also created a 
sense of loneliness and social withdrawal from support networks. Consequently, Allison argues, 
these youth have become refugees and “internal exiles” in their home country “without access to 
a secure job, stable home, or normal life” (2013:47). In the case of Botswana, Julie Livingston 
examines how failed investments (relationships, personal wealth) in pursuit of “self-
determination” have led to a rise in suicide and other forms of violence in recent decades despite 
Botswana’s reputation as “the African Miracle” (2009:653). Livingston explores how the risks of 
these investments coupled with a culture of secrecy surrounding incurred debt and failed 
investments in pursuit of self-determination creates tremendous pressure to uphold a public 
image of success while suffering the shame of their losses in isolation. In her long-term research 
on the micro-entrepreneurship in the urban informal economy in Lusaka, Zambia, Karen 
Tranberg Hansen (2010) argues that several initiatives in recent decades designed to reduce debt 
and increase employment have actually intensified the antagonism between traders and the state 
and have particularly disadvantaged youth. Hansen (2010:16) notes that economic liberalization 
and structural adjustment programs with resulting retrenchment and employment cuts pushed 
many adults into the informal economy; consequently, many youth struggle to access the more 
lucrative jobs taken up by adults. Lacking access to formally designated markets, many young 
male vendors take up trade in the streets—a much riskier space due to state-sanctioned forced 
removals. With limited income, many young men are unmarried and unable to form their own 
households.  
I draw from this literature to argue that economic precarity aptly characterizes the present 
moment for many Ghanaians, in which market traders are particularly vulnerable. Trading as a 
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profession in a semi-regulated, highly volatile market is inherently risky with few security 
measures. Compounded by recent economic pressures, traders are susceptible to, and have 
experienced, catastrophic losses. I also engage with Gracia Clark’s (1994, 2010a) extensive 
research on KCM traders’ strategies of accumulation to argue that much of market women’s day-
to-day work to meet daily needs, plan for the future, and stave off the threat of precarity involves 
talk as a pragmatic, verbal performance in face-to-face interactions. It is through talk that traders 
assign value to commodities, negotiate relationships, and calculate potential gains amid the 
looming threat of economic precarity. However, because precarity characterizes the very nature 
of buying and selling in the “informal economy,” talk—as I argue throughout this dissertation—
both tempers and creates risk. Much of traders’ communicative and business expertise involves 
assessing and mitigating risk at the interactional level through moment-to-moment decision 
making and adaptation.  
 
Market Speech, Performed Conflict, and Akan Pragmatics 
Scholarship on market discourse (Bauman 2004; Clark 2002; Kapchan 1996; Wiley 
2014) and the genre of bargaining (Alexander and Alexander 1987; French 2000; Lindenfeld 
1990; Kharraki 2001; Orr 2007; Seligmann 2004b) informs my analysis of bargaining and 
transactional exchanges in KCM and at a neighborhood shop. Whereas previous studies have 
focused on how traders negotiate social status (French 2000), ethnicity (Seligmann 1993, 2004a), 
and critique gender norms (Kapchan 1996; Wiley 2014), my analysis of bargaining interactions 
reveals how traders wield their savviness of verbal persuasion, value scales, and market 
information to maximize transactional gains. Because many of these verbal strategies are 
inherently risky and potentially face-threatening, I draw on the scholarship on the performance of 
routinized insult and conflict (Haviland 2011; Irvine 1992; Kochman 1983; Pagliai 2010; 
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Tetreault 2010, 2015) to argue that successful market interactions require moment to moment 
shifting between play and nonplay. My research also contributes to scholarship on Akan 
pragmatics (Agyekum 2003, 2006, 2008; Obeng 1994, 1996, 1999a-c; Yankah 1991) by looking 
at traders’ skillful employment of what they call kasadɛ (‘sweet/persuasive talk’) as well as 
rougher forms of talk. That is, while much of the literature within Akan pragmatics focuses on 
Akan speakers’ value and use of polite and indirect speech, my data show how women in the 
context of the market expertly utilize polite and impolite, indirect and direct forms of talk to 
assert their expertise, develop rapport, and ultimately secure a gainful transaction.  
 
Language and Political Economy 
In this dissertation, I consider KCM traders’ repertoire of linguistic resources, how they 
employ them in their daily transactions and interactions, and what the material outcomes are. To 
explain my approach to language and political economy, I draw from Bourdieu (1977) and Irvine 
(1989a). In “The Economics of Linguistic Exchanges,” Bourdieu outlines a theory for thinking 
about language as a resource which he contends constitutes a form of symbolic capital within a 
linguistic market. Specifically, he argues that language varieties or linguistic forms take on 
differential value in a linguistic market in which their value correlates with the social and 
cultural capital of the speaker: “a language is worth what those who speak it are worth” 
(1977:652). Taking issue with Chomsky’s notion of linguistic competence, Bourdieu argues that 
while languages are equal on a linguistic level, they are not equal on a social level. Those with 
linguistic authority (i.e., more capital, thus more power) control the legitimization and 
reproduction of dominant language varieties by which all other non-dominant varieties are 
measured. Increasing one’s symbolic capital requires demonstrated competence of dominant or 
prestigious linguistic varieties. For Bourdieu (1977:646), competence of linguistic forms—
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particularly those with greater symbolic capital—requires not “producing an infinite number of 
grammatically coherent sentences” (Chomsky’s notion of competence) “but the possibility of 
using an infinite numer of sentences in an infinite numer of situations, coherently and 
pertinently.” Thus, to acquire greater symbolic capital necessitates a “practical mastery” of 
linguistic forms in a given situation—what Hymes (1972) calls “communicative competence,” or 
using language socially and culturally appropriately.    
Bourdieu’s argument is useful for thinking about linguistic resources as forms of 
symbolic capital, which can be translated into other forms of capital. However, I deviate from 
Bourdieu’s macro-level conceptualization of whole linguistic varieties and their associated 
differential values.27 Instead, I consider how traders employ verbal strategies to wield power at 
the interactional (micro) level. I focus my analysis on traders’ performance of these forms in 
their bargaining trasnactions and their respective outcomes. To do so, I borrow Bourdieu’s and 
Hymes’ notions of competence in which a trader’s success in employing various communicative 
strategies (“sweet” and “rough” talk in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively) exists in her ability to 
know when to employ particular strategies in a given moment. Whereas for Bourdieu, the value 
of the linguistic utterance is tied to the value of the person in a stratified market, in this 
dissertation, the value of the verbal utterance is tied to its performance—or what it does (Miller 
2008)—in a given exchange. The evaluation or outcome of these performances rests on a range 
of contextually dependent dynamic factors, such as those in a position to leverage greater control 
in one transaction (a trader selling a scarce commodity) who may lack power in another (the 
same trader buying scarce commodities from her supplier).  
                                               
27 Scholars have critiqued Bourdieu’s theory of the linguistic marketplace for its oversimplification. See 
(Gal 1989:354; Irvine 1989a:256; Woolard 1985). 
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Irvine’s (1989a) discussion of language and political economy also informs my analysis 
of traders’ linguistic resources in the marketplace. In a push to move beyond the 
materialist/idealist dichotomy propelled, in part, by Saussure (1966), Irvine (1989a:249) instead 
draws upon Peircean semiotics and argues for conceptualizations of economy and value “that are 
comprehensive enough to include linguistic resources and verbal activities.” She argues that 
linguistic signs are part of a political economy in which verbal utterances can become objects of 
exchange. Using the example of griot praise singing in Senegal to illustrate her point, Irvine 
examines how these linguistic performances are commodities exchanged for cash payment, in 
which the quality of the performance corresponds with its economic value. As Irvine 
(1989a:262) states, “The value of the performance depends in part of the gloriousness of the 
content…but it depends much more on the skill and reputation of the performing griot. Though 
even the clumsiest griot receives something for praising a patron, knowledgeable and skillful 
griots are much in demand and their performances highly paid.”  
In this dissertation, I adopt both Irvine’s (1989a:256) position that “linguistic skills can 
be economic resources” and Gal’s (1989) assertion that “Because linguistic practices provide 
access to material resources, they become resources in their own right.” However, instead of 
considering instances in which verbal utterances are the objects of exchange, I examine how they 
are used as symbolic resources to obtain material benefits in the short- and long-term (Chapter 
3). That is, unlike griot performances which demand direct, immediate payment depending on 
the quality of the performance, KCM traders’ verbal utterances can lead to indirect benefits over 
the long-term, such as acquiring a new customer or receiving goods on credit at a later date. 
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Repertoires of Value: Relationships, Reputation, and Connoisseurship   
At the heart of transactional exchanges in KCM are various repertoires and scales of 
value. Questions of value within anthropology have emerged since Bronislaw Malinowski’s 
(2013 [1922]) foundational text Argonauts of the Western Pacific. Considerations of how value 
is produced, conceptualized, and negotiated have continued to inspire anthropological 
scholarship examining the relationship between people and things from production to exchange. 
Two major contributions to studies of value stem from Marcel Mauss 2000 [1954] and Karl 
Marx [2011 (1867)] with particular attention to gift exchange and commodity production, 
respectively. Mauss problematized why people are motivated to give and reciprocate gifts; Marx 
examined how human labor is alienated from an object’s value under capitalism. In his text, 
Towards an Anthropological Theory of Value: the False Coin of Our Own Dreams, David 
Graeber (2001:1-2) categorizes much of the anthropological literature on value into in one of 
three threads: 1) “Values” as concepts or ideologies of what people regard as “good,” “proper,” 
or “desirable in human life”; 2) “Value” in the economic terms, referring to “the degree to which 
objects are desired”; and 3) “Value” with respect to “meaningful difference” drawing from 
Ferdinand de Saussure (1966) within structural linguistics. Daniel Miller (2008), however, 
proposes a different approach to a theory of value which is to employ ethnography to investigate 
people’s colloquial uses of value. How do people talk about value and use related terms in 
everyday life? How do they conceptualize value in their own words? Miller suggests that by 
moving away from reducing value to a “bottom-line” theory of value, we can bridge what he 
distinguishes as “value” (in terms of price and alienability) and “values” (inalienability) 
(2008:1123). Moreover, Miller (2008:1130) contends that “the creative potential of value lies not 
in what it is, nor how it is conceived, but rather in what it actually does.”  
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In this dissertation, I utilize Daniel Miller’s (2008) approach by not only studying the 
various ways KCM traders conceptualize and create value in everyday life but also the outcomes 
of their value-creation strategies—those desired and actualized. Specifically, this dissertation 
takes three approaches to value in which talk foregrounds traders’ valuation practices. First, my 
findings illuminate the value of relationships (with particular focus on, although not limited to, 
customer relationships). As such, I draw on Maussian norms of reciprocity and exchange to 
argue that traders establish and manage relationships with which to mitigate risk and economic 
precarity. Because a financial or health crisis may strike at any time, which may completely 
devastate a trader’s livelihood, and because traders have few protections on which to rely, they 
regularly depend on their social networks. However, although necessary, present conditions 
make it difficult to completely rely on one’s social relations because they too are struggling. 
Consequently, although Akan society privileges the communal over the individual, economic 
precarity subjects even the most intimate and secure relationships to cheating and betrayal 
(Chapter 2). Due to the risks of investing too heavily in any given relationship, which exposes 
traders to greater vulnerability, traders are behooved to keep and manage multiple relationships 
rather than investing in a small subset. Moreover, because any relationship has the potential to 
yield material benefits and because a trader never knows exactly when she will need to rely on 
someone, she knows it is in her best interest to keep relationships open.  
Market women build social and economic relationships by engaging in exchange 
practices within the norms of reciprocity (Fair 2004; Buggenhagen 2011; Mauss 2000 [1954]; 
Wiley 2016), such as attending funerals and participating in gift-giving practices. These 
relationships as well as the viability of one’s business are heavily influenced by a trader’s 
reputation—not just her reputation as a trader but also as someone who is a good person (nipa 
papa), is respectful (ɔbu adeɛ), and is friendly (ɔpɛ nnipa). For example, a trader who regularly 
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attends church (kɔ asɔre) and remembers (kae) others during illness or bereavement (see also 
Munn 1986 on “remembering”) demonstrates her morality and dependability within a society 
regulated by reciprocal exchange. While such practices are indeed time-consuming, staving off 
acute hardship necessitates strategic investment in relationships.  
The importance of managing both reputations and relationships through acts of 
reciprocity for short- and longer-term benefits relates to Nancy Munn’s (1986) argument in the 
Fame of the Gawa. Munn argues that Gawans develop social relations through “hospitality 
practices,” specifically sharing food with outsiders. By giving food, Gawans hope to receive a 
return on their investment in the future. Moreover, it is through these “transformative actions” 
that Gawans can bolster their reputation (or “fame”)—not just individually but for Gawans as a 
whole. My departure from Munn’s argument, however, is my focus on talk. That is, my 
discussion of value centers on the communicative strategies traders employ to create and sustain 
alliances and manage their reputations. One way traders do this is through kasadɛ 
(‘sweet/persuasive talk’) (Chapter 3); another is through the skillful employment of “rough” talk 
(kasa basabasa) (Chapter 4).  
Another facet of reputation concerns the symbolic value of trading expertise and 
connoisseurship—my second approach to value. It is through talk that market women assert their 
value as knowledgeable and reliable traders—as experts on the latest price and supply 
information, fashion trends, and consumer preferences. Michael Silverstein’s (2003) discussion 
of “higher-order indexicality” and “educated connoisseurship” is particularly relevant here. In his 
article, Silverstein uses the example of what he has dubbed “oinoglossia” or “wine talk” to 
illustrate the processes by which people can become expert connoisseurs of “prestige 
comestibles” (in this case elite wines) by properly executing the correct terminology used in “the 
tasting note,” or the discourse genre used in wine tasting. As Silverstein suggests, by using the 
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correct lexicon associated with the tasting note in the right context (e.g., socially sanctioned wine 
tasting events), “the lingo has the indexically entailing effect or creative power to index 
consubstanial traits in the speaker” (2003:226). That is, by successfully pulling off “wine talk,” 
the speaker effectively becomes a legitimized elite wine connoisseur and embodies the qualities 
associated with this elite identity. Using this theoretical line of reasoning, I argue that by 
performing the linguistic repertoires associated with market expertise—for example on matters 
such as price and supply information, value hierarchies of local and imported goods, and 
consumer preferences— market women not only index their identities as trading experts but can 
also wield greater influence over the other trader in a transaction as the better expert. For 
example, as I detail in Chapter 1, traders assert their claims to authority on the latest price 
information using the expression, Me nso menntɔn [x commodity], anaa? Me nso mennim ne 
boɔ? (‘Don’t I also sell small quantities of [x commodity]? Don't I also know its price?’). They 
similarly employ strategies to discredit or minimize those of others such as, Wotɔɔ bi akyɛ, 
woahu? (‘It’s been awhile since you’ve bought some, hasn’t it?’). By demonstrating their market 
savviness using these communicative repertoires, traders increase their reputational value as 
knowledgeable and trustworthy market women, which has the potential to translate into present 
and future transactional gains.  
Reputational value and connoisseurship feature prominently in my discussion of imported 
commodities in Chapter 6, with particular attention to brand (Manning 2010; Moore 2003; 
Nakassis 2012). In this chapter, I broaden my approach to reputation to include the reputation of 
the commodities themselves as assessed by traders and consumers according to certain material 
signs signifying quality, durability, and origin. With particular attention to origin (i.e., the 
sourcing country), some commodities carry higher symbolic value (i.e., secondhand items from 
Western countries) due to their indexical association with cosmopolitanism and prosperity. 
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Drawing once again from Silverstein’s (2003) concept of “indexical order,” I argue that traders 
are not only experts at assigning value to these global imports using the aforementioned criteria, 
but they also apply their knowledge of first- and second-order indexicality in the ways they 
advertise their goods. Here I engage with Nakassis’s (2012) discussion of “creative brand 
citations” as well as Austin’s (1975) speech act theory to argue that when traders label certain 
commodities as originating from aburokyire (‘abroad’), they effectively “brand” these items. 
Doing so imbues these goods with the value-added prestige associated with the West.  
While there is a sense that Ghanaian traders and consumers feel disrespected by the 
global market28 (Western countries receive higher quality imports from China and send their 
used clothing to places like Ghana), still, they assert themselves into the global market using 
their skills as “educated connoisseurs” (Silverstein 2003)—exercising their knowledge of, and 
preferences for, certain styles and products from particular sourcing countries. However, my 
application of “educated connoisseurship” deviates from that of Silverstein. Whereas 
Silverstein’s application of “educated connoisseurship” involves a degree of training in the 
lexicon of “wine talk,” a register controlled by the elite, Ghanaians instead rely on their own 
standards of style while remaining versed in the variety of brands and styles sourced from 
countries in the global North. Bourdieu’s (1984) argument in his book Distinction: A Social 
Critique of the Judgement of Taste also applies in this context. Bourdieu argues that the 
standards for consumer tastes are established by the dominant social class—those with greater 
economic and cultural capital—and adopted by the dominated or less powerful class. While I 
acknowledge the geopolitical hegemony of the global North and the gross inequalities of global 
capitalism resulting in variable manufacturing standards and unequal distribution of goods on the 
global market, and which disfavors countries like Ghana, I also argue that Ghanaian consumers 
                                               
28 I thank Gracia Clark for this observation. 
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do not blindly accept or adopt Western notions of taste in their consumption of imported 
commodities. Instead, they assert their own preferences as savvy connoisseurs of global imports, 
selecting brands and styles from certain sourcing countries over others. Moreover, they also 
privilege certain locally produced items over their imported counterparts.       
Finally, my third approach to value concerns the ways traders assign and negotiate the 
value of goods. In my examination of the linguistic expressions traders use in their valuation 
practices, I engage with Guyer’s (2004) discussion of multiple and overlapping scales of value as 
applied to the maximization of gain. In Marginal Gains, Guyer argues that Atlantic Africans 
have developed a proficiency in conversions and calculations in multiple currencies and scales of 
valuation stemming from their long-term engagements in transnational trade involving 
nonequivalent exchanges. As such, Guyer argues, they are experts in manipulating various scales 
of value necessary to maximize transactional gains. Drawing from Guyer’s discussion, I exmine 
the value scales KCM traders apply in their bargaining interactions. I argue that while traders 
negotiate the economic value of goods they simultaneously invoke and negotiate reputational 
value and the value of customer relationships, which they factor into the overall transaction 
(Chapter 5). That is, the final agreed upon price of a commodity or the amount and quality of the 
“dash” are influenced by the exchange relationship between the buyer and seller. Similarly, a 
trader’s reputation (measured in the degree she is trustworthy, honest) influences the final sale 
price accepted by both buyer and seller. Furthermore, I argue that in these negotiations, traders 
openly discuss and contest their expected profits, suggesting a collaborative nature to buying and 
selling, even in the midst of economic precarity.  
 
PERSONAL CONTEXT AND METHODS   
An undergraduate semester study abroad during spring 2002, “Ghana: Arts and Culture,” 
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organized by the School for International Training, provided my first introduction to Ghana. The 
semester culminated in an independent research project. Although I studied dance with a cultural 
troupe, I was fascinated by the market—the energy and flurry of activity and rapid exchange of 
goods. Wanting to examine the language of buying and selling in KCM under the mentorship of 
Prof. Gracia Clark, I enrolled in a PhD program in anthropology at Indiana University in 2012. 
In summer 2013, I traveled to Kumasi, Ghana to study Asante-Twi at Kwame Nkrumah 
University of Science and Technology under Dr. Charles Marfo and Nana George Appiah with 
the assistance of a Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fellowship. During summer 
2013, I stayed with my gracious host and friend, Dr. Solace Yankson who warmly opened her 
home to me for each subsequent research trip. I also met Beatrice, a trader who ran a shop in the 
neighborhood where I stayed, who became a dear friend and an instrumental resource in my 
research, about whom I discuss in greater detail below.  
I returned to Kumasi during summer 2014 to complete two months of pre-dissertation 
research. With the generous assistance of Ida Assem, whom I initially met in 2013 and who 
accompanied me to KCM on several occasions, I conducted ten semi-structured interviews with 
male and female traders in the market. I also deepened my relationship with Beatrice and my 
understanding of selling at the shop, as I spent most evenings helping with small transactions. I 
conducted the bulk of my research during 2016 and returned again briefly during summer 2017 
to visit Beatrice and conduct some follow-up interviews.  
In total, I completed 15 months of field work between 2014 and 2017. I conducted 45 
interviews with market traders, shop owners, farmers, the yam queen mother, and a contractor 
who was hired to rebuild sections of the market that burned in a massive fire. Staying a complete 
calendar year in 2016 provided insights into a full market season and the fluctuations associated 
with various growing and harvest cycles and holidays. I also audio and video recorded 12 
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bargaining interactions from which to analyze specific pragmatic strategies traders use in their 
exchanges. With tremendous help from Gracia Clark and a team of assistants, I implemented a 
survey of 200 market traders in KCM to better understand the demographic composition of 
traders, the commodities they sell, and insights into their trading practices, including some of the 
challenges (see Appendix A for survey questions and detailed protocol). The survey provided the 
breadth not achieved in my interviews and interactions with closely connected traders. In 
addition to demographic data, qualitative survey responses on topics such as customer 
relationships and how people perceive current market conditions provided helpful information 
with which to supplement information I extracted from observations and in-depth interviews. 
Before carrying out the survey, Gracia Clark and I visited the KCM Market Manager and the 
yam queen mother to explain the nature of the research and my plan to conduct a survey. The 
2016 survey similarly models Clark’s 1979 survey, allowing for future comparisons.  
The bulk of my data came from participant observation in two realms: 1) Sitting with 
traders in the market and 2) Working as an apprentice shopkeeper at Beatrice’s shop. My role in 
these two capacities often overlapped and gave me a deeper understanding of market seasons, 
price fluctuations, buying and selling strategies, and the intricacies of customer relationships. 
Coincidentally, I learned that some of the traders I met in 2014 turned out to be Beatrice’s 
customers, which helped solidify relationships and provide continuity with initial research 
findings. Depending on the nature of our relationship or the commodity sold, sometimes I sat and 
visited with the traders in between their sales; other times they put me to work. If I arrived at the 
market to find the secondhand bra seller sorting bras and panties from a recently purchased bale, 
for example, she set me to work sorting them into various piles. Other times traders gave me 
babies to hold or a place to sit out of the sun while they introduced me to their friends and 
customers. During down times when business was slow, I asked questions about the market or 
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conducted interviews, which I audio recorded.  
I also accompanied a couple of traders on supply runs. For example, I tagged along with a 
vegetable seller several times to Abinkye market, a market near KCM known for “European 
vegetables,” such as cucumber, cabbage, and potatoes. She purchases vegetables at Abinkye 
Mondays and Thursdays and then retails them in KCM. Thanks to her introducing me to her 
regular customers, I conducted interviews at Abinkye to get insight into farmer-trader 
relationships and the role of sweet/persuasive talk (kasadɛ) in forming customer relationships. I 
accompanied the secondhand bra seller to Ashtown29 to purchase bales from her suppliers and 
conducted interviews with two suppliers who work with agents to buy large quantities of 
secondhand clothes to sell wholesale in Kumasi. I also traveled with Beatrice to her hometown in 
the Brong Ahafo region known for growing tomatoes. There I interviewed farmers to learn about 
the planting and harvest seasons of tomatoes and other produce and how particularly difficult 
2016 was for tomato farmers.  
My embodied gender and status as a white American woman influenced the people, 
spaces, and information to which I had access. The excitement and anomaly of seeing a white 
woman speaking Twi in the market coupled with a desire to travel overseas motivated by global 
economic inequality, made me an object of curiosity. Traders were friendly and eager to find out 
where I was from, what I was doing in the market, and where I had learned to speak Twi. At the 
same time, many graciously agreed to teach me the rules of trading and share their personal 
experiences. To circumvent extra attention that arose when I broached new areas in the market, I 
took the same routes where I had become a regular presence. The novelty of my presence in the 
market never wore off; the size of the market and the constant flux of consumers each day made 
                                               
29 Ashtown is a truncated form of Ashanti New Town, a neighborhood in Kumasi, Ghana where many 
secondhand clothing dealers warehouse and sell bales of secondhand clothing. 
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each time in the market a “new” experience even with routine routes. It helped to have a regular 
route and several places where I could sit hours at a time with traders who knew me well. My 
association with Beatrice and with several specific traders gave me access to more market-
specific activities and information that would otherwise have been unavailable to me without an 
“inside” connection, such as making audiovisual recordings of bargaining exchanges in the 
market or observing the new yam ceremony. Moreover, being associated with Beatrice provided 
access to her customers, to the trotro (public minibuses) station and station master (a former 
colleague of Beatrice’s deceased husband), and to a wealth of information on trading and talk 
that would otherwise have been impossible to access within a 15-month timeframe.  
Although I did interview male traders, I primarily worked with middle-aged female 
traders. My gender and marital status became assets for building rapport with them. They shared 
their experiences and challenges making ends meet to pay for their children’s school fees and 
uniforms, transportation, and electricity bills. I also showed pictures of my nephews (my sister’s 
children) who, according to Akan culture, are also considered my children, so this also boosted 
my status as a married woman with children (albeit not biological). Also, because of my status as 
a married woman and not a young girl, many market women included me as a peer in their jokes 
about sex and men. My level of Twi proficiency and interest in Asante culture and demonstrated 
knowledge of particular valuable practices (such as preparing fufu and showing deference in 
greetings) also communicated my maturity, seriousness (ani-bere) in my research project, and 
eased their assumptions about my intentions. During long hours sitting with traders, we often 
talked about the economy and the upcoming U.S. and Ghanaian presidential elections. While I 
asked questions about the market and trading practices, traders also asked questions about me 
and life in the US. Many men and women wondered how my husband “permitted” me to come to 
Ghana for a year without him. During the raining season, traders teased that I was sleeping alone 
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in the cold. When I told them it was much colder in Minnesota, they warned me in a tone I was 
never certain whether to interpret as sincere or playful that another woman would come take my 
place and keep my husband warm! These kinds of conversations gave me the opportunity to 
learn about gender dynamics, ideologies and responsibilities, and also, as a married woman, to 
participate in a kind of sisterhood.  
As we got to know each other, some of these relationships extended beyond the market. 
Traders invited me to weddings, funerals, to their homes for a meal, and to visit their children at 
school or attend a school program. Such invitations, particularly when accepted, solidify 
friendships, so I tried to accept as many invitations as possible. When I couldn’t, I gave a gift of 
money as is culturally expected. As our relationships transformed, so did my status from ɔhohoɔ 
(guest) to abusua (family, albeit one based on fictive kinship). Each time I returned from a short 
trip to Accra, I would bring storybooks and candy for traders’ children; in turn, traders bought 
snacks for me during visits with them or sent home as gifts items they sell, telling me “Fakɔ” 
(‘take it’).  
 
Methodological Challenges 
One of the hallmark challenges of doing language-focused research is addressing what 
William Labov (1972) called the “observer’s paradox,” or the quandary of needing to observe 
naturally occurring linguistic behavior without influencing the linguistic output as the observer. 
Like other language-focused researchers, I incorporated audio and video recordings to capture 
verbatim what traders said and how they said it. But I soon realized that once traders became 
aware of my desire to study bargaining strategies, the act of pressing the record button seemed to 
influence traders’ verbal performance, at times resulting in noticeable changes in their demeanor 
or behavior. In some cases, traders who were otherwise jovial and feisty suddenly stiffened; 
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others turned up the charm and exaggerated playful insults and accusations of cheating behavior. 
Still others wanted to stage the recording so that it would “turn out nice” (ayɛ kama) for my 
school project or proudly told me afterwards “I didn’t smile the entire time” (mansere koraa).  
Concerned about what these performances meant for the “authenticity” of the data I 
collected, I turned to Sarah Pink’s (2013) work on doing visual (and in my case, also audio) 
ethnography. Pink (2013:35) argues that “visual ethnography…does not claim to produce an 
objective or truthful account of reality but should aim to offer versions of ethnographers’ 
experiences of reality that are as loyal as possible to the context, the embodied, sensory and 
affective experiences, and the negotiations and intersubjectivities through which the knowledge 
was produced.” Pink encourages ethnographers to approach ethnography and its diverse 
methodologies as not a quest for “objective” or “authentic” data but to situate the ethnographer 
and participants as co-constructing knowledge. Moreover, Pink (2013:62) reminds us that while 
participants may consent and show eagerness to participate in research, they may not share the 
ethnographer’s research objectives but have their own understanding of, and ideas about, what 
gets recorded and how.  
 A material exchange of goods and money occurred in every recorded bargaining 
exchange regardless of the output of the recorded exchange or the degree of reflexive 
performativity, which rendered irrelevant any notion of “inauthentic” bargaining. Interactions are 
by nature a performance and are subject to a range of influential factors—context, relationship 
dynamics, mood, etc. Traders did not pretend to make a sale, nor did they perform bargaining 
solely for instruction or entertainment, so in agreement with Pink’s (2013) argument on the 
authenticity of recordings and in the words of my interlocutors, “Yɛbɛfa no saa ara” (We will 
take it as it is) and accept recorded data as data. 
Another challenge I encountered was to figure out the best way to explain my research in 
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a way that resonated with others, particularly market traders. Some expressed bewilderment and 
confusion as to why I was so interested in doing a project on trade and bargaining. “It’s so 
simple,” they said. “You just ask how much something is and then you ask the seller to reduce 
the price or you offer half and negotiate until you both agree on a price. That’s all.” Others 
thought I was studying (stealing?) their business practices because I wanted to open up my own 
business in the U.S. A few feared I was collecting information for the NDC government or 
perhaps thought I was a CIA agent. Although the political scene in 2016 was much less hostile 
than Gracia Clark encountered in the late 1970s and early 1980s, still many traders—particularly 
the middle aged and elderly—expressed an uneasiness talking about their trading practices. They 
showed particular discomfort with being photographed, recorded, or even surveyed. This was not 
only my experience; the Ghanaian survey team also encountered similar situations. During the 
survey, some traders asked if the local radio stations or the NDC government sent them to get 
information on market traders. Many softened when we explained the survey was for a school 
research project but still others indirectly communicated that they prefer not to participate, 
claiming they were too busy, even if no buyers were present, or told us to come back later—
indirectly implying they did not wish to participate. One trader said she did not feel comfortable 
having her voice recorded, that it could easily get into the wrong hands (e.g., the government) 
and if she said anything negative, they could detect her voice and arrest her.  She wanted to talk 
to me and answer my questions, however, and instructed me to take notes and return if I had any 
follow up questions.  
Over time, I found that the best avenue for explaining my research project in a 
nonthreatening way was to explain that most of our shopping in the U.S. involves going to stores 
(or shopping online) to buy goods with fixed prices similar to A-Life supermarket (a local 
supermarket) or Melcom (a store similar to a Walmart but smaller with several locations). I 
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situated my interest in studying trade and bargaining in KCM in these key differences in 
commercial systems, adding that because traders use their mouth to trade (de ano di dwa), I 
wanted to study how they do this. My fumbling attempts to explain all this in my learner’s Twi 
seemed to create an assurance that I was not there to steal business secrets but to learn as a 
curious student. Once reassured, traders began directing my research, suggesting who I should 
interview, introducing me to their colleagues and customers, and advising me when to come to 
the market to record a bargaining interaction. They were also protective of me, shielding me 
from unwanted attention in the market or giving me a cool place to rest in the shade. While 
traders graciously answered my questions, the information they felt was most important for me 
to understand was just how difficult things are in Ghana, at times speaking directly into my audio 
recorder to ask President Obama and Americans in general to help them by sending money.  
 
MY APPRENTICESHIP AT BEATRICE’S SHOP  
I first met Beatrice at her shop in 2013 while in search of Milo (a nutrient-rich chocolate 
drink), eggs, and sugar. She greeted me with a warm smile. Her shop was just a five-minute walk 
from the apartment where I stayed. After several return visits to purchase breakfast items and 
learn how to prepare Ghanaian dishes, we became friends. During subsequent trips to Kumasi in 
2014, 2016, and 2017, I returned to the same neighborhood and resumed my relationship with 
Beatrice and others in the community. Beatrice came to learn about my project and desire to 
study buying and selling practices in the market. What initially began as a friendship morphed 
into an apprenticeship-cum-kinship relationship. As one of many small business owners and 
entrepreneurs who rely on trips to KCM for supplies, Beatrice was the ideal person with whom 
to work and learn the mechanisms and strategies of market trading. As a trader who is both a 
buyer and a seller, Beatrice knows the logic of the market, the strategies of bargaining, and how 
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to maintain exchange relationships. I had the advantage of learning the inside operations of 
running a shop and acquiring the tactics and strategies as a buyer shopping in KCM. 
Additionally, Beatrice was a patient teacher. She used my mistakes as teaching opportunities and 
was quick with praise. Although neither of us was fluent in the other person’s language, that was 
rarely a problem. She had a gift of explaining things to me so that I could understand. She also 
entrusted me with her shop. In a business high in risk and low in trust, her confidence in my 
capability and knowledge meant a lot to me.  
From spending long hours with her and making trips to her hometown to meet her 
extended family, I learned that Beatrice’s mother was a farmer and her father an English teacher. 
Coming from a humble background with limited formal education, Beatrice left the village for 
Kumasi to begin an apprenticeship as a seamstress, per her mother’s wishes. She came with her 
brother who studied carpentry also as an apprentice. At the time, Beatrice was not yet married or 
in a romantic relationship, so her brother shared with her the little money he had. To ease the 
financial burden on him, she began trading on the side. She started selling chewing sticks 
(sokodua, for cleaning teeth) and Key soap (a Ghanaian brand of bar soap), waking up at dawn 
and hawking them in the neighborhood before she reported to her apprenticeship. She also 
hawked soaps in KCM on Saturdays in the “silver” (pots and pans) section. When she finished 
her apprenticeship and left her master’s shop, she sewed for clients on her grandmother’s 
verandah. The man who later became Beatrice’s husband bought her a stall in a small 
neighborhood market where she could set up shop, but her sewing business struggled. Clients 
failed to pay for the garments she sewed for them, particularly family members who expected 
special favors, so she decided to expand her trading business and continue to sew on the side. 
She ceased selling soap and chewing sticks and switched to selling men’s and women’s 
undergarments, at first buying her supplies in KCM and studying preferred styles and brands 
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before traveling to Togo to purchase these items more cheaply. After the birth of her first child, it 
became even more difficult to continue her sewing business without an assistant to help finish 
projects while she tended to her infant. Moreover, after the arrival of her first child, and then 
additional children, which necessitated being away from the trade for months at a time, she felt 
like she would have had to go back as an apprentice to learn how to sew new styles. She 
eventually tapered off her sewing business and turned to her trading business full time.  
When her first child was seven months old, Beatrice started her current provisions 
business, initially selling mobile phone calls with Space-to-Space.30 She fashioned a modest 
trading spot with a wooden table and an umbrella and gradually expanded her business one 
commodity at a time. She bought kenkey and small quantities of gari (dried, ground cassava) and 
sugar (which she tied in plastic bags) on credit and paid her debt when she sold everything, using 
the little profit she made to buy more. At the time, her husband made “Ghana-made” sandals and 
helped her grow her business with his income. Nkakrankakra (‘slowly but surely’), a phrase 
Beatrice and other traders regularly use to describe the small incremental accumulations made to 
expand one’s business or financial situation (Clark 1994, 2010a), Beatrice eventually saved 
enough to replace her table with a small wooden kiosk. Without a way to secure her items, she 
brought her goods home at the end of each day and carried them to the kiosk every morning. 
During heavy rains, she struggled to keep her goods from spoiling and her small children dry (by 
then she had a second child). Shortly after the birth of their third child, Beatrice’s husband took a 
loan from the bank, bought a small piece of land, and hired someone to build her current shop 
from shipping container materials.  
                                               
30 Space-to-Space, now MTN, was one of many communication networks. Traders like Beatrice would 
acquire a mobile phone, load it with call credit, and sell calls to people for a small fee. 
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Each time she expanded her business, she said it was like starting anew. During one 
interview, she explained that starting a new [trading] business is difficult, even if one has the 
capital because it takes time to grow a customer base, to study the market and learn people’s 
preferences. Each time she adds new commodities to her repertoire, it takes time for her regular 
customers to cease buying from their other sources and buy those items from her. Moreover, for 
people like Beatrice who lack capital, the little savings she uses to grow her business becomes 
exhausted and takes time to replenish. “Ɛnso so, ɛsɛ sɛ yɛyɛ no nkakrankakra ɛfiri sɛ Ebeneza, 
deɛ ɔde me abɛduro” (‘But, we have to do it little by little, because, Ebenezer, this is how far he 
[God] has brought me’) she said.  
In the five years I have known Beatrice, she has experienced many hardships. In 2015, 
she lost her husband under tragic circumstances. Around the time they held his funeral, thieves 
broke into her shop, which had been closed for months during her bereavement, and stole many 
high-priced items. Barely a year later, armed robbers targeted several shops in the community, 
Beatrice’s being one of them, again taking nearly everything inside. These and other more recent 
personal tragedies have taken a cumulative toll on Beatrice’s health, restricting her from much of 
her daily trading activities. While I came to Ghana to study market trade and bargaining 
strategies, the material effects of Ghana’s persistent economic recession on traders’ lives coupled 
with Beatrice’s personal hardships have given me a sobering understanding of the precarity, 
struggle, and risk involved in eking out a living as a trader. This understanding shaped my 
project by showing me the intrinsic importance of talk and customer relationships (as well as the 
detrimental effects of unskilled talk and failed exchange relationships) in the context of daily 
hardship. 
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Important Lessons 
From working at the shop and accompanying Beatrice to the market, I learned about price 
volatility, market seasons, and discourses about the economy. I learned which customers to make 
allowances for and which to send away, when to completely unpack the shop just to sell a bottled 
drink to someone, and when to tell someone "ebi nni ha" (‘there aren’t any’) when it was late 
and we did not feel like emptying the entire shop after packing it up for the night. It was also 
there that I felt part of the neighborhood community. I learned people's names, joined in playful 
banter, learned how to prepare local soups and stews, and got to know Beatrice’s suppliers and 
regular customers. The neigborhood acknowledged me as Beatrice’s sister and, like Beatrice, 
treated me as a sister, friend, church member, and capable shopkeeper. People were not only 
patient with my Twi but they came to rely on me for information—about the market, the current 
price information, and whether Beatrice would get supply later if she was out of a particular 
item.  In fact, if regular customers complained about the prices of things, Beatrice would say, 
“Bisa Anti. Ɔnim.” (‘Ask Auntie. She knows.’). 
  In the early stages of fieldwork, I had to negotiate my status between guest (ɔhohoɔ) and 
younger fictive sister (nuabaa ketewa), particularly when it came to helping out at the shop. 
Early on and each time I newly arrived in Ghana or returned after a trip to Accra, Beatrice 
welcomed me as a guest and insisted I sit and relax in the chair or on the bench while she and her 
daughters attended to customers. But as my Twi improved and as I became more familiar with 
the operations of the shop, I took on the role of apprentice shopkeeper.31 I started out slicing 
                                               
31 Apprenticeships are common in Ghana. Although Beatrice and I did not formally arrange an 
apprenticeship, I refer to my experience as such because she trained me as if I were her apprentice 
studying to run a small business. 
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bread, retrieving goods from the shelves, and performing phone transfers,32 leaving the 
calculations and sales transactions for Beatrice or her eldest daughter, who was 12 at the time. As 
my shopkeeping competence deepened, I graduated to measuring cups of rice (and an 
appropriately measured dash), measuring and pouring small quantities of oil (a tricky process 
involving a funnel, prone to spills), and handling the cash and giving correct change. If I was 
going to the market to do research, Beatrice would send me on a mission to buy goods from her 
most trusted customers who by that time knew me and also knew some of Beatrice’s other 
customers and could help me get what I needed. It was a proud moment to say “Beatrice sent 
me” because it acknowledged her trust in me and gave me a new status, from foreigner and guest 
to knowledgable apprentice. Some of the more advanced practices came later: measuring and 
tying (kyekerɛ) small bags of sugar (which requires precision lest she lose money from overly 
generous portions), selling produce (since it requires knowing which vegetables to select and 
how to group them), and doing the transactions and calculations by myself.  
Having an assistant proved helpful for Beatrice, who often told me this job is too much 
for one person. She could not afford to hire an assistant and, more importantly, would not be able 
to trust them not to steal money or goods while she was away. One of the challenges for Beatrice 
was finding someone to watch her shop while she stepped away to retrieve goods from the 
house, buy supplies from her customers or pay her debt, get water to prepare the evening meal, 
or run errands in town (e.g., pay her electricity bill) without always having to close the shop. 
Sometimes she would leave me in charge of the shop for several hours so that she could attend a 
                                               
32 In Ghana, people can buy mobile phone credits (as well as data for smart phones) from scratch off 
tickets with which to make calls (it costs nothing to receive calls). Another option is to transfer credits 
(minutes) from a supplier (such as Beatrice) to one’s phone number. Beatrice loads credits on her mobile 
phone and then transfers credits to patrons for a fee.  
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funeral, pay a utility bill, or go to the market. On days when she charged me with watching the 
shop for the entire day, she grouped the fresh produce (onions, tomatoes, hot peppers, garden 
eggs) into various piles by price to ensure that no one cheated me by insisting on larger-sized 
tomatoes or an extra helping of peppers for the designated price. For instance, she would group 
together three large and two smaller tomatoes for one cedi; four onions (two slightly larger, two 
slightly smaller) for five cedis. She also firmly instructed me to hand-select the produce myself 
rather than allow buyers to select the ones they want because then they would choose the biggest, 
nicest ones and leave the small, less desirable ones. She would also ask a friend to come sit with 
me to keep me company and to prevent theft, particularly if I was busy helping a customer.   
After just a couple of months, when Beatrice entrusted me to run her shop, I was proud of 
how much I knew. I memorized the prices for many of the popular items, but I also created an 
index of goods and prices which I had to periodically revise to account for rising prices.33 If I did 
not know the price I called Beatrice. I learned the rules for when and to whom to extend credit 
and when to not, when to accommodate a finicky buyer and when to hold firm and not be taken 
advantage of. For instance, I have seen Beatrice chase after a fancy car to sell a few bundles of 
kenkey (dɔkono)34 but turn away a child carrying a 50-cedi bill buying 50p of tomatoes and 
                                               
33 Many traders, like Beatrice, do not write down or post prices because they change so regularly. Instead, 
they memorize them—an impressive feat since Beatrice’s inventory of different types of goods was in the 
hundreds.  
34 A type of sourdough dumpling typically served with fish and pepper (tomato and onion) sauce or stew. 
It is made with fermented cornmeal. Ga kenkey (Nkran dɔkono) is wrapped in corn husks; Fante kenkey 
(Fante dɔkono) is wrapped in banana leaves, has a longer shelf life, and can also be mashed or blended 
with sugar, milk, and served with roasted peanuts. Beatrice sells Fante kenkey at her shop and has a 
customer who makes them and supplies them to Beatrice. 
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peppers. When people complained that tomatoes or the boxes of mosquito coils were too 
expensive, I could explain to them why—tomatoes were out of season or there was no supply of 
mosquito coil in the market. I held my own in conversations. I knew how to say “There are no 
more groundnuts” or “We only have 1.50-cedi salmon remaining. The two cedis is finished.” 
When Beatrice’s suppliers stopped by, I could buy supplies, pay her debt if she instructed me to, 
or send them away if her stock was still full. During the slow times, there were always chores to 
do—sweeping and mopping the shop floor, organizing the display case, making sure the cooler 
was filled with water sachets, etc.  
Watching the shop for long hours also gave me first-hand perspective on the more tedious 
aspects of the job. During the slower times, there would still be a steady trickle of people buying 
small ticket items (gum, phone credits, bread, a single bar of soap, one water sachet), making it 
difficult to get chores done or start the evening meal. If I started grinding pepper or mopping the 
floor, I would have to stop and stand up to get someone a piece of gum (ten pesewas) or two 
cedis of phone credits. I also learned about the importance of maintaining patience. One time a 
taxi driver pulled up to the shop to buy one cedi of bread the day I was the shopkeeper. As is 
customary for buyers who roll up in a car, he stayed in his car and told me what he wanted (akin 
to the fast food service window in the U.S.). I struggled to untie the knot because we had had to 
stuff the loaves in “two-cup” plastic bags that morning as opposed to the longer bags and there 
was not much room with which to tie knots at the end. He grew impatient and said “Merepɛ 
ntɛm” (‘I’m in a hurry’) and then in English “Hurry up.” I could feel the irritation building up 
inside me, but I did not say anything and quickly untied the knot and sliced the bread. I put the 
bread in a plastic takeaway bag, gave it to him, and took his money. He drove off without even a 
thank you. I narrated this exchange to Beatrice when she returned from her errands. She 
explained to me that the man was rude, that even if he was indeed in a hurry or was a man of 
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status, there was no reason for him to be rude. For all we know, she explained, that was not even 
his own car he was driving or that the shop owner may even have more money than him. 
I observed how impatient, condescending, and rude people at times were to Beatrice and 
other traders and shop owners. When I asked Beatrice why this is, she explained that people see 
trading as a job for those with little to no formal education. She said you have to have patience to 
do this business. She often prays to God to give her patience, but she said sometimes it is too 
much and she will fight with the person. She reminded me of the time a woman in a private car 
pulled up in front of the shop wanting to buy something, and Beatrice was standing in front of 
her shop chatting with someone and laughing. The woman snapped at Beatrice and scolded her, 
saying “Ah! Someone is trying to buy something and you’re just standing around.” I happened to 
be there at the time and noticed that Beatrice politely attended to the woman without giving in to 
irritation. Beatrice often said, if you let people get to you, it will give you high blood pressure 
and you will get sick and die prematurely. 
I learned some of my most important lessons from making mistakes as an apprentice. For 
instance, one evening a regular customer, Ama, (who Beatrice regards as a sister because she 
hails from the same hometown) came by and bought three cedis’ worth of mosquito coil, bread, 
evaporated milk, and hot chocolate. I was helping at the shop and attending to Ama. I did not 
know the price of that particular brand of evaporated milk, so I turned to ask Beatrice how much 
Nunu milk costs, but Ama interrupted me: “Nye nyinaa no yɛ three cedis” (‘Everything comes to 
three cedis’). I took her money and went inside the shop to get change. Beatrice called me back 
and said she wanted to teach me an important lesson about doing business. She said even if the 
person confidently says the items amount to three cedis (or whatever amount), I should always 
calculate the total myself because the buyer could be trying to cheat me. Her response provoked 
Ama who got defensive and responded, “Why? Am I trying to cheat her?” And Beatrice replied, 
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“No I’m using this as an example to teach Auntie Sarah something.” I had started to ask 
Beatrice, “So even if your friend says it’s three cedis” when Ama interrupted me and said 
“Madam Sarah I’m not her friend. I’m her sister.” “Even if it’s your sister,” I corrected myself. 
Unmoved by Ama, Beatrice said, “Even if it is my own mother, you should just say “Mepa wo 
kyɛw, ma menhwɛ” (‘Please, let me take a look.’).  
Beatrice also used our market trips together to instruct me on the lessons of buying and 
selling. Sometimes she would narrate the bargaining interaction in situ much to the confusion of 
the seller, in which case Beatrice would explain that I am a student doing a research project on 
bargaining to ease the seller’s suspicions; other times after completing the transaction, she would 
find a quieter spot and explain how the interaction transpired. She also tested my bargaining 
skills. Each time I returned home from the market and passed by the shop with bags of purchased 
items, she would ask what I bought and how much I paid for them. Most times she said “Ei! 
ɔabu wo! Woyɛ oburoni nti.” (‘Ei! She cheated you! It’s because you’re a foreigner/white 
person.’), but occasionally she would nod in approval of the price I paid, shake my hand, and say 
“Mo! Woayɛ adeɛ!” (‘Good job! You’ve done well!’).  
One time at the wholesale yam yard at Bode in KCM, Beatrice tested me to see how well 
I had been paying attention to the lessons she had taught me. She bought pona yams from an 
elder yam trader, three for 20 cedis. She quizzed me, asking me at what price would I retail each. 
I suggested each would be sold for eight cedis. “Wayɛ adeɛ!” (‘Good job!’) she exclaimed, and 
said she was proud that I had truly been paying attention to her teachings and that I passed the 
test. She and the yam seller further explained to me that Beatrice intentionally (as a skilled yam 
trader should) selects a variety of sizes so that she can sell some at ten cedis, nine cedis, eight 
cedis, etc. But, they cautioned, if you sell all of them at eight cedis, some of them may rot and 
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you will incur debt (bɔ ka). By charging a little extra for the bigger ones, she explained, you can 
safeguard against losing profit from ones that go bad or do not sell as quickly. 
 
The Shop 
Beatrice’s neighborhood shop is located just down the street from where she and her 
children live (see figures 1.3-1.6) and approximately 11 kilometers east of KCM. Because of 
traffic congestion and morning and afternoon rush hour, a trip to the market often took an hour 
each way by trotro. The shop itself sits on a concrete foundation, its walls made from salvaged 
shipping containers. Shelves line the inside of the shop and hold non- and semi-perishable 
provisions and household goods: canned goods (milk, tomato sauce, fish), feminine pads and 
diapers, small bags of sugar and gari (dried, ground cassava), razor blades, notebooks and pens, 
batteries, soaps and detergents, creams, insect repellent, bottled drinks, baby formula, and tubs of 
margarine, among other things. A small sized refrigerator stores chilled beverages; a large deep 
freezer contains smoked fish, ice cream, leftover soups and stews from evening meals, and 
bottled sobolo.35 Beatrice routinely unplugged these to cut down on electricity costs, but 
unannounced power outages and not knowing how long the power would be out made it difficult 
to know when to unplug them. Keeping the freezer unplugged for 12 hours with the intention of 
plugging it in again could be a mistake, if the power then went off for the next 12-20 hours and 
the goods spoiled. A glass display case with packaged cookies (“biscuits”), boxes of oatmeal, 
and drinks sits in the doorway of the shop. Plastic buckets of chewing gum and candy that sit on 
top of the glass case often caught the eyes of small children who would subsequently beg their 
mother for a “toffee.”  
                                               
35 A drink made from dried hibiscus flowers boiled with ginger and other spices. 
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Like many shops around Kumasi, the space inside the shop itself is used to store or 
warehouse goods but each morning as part of the opening set up, Beatrice removes many 
items—particularly the perishable goods and items in higher demand—to showcase them more 
prominently outside the shop. On the veranda is a wooden table with bags of rice, a laundry 
basket carrying loaves of bread, vegetable and palm oil, eggs, and stacked kenkey. On the other 
side of the veranda is a screened wooden cabinet to hold smoked and dried fish (the screens keep 
out the flies) with fresh vegetables on top; underneath the cabinet sat baskets of tomatoes, onions 
and spices. Every item has its place. Even the doors of the shop display packaged powdered 
drinks and detergents; under the roof hang various sized plastic bags. Beatrice would prop the 
shop doors open with a wooden bench on one side which serves as seating for her customers who 
stop to visit or eat a snack. In front of the shop is an umbrella which indicates the store is open 
for business. The space next to the shop is typically used to prepare the evening meal or wash 
clothes. A wooden cabinet, which was Beatrice’s first stall when she first started selling 
provisions, holds brooms, some dishes, and a mortar for pounding fufu (fufuo).36  
At the end of each night, we packed up all the goods, swept the veranda and perimeter of 
the shop, locked several padlocks, and walked home. Beatrice always took the day’s profit and 
phone credits back to the house. Because of several burglaries in the area (twice hitting 
Beatrice’s shop in which the thieves cut a hole out of the back of the shop), Beatrice kept extra 
stock of larger ticket items inside her home. As items ran low, she would send her children or go 
home herself to carry the items back to the shop.  
Her shop serves as a neighborhood convenience store, which saves people from trekking 
to the neighborhood market or as far as KCM. At the time of my field work, the residential street 
                                               
36 A staple dish among the Asantes. It is a dough or dumpling made from boiled and pounded cassava and 
plantain, typically served with soup. 
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on which the shop sat was rather quiet. A handful of moderately to larger-sized houses as well as 
a hair salon, a small pharmacy, two tailoring businesses, and another provisions shop also lined 
the street. Several other shops of similar size, offering the same kinds of goods are peppered 
around the neighborhood, often within just a five-minute walk. Beatrice knew these other 
shopkeepers and had a friendly relationship with them; each would send their customers to the 
other’s place if they were out of something or buy goods from each other on occasion for 
personal consumption. Beatrice’ shop itself regularly served approximately 50 households in the 
area and the occasional one-time buyer.  
At the shop, most customers do not buy an entire pack of diapers, a sack of rice, or a 
whole loaf of bread but purchase a single diaper, a cup of rice, or a 50p chunk of bread, so I 
learned the price variations for each quantity and size. Quantifiable goods or those easily 
measured into smaller quantities (e.g., sugar, gari, shea butter, charcoal, garden eggs) are 
premeasured and bagged into various sizes and prices. When it comes to the transaction, buyers 
speak in terms of price, not quantity, particularly for foodstuffs. For example, instead of saying 
“I’m buying four tomatoes, five peppers and one onion” people say “Meretɔ ntoosi one cedi, 
mako 50 pesewas, ɛne gyeene 50 pesewas” (‘I’m buying one cedi of tomatoes, 50 pesewas of 
pepper, and 50 pesewas of onion.” They also do this for cooked food: “Mepɛ kenkey one cedi, 
fish two cedis” (‘I want one cedi kenkey, two cedis fish’). I even heard one of Beatrice’s children 
say one day that she was not feeling well and could not even eat 50p of bread. Even when telling 
someone a recipe, people instruct the quantity according to price (For sobolo: 50p hwintea, 1-
cedi cloves, 1-cedi small round red spice, 1-cedi ginger.) However, customers at the shop 
requesting items such as rice which is measured with a cup (an empty tomato sauce can) say 
“konko baako (‘one cup’). Purchases large and small are bagged in black plastic bags. Even if 
people buy small items (e.g., a single lightbulb or a couple sachets of Milo and Nido) they insist 
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on “hiding” it in a “rubber” (black plastic takeaway bag). If not offered a bag, someone might 
say “Obi bɛhwɛ” (‘Someone will see [the purchased goods]’).   
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Figure 1.3 Helping out at Beatrice's shop. Photo by Beatrice. 
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Figure 1.4 Beatrice's shop  
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Figure 1.5 Side view of Beatrice's shop 
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Figure 1.6 An inside view of the shop 
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The Shop as a Social Location 
Beatrice opened her shop Monday through Saturday and kept long hours, often opening 
by 7:00am to accommodate the morning rush and closing between 9:00pm and 10:00pm to serve 
customers wanting tea and bread for a late-night snack, a mosquito coil to burn overnight, or to 
top up on phone credits. Some nights, particularly Friday and Saturday nights, we often closed at 
10:00pm or later. Occasionally after packing up the store for the night, someone would show up 
wanting to buy a drink or something from the large fridge after we had already stacked things on 
top. Depending on the person, she would tell them “Oh kafra, ɛbi nni ha” (‘Oh sorry, there isn’t 
any’) or “Asa” (‘it’s all gone’) rather than say “Yɛato mu” (‘We’ve closed’). If the person was a 
cherished customer, we would unpack everything to retrieve the desired item. Like other shop 
owners and small-scale businesses, she did not keep strict hours or even post regular hours; 
rather, her schedule was flexible to accommodate instances when she needed to close the shop to 
attend a funeral or other event or when there is a flood of customers later into the evening. We 
took no breaks except to run a quick errand. She made dinner and washed laundry at the shop. 
Sundays she reserved for church, church-related activities (e.g., women’s fellowship meetings 
each Sunday evening), and for taking care of household matters (e.g., washing clothes, cleaning). 
Sometimes after church we would visit her grandmother, just a short walk from the church where 
Beatrice lived from adolescence until she got married; other times we returned to the house after 
church to prepare the afternoon meal and relax or chat with neighbors before returning to church 
for the evening women’s fellowship meetings. 
Patches of busy selling periods punctuate the day. Most of the shoppers arrive by foot 
although cars do pull up, sometimes conducting their transactions through the car window. There 
is typically a morning rush as people stop to buy phone credits, transfer money via the mobile 
phone system, and buy bread and tea for breakfast. Then in early to mid-afternoon, women come 
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to buy ingredients to prepare the evening meal or they send (soma) their children to buy. When 
Beatrice’s children return from school, they first go home to change out of their school uniforms 
and then return to either work on homework, or for the oldest daughter, to help attend to (hwɛ) 
customers and/or prepare the evening meal. By early evening through about 8:00 or 8:30, the 
shop has a steady flow of customers. Beatrice, her eldest daughter, and I would take turns eating 
dinner so we could attend to customers.  
During the day, I sat with traders in the market. In the evenings, I was at the shop—
helping Beatrice’s children with homework after school, making dinner, and assisting with sales. 
Occasionally I spent the entire day at the shop. During the lull periods, Beatrice and I would 
debrief about previous customer interactions or I would ask lingering questions I had about 
trading practices. The shop became my classroom—not just regarding buying and selling but on 
other topics like how to arbitrate conflict and apologize, state one’s mission (bɔ amaneɛ) when 
visiting someone, tie a head scarf (bɔ duku) for attending a funeral, and how to grind pepper (twi 
mako) and stir banku (ka banku).37  
The shop is more than a place to buy goods; it is about connection. It supplies and 
services social and emotional needs via conversation just as it supplies household goods and 
provisions. Rarely did people buy their stuff and immediately leave, unless they had to buy the 
one missing ingredient to complete the evening meal or had to hurry off somehwere. Most often, 
people lingered to catch up on the day, discuss politics, gossip, and joke around. Day laborers in 
the area stopped by the shop over a lunch break to buy a chunk of bread and sobolo and relax 
before returning to their jobs. Some clients driving home from work would stop to buy a cold 
drink and visit with us before heading home. Sometimes people only came to the shop just to 
                                               
37 A starch that often accompanies stew or fish and pepper, banku is made from boiled fermented corn and 
cassava dough.  
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visit without buying anything. Passersby would rest at the shop on particularly hot days or take 
shelter during the rain. Even Beatrice’s suppliers would linger after their business transactions to 
tease and joke with her.  
Because Beatrice knows most of the people in the area, the shop also serves as a place for 
exchanging information. People would call upon Beatrice if they needed to hire an electrician, a 
plumber, a room to rent, to get advice on relationship issues or where to find a particular product. 
The shop is also a market within a market. Mobile vegetable and secondhand clothes sellers 
would pass by the shop soliciting business from Beatrice. Occasionally, she hired a tailor to 
mend clothing or a shoe repairer to fix broken sandal straps who would make the repairs at the 
shop. Often, impromptu social gatherings took place—the degree of formality and tone would be 
molded to fit the situation. Beatrice would formally receive a visitor following the Akan protocol 
of offering the guest a place to sit and some water before soliciting his/her mission (amannebɔ) 
(Agyekum 2011a). When a young man and friend of Beatrice died suddenly, the shop was a 
space to process the sudden loss and reflect on how he used to come by the shop after a long day 
of work. When Nana Akufo-Addo won Ghana’s presidential elections in November, people in 
the neighborhood took to the street in front of the shop to celebrate and dance. Keeping the shop 
as an inclusive, welcoming space was important to Beatrice. Leading up to the 2016 elections, 
Beatrice intentionally avoided wearing or displaying campaign colors. Although most people in 
the area are New Patriotic Party (NPP) supporters, Beatrice wanted to maintain a politically 
neutral and inclusive space for all her customers, not just for business but because she has friends 
of different faiths and political parties.   
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Customers, Credit, and Debt 
 Like traders in KCM, Beatrice has regular customers at the shop and those who buy from 
her only occasionally. Because she lives in the same neighborhood where her shop is located and 
has for the last 15 years since she married and moved to the area, many of her customers also 
live in the area and know her and her family well. Some of them attend the same church or their 
children attend the same school. Many people told me ɔpɛ nnipa enti na obiara pɛ n’asɛm 
(‘She’s friendly so that’s why everybody likes her’). Many have known Beatrice since she 
started with just a small wooden table selling small quantities of sugar and Space-to-Space. 
 Longtime friends, respected members in the community, and regular customers would 
frequently take items on credit and pay her back shortly thereafter. Sometimes people on their 
way home from work would stop by and select items for dinner and then return later in the 
evening to settle their debt. Other people took advantage of Beatrice’s generosity and failed to 
pay their debts, sometimes months (even years) afterward. Beatrice confided in me that she 
prefers not to hound people to pay their debt to avoid conflict and keep customers, but she does 
ask or remind them. Like other small-scale traders, Beatrice does not keep a written record of 
who owes her money, but she remembers exactly what the person took and how much it cost. If 
someone is short one cedi, she will give the person the item and then remind them the next time 
they come. However, it depends on the person, she explained to me. For those who are 
notoriously delinquent, Beatrice would sometimes refuse credit or deduct what was owed from 
their change, at times without them even knowing it: 
 
Mekae wo sɛ “oh, nnaano wɔbɛtɔɔ adeɛ ɛkaa 1 cedi, mente anaa?” Obi wɔ hɔ a ɔse 
“oh, te firi mu” Obi wɔ hɔ a ɔse “ɛnte, na mede sika no rekɔtɔ adeɛ.” Obi wɔ hɔ a, 
ɔremma wo nte. Ɔse “mede sika no rekɔtɔ adeɛ.” Saa nipa no, mɛhwɛ wo dinn. 
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Merenkasa. Me ne wo nko. Mɛma wo de akɔ. Sɛ wobɛsan aba. Ɛyɛ dɛn ara a 
wobɛsan aba. Na wosan ba a, next time wosan ba a, memfii wo o. Menka. Merenka 
hwee. Woma me sika a, menka nkyerɛ wo sɛ, nnaano me sika. Wobɛhu ara ne sɛ 
mate afiri mu. Firi sɛ mahu sɛ woyɛ bad. Nti me nso mɛyɛ wo bad. 
 
I remind you that “oh, when you came to buy the other day, it was left with 1 cedi, 
should I deduct it?” Some say “oh, deduct it.” Some won’t allow you to deduct it, 
[saying] “I’m going to use the money to buy something.” That person, I will watch 
you [him/her] quietly. I won’t talk. I won’t fight with you. I will allow you to take 
it away. You would come back. You would come back no matter what. And when 
you come, when you come back the next time, I won’t mind you. I won’t talk. I 
won’t say anything. When you give me money, I won’t tell you that the other day, 
my money. You will realize that I have deducted it. Because I have seen that you 
are bad. So, I too will be bad to you.  [Interview, Kumasi, Aug. 31, 2016] 
 
Beatrice told me several stories of people who still to this day owe her money. Some of 
them are ashamed to show their face so they have since not returned to the store. Others make 
excuses about why they do not have the money or promise that they will pay. One particular man 
who used to frequent the shop during my preliminary fieldwork in 2014 is no longer on speaking 
terms with Beatrice. He owes her money but denies this and (I suspect out of shame) has not 
since returned to the shop nor does he greet her when he passes by. 
 One day late in November 2016, an elderly woman and her friend passed by the shop and 
greeted us. I learned that three months prior, this woman took a bag of rice on credit and 
promised to pay Beatrice at the end of the month. The woman still had not paid, yet she had 
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since passed by and greeted Beatrice with no mention of the money she owes. So, on this 
particular day when the woman walked past the shop and greeted Beatrice, Beatrice politely but 
firmly asked the woman about the money she owed her. The woman appeared provoked, saying 
that she promised Beatrice the money by the end of the month and it has not yet reached the end 
of the month (it was in fact the 29th with only one more day to go). Beatrice told me later that the 
woman is not a regular customer at her shop, implying that it is rude for a buyer who is not a 
regular customer to expect the seller to give her goods on credit. Moreover, she has since been 
buying things from other shops, so if she has money, she should settle her debt with Beatrice. 
The woman made the excuse that the rice she took on credit was not for her but for the children 
she looks after. The woman’s comment infuriated Beatrice. “Na me nso ɛ?” (‘And what about 
me?’), Beatrice narrated to me, as if the woman’s implication was that her own problems are 
greater than those of Beatrice—a widow and now single mother of three children trying to make 
ends meet by running her own shop.  
 
The Risks and Hardships of Trading 
 One of the biggest lessons I learned from my apprenticeship with Beatrice is just how 
challenging the business of trading is. Not only does it require staying on top of the latest price 
information, keeping track of profit and customer debts, preventing theft, and the sheer physical 
exertion of hauling goods and keeping long hours at the shop, but it also requires tremendous 
patience and social savviness. On many occasions, Beatrice would tell me, “Sɛ wonni abotare a, 
wonntumi nyɛ besnes” (‘If you don’t have patience, you can’t do [this type of] business’). The 
business of trading, she often explained, is not easy and not for everybody; for the little profit 
(mfasoɔ) traders make, trading is physically and mentally draining. Beatrice never took a day off; 
if she was ill she still opened her shop. Closing her shop meant forfeiting potential profit and 
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disappointing regular customers who depended on access to goods. If she had to attend a funeral, 
she instructed her eldest daughter to run the shop or me if I did not accompany her to the funeral. 
However, managing customer and exchange relationships proved to be one of the most 
challenging aspects to this business. 
 One day at the shop, an older woman came by wanting dried fish. Beatrice told the 
woman they are four pieces for two cedis. The woman picked at the fish, tearing off small pieces, 
examining them, putting a piece in her mouth to taste, and then said over and over again how 
horribly they tasted. She ended up buying them but continued complaining about the quality of 
the fish even after Beatrice handed the woman her change. Beatrice stayed quiet the entire time, 
but I could tell the woman’s behavior irritated her. Later the same day, a young woman came to 
buy okra (nkruma). When she was picking through the okra, she snapped off the tips on a few of 
them but did not buy them. This angered Beatrice because, as she explained to me later, the next 
morning the broken okra will be spoiled and no one would buy the spoiled ones, thus forcing 
Beatrice to consume them or incur a transactional loss. She did not scold the woman but after the 
woman left, she walked across the street to her friend’s tailoring shop to vent.  
Deciding when to prioritize a customer over one’s business or vice versa took 
discernment. Sometimes Beatrice would prioritize the customer and risk a potential loss; other 
times she acted in favor of her business and/or her reputation. One evening a woman (who 
returned home late in the evenings with her son and passed by the shop) inquired about various 
brands of insect repellent—which one smells the best, etc. Beatrice, not wanting to favor any 
particular brand since she sells several, said that the most important thing is that it works and 
kills mosquitoes, not that it smells good. The woman said she would take the Sasso spray, so I 
stood up to get one off the high shelf. Then without even asking if it was okay, she told Beatrice 
that she would pay her for it the next day. Beatrice gave a simple head nod, but I could tell she 
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was irritated by the woman’s blatant assumption that she could take the item on credit. After the 
woman left, Beatrice turned to me and said “Wahu adwadie?” (‘Have you seen/mastered [how 
the business of] trading [is]?’). She complained that the woman did not even ask if she could take 
the item on credit. Beatrice said if she had refused credit to the woman or said that next time she 
should ask first, the woman would claim that Beatrice was just trying to disgrace (gu n’anim ase) 
and embarrass her and may even tell other people how disrespectful Beatrice is thus tarnishing 
Beatrice’s reputation in the community.  
While longstanding customers were typically given leeway, there was a limit even for 
regular customers to what Beatrice would put up with. One time a young woman of about 20 
came to the shop one evening holding a chunk of bread. She had purchased 50 pesewas of bread 
from Beatrice earlier that day and came back to return it, complaining it was spoiled. Beatrice 
did not take well to that complaint. “Asɛm na woreka no, mente aseɛ.” (‘The thing you’re talking 
about, I don’t understand.’). Beatrice explained that she sold all her bread—that some people 
even bought two loaves, yet no one has complained. She added that sometimes the sun heats up 
the loaves inside the plastic and can cause it to smell so that is probably what she noticed, but 
there is nothing wrong with the bread. Beatrice grabbed a full loaf of bread off the counter and 
showed it to the girl. “Do you mean to suggest that this bread has spoiled?” And she took the 
chunk of bread the girl brought back and examined it, smelled it, and denied that there was 
anything wrong with it. She did not offer the woman a refund or a different slice of bread. 
Beatrice’s response, it seemed to me, was more about wanting to save face and protect her 
reputation and the quality of her goods than incurring a debt of 50 pesewas.   
Finally, traders have to discern when to be generous in exchange relationships while 
safeguarding their profits. One time I recorded an extended tomato bargaining session between 
Beatrice and two tomato sellers (which I discuss in greater detail in Chapter 4). Following the 
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transaction, one of the tomato sellers asked Beatrice to give her one cedi to buy porridge and 
bread, claiming she had not yet eaten that morning. Throughout the bargaining exchange, the 
woman had accused Beatrice of trying to cheat her (i.e., pay less than the desired price), saying 
she has two children she has to feed. Beatrice, however, held firmly to her counteroffer. After the 
transaction, Beatrice gave the woman 90 pesewas, but the woman complained that it was not 
enough to buy 50 pesewas of bread and 50 pesewas of porridge (bread often accompanies oats or 
porridge in the Ghanaian breakfast), so Beatrice broke off a chunk of her bread and gave it to 
her. Later when we debriefed about the exchange, I asked Beatrice why she gave the woman 
money to buy food but had bargained so fiercely over her tomatoes. Why wouldn’t she just give 
the woman more money for the tomatoes? She explained that initially she thought the woman 
was lying about having two children as a tactic to make her feel bad and offer a higher price for 
her tomatoes. When she realized the woman was telling the truth, she gave her money to buy 
food. When it comes to business, she explained, she has to bargain well because if she overpays 
for something that she is going to retail at the shop, she will not be able to charge her customers 
more than the going rate because they will not buy (like onions during the lean season). If she is 
not careful, overcharging her customers to make up for overpaying could collapse her business. 
However, sometimes she takes pity on sellers who are struggling by giving them little extra to 
buy food or choosing to buy from a trader who has not had any sales yet that day, but she will 
not compromise on bargaining. 
 
CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
 In Chapters 1 and 2, I provide an overview of KCM and discuss the importance of 
establishing customers in the midst of the ongoing threat of economic precarity. To provide the 
reader with a sensory-rich tour of KCM, I describe key sights, sounds, and smells including the 
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market’s spatial boundaries, commodities sold, and demographic composition. I also explain 
bargaining protocol, seasonal fluctuations of produce and market activity, and detail Beatrice and 
my weekly shopping trips. In Chapter 2, I return to the discussion of economic precarity in 
everyday life and argue that traders cultivate and pamper (krɔkrɔ) customer relationships to 
create a semblance of stability and security. While customer relationships mitigate some risk, 
investing in customers introduces other risk factors, such as falling victim to cheating schemes. I 
discuss the risks and benefits of customer ties, the risks of over- and under-pampering, and 
moments when traders decide to cut ties with customers.  
In Chapters 3 and 4, I analyze two different but essential forms of talk as critical tools for 
successful trade. In Chapter 3, I examine traders’ use of “sweet/persuasive talk” (kasadɛ)—a 
metacommunicative term that refers to a set of speech practices which simultaneously 
incorporate Akan cultural values of speaking well and the art of persuasion. I argue that sweet 
talk and pampering practices are more than just formulaic components of exchange but also 
speech acts that confer material outcomes. Although traders emphasized the importance of 
pampering (akrɔkrɔ) customer relationships with sweet/persuasive talk (kasadɛ), paradoxically, 
traders routinely resort to rougher forms of talk—the focus of Chapter 4. In this chapter, I 
consider the important functions of “rough” talk (kasa basabasa) in the market, such as building 
customer relationships and safeguarding gains by avoiding being cheated. Although an essential 
strategy in bargaining transactions, I argue that employing this style of speaking is inherently 
risky yet rewarding when executed successfully; therefore, skillful bargaining requires deploying 
both “sweet” and “rough” talk and moment to moment shifting between play and seriousness.  
In Chapters 5 and 6, I take up the topic of value creation in my analysis of traders’ 
valuation strategies of local perishable foodstuffs and imported new and secondhand goods. In 
Chapter 5, I expand the focus on talk in market exchanges by analyzing traders’ calculation and 
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valuation strategies. I examine the ways traders assign and negotiate the value of local perishable 
foodstuffs (i.e., smoked fish, yams, and tomatoes) and how they manipulate various value scales 
to maximize gain. I also explore how traders openly discuss and calculate transactional gains in 
bargaining interactions, particularly the ways in which they simultaneously negotiate the value of 
goods and the value of customer relationships. In Chapter 6, I continue my discussion of traders’ 
valuation strategies by analyzing the discourse surrounding imported secondhand goods from the 
global North and new (“ready-made”) imports from China, noting traders’ and consumers’ 
hierarchical scale of value of imported commodities. I examine the indexical relationship 
connecting commodities and consumers to transnational spaces, particularly connecting 
consumers to Western countries as desirable places to migrate. I argue that when traders verbally 
market secondhand goods as coming from aburokyire (‘abroad’) or abɔnten (‘outside’), their 
verbal labels function as performatives; when uttered, they “brand” the commodity as 
“aburokyire” and link the consumer to places of prosperity and cosmopolitanism.  
 In the concluding chapter, I summarize my findings concerning the strategies KCM 
traders have developed and employ in their acquisition and maintenance of customer 
relationships, the maximization and protection of transactional gains, and their production and 
negotiation of commodity value. I ultimately argue that it is market women’s embodied 
knowledge and experience adapting to short- and long-term economic volatility that position 
them as expert strategists in the value creation and exchange of regional and global goods.  
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Chapter 1 
Saa na yɛdi dwa (‘That’s how we trade’):  
Buying and Selling in Kumasi Central Market  
 
 
Mese, adetɔn deɛ, woahu, ɛse sɛ woma w’ani da hɔ… woma w’ani te. Afei nso, 
wohu nyansa te sɛ deɛ Bible kae no. Ɛnyɛ saa a, wobɛyɛ bɔne. Na wobɛyɛ mistɛk.  
 
As for trading, you know, you have to be vigilant… you have to be clever. You 
also have to be wise as the Bible says. Otherwise you will do bad things. You will 
make a mistake. -Beatrice, trader and shop owner38  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 How important is KCM to Ghana’s local and national economy? With the increasing 
proliferation of clothing boutiques, supermarkets, and recently a shopping mall, why do 
Ghanaians from Kumasi and elsewhere continue to shop in KCM? In this chapter, I provide an 
overview of KCM. I explain KCM’s continued importance today for Ghana’s economy and for 
the acquisition and distribution of local and global goods. I describe the sensory experience of 
KCM as well as its organization and demographic composition of traders, including power and 
stratification. I then discuss the technical aspects of transactions and profits, seasonal effects on 
commodity prices, and bargaining strategies. I conclude with a detailed account of Beatrice and 
my weekly shopping trips, including our routes and interactions with her regular customers. 
 
 
 
                                               
38 Interview with Beatrice, November 29, 2016. 
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KUMASI CENTRAL MARKET   
Situated in Kumasi (see figure 2.1), Ghana’s second largest city and the capital of the 
Ashanti region (home to the Asante people, a subgroup of the Akans), is Kumasi Central Market 
(dwam kɛseɛ, ‘the great market’), the largest open air market in Ghana (figures 2.2-2.4).39 It is 
open seven days a week from sun up to sun down, but most buyers and sellers trade Monday 
through Saturday. Kumasi, like the rest of southern Ghana, is predominantly Christian, so many 
people reserve Sundays for church.40 On any given day, approximately 50,000 buyers and sellers 
engage in wholesale and retail trading activities in KCM—everything from foodstuffs (fresh 
produce, meat, canned goods and cooked food) to new and used clothing, textiles, electronics, 
household goods, locally crafted products (e.g., sandals), and services (e.g., tailoring, phone 
repair).41 KCM is, and has historically been, a hub for regional, national, and global trade in 
which prices are not fixed and successful bargaining hinges on linguistic skill in face-to-face 
                                               
39 The Asante are one of many ethnic groups comprising the Akan peoples and originate from the Ashanti 
Region of which Kumasi is the capital. Akan is a linguistic and an ethnic classificatory term, which 
includes thirteen dialects (e.g., Asante-Twi) and a number of ethnic groups (e.g., Asante) (Ethnologue 
2014; Nkansa-Kyeremateng 2004). Used linguistically, Akan is a language of the Kwa group of 
languages. The Akan live in six of Ghana’s ten regions, and parts of eastern Cote d’Ivoire, and comprise 
about half of Ghana’s population.39 The Asante are a matrilineal group and are organized by the abusua or 
extended family. 
40 Seventh Day Adventists, however, close their shops on Saturday to attend church. Those who need 
goods on Sunday have the option of going to Ayigya market near Kwame Nkrumah University of Science 
and Technology or Ejisu market, which is located about 25 kilometers from Kumasi and has its market 
days on Thursdays and Sundays. 
41 The Market Manager for Kumasi Central Market provided this estimate of numbers. 
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interactions. Despite the existence of supermarkets, clothing boutiques, and in 2017 a new 
shopping mall in Kumasi which serve Kumasi’s more affluent populations and expat 
communities, KCM continues to serve the needs of consumers throughout and beyond the 
Kumasi area, attracting wholesalers and shoppers across the country and from neighboring 
countries, particularly the large trading cities of Abijan, Cote d’Ivoire and Lome, Togo. The 
allure of KCM resides in the diverse array of commodities it offers for both individual 
consumers and larger-scale wholesalers. It also remains an important fixture to the local and 
national economy. KCM is the center of production and distrubtion of locally made and imported 
goods. Local craftspeople manufacture and retail products such as leather footwear, kente cloth, 
metal pots and baking pans, and tailored clothing. Rural to urban migration (particularly the 
migration of northern ethnic groups to Kumasi) has resulted in increased demand for household 
products and food ingredients desired by Kumasi’s diversified communities. Both locally grown 
produce and fish and those sourced in the hinterlands get (re)distributed in KCM. Wholesalers 
with transnational ties import new and secondhand commodities from China and the West to 
shipping ports at Takoradi or Tema and arrange for delivery in Kumasi where goods are 
repackaged and sold in KCM. Therefore, KCM remains an important staple of economic activity 
for Kumasi and Ghana.  
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Figure 2.1 Map of Ghana. Source: Nations Online Project 
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Figure 2.2 Kumasi Central Market sign near Roman Hill 
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Figure 2.3 Aerial view of Kumasi Central Market 
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Figure 2.4 Traders near Roman Hill entrance 
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Sights, Sounds, and Smells of KCM 
Bursting with movements, smells, and sounds, KCM ignites the human senses. Mobile 
traders advertise (pae) their goods and stationary sellers call out (frɛ(frɛ)) to lure potential 
buyers. Donkomi sellers42 attract the attention of passersby, advertising their goods by ringing a 
bell, clapping their hands, or calling out the price (e.g., “Ɛyɛ one one cedi” ‘It’s one cedi’). 
Radios play. Machines grind pepper. Metal workers in the building above the yam yard bang and 
clang and weld baking pans. Tailors rev their manual machines. Street evangelists carrying 
megaphones walk up and down the lanes preaching to traders and their customers. Other 
preachers place large speakers in a certain area and preach into their microphones. Where large 
trucks cannot pass, goods are offloaded onto three-wheel trucks or flatbed carts. Men yell 
“Agoo!” to alert people to clear the path as they strain under the heavy loads. Similarly, when 
foot traffic gets backed up, paaoopaa (head porters) and others carrying heavy items shout for 
people to stop blocking the path and move quickly. Because the market is close to the Kejetia 
bus station, trotros and taxis line the market perimeter at Adum and Roman Hill bumper to 
bumper, honking, and vying for space. Various smells can overwhelm the senses, particularly 
where live poultry and fresh meat are sold and in the section where people spray paint locally 
made pots.  
While there is lots of movement and energy, there are marked periods of sitting around or 
sleeping, especially when a seller has had no buyers. During slow times, traders engage in 
conversation, teasing, and gossip or they purchase items for the household. Traders maximize 
their time in the market when they can. For instance, a secondhand bra seller would have a 
colleague watch her stall to go get her blood pressure checked or pay for her daughter’s 
                                               
42 Traders who sell items at fixed, inexpensive prices, typically secondhand clothing or “ready-made” new 
imported goods from China.  
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eyeglasses. One time she paid someone to braid her hair at her selling spot. Other traders get 
pedicures or take the opportunity to buy secondhand clothes or kitchen items from mobile sellers 
who pass by.  
The choicest fish, freshest produce, and most desirable secondhand clothing are best 
purchased first thing in the morning. Saturdays are the busiest days for secondhand goods, while 
Mondays are busiest for the purchase of produce and fish. By midweek, the market slows down, 
sometimes so slow that traders can spend the better part of the day without a sale; some take naps 
to pass the time. By Friday and Saturday, the market picks up again with weekend shoppers and 
those who work during the week. Because Mondays are busy with consumers and retailers eager 
to replenish their supplies with new shipments of fish and produce in the wholesale yards, one 
can expect heavy foot traffic with people bumping into one another, occasionally provoking 
tempers and insults. Due to congestion, one must watch one’s footing lest an elbow or bag 
unintentionally knocks an item on the ground. Knocking over traders’ items is a faux pas and 
requires an immediate corrective action—an apology and/or an effort to retrieve the item and 
return it to its place. Failing to do so will surely annoy the item’s owner and could spark 
confrontation.  
Regardless whether a trader owns a stall (apata), a small wooden table (pono), a tarp or 
blanket on the ground, or she does not have a permanent space and instead hawks her goods, 
every trader takes great care to arrange and display her goods to appeal to buyers (see figures 
2.5-2.7). Fresh produce is grouped into varying sized piles by price. Smoked and dried fish are 
neatly arranged in large metal pans or baskets. Shea butter is sliced into neat, uniform cubes. 
Sellers selling secondhand shoes scrub each pair before displaying them. To avoid theft, sellers 
typically display one shoe while its mate awaits an interested buyer off to the side. Jewelry is 
carefully hung or laid out on display racks. Traders remove the outer shriveled layers of cabbage 
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and onions. Green onions (“spring onions”) are grouped into 50-pesewa or one-cedi bunches, 
held together by a strand of green onion. A trader, hawking vegetables, neatly arranges carrots, 
lettuce, and spring onions on her metal pan. Secondhand bras are grouped according to varying 
quality grades, and panties are laid out in neat piles (figure 2.8).  
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Figure 2.5 Ginger grouped and neatly displayed by price quantities.  
(Note the dash (ntɔsoɔ) pile on the ground next to the seller.) 
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Figure 2.6 Beatrice's customer groups ginger into various price piles 
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Figure 2.7 A trader’s display of salted beef and pork. 
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Figure 2.8 Secondhand bras and panties from England and South Korea. 
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KCM’s Physical Features 
Due to its size and congestion, a trip to KCM requires allotting sufficient time to 
maneuver through the crowds in order to get from point A to point B. While it is uncommon for 
shoppers to venture to KCM to buy just a few ingredients for the evening meal, many shoppers 
either come to KCM for the convenience of buying several items in one centralized place or to 
purchase items not found in other markets. Shoppers often buy items in bulk for the household, 
or, if they are traders, they purchase supplies to retail elsewhere. Cooked food vendors, chop bar 
owners, and those who shop for schools and other institutions buy regularly from their customers 
and suppliers at KCM. The Central Market also draws people from rural areas, particularly 
during the Christmas season, and consumers shopping for particular occasions, such as those 
throwing a large party. For example, grooms-to-be frequent KCM to buy cloth, clothing, jewelry, 
and a suitcase to present to their brides on their wedding day. Those preparing to attend a funeral 
or naming ceremony frequent the cloth section, either for an individual funeral outfit or to buy a 
matching cloth pattern in bulk for a group mourning a family member. The new school year in 
August and the Christmas season in December are particularly busy times in the market, as 
people travel to Kumasi from all over Ghana to buy clothing, shoes, food, and Christmas gifts. 
Because consumers shop for gifts in KCM, the market is also site for reciprocity and exchange in 
social relations—a topic I explore in the next chapter.43 
Several other markets pepper Kumasi, including these “satellite” markets within the city: 
Asafo, Bantama, Oforikrom, and Atonsu Markets.44 Smaller urban markets of varying sizes 
throughout the city serve those buying just a few items needed for the daily meal or people who 
                                               
43 I thank Cathryn Johnson for this point.  
44 Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly. “Brief on KMA.” Accessed October 9, 2018. 
http://www.kma.gov.gh/kma/?brief-on-kma&page=5143 
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want to avoid congestion near the Central Market and the neighboring commercial district of 
Adum. Some markets specialize in particular commodities (e.g., the Abinkye market offers 
“European” vegetables such as cucumbers and eggplants Mondays and Thursdays; Anloga 
market has onions). 
 While KCM has spatial boundaries officially designated by the Kumasi Metropolitan 
Assembly, the contiguous market area spills far beyond its original walls (see figure 2.9). 
Traders with semi-permanent kiosks stretch along the perimeter of the market, expand into the 
Kejetia bus station area (figure 2.10), and line the overhead footbridge linking the neighborhoods 
of Roman Hill and Adum (figure 2.11).45 Due to its size and proximity to the other significant 
features of downtown Kumasi (the business and commercial district in Adum, the secondhand 
appliance market and trotro station at Roman Hill, and the centralized bus station at Kejetia), 
people refer to sections of the market and surrounding areas according to either the centralized 
commodities sold there or, as Clark (1994:11) notes, reference names tied to the surrounding 
physical features of the area. For instance, “Dr. Mensah,” (formerly the site of Dr. Mensah’s 
clinic) is still a medical supplies and pharmaceutical commercial area, but also offers secondhand 
clothes, bags, and shoes. “Bɔɔla” (‘garbage,’ named for the former city dump), offers fresh 
produce at exceptionally low prices. Young men around the Kejetia bus station sell mobile 
phones and “ready-made” (new imported clothing) and secondhand men’s clothes.  
                                               
45 When the footbridge was completed in 2013 to allow safe passage for pedestrians across the railways, 
traders quickly claimed sections along the bridge, spreading out their goods on bedsheets or using the 
hand rails as display racks. In 2017, the Ashanti Regional Minister prohibited traders from selling their 
wares on the bridge, giving them one month to vacate (see: “Kumasi: Minister orders traders to leave 
Central Market footbridge.” Ghana News Agency, May 11, 2017. Accessed October 9, 2018. 
http://citifmonline.com/2017/05/11/kumasi-minister-orders-traders-to-leave-central-market-footbridge/.) 
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Figure 2.9 Map of KCM and surrounding areas. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe. Accessed June 8, 2018. 
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 Once, clearly demarcated commodity sections named each aisle inside the market for the 
type of commodity sold there, followed by adwaso or “line.” For example, the earring aisle is 
referred to as asomadeɛ adwaso (‘earring line’). Traders at “18 no mu,” a busy commercial area 
at the front of the market, sell the wholesale provisions and household products—everything 
from baking supplies to mosquito repellent. In recent years, other commodities have infiltrated 
these sections.  It is now normal to see an onion seller next to cassava flour sellers or a trader 
selling fermented corn dough in the dried fish line. Many of the names for each aisle or “line” 
(adwaso), however, still designate centralized commodities regardless of whether traders there 
sell additional items. Alternatively, people reference the general area, such as baabi a ɔmmo 
[wɔn] tɔn ayooyoo (‘the place where they sell ayooyoo’). The wholesale produce and fish yards 
at “Bode” remain unaffected by the influx of mixed commodities; large trucks continue to 
offload yams, tomatoes, onions, garden eggs, and fish.  
 The perimeter and the entrances to the market specialize in mixed commodities (figure 
2.12). Mobile traders walk up and down the congested aisles or sit on stools and solicit business 
from those interested in a quick transaction, willing to pay a little extra for the convenience of 
not having to trek deep inside the market. Savvy shoppers, and traders like Beatrice, however, 
pride themselves on going deep inside the market (wura dwa no mu) where goods are generally 
cheaper. Braving the crowds in pursuit of a good deal became a source of bragging rights. 
Traders who I had gotten to know would boast to other traders how I would go into the market, 
implying that I had demonstrated a higher level of market competence. By contrast, traders like 
Beatrice regarded those who regularly purchased items from the periphery as lacking market 
savviness. On a few occasions when I accompanied Beth, a mutual friend of Beatrice and I, to 
the market, Beatrice told me that I overpaid for my purchases. She blamed my overpaying on 
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Beth who, according to Beatrice, does not know the market because ɔnnwura mu (‘she doesn’t 
go inside [the market]’) but only buys from the periphery where items are more expensive.  
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Figure 2.10 Traders selling goods outside KCM near Kejetia. 
Note the construction of the New Kejetia station and market in the background. 
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Figure 2.11 Adum Railway Overhead Bridge linking Adum and Roman Hill. 
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Figure 2.12 Traders selling mixed commodities just opposite KCM  
(The yellow building in the background is near the entrance to KCM) 
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Market Organization and Demographics  
To understand the composition of traders in KCM, I hired a team of seven people to help 
me survey 200 traders in five days, excluding Monday (due to high congestion on Mondays and 
to be respectful of traders’ time) and Sunday (because many traders do not work on Sundays).46 
Using a map of KCM provided by the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly’s planning department, 
we divided the market into sections. Working in pairs, we each took a section and selected 
potential survey respondents by counting every 20th trader to keep the sample as random as 
possible, excluding mobile traders. We conducted survey interviews in either Twi or English and 
recorded responses on tablets. Some traders were uncomfortable answering certain demographic 
information, such as their age, birth place and childhood residency, and level of education 
completed. In such cases, we honored traders’ desire not to disclose this information and thus the 
total respondents in the tables below do not always add up to 200. Leading with more market-
based questions, such as “what items do you sell” and “where do your goods come from” as 
opposed to demographic questions eased traders’ suspicions that the Kumasi Metropolitan 
Assembly or the National Democratic Congress political party sent us to gather information 
about them.  
                                               
46 In consultation with Gracia Clark, I decided to restrict my survey sample to 200 traders. I reasoned that 
a survey of 200 participants would yield a demographic overview of KCM traders while keeping the 
primary focus of my project data on interviews, recorded bargaining exchanges, and participant 
observation. Completing the survey in one week would minimize fluctuations in supply and demand 
and/or other external factors potentially affecting participant responses. Since participant responses were 
manually entered in tablets and not audio/visually recorded, we worked in pairs to maximize the accuracy 
of entered data. For more details on survey protocol, see Appendix A. 
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According to the survey, 75% of traders are female.47 Although both men and women 
buy and sell in KCM, women have been the primary traders in the market since the early 1900s, 
when many Akan men left their trading businesses to pursue cocoa farming (Clark 1994:6). 
Trade in particular commodities is typically divided along gender lines. For instance, women sell 
fresh produce, smoked and dried fish, cooked food, and cloth. Men sell live chickens and 
butchered meat (chicken, goat, beef). They also make shoes, grind pepper, and repair electronics. 
Both men and women sell imported new and second-hand clothing. Table 1 shows the number of 
traders by gender who sell various types of commodities (see Appendix B for breakdown of 
commodity categories).48 In some instances, exceptions do exist. For example, whereas trade in 
cloth is typically the domain of women, male cloth traders do sell alongside their female 
counterparts.  
 
                                               
47 Numbers and percentages in survey sample reflect the total sample (n=200). I did not account for 
exclusions or missing data. See Appendix A for a complete list of survey questions. Note that in Tables 2-
6, total respondents less than 200 indicate that some respondents chose not to answer this question. 
48 Numbers in the tables reflect counts, not percentages of total sample. Commodity categories closely 
follow the coding schema Clark (1994) used in her 1979 survey of KCM. 
49 Refer to Appendix B for a comprehensive list of “Industrial” products. This category includes 
electronics, household goods, beauty products, office supplies, and raw materials. 
Table 1. Number of Traders for Each Commodity Type by Gender 
  Industrial49 Clothing Perishable food 
Non-perishable 
food Craft products Service Totals 
Female 39 31 51 15 11 0 147 
Male 21 15 2 3 8 3 52 
Total 60 46 53 18 19 3 199 
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Age and level of education varied slightly by gender. The majority of men surveyed were 
between 26 and 35 years old; for women, the majority reported their age between 36 and 45, 
with the second highest number falling between 46 and 55 years old (Table 2 shows age 
distribution by gender). Some of the younger traders reported selling and/or running the stall for 
their mothers or aunties, especially during breaks from university. We also noticed that young 
men tend to sell “ready made” and secondhand clothing whereas older men make and sell 
Ghana-made shoes, butchered meat, and live animals. Older women tend to sell smoked and 
dried fish and fresh produce while younger women were more inclined to sell artificial hair, 
handbags, clothing, and shoes. Generational differences in the type of commodities sold suggests 
not only a shift in younger sellers’ trading knowledge and interests but also an increase in the 
availability of, and consumer demand for, imported goods.   
While all male respondents reported receiving some formal education, 88% of women 
reported attending formal education. The majority of male respondents reported completing 
Senior High School as the highest level of education completed; among those women who 
attended school, the majority reported completing Junior High School (Table 3 shows the highest 
level of education completed by gender).  
 
Table 2. Age Distribution by Gender 
  18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66+ Totals 
Female 23 32 35 34 14 2 141 
Male 11 22 10 7 1 0 52 
Totals 34 54 45 41 15 2 193 
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Table 3. Highest Level of Education Completed by Gender 
  Primary JHS SHS University Stand7 O-Level A-Level Islamic School Totals 
Female 16 47 38 10 13 2 0 2 128 
Male 2 18 23 5 2 0 1 1 52 
Totals 18 65 61 15 15 2 1 3 180 
 
The dominant ethnic group in KCM is Asante (from the Ashanti region), but market traders 
represent a diversity of ethnic groups (see Tables 4-6).50 For example, many female porters, who 
transport goods on their heads for a small fee, come from the northern regions of Ghana. Certain 
commodities are associated with particular ethnic groups and/or geographic regions. Many 
Fantes, who originate from the southern coastal areas of Ghana near Cape Coast, trade in smoked 
and dried fish in KCM. Those who sell beef, animal skins, and amulets such as horse tails come 
from the Northern regions where cattle are reared. When my team and I conducted the survey, 
soliciting ethnicity required three different questions: Where are you from (Wofiri he?), Where 
were you born (Yɛwoo wo wɔ he?), and Where did you grow up (Ehe na wotenaeɛ?).51 Still, the 
majority of respondents reported coming from the Ashanti region, although the wide geographic 
range shows how diverse KCM is. The number of languages spoken in the market is equally as 
impressive. It is not surprising that Twi is the dominant language spoken in KCM, regardless of a 
respondent’s native language(s), as it is the dominant language in the region, but traders also 
                                               
50 Akyems/Akims will report as Asante because they are officially not welcome in Kumasi, not even at 
Manhyia, for historical reasons. I thank Samuel Obeng for this point.  
51 In Ghana, one’s birthplace may be different from one’s family hometown or childhood residence. 
Matrilineal groups, such as the Asante, would answer the “Where are you from” question according to 
their mother’s heritage; those from a patrilineal group would respond according to the father’s line.  
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reported speaking other languages to trade, including Fante, Frafra, Busanga, Guan, Gonja, 
Dagomba, Gruse, Kotokoli, Kajara, Kasem, Ewe, Bono, and Krobo. 
 
Table 4. Family Hometown 
Region Women Men Both 
Eastern 8 2 10 
Volta 1 1 2 
Central 5 2 7 
Western 3 1 4 
Ashanti 103 33 136 
Brong Ahafo 8 5 13 
Northern 6 3 9 
Upper East 6 3 9 
Upper West 1 0 1 
West Africa 4 2 6 
Totals 145 52 197 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Birthplace 
Region Women Men Both 
Greater Accra 0 2 2 
Eastern 8 2 10 
Volta 0 1 1 
Central 3 1 4 
Western 3 0 3 
Ashanti 120 40 160 
Brong Ahafo 6 2 8 
Northern 1 1 2 
Upper East 1 1 2 
Upper West 0 0 0 
West Africa 4 2 6 
Totals 146 52 198 
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Table 6. Childhood Residence 
Region Women Men Both 
Greater Accra 2 1 3 
Eastern 5 2 7 
Central 1 1 2 
Western 3 1 4 
Ashanti 122 42 164 
Brong Ahafo 6 2 8 
Northern 2 0 2 
Upper East 1 1 2 
West Africa 3 2 5 
Totals 145 52 197 
 
Power and Status in the Market 
 
KCM hosts a heterogeneous yet stratified assortment of shop owners, stall holders, 
ambulatory traders, those selling from kiosks, wholesale and/or retail, laborers, and craft 
producers, among others. This diversity is an important source of power for KCM as an 
economic institution because it provides employment opportunities for people with varied levels 
of formal education, training, and access to capital. Moreover, it is this very heterogeneity of 
traders and the products and services offered that draws people from all over Ghana to the 
market.  
The stratification of traders in the market reflects several, sometimes overlapping, factors, 
namely gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, commodity type, and access to capital. Trade in 
most commodities can be scaled up or down, depending on access to capital (see Table 7). A 
tomato seller just starting out her small-scale business retailing tomatoes requires less capital 
than someone selling wholesale tomatoes by the crate but more capital than one selling sachets 
of drinking water. The amount of capital required to trade a particular commodity and where a 
trader sells his or her wares indicate his or her place in the hierarchy of sellers.  
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Internal centers of power within the market lie with the commodity leaders. Although not 
every trader belongs to a commodity association, many commodities have an association and 
leader—either a queen mother (ɔhemma)52 (for goods like fresh produce and fish) or a king 
(ɔhene) or chairperson (for secondhand clothing). The gender of the leader typically corresponds 
with the gender assignment of the particular commodity. For instance, the shoemakers have a 
male leader while fish traders have a female leader, or queen mother. Followers of the 
commodity leaders include a variety of other traders selling goods from container shops, market 
stalls, wooden tables and kiosks, or from sheets or tarps on the street. Commodity leaders’ 
                                               
52 “Queen mother” carries historical (colonial) baggage; therefore, ɔhemma may also (more appropriately) 
be glossed as “female chief.” However, because traders used the English term “queen mother” (when 
speaking English) to refer to female commodity leaders, I use the translation “queen mother” in this 
dissertation.  
Table 7. Amount of Startup Capital Reported Required to Trade (in Ghana cedis) 
Women 0-99 101-1000 1001-5000 5001-10,000 10,000+ 
Industrial 0 11 6 3 4 
Clothing 1 9 9 2 4 
Perishable food 1 29 11 1 1 
Non-perishable food 0 5 1 2 0 
Craft products 0 2 4 2 0 
Service/labor 0 0 0 0 0 
        
Men 0-99 101-1000 1001-5000 5001-10,000 10,000+ 
Industrial 0 7 5 2 3 
Clothing 0 6 3 2 0 
Perishable food 0 1 1 0 0 
Non-perishable food 0 0 1 0 0 
Craft products 0 1 3 0 1 
Service/labor 0 1 0 0 0 
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activities have important implications for commerce and for social relations among traders. They 
hold regular meetings with members of the commodity association to set prices, collect dues, and 
organize collective funeral donations for members who have passed away. Leaders also arbitrate 
conflicts between traders. Market queen mothers wield economic and political power not just in 
the market but on a national scale. Later in the year as the 2016 presidential and parliamentary 
elections approached, the yam queen mother held a campaign rally for the National Patriotic 
Party.53 Moreover, during the construction of the new Kumasi Central Market—a contract made 
between the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly and a Brazilian contractor—various queen mothers 
toured the site of the new market with the market manager and other members of the KMA. 
Many, including the yam queen mother, were interviewed for the evening news.54  
One of the most powerful queen mothers in the market is the yam queen mother (bayerɛ 
hemma). Yams have cultural significance among the Asante. For Asante festivals, such as 
Akwasidae Festival, which takes place at the Asante King’s (Asantehene) palace, chiefs within 
the entire Ashanti region are invited, and the yam queen mother offers yams to the king for the 
                                               
53After devastating market fires in 2014 and 2016, then presidential candidate, Nana Akufo-Addo, visited 
the Kumasi Central Market, to show sympathy and to bolster support for his campaign. See: Adu, Ernest 
Kofi and I.F. Joe Awuah Jnr. “Nana Akufo Addo addressing the crowd at the market.” Daily Guide 
Africa, July 21, 2014. Accessed October 9, 2018. https://www.newsghana.com.gh/nana-akufo-addo-
addressing-the-crowd-at-the-market/. And “Crowds meet Akufo-Addo at Kumasi Central Market, 
‘Dagomba Line.’ Graphic Online, January 25, 2016. Accessed October 9, 2018. 
https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/politics/crowds-meet-akufo-addo-at-kumasi-central-market-dagomba-
line.html.   
54 “Traders Tour Ongoing Kumasi Central Market Project.” UTV Ghana Online, March 9, 2016. Accessed 
October 9, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JI2MEEJMzQU.  
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festival. Each year when the new yams come into season, the yam queen mother holds a yam 
ceremony to mark the new season and pour libation (see figure 2.13).55 No one is allowed to sell 
new yams before the ceremony takes place or they are fined and banished from selling in the 
market ever again. At the 2016 new yam ceremony, the yam queen mother invited the KCM 
market manager and other representatives from the KMA who attended and gave a monetary 
donation.  
After queen mothers and commodity leaders, the next level of the hierarchy includes shop 
owners and stall owners, particularly those who sell items that require a lot of startup capital like 
cloth or sacks of rice and other wholesale goods. Many of the stall owners inherited stalls from 
their mothers or grandmothers. Sometimes stall owners sublet or sell them to other traders. If a 
stall (or any available space in the market) becomes available for rent or for purchase, it is not 
simply sold to the first bidder. As a secondhand bra seller explained to me, one must forge 
alliances with the owner and the surrounding traders to demonstrate trustworthiness. Moreover, 
owning a stall is a status marker not only because of the required capital, but also because the 
sellers are shielded from the sun and can sit comfortably in their stalls. Some owners hire 
assistants to watch the stall or manage the heavy duty lifting of goods. The owner may be present 
but he or she may sit inside the stall and simply oversee the actual transaction, sometimes issuing 
a receipt to the buyer.  
Next in the hierarchy are the traders who do not own a stall but rent a spot in the 
market—either a wooden table or a space on the pavement in front of someone’s stall or shop. 
These traders may spread out a tarp or sheet on which to display their goods. Many of these 
traders buy their goods wholesale or cheaply (e.g., at the yam yard or Bɔɔla) and then retail their 
                                               
55 Pouring libation at the new yam ceremony, as in many other ceremonial events in Ghana, is a way to 
honor the ancestors so that the new season of yams and the profits from their sales may be fruitful. 
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goods at their respective spots. This kind of business may not require much startup capital, 
depending on the volume a trader chooses to sell, but it often requires a trader to sit outside in the 
sun on a wooden stool while wearing a wide-brimmed hat for sun protection. According to one 
trader, a marker of social status means having a stall or spot away from the sun.  
Ambulatory traders move around the market hawking their goods, often catering to 
traders with permanent trading spots—whether owned or rented. Some buy goods to retail in 
residential neighborhoods, in the business districts, or in the streets to passengers in need of a 
snack or handkerchief. They sell a variety of items—from cooked food (often breakfast or lunch 
for traders, laborers, and buyers) to herbal treatments, knives, fresh produce, freshly butchered 
meat, etc. Some ambulatory traders sell for someone else who has a stall or fixed place elsewhere 
in the market. Status differentiation is demarcated in part by the items they sell and how much 
startup capital is required.  
Some mobile traders operate fairly lucrative businesses. Some cooked food vendors, for 
example, move about the market selling to other traders—particularly those with tables and stalls 
who cannot always leave their goods unattended. Because there is always demand for hot food 
throughout the day, many of these food vendors do quite well for themselves. Other food 
vendors have stationary spots and their customers come to them. One particular food vendor 
operates out of an open stall near the yam stalls and sells breakfast foods—tea, coffee, oats, 
bread, and even fried omelets to order. By midafternoon, she packs up and leaves for the day. 
Although she is a food vendor, she either rents or owns a permanent space in the market.  
Those who sell pure water sachets (purified water sold in disposable 500ml plastic 
pouches) occupy a lower status in the social hierarchy because the water sachets are a low-ticket 
item (20p or 30p per sachet). Selling water does not require much startup capital (approximately 
four cedis or one U.S. dollar to buy a sack of water sachets), and the profit margin is quite small. 
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Moreover, selling water—the primary source of potable water in KCM—requires lots of 
walking, exposure to sun and rain, and calling out to potentially interested buyers.  
In addition to trade, other kinds of work occur in KCM, particularly craft production, 
manufacturing, and providing services. Tailors and seamstresses sew clothing for their clients. 
Those in the Kente section of the market sew together strips of Kente cloth until it measures six- 
and twelve-yard pieces, which is the length at which it is sold.56 Young men in the “Ghana-
made” line make men’s and women’s sandals from leather. Repairers working from stalls in the 
market repair small appliances and electronics. Workers in many of these professions often begin 
as apprentices for a “master” or a “madam” until they have acquired a substantial skillset before 
they work independently or open their own shop.  
Due to the nature of their work, market traders create many non-trading occupations 
within the market (Baah-Ennumh and Adom-Asamoah 2012:63). The Kumasi Metropolitan 
Assembly (KMA), the local governing body for Kumasi, collects a daily tax of 50 pesewas 
(about 10 cents) from every trader whether she owns her own stall or sells her goods from the 
pavement. One provisions trader, pointing to a locked stall belonging to a trader who sells bowls, 
said the KMA forced that trader to close her stall until she could pay the fine incurred from 
failing to pay market taxes. By their own admission, some traders said they sometimes evade the 
KMA ticket collector. When they see the ticket collector coming, some get up and leave their 
stall or table, but this evasion strategy only works occasionally. Those who participate in susu 
(rotating microfinance or savings) groups expect regular visits from the account representative. 
Members agree to deposit a small amount of money each week or month and then one of them 
withdraws the balance, rotating each month until all have received. Some traders also participate 
                                               
56 The 12-yard piece is the length for men; the 6-yard piece is for women to sew a kaba (blouse) and slit 
(skirt). 
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in credit organizations. Much like the credit cards used in the West, Ghanaians have the option to 
buy household electronics (e.g., a blender) on credit and then pay the representative a small 
amount of money each week until the balance is paid off. Some local banks also offer courier 
service for account holders depositing or withdrawing cash. As previously mentioned, cooked 
food traders offer a quick breakfast or lunch for traders and consumers in the market. Others 
bring hair braiding and pedicure services to traders in their stalls. Young men transport offloaded 
goods from the wholesale yards or from the perimeter of the market to shops and stalls 
throughout the market, using flatbed carts (“push trucks”) and ATVs with trailers (aboboyaa) 
(see figure 2.14).  
Finally, men and women who work as paaoopaa (‘head porters’), or those who are hired 
to carry people’s goods and purchases on their heads using metal basins, occupy the lowest rung 
of the hierarchical ladder. Many of the paaoopaa are Northerners who have migrated to the 
southern part of Ghana in search of work. For most, Asante-Twi is not their first language; most 
are members of the northern ethnic groups. The labor as paaoopaa is physically demanding and 
the pay miniscule; consequently paaoopaa (known in the Ga language (Accra) as 
kayayei/kayayo) are vulnerable to extreme exploitation (Yeboah and Appiah-Yeboah 2009:3).   
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Figure 2.13 The yam queen mother (bayerɛhemma) and her spokeswoman (ɔkyeame)  
pour libation at Bode for the new yam ceremony. 
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Figure 2.14 Three-wheel trucks (aboboyaa) transport goods  
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Market Seasons: Fluctuation, Scarcity, and Abundance 
 Fluctuating conditions are a constant feature of the market and while some fluctuations 
are predictable, others are not. The market ebbs and flows depending on the time of day and the 
day of the week. The price of petrol, the rise and fall of foreign currencies, duties, an election 
year, and growing seasons all affect market activity and price volatility. Everything has its 
season, from food crops to the demand for different goods and services. Prices, demand and 
supplies must be carefully monitored throughout the year. The number of people who visit the 
market to make purchases varies in different seasons, and market shoppers may have more or 
less disposable income available at specific times of the year. The market is ablaze with activity 
in the weeks before the new school year in August, the major Muslims festival of Eid al Fitr, and 
Christmas. After the new school year begins, business slows because people have just paid 
school fees—even at Beatrice’s shop. In January, following the Christmas season, and in June, 
when university students vacate for the academic year, her business also slows down. Before 
Christmas, the price of many goods increases and buyers either resign themselves to paying more 
or plan ahead and stock up on these goods well before December. One woman told me she has 
all her tailoring done by August or waits until after Christmas because cloth will be expensive 
then and the high demand for tailored clothing means long waiting periods at the tailor. People 
come from all regions and rural areas to do their Christmas shopping. A secondhand bra seller 
told me that the Christmas season is also a time to be extra careful of thieves and scammers. 
Many traders during late 2016 complained of low sales: “Yɛnntɔ” (‘They don’t buy’), they 
said.57 Some attributed slow sales to the upcoming presidential and parliamentary elections. One 
afternoon in mid-November while sitting with the secondhand bra seller, a woman sitting with a 
                                               
57 Here is an example in which the first person plural pronoun indexes the third person plural (Obeng 
1997b).  
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nearby vegetable seller wanted to buy some panties but finally did not. The bra seller told me 
later the woman did not have enough money, explaining that business should be booming 
because we were approaching the Christmas season when people buy gifts, cloth, foodstuffs, and 
bras and panties for weddings and engagements, but was not this year. Later, when I asked 
Beatrice if the elections were affecting market sales, she said it was doubtful because business 
had been slow the previous year as well.  
Between April and July, the price of foodstuffs increases significantly, marking a 
pronounced period of food scarcity as consumers await the harvest season for many local crops 
in August and September. The lean season in July is called Kitawonsa in Akan, literally ‘Hold 
your hand [so you won’t steal],’ as real buying power dwindles. In the Ashanti region, the rainy 
season can stretch from March to November, although the heaviest rains occur between June and 
August. In 2016, the dry or harmattan season persisted much longer than normal and people 
worried that ɛkɔm bɛba (‘hunger would arrive/There would be hunger’). The prolonged 2016 dry 
season and the lack of rain during the normal planting season made it difficult for crops to grow. 
On one of our shopping trips in KCM in May, Beatrice’s garden eggs customer did not have any 
to sell to her. She said the lack of rain and too much sun had negatively affected garden eggs. 
Some emphasized the severity of the situation by comparing it to the extended harmattan of 
1983, when many people across Ghana did go hungry.  
 People adjust their cooking practices to accommodate lean seasons for produce. 
Tomatoes have multiple growing seasons, but the price of irrigated tomatoes goes extremely 
high. At Beatrice’s shop, people then buy tomato paste in the can or sachet instead. Tubers like 
cassava are also difficult to get during the dry season. People said that when the ground gets hard 
it becomes difficult to dig up the cassava, and even when freed it does not taste very good. A 
little bit of rain makes it easier to extract and also improves the taste. During the height of the dry 
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season, when cassava and plantain are not yet available, people can go weeks or longer without 
eating fufu, the signature dish among the Asantes. In late August when Beatrice was craving fufu 
after a long stretch without making it, she managed to get plantain and cassava and we pounded 
fufu which we ate with soup. An elder man in the neighborhood passed by the shop and saw us 
eating fufu. He teased that those who eat fufu at this time of year must have money. “A rich 
person’s food,” he joked. Yams can be stored and sold year-round, so just before the new yams 
come into season in June or July people buy the previous season’s hard, dry yams. Beatrice 
would advise her customers at the shop to chop them into very small pieces so that they cook 
thoroughly. Even when the new yams (smaller and shorter) come on the market, it takes a couple 
of weeks for the price to drop. Because some people say these first yams can cause a 
stomachache, they wait a couple of weeks before buying them and continue to eat the older 
yams. 
  During one of our shopping trips at KCM when the price of onion was particularly high, 
Beatrice noticed some nice-looking onions displayed by a trader (not her usual customer) selling 
from a tarp on the ground at the end of the aisle from her groundnut paste customer. The onions, 
she learned, came from Niger. When she inquired about the price, a small onion was 50p and a 
medium sized one was one cedi. At this point in the season (late September) they had become 
scarce and would remain so for the next month or two, perhaps leading up to Christmas. Beatrice 
explained to me that she does not make a profit selling onions at the shop during the lean season; 
rather, she sells them for the cost price: “Gye sɛ wotɔn ne saa ara” (‘Unless you sell it as it is’). 
She cannot charge too much because the price is already high, and people will refuse to pay. She 
explained that if she decided not to buy onions at all to sell at the shop, because they are too 
expensive, she would lose her profit from other commodities as well. Her regular buyers would 
gyaetɔ (stop buying) upon discovering that she did not have any onions (a staple ingredient in 
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most meals). Rather than buy some ingredients from this person and the rest from somewhere 
else they would instead frequent a different shop. Similarly, when produce first comes into 
season, she does not sell much of it at the shop: “ɛbu a, yɛnntɔ” (‘When it comes into season, 
they don’t buy). During a plentiful harvest season, she does not make much profit because 
buyers have the advantage of finding some to buy just about anywhere at an inexpensive price. 
Calculating profit and loss requires daily assessments and problem-solving to maximize gain 
wherever possible. During the lean season for produce, buyers and sellers take to bargaining with 
greater intensity. Buyers do not want to be overcharged; sellers need to minimally cover the 
amount they paid for the item plus a small margin if possible. 
 
Bargaining  
Traders in KCM bargain over price and bargain over quantity. Price bargaining occurs 
when the quantity is relatively fixed, such as articles of clothing, and traders negotiate the price; 
the buyer asks the seller to te so (‘reduce [the price]’). By contrast, traders apply quantity 
bargaining for items divisible into smaller units, such as shea butter, in which the price remains 
relatively constant. I use “relatively constant” because traders may negotiate price and quantity 
in a single transaction. For instance, a buyer interested in purchasing several pieces of children’s 
secondhand clothing will ask for a price reduction but may also ask that the seller give her one of 
the pieces as an add-on or “dash” (ntosoɔ; to so means “to give a dash”). Similarly, someone 
buying a small pile of tomatoes at a set price will expect a dash but could ask for a price 
reduction, or, alternatively, offer a lower price in exchange for a reduced amount of goods. In 
some cases, a buyer may not be able to pay the asking price for a konko (tin) of peppers (priced 
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at 5 cedis, for example) and tell the seller “Mekuta three cedis” (‘I have three cedis’).58 In this 
situation, the seller may agree to sell her three cedis’ worth of peppers as opposed to the 
designated five-cedi quantity.59 In addition to bargaining over the quantity, traders can negotiate 
the quality of items in the selection. It is common for a buyer to ask the seller to switch out less 
desirable items for nicer looking ones, particularly if the buyer is a loyal customer.   
In quantity bargaining, such as with fresh produce and fish, the seller groups her items 
into various sized piles, each with its own set price—often in one-cedi, two-cedi, five-cedi, and 
ten-cedi increments (see figure 2.5). The buyer decides how much she wants to buy, selects her 
desired pile, and then negotiates the quantity of goods purchased for that price. Regardless if she 
buys one cedi or ten cedis’ worth, buyers expect the seller to add a little extra or “dash” to the 
purchased amount. The seller draws the dash from a pile off to the side (see figure 2.6). These 
are typically the less desirable looking ones—intentionally set aside for the dash. The buyer can 
show disapproval at the amount or the selection of the dash and insist that the seller fa bi ka ho 
(‘add some to it’) or sesa wei ma me (‘switch out this one for me’). Among longstanding 
customer relationships, the selection and quantity of the dash can also be a point of play and 
negotiation within the transactional process—a point I discuss further in Chapter 5. In KCM, I 
often witnessed Beatrice help herself to the dash pile and add the nicest looking vegetables to her 
purchased pile, even as her customer protested and scooped them out. The seller can also use the 
dash as a strategic gesture. If she suspects that the buyer is unfamiliar with the latest pricing 
information or how much the dash should be, she can take the opportunity to be stingy without 
the risk of offending the buyer. By contrast, a seller who wants to “pamper” (krɔkrɔ) cherished 
                                               
58 The Twi word konko, or tin, refers to an empty tin can of a standard size, used to measure small 
vegetables such as pepper. 
59 I thank Gracia Clark for this point. 
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customers or acquire a new customer relationship may give a generous-sized dash and tell the 
buyer, “Woba dwam a, ɛyɛ a tɔ bi ma me” (‘Next time you come to the market, buy from me’). 
 According to Clark (1994:131), quantity bargaining, particularly for smaller quantity 
items, accommodates the average Ghanaian’s low expendable income and daily budget. Even at 
Beatrice’s shop—as well as at KCM—many of her regular buyers buy in small quantities—a 
chunk of bread, a handful of tomatoes. They buy for the daily meal or a single use (e.g., a single 
razor blade). Traders like Beatrice who operate small-scale trading enterprises cannot afford to 
buy most items in bulk; instead they buy in reduced quantities and make frequent trips to the 
market to stock their stores. Buying in large quantities means additional risk of losing money 
when foodstuffs not sold quickly enough go rotten. Small-scale traders also cannot risk buying 
supplies at a higher price before a sharp price reduction and then struggle to get the asking 
price—much like playing the stock market. 
My attempts to observe a bargaining interaction from beginning to end proved difficult. 
Unlike the formulaic and dyadic bargaining exchanges with clearly marked beginnings (“How 
much is this?”) and endings documented elsewhere (Ayoola 2009; Badarneh et al. 2016; French 
2000), bargaining in KCM can occur in fits and starts, interrupted with concurrent negotiations, 
conversations with other buyers, snack breaks, or price shopping. For example, I often watched 
Beatrice enter the yam yard—where she has several customers but no single steady customer—
and causally eye the various piles of yam. She would keep a low profile while weaving around 
the yam yard and avert her eyes to avoid showing interest in any particular seller’s selection so 
as not to commit herself to buying.60 She would point to someone’s pile of yams and inquire 
                                               
60 One time, Beatrice asked an elderly trader at Bode how much her yams cost. The woman called 
Beatrice over to show her more yams hidden under a tarp to which Beatrice replied, “Maame, ɛyɛ” 
(‘Mother, it’s okay’). The woman, excited to have a potential buyer, tried to get Beatrice to come closer to 
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about the price and type of yam and then continue moving about, sometimes circling back to see 
if a seller had a larger stash somewhere else or ask to be directed to someone who has a certain 
kind of yam.  
Secondly, participants’ extreme discretion made it difficult to hear conversations over 
price or observe the actual exchange of money. Bargaining often occurs with little to no eye 
contact or even an explicitly stated final price; a seller’s subtle nod or sheer silence signals to the 
buyer she accepts the buyer’s final offer. Traders masterfully control their movements, gestures, 
and voices to create a private space to negotiate price and quantity even in the midst of such a 
public and noisy market environment. They often bargain in hushed tones in part to avoid 
broadcasting the price to others who may also demand the same price, even if the seller offered a 
special deal to a valued customer or as a tactic to acquire a new one. Buyers often slip the seller 
cash in a tightly rolled wad, even counting the money inside their bags first before handing it to 
the seller to avoid counting money in public view.  
The unpredictable shifts and blurred boundaries between play and seriousness added a 
layer of complexity to the bargaining process. Lots of playful interaction can precede the actual 
bargaining exchange—a topic I examine in greater detail in Chapters 3 and 4. The fanfare and 
spectacle that precedes and punctuates the wheeling and dealing is highly performative—at times 
animated with laughter, playful slapping and insults, or flamboyant demonstrations of 
disagreement. Unlike other kinds of interactions in daily life which require formulaic greetings 
and deference based on the perceived status hierarchy between interlocutors, polite greetings 
                                               
look at her yams but Beatrice said “ɛyɛ maame. I can see from where I’m standing.” Beatrice left to go 
look at other yams which angered the woman. “Adɛn na woyɛ saa? Wanyɛ adeɛ!” (Why are you being 
like that? You didn’t do well.) Some sellers, like this yam trader, get upset if a shopper pauses by their 
stall inquire about the price but then fails to buy. 
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need not preface price inquiries or bargaining in the market. I have seen Beatrice immediately 
launch into playful accusations or insults with her customers (many of whom she has a joking 
relationship) without first greeting them. One time she snatched a piece of fried cassava from one 
of her yam customers and then continued to shop for yams. But once their playful conversations 
shifted to discussing price, they lowered their voices and closed the physical distance between 
them. Beatrice explains below why traders switch from a frame of play to business when they 
bargain: 
 
Deɛ nti a ɛyɛ a na ɛduru anodie no a sɛ woyɛ rof [rough] a ɛnyɛ yie no, woahu sɛ 
anodie no, sɛ wanni ano yie a, wotumi tɔn adeɛ no bɔ ka. Eitha [either] sɛ wo a 
woretɔ no wobɛbɔ ka anaasɛ deɛ ɔretɔn ama wo no nso bɛbɔ ka. Sɛ baako ammu 
baako a baako bɛbu baako. Nti sɛ moyɛ dinn na mo mmienu nyinaa mo adwen no 
ɛmu da hɔ; meredi agorɔ a mɛgyae. Wo nsoso woredi agorɔ a ɛsɛ sɛ wogyae na yɛdi 
ano yie. Becos wobɔ ka a ɛbɛha wo. Me nso mebɔ ka a ɛbɛha me. Yɛdi ano ma boɔ 
no ɛtɔ yie. Sɛneɛ ɛbɛyɛ a me memmɔ ka. Wo wommɔ ka. Anodie no deɛ, ɛnyɛ sɛ 
woahyɛ da na worebu nipa no oo; ɛyɛ adetɔn. Nti ɛwɔ sɛ woma w’adwen mu da hɔ 
na modi adeɛ no ano. Nti na ɛduru anodie no a... obiara a ɔdi adeɛ ano biara 
wobɛhu sɛ ɛyɛ a ɔse “Hɛh kɔ! Meretɔn m’adeɛ. Ma mentɔn m’adeɛ.” Na n’adwen 
aba deɛ woreyɛ no so. Becos sɛ moredi ano na wodi agorɔ a, ɔbɛtumi afa ne fo. 
Nipa no a ɔrebɛtɔ adeɛ no bɛtumi afa ne fo. Anaasɛ wo a woretɔn no nso ɔbɛtumi 
atɔn ne fo ama obi ama woabɔ ka. Nti ɛduru anodie a yɛnni agorɔ. Anodie deɛ, 
yɛmfa nni agorɔ. 
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The reason why bargaining can’t be done anyhow is that, you see that in bargaining, 
if you don’t bargain well, you can lose. Either you the buyer or the seller will lose. 
One will cheat the other. So, when the two of you calm down, you both will have a 
clear mind. If I’m goofing around, I will stop. If you are goofing around, you also 
have to stop for us to bargain well. Because if you lose [go into debt], it will bother 
you. Me too, if I lose it will bother me. We have to bargain and end at a good price; 
so that I won’t lose and you won’t lose. As for the bargaining itself, it’s not like 
you intentionally want to cheat the person; it’s part of trading. You have to be 
composed and bargain over the price. That’s why when it gets to bargaining…you 
will see that anyone who bargains will say “heh, leave! I am selling my goods. Let 
me sell my goods.” Then he concentrates on what he is doing. Because if you play 
around while bargaining, she can get it cheaply. The buyer can buy it cheap. Or you 
the seller can sell it much too cheaply to someone and go into debt. So, we don’t 
play when bargaining. As for bargaining, we don’t joke when doing bargaining. 
[Interview, Kumasi, Nov. 23, 2016] 
 
To be sure, traders do follow bargaining conventions, particularly for simple or routine 
transactions: the buyer inquires about the price, the seller names her price, the buyer asks for a 
price reduction and the two present counteroffers until they come to an agreement. But 
bargaining is not always so rigidly formulaic, nor is it strictly a dyadic negotiation between the 
buyer and seller. Sometimes the buyer and seller engage others to solicit support or to validate 
claims. A seller may turn to a fellow seller to receive validation for her price (bisa no, ‘ask her’); 
similarly, a buyer can solicit support from onlookers, particularly if she feels cheated. For 
example, I have also seen sellers deliberately refuse a buyer’s offer by throwing her money on 
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the ground, in an exaggerated public gesture. Since the discussion about price occurs in lowered, 
hushed voices, drawing public attention is either for entertainment or to solicit validation or 
support. 
Because it is essential to stay up-to-date on pricing information, traders also use verbal 
strategies to legitimize their knowledge, trading practices, the veracity of their statements, or 
even their units of measure and/or de-legitimize those of others. If a buyer complains about a 
seller’s price, the seller can say “Wotɔɔ bi akyɛ, woahu?” (‘It’s been awhile since you’ve bought 
some, hasn’t it?’) or “Wobaa krom akyɛ, anaa?” (‘Has it been awhile since you’ve come to town 
[market]?’). This subtle and condescending insult implies that the buyer lacks the latest pricing 
information. I have also observed traders use back-handed compliments such as referencing the 
other trader’s knowledge to one’s advantage. For instance, in a recorded interaction between two 
yam traders, the buyer said to the seller, “Fa ma me teree na bayerɛ no deɛ wo ara wonim” 
(‘Give it to me for three [300 cedis] for you know [about the yam business]’). The seller 
responded “Wo ara wonim sɛ bayerɛ wei deɛ nnyɛ adeɛ a wobɛnya no saa. Baabi ara nni hɔ a 
wobɛnya no saa” (You yourself know that this yam is not something you will get for that 
[price]’).61 Each trader appeals to the other’s knowledge of the yam business as a strategic move 
to assert influential control. 
Moreover, the seller often attributes high prices to external factors—the extended 
harmattan season, increased petrol prices, harvest season, the supplier increased the prices, etc.—
rather than claim responsibility for the current price. Buyers like Beatrice, who purchase goods 
                                               
61 This bargaining interaction between two yam traders was recorded at Bode, KCM on Oct. 11, 2016. 
Note that the use of the factive expression Wo ara wonim sɛ (‘You yourself know that’) is for credence. I 
thank Samuel Obeng for this point. 
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to retail elsewhere, can also make claims to their knowledge. One Sunday after church, Beatrice 
and I bought kenkey and fish for lunch. Beatrice asked the food seller for 50 pesewas of okra to 
accompany the kenkey. When the seller gave her a stingy couple of scoops, saying how 
expensive okra is, Beatrice responded, “Adɛn, me nso menntɔn nkrumah bodwuabodwua, anaa? 
Me nso mennim ne boɔ? Na ne boɔ yɛ den nanso nansa yi deɛ, Nyame adom, aba fam, enti mepa 
wo kyɛw, fa bi ka ho.” (‘Don’t I also sell small quantities of okra? Don't I also know its price? It 
was expensive but now, thank God, the price has come down, so please add some more to it.’) 
Retailers buying for their trading businesses, can also invoke external factors for why they 
cannot pay the asking price. For example, their money is earmarked for other purchases or the 
transportation fare home. She may say her customers will not pay the asking price for this item, 
so the seller should offer her a different item or reduce the price.  
Another strategy (an open secret) traders apply is to charge buyers according to gender 
and perceived socioeconomic status. One woman told me that traders may charge her more for 
goods if she wears her glasses: “Like me when they see me in the glasses. Over here it’s one of 
the criteria for [a] wealthy person. They see you in the glasses; they think you are rich.” One man 
whose job is to purchase foodstuffs for a local elementary school told me that while he knows 
how to bargain, traders generally charge men more for goods because there is a perception that 
men do not know how to bargain as well as women. Moreover, he explained, “when you are 
having a car, you come, they can also change the price. When you come with [a] car to the 
market. They say, ‘ah this man. So far as he’s using a car, he can buy whatever item I mention. 
The price I put on he will buy.’” Beatrice confirmed this ideology. One time at the shop, a man 
came to buy a couple of sachets of pure water and she overcharged him (by only five or ten 
pesewas).  When I asked if she had increased the price of pure water, she said “Saa ara na ɛteɛ 
wɔ Ghana” (‘That’s how it is in Ghana’). She said women traders often overcharge men because 
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they know they have money. And the men know this. A young man and friend of Beatrice who 
was sitting at the shop at the time this occurred added that men typically do not bargain. They 
know they are charged more, but they are also willing to pay because it is a way of displaying 
their wealth. To bargain hard would give the impression that they do not have money.  
Whereas bargaining underpins most transactions in KCM, prices at Beatrice’s shop are 
fixed; buyers do not bargain with Beatrice. For those buying cups of rice or small quantities of 
oil, Beatrice offers a small dash, but the dash is more of a symbolic gesture and an expectation 
than a gift. Beatrice’s profit margins are narrow, so she has to be careful to protect the little profit 
she makes from each transaction. During my fieldwork, one loaf of bread cost Beatrice 1.60 
cedis wholesale. She sold it for two cedis, yielding 40 pesewas profit. But not everyone buys a 
whole loaf of bread—most buy 50p or 1-cedi pieces at a time. Moreover, bread perishes quickly, 
so Beatrice and her children consume unsold bread or scrap it as a loss. If she sells 10 loaves of 
bread for two cedis each, her profit is four cedis (approximately $1). Because of narrow profit 
margins, I noticed Beatrice’s knack for precision with respect to measuring quantities of sugar, 
gari, or rice or cutting exactly 50 pesewas of bread. She is extremely precise in making sure the 
amounts are exactly the same so that she neither cheats her customer or herself. 
Traders, at times discreetly and at times overtly, compare prices and share price 
information with others to keep updated on the latest prices and gauge what is an appropriate 
price to pay. “Cheating” behavior (as I discuss in greater detail in Chapter 2) really refers to 
maneuvers and strategies for maximizing gain (i.e., getting a good deal). One evening at the 
shop, Beatrice narrated to me her trip to KCM, what she bought, which of her customers she 
saw, etc. I was unable to accompany her to the market that day, so I was curious to hear about 
her trip. She excitedly told me she got a really good price on koobi (dried, salted tilapia). The 
trader asked her for five cedis; Beatrice paid 2.80 cedis. As she narrated this she laughed and 
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said to me, “Da biara ɔmmo [wɔn]sisi me enti ɛnnɛ deɛ mesisii ɔmmo [wɔn]!” (‘Everyday they 
cheat me so today I cheated them!’). She said she even went to her momone (fermented fish) 
customer and told her and a nearby koobi seller how much she paid, and they were shocked. One 
of the women responded, “Adɛn? Na ɔyɛ akwadaa anaa?” (‘Why [such a cheap price]? Was she 
[the koobi seller] a child?’). “Daabi, ɔanyini” (‘No, she’s grown’), Beatrice responded.   
 
Beatrice’s Weekly Trips to the Market 
Each week, I accompanied Beatrice on her weekly shopping trip at KCM to stock her 
store. Most weeks, we went on Mondays because new batches of fish (smoked and dried) and 
produce are brought in from outside Kumasi on Mondays to the market. Moreover, Beatrice 
tended to run low on perishable goods (especially tomatoes, hot peppers, garden eggs, okra, and 
fish) by the end of the week. We usually left the house by 6:00 or 6:30am just after sunrise and 
caught a trotro to the market from the neighborhood trotro stations. Beatrice would bring her 
basket (kɛntɛn) and metal pan to carry her purchases. We often got down near St. Peter’s 
Cathedral Basilica at Roman Hill (see figure 2.9). From our neighborhood to Roman Hill, it is 
approximately 11 kilometers or an hour trotro ride.  
Since Mondays are busy with long lines at the trotro station as people venture to town for 
work or school, Beatrice often coordinated a free ride with her trotro customer. There is a trotro 
station at Roman Hill (near the central market) and trotros that run routes between our 
neighborhood and Roman Hill. (Beatrice’s husband used to be a trotro driver at this station, so 
she knows the drivers and mates.) Each week she negotiates an extra fee with one of the trotro 
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drivers and mate (the person who collects the fare) for a “dropping”62—to take her (us) and her 
market purchases directly from the way from Roman Hill to the shop, stopping at the 
neighborhood trotro station to drop off other passengers who paid the normal fare. One of the 
trotro drivers and mates lives in the neighborhood and often gives free rides to passengers on the 
way to town.  
 First, we frequented Beatrice’s plastic bags customers and then continued onto the 
smoked and dried fish sellers to get an early morning selection of the new shipment (see figure 
2.15). The fish lines were some of the most congested lines at this time, and I was often in the 
way. Because it was almost impossible to directly observe Beatrice bargain with her customer, I 
resigned myself to finding a spot where I could avoid blocking sellers’ displayed fish (often large 
baskets or metal basins lined the narrow footpaths in front of traders’ wooden tables, creating 
precarious walking conditions!) and getting knocked into by other people carrying metal basins 
(locally called “pan”) on their heads. Beatrice had several customers here, but when the quality 
of one of her customer’s salmon was not as good, she would intentionally walk down a different 
line to avoid that customer and buy from someone else.  
                                               
62 The term “dropping” refers to an individualized transportation route arranged with a taxi (or other) 
driver for a fee, unlike predetermined routes and fares of trotros, buses, and shared taxis. The price for a 
“dropping” is not fixed and must be negotiated with the driver. 
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Figure 2.15 Dried fish line on a quieter day 
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From there we would stop at her salted beef and pork feet customer before continuing on 
to her groundnut paste, provisions, and dried pepper customers. Here was our home base.63 
Because of their strong customer relationship, Beatrice could leave her purchased goods and 
continue shopping. We often sat for a while and bought bread and tea for breakfast and chatted 
with the sellers. Each time, Beatrice teased her provisions customer, pinching her back fat and 
asking if she has found a man yet; the seller retaliated by insisting Beatrice herself found a man. 
In fact, Beatrice and her customers often teased each other, particularly those in her age range. 
Many of her customers jokingly referred to Beatrice as Deɛ ɔpɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo (‘The one who likes 
things that are inexpensive’). 
 While we sat eating our breakfast at the groundnut paste seller’s stall, mobile sellers 
would walk up and down the line selling everything from herbal medicine, bread, knives, and 
produce. If a bucket of tomatoes caught Beatrice’s attention, she would bargain while finishing 
her bread and tea. From there we continued deeper into the market, buying packaged cookies 
(biscuits), oats, bottled drinks, creams, boxes of mosquito coils, lightbulbs, etc. and then return to 
our spot to drop off her purchases. Once she finished buying goods from this area of the market, 
Beatrice would hire a paaoopaa (head porter) to transport her items to the trotro station where 
they would sit until we finished our shopping trip. Because many of the traders in this line 
employ young women as their assistants who also transport goods for their customers, there was 
always someone available to carry Beatrice’s purchases.  
                                               
63 As I explain in chapter two, this area burned in a fire in early January 2016. Immediately after the fire, 
Beatrice went to the market to mourn with them. Moreover, Beatrice showed loyalty to her customers by 
continuing to buy from them while they rebuilt their stalls. In exchange, each time we frequented their 
spot, they gave us places to sit, offered us plastic cups with which to drink our tea, and made space for 
Beatrice to store her purchased items and kept an eye on them while we continued to shop in the market.  
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 From there we continued to Bode (where we first entered the market) where the 
wholesale yam, tomato, and fish yards are located and where Beatrice’s garden eggs, onion, hot 
pepper customers reside. We first would go to the yam yard where Beatrice keeps several 
customers (figure 2.16). Mondays were often busy days with large trucks offloading new 
shipments of yam brought in from the farm (figure 2.17). Because I interviewed the yam queen 
mother and attended the new yam ceremony in July, we made a point to greet her if she was 
present although she was often busy, tied up arbitrating cases involving conflict between yam 
traders. Often, the sellers offered me a seat and Beatrice would insist I sit in the shade, saying 
“Woabrɛ” (‘You’re tired’) or “Awia no ano yɛ den” (‘The sun is really strong’). Sometimes I 
protested, wanting to observe her interactions; other times I obliged people’s invitations and sat 
with them. My profuse sweating usually belied any insistence that I was neither hot nor tired.  
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Figure 2.16 Yam yard at Bode. Photo by Beatrice. 
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Figure 2.17 Nkwansofoɔ (travelers) offloading their yams at Bode. Photo by Beatrice. 
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 Depending on how many tubers of yam she bought, sometimes Beatrice would carry the 
yams on her head to our next stop: her garden eggs customer, Yaa. If they were too heavy, she 
would hire a paaoopaa to take them to the Roman Hill trotro station. As with many of her other 
customers, Beatrice has a joking relationship with her garden eggs seller. They are about the 
same age and are longstanding customers. Most times, Beatrice would not even greet her—just 
go up to her and playfully slap her, make a snide remark, or, if the garden eggs seller did not see 
her, she would surprise her with a hug from behind. Yaa sells her garden eggs on the edge of the 
road in front of a stall owned by an elder trader who sells various types of cooking oil. Because 
they have a good relationship, the oil seller (“Auntie”) permits Yaa and other sellers to sell their 
goods in front of her stall. This spot became our second “home base.” By this point in our 
shopping trip, it would be about noon or thereafter. Sometimes Beatrice and I would buy 
awaakyɛ (rice and beans) and Auntie would insist that we sit on the wooden bench in her stall 
and relax for awhile. Beatrice would set down her goods next to Yaa’s trading spot but not inside 
the stall. I asked her once why she did not put her purchases in Auntie’s stall and she said, 
“Ɔnnyɛ me kostoma enti mefɛre” (‘She’s not my customer so I’m shy [don’t feel comfortable 
doing so]’). Auntie took a particular liking to me and often invited me to sit in her stall and relax, 
insisting Beatrice can finish the rest of her shopping while she and I visit. Beatrice’s onion 
customer was just down the road where Beatrice also often bought tomatoes, hot peppers, and 
gari. Once she completed all those transactions, we passed by a group of traders while en route to 
the trotro station whom I had gotten to know (a secondhand bra seller, a vegetable seller, and a 
provisions seller). Because of my connection to these women, Beatrice would buy lettuce, green 
pepper, and spring onions from the vegetable seller.  
 Once at the trotro station, Beatrice bought the very last of her items on her regular 
shopping list: 50kg bags of rice from a wholesale rice seller just a few stalls down from the 
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station office, bags of individually packaged FanYogo frozen yogurt and ice cream, phone 
credits, toilet paper, and canned and nonalcoholic bottled drinks. If she needed boxes of Neat 
Fufu or Frytol oil, we would make the trek to Adum on the other side of the market to the 
wholesale provisions area and then hire a paaoopaa to carry the goods back to the station. Even 
though Beatrice knew the station master, trotro drivers and mates well and she regularly arranged 
for the driver to drop her directly in front of the store, they negotiated her “dropping” fee each 
time because the volume of her purchases changed each week. Mobile sellers hawking 
Fanyogurt, pure water, sliced watermelon and other snacks walked in between the rows of trotros 
selling goods to passengers as they waited inside for the trotro to fill. The mates stuffed the floor 
and back of the trotro with passengers’ purchases. Sometimes while Beatrice wrapped up last-
minute purchases, the station master insisted I sit on the wooden bench and rest while he 
recorded which trotros were coming and going. Anytime I would venture to the market by 
myself and took a trotro home from this very station, he would ask “Wo nua wɔ he?” (‘Where is 
your sister?’) and make sure that I had a seat on the next trotro going home.  
 From here, tired and sweaty, we made the hour-long ride back to the shop. Beatrice often 
dozed off, tired from hustle and bustle and transporting heavy items. I loved these long 
commutes to process the day’s interactions and rest. After dropping off the other passengers at 
the station, the driver and mate would take us all the way to Beatrice’ shop where we would 
unload all of our purchases and open up the shop. Because Beatrice had to close her shop while 
we went to the market, she was usually eager to get back and open it up for business, particularly 
to serve those needing ingredients for the evening meal. I often stayed through the afternoon and 
evening to help set up the shop, unpack all the newly purchased items and restock the store, and 
attend to customers. Market days were particularly exhausting, as Beatrice and I often put in 16-
hour days. 
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS, PRECARITY ANSWERS 
A sensory-rich space in which women are the primary traders, KCM is, and has 
historically been, a hub for the exchange and distribution of goods at the regional, national, and 
international levels. Due to its size and centralized location for a wide variety of commodities, 
KCM offers goods at wholesale and retail prices and also attracts consumers from around the 
country and neighboring West African countries. Although the majority of traders are Asante, 
rural to urban migration in recent decades has diversified KCM’s ethnic composition. The 
overlapping systems of bargaining and its organization among commodity type, gender, and 
positions of power and status, showcase KCM’s structure and regulatory features despite its 
designation as a space of “informal” economic activity.  
From my connections with market traders in KCM and my shopping trips with Beatrice 
to the market to stock her shop, I acquired a deeper understanding of trading practices, 
bargaining strategies, factors affecting price volatility, and the nuances of managing customer 
relationships. Accompanying her during shopping trips to KCM and selling the shop in the 
evenings provided insight into the daily challenges and strategies required to eke out a living. 
Beatrice, who takes great pride in being a trader (dwadini), was also quick to remark how 
“rough” market traders can be. “Saa na adwadifoɔ teɛ. Ɔmmo [wɔn] ha adwene” (‘That’s how 
traders are. They are worrisome’). The pervasive characteristic of roughness speaks of the 
importance of vigilance and tenacity to succeed in trading. Traders told me ɛsɛ sɛ woma w’ani da 
hɔ, ɛsɛ sɛ woma w’ani te (‘You have to be vigilant, you have to be clever’). Vigilant and clever 
traders maximize their financial gain and minimize being cheated or scammed. While people 
may regard market women as rough, aggressive, and persuasive, these very characteristics are 
what enable traders to succeed in the trading business.   
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Like other traders, Beatrice struggles to provide for her children and pay the taxes and 
utility bills necessary to maintain her business. Each transaction and interaction with customers 
at the market and her shop require finesse. Profits and losses from individual exchanges, 
miniscule though they may be, could lead to future expansion for her business or devastating 
losses and future sacrifices for Beatrice and her children. As Beatrice often explained, small-
scale trading is incredibly challenging and exhausting for the meager profits it yields. Moreover, 
it is inherently risky. Global market conditions, harvest yields, climate patterns, and consumer 
taste and buying power affect market productivity. These factors coupled with Ghana’s persisent 
economic challenges create precarious living conditions for many Ghanaian traders.  
To mitigate these and other risks, traders like Beatrice have developed and utilize 
strategies to mitigate these risks. In the next chapter, I discuss the importance of establishing and 
maintaining customer relationships. Following the norms of gift-giving and reciprocity, market 
traders cultivate exchange relationships within the context of the market to enhance sales, secure 
supplies during times of scarcity, and safeguard against the looming threat of economic 
precarity. Although customers do mitigate precarity through their loyalty, however, they also 
introduce additional risk to the business of trading. Over-investing in a customer who may 
eventually cheat the seller by never paying her debt results in lost wages and wasted time. By 
contrast, refusing to invest in a potential customer out of protection for one’s business, can 
threaten the potential growth of a trader’s customer base. Recognizing that some risk is 
necessary to grow one’s business, traders navigate when and how to pamper (krɔkrɔ) customers 
while assessing ongoing risk to their businesses. In the next chapter, I examine the importance of 
customer relationships in trade and discuss traders’ strategies for managing relationships and 
minimizing risk.  
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Chapter 2 
Krɔkrɔ (‘Pampering’) One’s Customers in Kumasi Central Market:  
managing social networks, safeguarding against economic precarity 
 
Ɛnam sɛ sika nni hɔ no, ɔba a nneɛma koraa ɛwɔ sɛ ɔtɔ a, ɔtɔ kakraa bi. Ebi koraa 
gye sɛ wode bi firi no sɛ ebia ɔnkɔtɔn mmra na ɔde wo sika aba. Ɛno so koraa wode 
firi no koraa a ɔde kɔ a, sɛ ɛyɛɛ deɛn na ɔmfaa wo sika ɛmmaeɛ. Na wo so wo koraa 
a wode firi no, wo nso wo ho kyere wo. 
 
Because there is no money, even the things she has to buy, she only buys a few. 
Sometimes you even have to give some goods to her on credit for her to sell and 
bring back the money. And even when you give her goods on credit and she takes 
it away, it takes a long time before she brings the money. And you, the one who 
gave the things out on credit, will also be suffering.  –secondhand bra seller64 
 
 Ɛbɛduru mmerɛ ni na yɛnnya ebi ntɔ. Wosɔre ahomakye koraa, wokuta sika koraa 
a wonnya bi ntɔ. Na ama ɛho ayɛ den. Nti woba dwam a…gye sɛ wokɔ fie. 
 
Sometimes we don’t get some [goods] to buy. Even when you get up at dawn, even 
when you have money, you don’t get some to buy. [The goods] are scarce. So when 
you come to the market…you just turn around and go back home. –garden eggs 
seller65 
 
 
                                               
64 Interview, KCM, May 9, 2016 
65 Interview, KCM, May 30, 2016 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Ghanaians in urban Kumasi and elsewhere have grown accustomed to dealing with 
volatility in everyday life—from the rising cost of goods, transportation, and electricity bills to 
the unpredictability of the harvest season, power outages, and water supply. However, in recent 
years, persistent economic hardship has created a state of precarity. In KCM, traders not only 
bemoaned slow and reduced sales, but they also experienced daily uncertainty as to whether they 
would make enough profit to cover their transportation fare home. As one cosmetics seller 
reported, “You can even sleep and still no one will come to buy.”66  
Given the extreme economic pressures, particularly as high unemployment rates motivate 
people to seek work in the “informal” economy, one might expect competition over potential 
buyers and people struggle to secure marginal profits. However, traders often profess Yɛmpɛ 
ntokwa (‘We don’t like fighting’) and quote the adage Yɛnnkum adwadifoɔ nni dwa (‘We 
shouldn’t kill our fellow traders to do business’). As one woman explained to me, at the end of 
the day each seller will get her customer; there are people who will want the mushy, near-spoiled 
tomatoes and those who want the fresh ones. In her ethnography of trading practices in KCM, 
Gracia Clark (1994) describes the market as a space structured by formal and informal sets of 
collegial relations grouped by commodity and/or location. These groups provide several benefits 
to its members, including sharing critical information and reducing risk. Because of these 
benefits and the incentive to be a trustworthy member in the group, traders are typically not 
hostile with each other or overtly competitive. Instead, traders establish customer relationships 
through pampering (akrɔkrɔ) practices and reciprocity to mitigate the risk brought on by ongoing 
economic challenges. 
                                               
66 Quotations, such as this one, were elicited during the survey of Kumasi Central Market and were either 
originally given in English or immediately translated into English. 
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Customers are essential to the business of buying and selling, particularly in terms of 
credit, transportation, and sharing information relating to commodities and prices (Clark 
1994:216). A customer relationship or one’s “customer” typically refers to an established and 
loyal trading relationship. The term encompasses both buyers and suppliers, to include people 
who buy from and sell to traders. Traders and suppliers offer goods on credit to trustworthy 
customers and supply goods when they become scarce. Similarly, regular buyers provide sellers 
a steady flow of transactions, captured in a quote by one trader: “Having customers reduces my 
burden of selling.” Securing customers, however, is not easy and not without challenges. An 
elder cloth seller stated, “Enti kostoma no, ɛnnyina faako. Kostoma bi wɔ hɔ a ne ho yɛ 
ahomete” (‘Customers are not stable. Some customers are troublesome’). She said some of her 
customers exclusively buy from her as long as she has the cloth they want; others buy from her 
less regularly or say they are coming to buy from her but end up buying from someone else. Still 
others take cloth on credit but never return to pay their debt (Interview, Kumasi, Aug. 25, 2016).  
In this chapter, I argue that traders cultivate relationships—specifically customer 
relationships—through exchange and reciprocity to create a semblance of stability and security 
amid economic precarity. As I learned, relationships—customer and otherwise—are a kind of 
social insurance plan requiring regular investments should one need to make a “withdrawal” in 
the future and call upon someone in a time of need.67 While reliable customers provide a sense of 
stability, investing in customers also introduces its own sort of risk. By over-pampering, a trader 
risks becoming too lax with her customer and is vulnerable to being cheated, yet by under-
pampering, a trader risks losing a potential or regular customer to someone else and thus misses 
an opportunity to grow her business. In what follows, I discuss the risks and benefits of customer 
                                               
67 Lomnitz (1971:94) uses the metaphor of the “savings account” in which is “drawn upon as the need 
arises” (cited in MacGaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000:109). 
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ties, the risks of over- and under-pampering, and moments when traders decide to cut ties with 
customers. I begin with a brief overview of what precarity looks like in the market. 
 
THE REALITIES OF ECONOMIC PRECARITY  
Uncertainty in the market raises many fears. Traders do not know if they will get supplies 
to sell, particularly when goods are scarce; during an abundant harvest, unsold goods may spoil, 
resulting in major financial losses. A buyer who takes goods on credit may or may not pay her 
debt. Traders rely on steady customers to speed up their sales, but those customers may not show 
up and, even if they do, they may not have enough money to buy much. Unpredictable power 
outages also threaten business. Traders who sell frozen fish and meat from “cold stores” 
(businesses) are at risk of catastrophic losses during extended periods of “light off” forcing 
traders to invest in generators and pay exorbitant electricity bills. Not knowing when the 
electricity would go out or when petrol prices would increase was just as stressful as it actually 
happening because the uncertainty prevented people from taking precautions, such as leaving the 
freezer plugged in overnight if the power would be off for 12 hours the next day or stocking up 
on a particular commodity before an increase in price. One cold store owner reported that selling 
frozen fish was financially riskier than selling frozen chicken because frozen chicken takes about 
three days to thaw but frozen fish can thaw within a day. Irregular power outages were 
particularly bad during 2014, when she had to buy a generator and a voltage regulator (“step 
down”). To work with unpredictable power outages yet accommodate rising electricity costs, she 
and others would periodically unplug their freezers.   
Such experiences characterize a state of economic precarity, which Anna Tsing defines as 
“Life without the promise of stability” (2015:2). Scholars have argued that precarity is an 
emergent quality of millennial capitalism which promotes a neoliberal logic of individual 
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responsibility and situates the blame of precariousness on the most socially, politically, and 
economically vulnerable (Shaw and Byler 2016). Scholars have documented the forms and 
resulting consequences of precarity, such as the withdrawal from support systems due to feelings 
of shame (Allison 2013), a rise in suicide resulting from failed investments (Livingston 2009), 
and the inability for youth, particularly young men, to marry and form their own households 
(Hansen 2010). 
While precarity may engender social isolation in some circumstances (Allison 2013; 
Livingston 2009), other scholars have argued that during times of uncertainty people rely on 
relationships. In understanding how low-income former sugarcane workers in Northeast Brazil 
orient toward the future, L’Estoile (2014) often heard the adage “money is good but a friend is 
better.” L’Estoile found that although money is necessary to meet household needs, it is 
unreliable and spent quickly; friends, however, were valued more and leveraged during times of 
need or crisis: “Whereas money, once spent, leaves one basically as deprived as before, friends 
(and relatives) offer the nearest equivalent to a social insurance” (S70). Similarly, in his study of 
reciprocal exchange among young male friends in Ethiopia, Mains (2013) argues that friendships 
involve the exchange of affection and economic resources such that affection is expressed 
through the giving and sharing of material goods. Among male friends in Ethiopia, it is expected 
that a man who acquires money will share with his friends; however, those who use others for 
material gain without reciprocating the kind of affection associated with friendship are not real 
friends. Like L’Estoile, Mains (2013:338) also describes exchange practices and reciprocity 
among friends as a form of insurance: “Unemployed young men never know if they will have 
money in their pockets tomorrow and sharing with their friends increases the likelihood that a 
friend will share with them when they are in need.” Navigating uncertainty—and survival in 
general (Tsing 2015)—requires tapping into social networks.   
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Although a state of precarity may compromise existing social structures and promote a 
neoliberal logic of individual responsibility, I argue that traders in Ghana’s Kumasi Central 
Market mobilize their social networks through exchange and reciprocity to manage, if not 
mitigate, uncertainty. That is, they simultaneously negotiate neoliberal ideals of self-reliance and 
entrepreneurship while building and maintaining social ties, namely customer relationships. 
These relationships help traders safeguard against precarity and surmount the challenges of 
economic volatility. Traders cultivate or “pamper” customer relationships yet remain vigilant to 
the risks and rewards of over- and under-pampering. In examining how traders navigate their 
customer relationships amid economic precarity, I take a cue from Allison that uncertainty can 
manifest materially, socially, and existentially (2013:4) and that “although it may start in one 
place, precarity soon slips into other dimensions of life” (2013:8). For example, a shoe seller in 
KCM explained, “There is no money in the system and because most business workers at the 
office are not paid or paid on time, because of that, they aren’t able to buy from us.” As the shoe 
seller illuminates, instability and unreliability in one economic sector bleeds into others. Many 
traders complained of a lack of money in the system. If formal sector and state workers in Ghana 
are not always paid their salaries, their reduced buying power affects sales in the “informal” or 
semi-regulated areas like KCM. Reduced sales inhibit traders’ ability to purchase goods to sell, 
which further reduces their ability to pay for school fees, utility bills, or as one trader lamented, 
pay for her daughter’s eye glasses.  
 
RELATIONSHIPS, EXCHANGE, AND RECIPROCITY   
Ghana is often described as a gift-giving society in which gift exchange underpins 
economic, social, and kinship relationships and maintains social cohesion in everyday life (Fair 
2004; de Witte 2003; van Dijk 1999; Hasty 2005). People give gifts to solidify friendships, to 
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woo (Fair 2004), to influence or bribe (Hasty 2005), and to be blessed with future prosperity (van 
Dijk 1999). In many aspects of Akan culture, exchange practices take place within ritualized 
social events on specific occasions, governed by formulaic sociocultural and linguistic rules for 
expressing, and responding, to gratitude (Agyekum 2010b; Assem 2017). For example, the 
recipient thanks the benefactor on two separate occasions and/or asking someone to thank the 
benefactor on one’s behalf. At holidays such as Christmas and New Year’s, people commonly 
demand a Christmas gift: “Mebaa abɛgye me buronya akyedeɛ” (‘I came to collect my Christmas 
gift’). Similarly, family members or friends expect gifts when people return from a trip and will 
likely greet them with, “Akwaaba oo! Deɛbɛn na wode brɛɛ me?” (‘Welcome back! What did 
you bring me?’) Weddings and funerals feature especially ritualized exchange practices. At 
funerals, attendees are expected to bɔ nsawa (‘give a donation’) to the bereaved family while the 
family is expected to provide food, drink, and even lodging to attending guests and family from 
out of town (deWitte 2003). Other more mundane aspects of social and domestic life also trigger 
expected gifts, such as paying for a church member’s transportation fare, giving a friend mangos 
or oranges from one’s fruit trees, or complying with the implicit marital contract between sex 
and “chop money” (Clark 1989). In the market, traders extend gifts to friends and cherished 
customers or as a strategy to acquire new customers—extra fish for the evening stew or extra 
handfuls of hot peppers above and beyond the expected “dash.”  
The social value placed on exchange and reciprocity is captured in the Akan proverb, 
Benkum dware nifa na nifa dware benkum (‘The left washes the right and the right washes the 
left’) (Assem 2017). In Malinowskian and Maussian terms, gift-giving and other exchange 
practices in Kumasi solidify relationships and oblige the recipient to reciprocate, although not 
immediately or overtly. Refusing a gift is indeed “tantamount to declaring war” (Mauss 2000 
[1954]:13), or at least considered gauche and a gesture towards severing the relationship 
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(Agyekum 2010b). As other scholars have argued (Buggenhagen 2011, 2012; MacGaffey & 
Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000; Wiley 2016), gift-giving and other exchange practices are ways of 
measuring, demonstrating, and even enhancing (Wiley 2016) the value of social relationships. 
Because maintaining one’s social network is critical for navigating present and future 
uncertainty, people also engage in exchange practices like gift-giving and reciprocity to cultivate 
social and economic relationships and safeguard the future (Assem 2017; Buggenhagen 2011; 
Mains 2013).  
Just as MacGaffey and Bazenguissa-Ganga (2000) found among Congolese traders in 
Paris, attending weddings, naming (“outdooring”) ceremonies, and funerals (or showing the 
intention to attend) and giving a donation in Ghana provide opportunities to participate in 
reciprocal exchange and build relationships. Among the Asante in Kumasi, funerals are a 
significant part of the social fabric. Knowing the deceased is not a prerequisite for attendance; 
rather, attending funerals—even if it is a brief appearance—shows support to the bereaved. 
People recall with fondness those who “sat with them” (ɔtenaa me nkyɛn) for hours during their 
bereavement—either at the funeral or at the house to keep them company. Much like the 
recordkeeping book of funeral donations, people remember who did or did not attend a funeral 
(or gave a donation if they could not attend), or other major life event, and will refer back to a 
person’s record of generosity (or lack thereof) should they find themselves in a time of need. 
Once, a group of traders invited me to a wedding one Saturday afternoon for their colleague’s 
(Mary)6 sister. I arranged to meet a secondhand bra seller in the market and go with her to the 
venue. We both changed into dresses and took a car to meet the other traders at the church. After 
the ceremony we went to a separate venue for the wedding reception where we ate, drank, and 
danced. Those so inclined had opportunities to give money to the bride and groom. In the late 
afternoon before we left, the cooked food trader and her sister thanked us for attending, and then 
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we returned to the market so the traders could continue their sales for the remainder of the day. 
The bra seller told me later that because I attended Mary’s sister’s wedding, should I ever 
encounter any problem, Mary and her sister would come to my aid. 
Failing to attend funerals and weddings (or failing to show the intent to attend, provide a 
reasonable reason for one’s absence, or give a monetary donation), however, shows a lack of 
care and can negatively impact a relationship—even a customer relationship. When the negligent 
person finds herself in need, people may say “ɔammfii me enti me nso mɛmmfi no” (‘He/she 
didn’t mind me, so I also won’t mind him/her’). For example, one trader confided in me that she 
was really hurt when another trader refused to accept a funeral announcement card for her 
husband’s brother’s funeral. Consequently, when the other trader found herself bereaved, the 
first trader refused to attend that funeral or to give her any special deals or gifts. Marieme Lo 
(2013), however, cautions against describing market traders as calculating, profit-maximizers 
who engage in exchange practices and only reciprocate with those who can potentially maximize 
their material gain. Doing so, Lo (2013:S468) argues, is misleading and reduces traders to the 
“uni-dimensional” label of the “market woman” which over-emphasizes the economic and 
transactional dimensions of their work. Market women embody multiple roles. In Senegal, 
traders serve as confidants and advisors to other women on such issues as sexuality and marriage 
(Lo 2013).  
In Kumasi Central Market, traders foster friendships and genuine affection with 
colleagues and customers. The same secondhand bra seller who invited me to the wedding also 
invited me to her home one day for a meal of fufu and chicken soup. After the meal she 
explained that it is a beautiful thing to invite someone to your house. “Sɛ yɛhyia edwam’ no nko 
ara, da biara edwam’ no nko ara, ɛnyɛ fɛ. Sɛ wode w’adamfo ba wo fie a, ɛyɛ fɛ.” (‘If we only 
interact in the market, always the market, it’s not good. It’s good to bring your friend to your 
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house’). She told me she recently invited two other traders (who sell in proximity to her) to her 
home one Sunday afternoon and pounded fufu for them. Although the boundary between 
customer and friend is sometimes clearly demarcated and other times blurred, what may begin as 
a customer relationship can easily morph into that of friendship and affection. Customers and 
colleagues provide support (financial and emotional) during times of difficulty, death, theft, and 
loss. Just after my arrival to Kumasi in January 2016, a fire broke out in Kumasi Central Market 
completely destroying market stalls and goods. Beatrice, the shop owner, had regular customers 
whose stalls completely burned in the fire along with their goods. When she heard about the fire, 
she closed her shop (thus forfeiting sales for that day) and went to the market to mourn with her 
customers and show her support. In the weeks and months following the fire, the same traders 
struggled to get new supplies, which they purchased with borrowed money. They sold goods 
from makeshift tables on top of the rubble, sometimes selling salvaged or partially burned 
canned goods at reduced prices. Despite their damaged goods and lack of supplies, Beatrice 
faithfully continued to buy from her longstanding customers. When they did not have goods to 
sell, they directed Beatrice to their suppliers, all the while maintaining their loyalty as customers. 
Beatrice found herself the victim of theft two years later, and her customers mourned with her. 
One of them told me recently that when Beatrice came to the market and told them what 
happened, they cried with her.  
 These examples emphasize the importance of gift giving and reciprocity in maintaining 
social and economic ties. It is against the backdrop of exchange and reciprocity that I describe 
how customer relationships in Kumasi Central Market mitigate financial risk and provide some 
semblance of structure and security in a volatile economy.  
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS  
Ghanaians use the English word “customer” to refer to “dyadic, personalized” economic 
relationships (Clark 1991:35) which includes both the person one buys from and the person one 
sells to. In this sense, customers include buyers and suppliers who can be wholesalers, retailers, 
farmers, or buyers purchasing goods for personal or household consumption. Most importantly, a 
customer relationship implies an ongoing commercial relationship, which for the buyer, may or 
may not be exclusive. Unlike the Western retail experience, a buyer conducting a one-time 
transaction is not considered a customer. Although traders use “customer” or “my customer” 
(Darkwah 2007) affectionately and at times to entice a non-customer to buy, people typically 
acquire the title of “customer” only after repeat visits to the original seller.  
The majority of respondents in my survey of KCM market traders indicated that it is 
important to have customers. Contrasting with one-time transactions with unknown buyers, 
customer relationships come with perquisites. Many suggested that having customers provides a 
sense of security. For the buyer, perquisites include getting price reductions, having access to 
goods during times of scarcity, and also getting goods on credit, which is especially important 
after financial loss (e.g., theft or fire). Some traders mentioned that customers ease the burden of 
transport by offering to bring them supplies which saves them from a trip to town or even from 
traveling as far as China or Dubai. Others reported the benefit of being able to store their items at 
a customer’s stall (even if purchased elsewhere) and continue shopping. Depending on the 
commodity and the relationship, a buyer can return spoiled or low-quality goods to her customer 
to be replaced. For the seller, having regular customers provides a steady flow of transactions to 
repeat buyers, captured in one trader’s comment: “It [having customers] reduces my burden of 
selling.” Regular customers also speed up sales, which is particularly important for traders who 
sell perishable goods.  
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Other respondents mentioned instances when customers stepped in to help during times 
of need. For instance, a shoe seller whose stall and supplies were destroyed in a fire said, “After 
the fire, the customers were the ones helping us.” Some traders suggested that in the midst of 
economic recession their customers are what keeps them in business. A jersey and souvenir 
trader stated, “[Customers] give me hope even when the market is not good since the customer 
can come at any time.” A trader who sells wigs and artificial hair said, “Business is so bad [but] 
the customers are the ones who are helping us keep the business.” Similarly, a trader who sells 
leather to those who make “Ghana-made” sandals reported, “Without customers the business 
would collapse. Else I won’t get money to take care of my family. Some customers have become 
like family.”  
To maintain steady ties with customers, traders emphasized the importance of pampering 
(krɔkrɔ) them by offering price reductions, goods on credit, and/or a promotional item or an extra 
“dash” to the quantity purchased. A carrot seller said, “Ɛda bi wɔ hɔ koraa a ɔba a wotumi kyɛ 
no nnoɔma. Wose ‘oh adamfoɔ, ɛnnɛ deɛ merekyɛ wo kakra. Fa kɔyɛ aduane.” (‘Sometimes 
when she [a customer] comes, you can gift her some goods. You say, ‘oh friend, I am giving you 
something small. Use it to prepare food’’) (Interview, Kumasi, June 9, 2016). Another trader said 
she gets buyers’ phone numbers and then regularly calls to check up on them and ask why they 
have not come to buy from her in a while. Others suggested that the goods themselves attract 
customers, so they make a point to offer high quality, affordable goods. Buyers acquire favorable 
customer status by regularly paying their debts and showing loyalty to their customer even if in 
reality they do not exclusively buy from the same customer. Sellers who are “good” customers 
extend goods on credit, offer quality goods, and provide supplies during times of scarcity. One 
woman, Mabel, who used to run a small provisions store, explained that if a buyer violates the 
rules of being a good customer, the seller may refuse to sell to her even if she has a supply, 
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saying “Menni bi” (‘I don’t have any’); the seller may even gossip about her to other traders. 
However, she stressed, a buyer should also seek out a trustworthy seller so when, for example, 
onions are scarce, the seller will save the best ones for her (Interview, Kumasi, Feb. 24, 2016). 
Traders have to negotiate the need to safeguard against being cheated while also being a good, 
fair customer.  
I have seen this practice of customer maintenance many times, particularly in situations 
in which the trader found a better deal elsewhere but wanted to save face and protect the 
relationship by hiding her purchases from her customer. One day during preliminary fieldwork in 
2014, I accompanied Beatrice to buy a bunch of plantains at a small shop across from the 
neighborhood market on our way home from church. Beatrice needed plantains to make the 
Sunday afternoon meal. She asked the shop owner how much a small bunch of plantains cost. 
“Five cedis,” the owner said. “Awurade!” (‘Oh my God!’) Beatrice exclaimed at the exorbitant 
price, telling the shop owner the price was too high. When the shop owner did not reduce the 
price, Beatrice lied and said, “Yɛrekɔ aba” (‘We’ll be right back’), announcing that she had to 
buy beef for the stew at the market across the street.68 In reality, we bought the same-sized bunch 
of plantains for two cedis at the market, and then to avoid the shop owner seeing us and the 
plantains we purchased, we crossed the street up the road and went home down a different street. 
Because traders value their customer relationships, they utilize indirect communicative strategies 
to save face and avert offense (Obeng 1994). Traders frequently use expressions such as “Merekɔ 
aba” (‘I’ll be right back’), “Mereba” (‘I’m on my way coming’), and “Ebi wɔ fie” (‘There’s 
[still] some at home’). Even though both parties know these expressions are not necessarily to be 
taken literally, they mitigate conflict and preserve the relationship.  
                                               
68 Unlike shopping for goods in the market, it is common to not receive price reductions at neighborhood 
provisions shops. 
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While the majority of respondents indicated that customers are critical for business and 
have been invaluable during times of crisis and precarity, not everyone agreed. Those who 
disagreed said they prefer to roam about (kyini) the market and ask around (bisabisa) about 
prices rather than rely on a single customer. A vegetable seller said, “No [customers are not 
important] because they don’t tell the truth.” She, like others, expressed frustration at some 
customers who feign honesty but “cheat” them—failing to pay for goods taken on credit, selling 
faulty goods, or intentionally manipulating a commodity’s value. Paralleling Clark’s (1994) 
findings, however, traders overall indicated that customer relationships reduce risk and help them 
safeguard against present and future uncertainty. These relationships, however, introduce other 
forms of risk and thus require ongoing vigilance (anidahɔ) and maintenance by or from both 
parties.  
 
RISKS AND BENEFITS: THE CHALLENGES OF OVER- AND UNDER-PAMPERING 
Acquiring and keeping customers requires ongoing maintenance for both parties and 
avoiding behaviors that will make one vulnerable to being cheated as well as those that will 
compromise the relationship. If the customer relationship is mutually beneficial, then both will 
continue to invest in the relationship. Both parties are well aware that, although mutually 
beneficial, customer relationships are inherently insecure and not always reliable. Traders must 
continually assess the costs versus the benefits of investing in a customer relationship, decide 
when to take a short-term loss by temporarily reducing profit margins for the potential of a long-
term gain (Darkwah 2007), calculate the risks of over- or under-pampering, and know when to 
cut ties altogether if the customer creates problems for their business.  
Many traders cautioned against relying on, or becoming too comfortable with, the same 
customers. As a cabbage seller explained, every trader expects that some of her customers will 
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turn out to be troublesome: “Sɛ kostoma a wowɔ bɛyɛ ten a, ebia ɛmmu two nnyɛ. Enti two no, 
wobɛyi ɔmo ato atwene na aka eight no na wotɔn adeɛ ma ɔmo” (‘If you have about ten 
customers, two may be bad. So, the two, you will take them out and it will be left with eight that 
you will sell things to’) (Interview, Kumasi, June 9, 2016). I spent a lot of time with a particular 
garden eggs seller who wakes up before dawn six days a week to buy garden eggs at Bɔɔla—an 
area of KCM named for the former city dump where produce is sold cheaply—which she resells 
in a different area of the market. She explained to me that it would be a mistake to only buy from 
one customer. When garden eggs go out of season, she has a reduced chance of getting some to 
buy and sell. If she relied on a single customer, she might come all the way to Bɔɔla only to 
discover that her customer sold her limited supply to someone else willing to pay a higher price. 
Because selling garden eggs is her livelihood, she maintains several customer ties.  
Deciding which trader to invest in and how much to “pamper” her is not a single decision 
but requires ongoing (re-)evaluation of one’s finances, the volume of the supplies available 
throughout the market season, each customer’s track record of paying debts, their reliability, etc. 
At times, it pays to take a short-term financial loss for the sake of potential longer-term gain. As 
the garden egg seller explained, establishing several customer ties with sellers is important to 
safeguard against moments of scarcity. However, she also indicated that sellers also struggle 
during times of abundance. When there is market saturation of a particular commodity, for 
example when garden eggs come into season, the price falls, favoring the buyer. The buyer can 
easily get some to buy at any market around town, so there is not an incentive to buy from her 
regular customer. During times of scarcity, however, buyers come to rely upon their customers 
for supplies. Because of the nature of volatility for perishable goods, the garden eggs seller 
explains that sometimes she takes a financial loss during times of scarcity so that when garden 
eggs are in season, her customers will remain loyal: 
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Nti ɔba a, ne boɔ yɛ den koraa no a, wohu kwan a…sɛ nnoɔma a ɔtɔeɛ yi, ɛnnyɛ sɛ 
mede ma no 150 nso watɔ no 150, wahu? Nti nɛks taim [next time] no ɛba koraa no 
a, ɔntɔ bi wɔ baabi. Ɔbɛba abɛtɔ bi ama me. 
 
So, when she [the customer] comes, when it is even expensive, you find a 
way…like the things she bought, I shouldn’t give it to her for 150 [15 cedis], but 
she has bought them for 150, you see? So, when it is in season, she won’t buy some 
at a different place. She will come and buy some from me. [Interview, Kumasi, 
May 30, 2016] 
 
When garden eggs became scarce (i.e., out of season), she made the choice to sell them for 15 
cedis when she could actually command a much higher price if she had sold them to someone 
else. By reducing her profit margin in the short-term, the garden eggs seller takes a risk investing 
in her customer to mitigate future economic precarity. But other traders cannot afford the risk of 
sacrificing potential profit to invest in their customers. Because many buyers are also sellers who 
buy wholesale in KCM (or a neighboring market) to retail elsewhere, they may not be so keen to 
purchase a lower quality item or pay a higher price just to maintain a customer relationship. 
According to these traders, doing so would be foolish because they have calculated the price, so 
they need to sell their items in order to maintain a certain profit margin. Beatrice, who normally 
has regular customers in KCM, explains why she is not loyal to any particular yam seller but 
instead buys from the seller who has the best quality (and best priced) yams:  
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Me deɛ, obiara a ɔwɔ hɔ biara metumi tɔ ne bayerɛ. Me, menhyɛda nka sɛ meba a, 
sɛ ebia metɔ no wɔ Anti Sarah hɔ a, ɛsɛ sɛ da biara metɔ no Anti Sarah hɔ. Me deɛ 
menyɛ saa. Hwɛ! Mepɛ bayerɛ papa ne deɛ ɛyɛ kama na atɔ. Nti meba na Anti Sarah 
yɛ me customer na wo deɛ no ɛnyɛ fɛ a, merentɔ. Me deɛ memfa wo ho koraa ɛfiri 
sɛ ade no nyɛ a meremmɛtɔ ɛnsɛe me dwa. Ɛwɔ sɛ metɔ deɛ ɛyɛ kama na mekɔ a 
yɛadom me atɔ. Me nso so mepɛ sika na me nso mabɛnoa aduane ɛne me mma adi. 
mepɛ deɛ me nso mede ba a yɛbɛtɔ ama me ntɛm. 
 
As for me, I buy from anyone who has yam. Me, I won’t specifically say that when 
I come, maybe I buy from Auntie Sarah, so I have to always buy from Auntie Sarah. 
As for me, I don’t do that. Look, I want good yams and nice yams. So, if Auntie 
Sarah is my customer and I come but hers are not nice, I won’t buy. As for me, I 
don’t care [if Auntie Sarah becomes angry] because if the thing is not good, I won’t 
buy them to spoil my business. I have to buy nice ones so that people will buy them 
when I go. I also want to get money to feed myself and my children. I want those 
which will get sold quickly. [Interview, Kumasi, June 18, 2017] 
   
While it may seem that buyers hold a lot of power, sellers also wield power and agency in 
deciding who they sell or extend credit to. For instance, some traders only extend goods on credit 
to people they know or to trustworthy, reliable customers. A provisions seller told me she only 
gives her goods on credit to loyal customers, like Beatrice (who mourned with her when her stall 
burned down). “Beatrice, ɔba a ɔtɔ adeɛ a, sɛ mewɔ bi wɔ hɔ a ɔnni sika koraa a, mɛtumi de ama 
no. Sɛ ɔno deɛ menim no. Sɛ ebia obi wɔ hɔ nso a menim no, ɔba bɛtɔ adeɛ a mede bɛma no. 
Apart from ɔno a, memmfa mma obiaa biom.” (‘Beatrice, when she comes and buys things and I 
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have the things and she doesn’t even have money, I can give her the things. Because I know her. 
If another person whom I know comes to buy things, I will give them to her. Apart from her, I 
won’t give things to anybody’ (Interview, Kumasi, March 31, 2016). Because Beatrice proved 
her loyalty by continuing to buy from the provisions seller after the fire, she too reciprocated by 
selectively extending credit to Beatrice. 
Just as the garden egg seller invests in her customers by temporarily reducing her profit 
margins, extending goods on credit is an investment in customers and thus means risk. Deciding 
not to extend goods on credit or only to known customers in one sense reduces risk because 
trustworthy customers with a proven track record will likely pay their debt. But refusing to offer 
goods on credit reduces the potential for expanding one’s customer base and future earning 
potential. It also increases a seller’s risk of not moving goods fast enough. As a smoked fish 
seller indicated, she used to sell her entire supply of fish in a single week; nowadays it takes 
three or more weeks.  
Traders can negotiate which items they sell or offer on credit as another strategy to 
satisfy their customers. For instance, one day at Beatrice’s shop two small boys came to buy a 
cup and a half of rice for their mother (one cup = 2.20 cedis) which would have totaled 3.30 
cedis, but they only brought two cedis. Their father still owed Beatrice money for a large tin of 
Cerelac (baby formula) which he took on credit but had not yet paid for it (at the time it had been 
over a month ago). Rather than refuse to sell rice to the boys, which would have likely angered 
their mother and father and risked compromising the customer relationship, she sold the boys 
only one cup of the requested cup and a half of rice and took their two cedis, adding 20 pesewas 
to the family’s debt balance. After the boys left, she turned to me and said, “Sɛ wonyɛ careful a, 
obi tumi sɛe w’adwuma” (‘If you’re not careful, someone can ruin your business’). She 
explained that if you continue to give away your goods on credit, your business will quickly go 
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under. But you also have to have patience and can’t pick a fight with everyone who owes you 
money or tries to cheat you. Deciding which customers, when, and how much to invest in them 
requires an ongoing assessment of risk and potential yields. Even after customer relationships are 
solidified, risk-to-benefit ratios vary from moment to moment and from transaction to 
transaction, requiring ongoing observation of customer behavior. Customer relationships built on 
mutual trust (Clark 1994; MacGaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000) and maintained through 
exchange and reciprocity do help reduce risk. However, traders report being “cheated” even by 
regular customers, calling attention to the limits of exchange relationships. 
 
CHEATING 
While it is important to acquire and maintain customers, it is equally important to 
safeguard against being cheated and to know when to cut ties with a customer. Cheating 
practices do not always result in dropping a customer because, as several traders explained, being 
cheated is part of the cost of doing business. One trader normalized this by saying, “It [cheating] 
is all part of business. You win some and lose some.” To “cheat” someone (bu obi, sisi obi) is an 
expression used loosely and often. Cheating involves skillful manipulation of value scales and 
“taking advantage of multiple opportunities for small increments of gain” (Guyer 2004:105) but 
doing so within the boundaries of acceptable performances of trading practices. Traders use the 
expression (as consumers in the U.S. might say “I got a good deal” on a clearance item) for when 
a seller maximizes her profit margin or when the buyer pays less for an item than she expected. 
More severe cases of deceptive and illicit practices, however, fall more on the side of stealing 
than getting a good deal—referred to as “azaa” or “419.”69 Azaa, as someone explained to me, 
                                               
69 Jenna Burrell (2012:64) notes that “419” comes from the Nigerian police code for fraud. 
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refers to when “obi de n’adwene gye biribi firi obi nsam” (‘someone uses his/her mind to take 
something from someone’)—much like Ananse the spider, the trickster character in Ananse 
stories who uses deception and trickery for personal gain. Because, as Gracia Clark (1994:231) 
argues, deception is not part of the norms of buying and selling and actually violates the terms of 
conduct, people use the expressions Ɔayɛ me azaa or Ɔayɛ me 419 (‘He/she tricked/scammed 
me’) when such situations do occur. Cheating does not typically carry the weight of moral 
judgment that “419” or “azaa” does, but “cheating” practices in KCM occur more along a 
continuum than clear categories of behavior as traders maximize gain, minimize risk, and avoid 
being cheated. 
Many traders reported being cheated both by those they buy from and those they sell to. 
People described being cheated by sellers and suppliers who manipulated the value of the goods 
purchased—either hiding poor quality or spoiled goods underneath the nicer looking ones or 
intentionally shorting the quantity of goods purchased. For instance, a pineapple seller reported 
that one time she requested 800 pineapples, but she did not count them until after the transaction 
had taken place and later discovered only 700 pineapples. Another trader who sells leather scraps 
said some sellers hide poor quality items or mix them with the higher quality ones: “sometimes 
the things are in a sack and when you pour them out, those under it could be very bad.” Both a 
fish trader and an aluminum pots seller said they were cheated when the seller rigged the scale 
used to weigh items (sold by weight). Others reported that their customer intentionally 
overcharged them, claiming the prices had increased when they had not.  
Traders, wholesalers, and farmers indicated that the most frequent cheating scheme 
occurs when customers take their goods on credit but never return with payment. Traders even 
recounted instances in which customers they had known for a long time took goods on credit but 
failed to pay their debt. Below, a cabbage seller explains how a buyer can deceive a seller by 
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initially pretending to be a reliable customer but later running away with goods given on credit 
without paying: 
 
Ɔbɛdaadaa wo. Ɔde n’ano bɛdaadaa wo na watɔ. Ɛnnɛ watua wo ka. Ɔkyena na 
watua wo ka. Sɛ nipa no ɔtɔ tua nnɛ, ɔkyena na watua, ɔkyena akyi na watua, ebia 
ɔne no bɛyɛ adwuma bɛyɛ bosome mmienu sɛ mmiɛnsa. Afei deɛ ɔtɔ kɔ a ɔmma. 
Wamma a ɔntua wo ka. Na kyerɛ sɛ wadaadaa wo. Wofrɛ no fon a, ‘oh ɔkyena mede 
bɛba.’ Ɔmfa sika no mma. 
 
She will deceive you. She will use her mouth to deceive you. Today she will pay 
you. Tomorrow she will pay you. When the person buys and pays today, pays 
tomorrow, pays the next day, maybe you will work with her for two or three 
months. Then when she buys and takes it away, she won’t come back. If she 
doesn’t come, she won’t pay you. It means she’s deceived you. When you call her 
phone, [she’ll say] “oh, I will bring it tomorrow.” She won’t bring the money. 
[Interview, Kumasi, June 9, 2016] 
 
As the cabbage seller indicates, securing customer ties does not eliminate risk. Traders cannot 
simply establish a customer relationship and assume her customer will treat her fairly; rather, 
trading relationships require ongoing vigilance. In the above example, the buyer may have 
encountered misfortune and found herself unable to pay her debt, or she may have intentionally 
deceived the seller. Either way, extending items on credit, while necessary to expand one’s 
customer base and potential profit, creates additional risk to the seller and a need to continually 
evaluate the customer relationship.  
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If cheating is all part of the cost of doing business, as many traders reported, then a 
certain amount of “buyer beware” is also at play. As Guyer (2004:63) argues, “An ignorant or 
careless buyer who does not follow the conventional manipulations and correspondences of 
value registers is considered to deserve any price disadvantage he or she suffers.” It is a trader’s 
responsibility to educate herself on the latest price information. The secondhand bra seller told 
me one day how she discovered she had been overpaying for secondhand clothing bales because 
her customer is a middleman. One day in November 2016, she told me she bought five bales of 
secondhand bras and underwear at Ashtown (Kumasi’s secondhand clothing district) and sent 
them by car to her home because she currently has no place to store them at the market. She said 
that the man she bought these from is her new customer. Her previous customer used to sell bales 
to her for 550 cedis each, which he would purchase from a larger wholesaler. One day her 
original customer (the middleman) was not there, so the bra seller went directly to his supplier to 
buy bales. She was shocked to discover that the entire time she had worked with her previous 
customer he had made a profit of 80 cedis per bale (400 cedis or $100 for 5 bales), so she 
immediately ceased buying from him and now buys directly from his supplier. After narrating 
her story, she turned to me and said “Sarah, wahu Gaana? Saa na yɛdi dwa” (‘Sarah, have you 
seen Ghana? That’s how we do business’) implying that traders have to be careful because one 
can easily be cheated.  
 
CONCLUSION 
In Kumasi Central Market, cultivating customer relationships through gift exchange and 
reciprocity helps provide stability in a volatile economy and safeguard against economic 
precarity. Investing in customers can increase a trader’s earning potential, move goods more 
quickly, and provide access to goods during times of scarcity. Many traders reported that 
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successful trading hinges on having regular customers; some even said that were it not for their 
customers they would no longer be in business. While mitigating some risk, investing in 
customer relationships also introduces additional risks. Because of the looming threat of being 
cheated—even by longstanding and trustworthy customers—traders stressed the need to remain 
vigilant and monitor their relationships. Traders have to calculate the risks of over- or under-
pampering and know when to cut ties altogether. Pampering an unreliable trader who routinely 
fails to pay her debts exposes the trader to financial loss. However, being too conservative by 
refusing to extend credit can limit a trader’s earning potential and can actually increase her risk 
of not moving her product quickly enough. If the present moment is defined as a moment of 
capitalism which encourages neoliberal ideals of self-reliance and entrepreneurship, I argue that 
traders pursue and negotiate these neoliberal tenets by building and pampering (akrɔkrɔ) strong 
social ties. One of the primary ways traders do so is through talk. 
In the next chapter, I consider how traders pamper potential and regular customers 
through “sweet talk” (kasadɛ)—a metacommunicative term that refers to a set of speech 
practices which simultaneously incorporate Akan cultural values of speaking well and the art of 
deception. I examine the forms of sweet talk (kasadɛ) and the ways traders use these forms to 
attract potential buyers and pamper regular customers. Because talk features centrally in many 
trading interactions, I also consider the material consequences when traders violate the norms of 
sweet talk. When done well, sweet talk can help grow a trader’s customer base and solidify 
transactions but talk gone awry puts a trader at risk of losing customer relationships, transactions, 
and damage to her reputation.  
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Chapter 3 
Kasadɛ (‘sweet talk’): linguistic skill in economic exchange 
 
 
Besnes deɛ, yɛmfa ahoɔden. Besnes yɛmfa w’ahoɔfɛ. Yɛmfa sika. Sika ka ho, but ɛtɔ 
da bi a, yɛmfa sika. Wowɔ sika na sɛ wonnim besnes ani so a, wontumi nnyɛ besnes. 
Ne nyinasoɔ pa ara yɛ kasadɛ ne animteɛ. Besnes, sɛ wonni kasadɛ a, wontumi nnyɛ 
besnes. 
 
As for business [trading], we don’t use yelling/shouting. In business we don’t use 
good looks. We don’t use money. Money is part of it, but sometimes, we don’t use 
money. If you have money and you don’t know what business is about, you can’t 
do business. Its main strength is sweet talk/persuasive language and a smiling face. 
In business, if you don’t have sweet/persuasive talk, you can’t do business.70  
–Beatrice 
 
Yɛn adwuma no nso ɛyɛ kasa adwuma. Wommpɛ kasa a wontumi nni dwa. 
Our work is about talking. If you don’t like talking, you can’t trade.71 –cloth seller 
 
Sɛ nnipa no, w’ano yɛ dɛ a, wobɛnya kostoma. 
As a person, if your mouth is sweet (if you’re persuasive), you can get customers.72 
– cabbage seller  
 
                                               
70 Interview with Beatrice, Aug. 31, 2016 
71 Interview with cloth seller, Kumasi Central Market, Aug. 25, 2016 
72 Interview with cabbage seller, Abinkye market, June 9, 2016 
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INTRODUCTION: PAMPERING AND SWEET (PERSUASIVE) TALK 
“Yɛn nyinaa yɛhia akrɔkrɔ ne kasadɛ” (‘We [traders] all need pampering and sweet 
talk’). I was sitting with “Auntie” in front of her colorful display of secondhand bras from 
London and South Korea. She buys them in bales from Ashtown’s secondhand clothing district 
and brings them to sell here at the Kumasi Central Market (KCM). Auntie was explaining to me 
how she attracts new customers and keeps them coming back. Occasionally she would pause our 
conversation and call out to passersby: “Sister, bɛhwɛ bi ma me” (‘Sister, come look at some for 
me’), “Selection wɔ ha” (‘There’s selection [a variety of quality grades] available’), and “Mennyi 
bi mma wo?” (‘Should I remove some for you [to see]?’). Many of them passed by, seemingly 
uninterested in buying bras, but occasionally one would stop to look at her selection and Auntie 
would spring from her wooden stool to pull out a few bras, claiming each is beautiful (wei yɛ fɛ), 
is good quality (ɛyɛ kama paa ara), and would look nice on the woman (ɛbɛfata wo). 
When I asked Auntie and other traders what the key was to their success, many of them 
emphasized the importance of kasadɛ (‘sweet talk’) or the art of speaking well to people. They 
use kasadɛ (‘sweet talk’) to woo potential buyers and krɔkrɔ (‘pamper’) recurring customers. As 
a provisions trader put it, “There are a lot of people in business but not all of them have business 
skills. If you want to catch a fish you must put bait on the hook to attract the fish, but there are 
those who will just put the hook in the water and expect the fish to bite!”73 The bait, as I 
discovered, is sweet talk. The Asante-Twi term kasadɛ is a compound noun derived from kasa 
(‘talk’ or ‘language’) and the adjective dɛ (‘sweet’) and denotes “sweet” speech (Agyekum 
2004a:65). Kasadɛ incorporates Akan cultural values of linguistic politeness, indirectness, and 
deference; in the context of trade, sweet talk also implies an element of deception and persuasion 
                                               
73 Interview with provisions seller, Kumasi Central Market, June 1, 2016. 
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(Agyekum 2004a).74 The provisions trader above insisted that a trader “must entertain the 
person, show them hospitality, make them laugh, and ask if they’ve eaten, if they’ve drank 
water.” He added: “Ɛse sɛ wodaadaa wɔn” (‘You have to persuade them [to buy]’). Similarly, 
Beatrice demonstrated how traders employ kasadɛ to market their goods and persuade potential 
buyers: 
 
Hwɛ, ɛha deɛ, saa na yɛdi yɛn dwa oo. Sɛ wammfa w’ano annyɛ no…ankasa a, 
ɔrentɔ.75 Hwɛ! Sɛ worekɔtɔ bayerɛ a, anaasɛ biribi a, ɔse “bayerɛ wei, ɛyɛ kama! 
Hwɛ! Wonoa a, ɛbɛtetare so. Hwɛ! Bayerɛ wei, gyae! Ɛyɛ kamakamakamakama! 
Wonoa a, ɛyɛ fɛfɛ…hwɛ! Bayerɛ yi, ɛyɛ pona, ɛyɛ daberekɔ [laborkɔ in Dagbani], 
                                               
74 The Asante-Twi adjective dɛ (‘sweet’) can connote things that are pleasant (e.g., names: Ne din yɛ me 
dɛ (‘Her/his name is pleasant/sounds lovely to me’)) or tasty/delicious (e.g., Nkwan no yɛ dɛ (‘The soup is 
tasty/delicious’)). When applied to someone’s speech, the adjective dɛ (‘sweet’) can connote politeness in 
speech, as in N’ano kasa yɛ dɛ (‘The words of his/her lips/mouth are sweet’ i.e., ‘He/she speaks politely’) 
and Ne kasa yɛ dɛ (‘His/her speech is sweet’ as in ‘He/she speaks sweetly’). However, dɛ can also 
connote speech that is deceptive, exaggerated, and/or persuasive, as in N’ano yɛ dɛ (‘His/her lips/mouth 
are sweet’ i.e., ‘He/she is a sweet talker/deceiver/exaggerator’). When applied to a male speaker, the 
implication is that he is a womanizer or someone skilled in wooing a lady. In the context of trade, kasadɛ 
refers to a genre of speech that is persuasive, but part of its efficacy is knowing how and when to 
incorporate polite speech. While “sweet talk” is a literal translation of kasadɛ, I use this translation 
throughout the dissertation because much like its pragmatic usage in American English, “sweet talk” 
implies an element of persuasion, as in talking to someone in such a way as to exert influence or 
manipulate into doing something. I thank Ida Assem for these Asante-Twi expressions. 
75 Asante Twi uses gender neutral pronouns; the context determines the referent. Here, I translated the 
third person pronoun “ɔno” as “she” because those who buy and sell yams are typically women. 
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ɛyɛ dɛntɛ.” Ɛnso na ɔboa. Ɔbɛka akyerɛ wo sɛ wonoa koraa a sugar nyinaa wɔ ho. 
Ɛnso na ɔboa. Wɔde wɔn ano, w’ano, ano na yɛde di dwa. Sɛ w’ano nnyɛ dɛ a, 
worentumi nni dwa. Sɛ wonnim kasa a worentumi. Ɛsɛ sɛ wo kasa ɛyɛ dɛdɛɛdɛ-
dɛdɛɛdɛ. Ɛyɛ kama! Wokasa ma nipa no hu sɛ adeɛ no yɛ kama. Ɛnso na ɔboa. 
Wonoa a ɛnkɔ yie. Woahu? Saa na yɛdi yɛn dwa. 
 
 Look, here, that’s how we trade ooh. If you don’t use your lips to talk, she won’t 
buy. Look! When you go to buy yam or anything, she will say “this yam, it’s nice! 
Look! When you cook (boil) it, the pieces will stick to each other. Look! This yam, 
stop! It is very, very nice! When you boil it, it’s nice…look! This yam, it’s pona, 
it’s dabereko, it’s denteh.”76 But she will be lying. She will tell you that, when you 
boil it, there is even sugar in it. But she will be lying. They use their lips, your lips, 
we use lips to trade. If your mouth isn’t sweet, you can’t trade. If you don’t know 
how to talk, you can’t [trade]. Your speech has to be very, very sweet. It has to be 
polished. You talk for the person to see that the thing is nice. But she’s lying. When 
you boil it [the yam], it won’t turn out well. Have you seen? That’s how we trade. 
[Interview, Nov. 17, 2016]   
 
In transactional market exchanges in Ghana—whether inside KCM, at a roadside shop, or 
with a mobile trader—talk is key. It is vital for making a successful sale, establishing customers, 
and growing one’s business. Unlike in the U.S., where prices are generally fixed and daily 
consumer behavior can take place without needing to interact much with other people (e.g., 
online shopping or completing transactions in self-checkout lines), much of buying and selling in 
                                               
76 Pona, dabereko, denteh are all varieties of yam. 
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Ghana centers on talk in face-to-face interactions. Particularly in the market, where prices are 
largely unfixed, and the selection of goods is negotiable, traders rely on their communicative 
expertise to bargain, contest, and negotiate the value of goods. Moreover, how a trader talks to 
her buyers, her fellow traders, and her suppliers has material effects on her business. As one 
trader explained to me, W’ano tumi sɛe w’adwuma (‘Your mouth [your own words] can ruin 
your business’). The way she engages with her interlocutors can influence whether a potential 
buyer will approach her stall, whether fellow traders will keep an eye on her goods if she steps 
away from her stall, and whether she can maintain her customers or lose them to another trader. 
As the shop owner, cabbage, and cloth sellers indicate in the quotes above, traders in KCM are 
highly aware of the efficacy of sweet talk as well as the risks and consequences when talk breaks 
down. Failing to use sweet talk may result in a one-time transactional failure, in losing a 
longstanding customer to another trader, or worse, in damage to one’s reputation, and, 
ultimately, one’s long-term financial security. In KCM and other market exchanges, language 
use correlates with material outcomes. Although people also cement relationships in material 
ways (with customers and others), at times all traders can offer is sweet talk because of economic 
pressures.77 Below, Beatrice explains how sweet talk affects the material component of 
exchange:  
 
Besnes a yɛreyɛ yi, ɛtɔ da bi a, yɛn a yɛkɔ krom, ɛtɔ da bi a wo ankasa wotumi hu 
sɛ wowɔ wo kostoma nanso wobɛtumi akɔhyia different kostoma bi wɔ hɔ nom a, 
ɔbɛyɛ wo good. Ɔremma wo sika. Ɔremma wo hwee, but kasadɛ, n’ano kasa. Enti 
wobɛhu sɛ, wotɔ adeɛ no bi a, nɛks taim, wobɛhu sɛ wose “ahh, ma menkɔ nipa wei 
                                               
77 I thank Gracia Clark for this point.  
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hɔ na last taim ɔyɛɛ me gud.” Wankyɛ wo adeɛ oo, nanso, ɔkasaa kama kyerɛɛ wo. 
Enti wobɛsan aba. 
 
In our business activities, sometimes, those of us who go to town, sometimes you 
can see that you have your customer, but you can come across a different customer. 
who will be good to you. She won’t give you money. She will give you nothing, 
but sweet talk, the way she talks. So, you will see that when you buy from her, the 
next time, you will see that you will say “ahh, let me go to this person because she 
was good to me the other time.” She didn’t give you anything ooh, but she talked 
nicely to you. So, you will come back. [Interview, Aug. 31, 2016] 
 
The social and financial stakes of language use are particularly heightened due to 
Ghana’s dire economic situation. In the previous chapter, I argued that traders manage economic 
uncertainty by building customer ties through pampering and other exchange practices. Traders 
also cultivate customer relationships through sweet talk—the focus of this chapter. In this 
chapter, I consider what sweet talk is, its components, and how traders use and perform it. I also 
consider what traders achieve (Austin 1975) when they perform sweet talk and what they lose 
when they violate its norms. I argue that sweet talk and pampering practices are more than just 
formulaic components of exchange but also speech acts that create, maintain and confer material 
outcomes. Even though they are performances, and traders share a metacommunicative 
awareness of sweet talk as a persuasive trading strategy, buyers and sellers expect to be 
pampered with sweet talk. Not only do traders believe in its efficacy but they readily seek new 
trading relationships if they feel their customers do not adequately pamper them with sweet talk. 
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Finally, I contend that sweet talk is effective when it has a material outcome – whether the 
outcome is an immediate transaction or a planted seed for future payoff.   
 
KASADƐ: THE PERFORMED GENRE OF MARKET TALK 
Talk is central to economic exchanges in KCM, where the majority of goods lack fixed 
prices and require skilled bargaining and negotiation. Bargaining as a speech event (Hymes 
1967) is highly formulaic yet incorporates strategy and patience; its success hinges on sweet talk. 
Sweet talk includes an extensive repertoire of pragmatic strategies performed and employed in 
market interactions to advertise and market goods, attract buyers, establish and maintain 
customers, and to bargain (di ano). If a person (seller or buyer) has enough time to bargain, she 
will take the time to wear out the other person (seller or buyer) and maximize her profit or get 
her money’s worth. Traders call this twetwe nkɔmmɔ. The verb “twe” (‘to pull’) combined with 
nkɔmmɔ (‘chat’ or ‘conversation’) refers to the back and forth of bargaining as like a game of 
tug-of-war between buyer and seller. Traders also describe bargaining using the Akan expression 
pre so (‘to fight over,’ ‘compete,’ or ‘haggle’). As two traders explained to me, like football 
(soccer) players, the buyer and seller aggressively bargain back and forth in an extended 
exchange until one of them “wins.” Because many traders face time and resource constraints, 
they cannot devote the time and energy needed to engage in extended bargaining exchanges over 
every transaction. They rely instead on their expertise and savviness in employing and 
performing sweet talk.   
Sweet talk is a broad genre of market speech encompassing various strategies traders 
employ and perform in marketplace exchanges with resulting material outcomes. Bauman 
(2000:84-85) defines genre as “a speech style oriented to the production and reception of a 
particular kind of text” with a “set of conventional guidelines” for its employment and pragmatic 
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function (Bauman 2000:84-85). Sweet talk is a genre of market speech with recognizable 
features (e.g., calling tactics) not bounded by the walls of the market but applied wherever 
buying and selling occurs. Sweet talk is more than just a bargaining genre because it 
encompasses a repertoire of strategies used before, during, and after the bargaining frame. 
Anticipated future interactions and those that have come before influence how interlocutors 
perform sweet talk in the present.  
Several scholars have explored the performative aspects of market speech. Performances 
analyzed range from market calls (Bauman 2004) to eliciting proverbs as a bargaining strategy 
(Ngole 1988) to the performance of jokes that challenge the social order (Wiley 2014). For 
example, Lindenfeld (1990:49) who studied the verbal performances among French market 
vendors, describes marketplace interactions as verbal performances in which “merchants” are 
“on stage” and “display a much richer inventory of communicative devices and strategies than 
their clienteles.” She primarily focuses on the verbal styles of vendors, distinguishing between 
“vendor talk” and the speaking styles of buyers; both vendors and buyers are expected to 
perform ways of speaking consistent with their social positions. Similarly, in his study of female 
fish sellers at a Congolese market, Ngole (1988:120) describes the market as “a real-life theater” 
in which the traders are the principal actors and wield a variety of performative genres, including 
what he calls “sweet talk,” kinship terms, proverbs, and narratives.  
Other studies have focused on how market performances and genres illuminate, critique, 
and negotiate racial, ethnic, and gender ideologies (French 2000; Kapchan 1996; Seligmann 
1993, 2004a; Wiley 2014). For instance, Kapchan (1996) examines changing gender roles in the 
Moroccan marketplace as women step into the role of “trader” and transform market discourse 
practices traditionally reserved for men. She describes Moroccan market women as skilled in 
linguistic manipulation, wielding economic and social power through storytelling and gossip. 
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Similarly, Katherine Wiley (2014) considers how market women’s performances of jokes and 
humor in Kankossa, Mauritania reveal social attitudes toward gender roles, marriage, and power 
differentials within the social hierarchy. In Kankossa, where proper comportment is expected of 
Muslim women and words can have devastating social consequences, women utilize the joking 
genre to enable them to assert their opinions and offer social critiques. In fact, such social 
commentary must be done through joking; using other speech genres for this kind of commentary 
would be too face-threatening. Porcu’s (2005) study of humor among male fish sellers in an 
Italian fish market reveals that humor is a discursive tool by which fish sellers perform 
masculinity, promote their goods, build rapport with customers, and alleviate the social pressures 
attached to male honor. Because the market is a place where people “are more free and playful” 
and adopt “funny and descriptive nicknames,” Porcu argues that male fish sellers can address 
societal issues through the guise of humor without directly threatening the social order 
(2005:79).  
In this chapter, I expand on this scholarship by focusing on how traders expertly employ 
sweet talk in their trading interactions to bolster their status and reputation as attentive and 
reliable traders, to mitigate risk, and to maximize gain (Guyer 2004). I argue that sweet talk is 
ultimately a persuasive discourse (Agyekum 2004a), comprising speech acts that result in 
material outcomes—namely, increases or threats to reputation and status, acquisition or loss of 
customers, and profit or gain from sales transactions. Whereas other scholars have focused on the 
immediate consequences of linguistic performance, either rewarded with cash payment 
(Haviland 2011; Irvine 1989a) or penalized and fined (Stoeltje 1997), here I consider a more 
indirect relationship between talk and its outcome in which the rewards occur later on rather than 
immediately. Employing sweet talk can indirectly lead to financial benefits via accruing a 
customer base, getting referrals, receiving goods on credit or price reductions, or even specific 
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favors when needed, for example a free ride home or steadier supplies during times of scarcity. 
Susan Gal (1989:353) asserts that “Because linguistic practices provide access to material 
resources, they become resources in their own right.” Taking this cue from Gal, sweet talk, as a 
communicative practice, becomes a symbolic resource leveraged for material benefits over the 
longer term.  
 
The Cultural Logic of Sweet Talk 
Scholars of Akan pragmatics have documented the pervasive value Akans place on 
linguistic skill (Yankah 1991, 1995), particularly the ability to perform skillfully in appropriate 
social settings. For example, Akans appreciate expertly inserting proverbs (mmɛ) in conversation 
(Obeng 1996; Yankah 1995), stating one’s mission (ammaneɛbɔ) gracefully upon arrival at 
someone’s home (Agyekum 2011a), or even performing the proper greetings according to 
perceived relative social status (Agyekum 2008). The art of speaking well is typically framed in 
terms of a preference for indirectness (Obeng 1994, 1997a-c) and adhering to speaking norms 
governed by social stratification. Speakers who employ euphemisms, proverbs, metaphors, and 
other indirect linguistic practices (e.g., casting insinuations (bɔ akutia)) are praised and regarded 
as wise (Saah 1986). By contrast, those who are direct or loquacious, or who fail to show 
deference when addressing an elder are publicly scorned and regarded as uncouth (ɔyɛ kuraseni), 
disrespectful (ɔmmu adeɛ), and lacking wisdom (ɔnnim nyansa). People strictly evaluate the 
quality of interlocutors’ speech and, when someone violates the norms of speaking, they may say 
ɔnnim kasa (‘He/she doesn’t know how to talk’) or ɔkasa basabasa (‘He/she talks rough or 
“anyhow”’).78  
                                               
78 The word basabasa is a reduplicated version of basaa and denotes qualities of roughness, carelessness, 
disorder, or poor social comportment. A person who “speaks anyhow” or “rough” is someone whose 
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Scholars have also examined diverse Akan speech situations in which verbal ability (or 
lack thereof) has measurable and/or material outcomes, such as winning traditional court cases 
(Agyekum 2011b; Obeng 1999b; Obeng and Stoeltje 2002; Stoeltje 1997), repairing conflict 
through apologies (Agyekum 2006; Obeng 1999a, 1997a), making requests (Obeng 1999c), 
giving advice (Obeng 1996), giving compliments (Agyekum 2010a), thanking a benefactor 
(Assem 2017), and achieving the position of ɔyeakme (‘chief’s orator) (Yankah 1995). I expand 
this scope by examining market traders’ verbal skill and discursive strategies in contrasting 
informal, female-dominated spaces. I argue that buyers and sellers employ both indirectness and 
politeness forms and more direct and “rougher” speaking styles as effective economic strategies.  
While not all market traders in KCM are Akan (or Asante), the market operates on a logic 
of sweet talk which incorporates Akan politeness norms. Much of the scholarship on Akan 
politeness engages with Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory of politeness, with particular 
application of the mitigation of face-threatening acts (FTAs) (Agyekum 2004b, 2008; Obeng 
1994, 1996, 1997a). A face-threatening act is an act or situation which threatens an interlocutor’s 
“face,” or reputation, or “favorable public image” (Obeng 1997a:28). Mitigation activities are 
those which interlocutors utilize to minimize or subvert this threat to the addressor or addressee’s 
face. Because the Akans are a status-conscious society and place value on those who show 
deference, it is common practice for a subordinate to verbally acknowledge the asymmetrical 
relationship between interlocutors (Obeng 1997a, 1999b), such as through greetings and the 
accompanying ritualized responses.  
In addition to politeness, traders also utilize other indirect communication strategies to 
save face in the market. Traders utilize strategies for mitigating conflict and maximizing profit 
                                               
language violates the norms of politeness, such as being too direct, failing to show deference to an elder 
or higher status person, or using highly offensive insults—all breaches of proper comportment.  
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while saving face because business success hinges on maintaining a customer base through 
language. When a buyer inquires about the price of pepper from her regular customer, for 
example, if the price is too high or the quality of the pepper is not to her standard, the buyer faces 
a dilemma. She may still buy from her customer to avoid offending her and maintain their 
exchange relationship, or she may buy from someone else but not let her customer know. In 
many cases, the buyer does not directly tell her regular customer “I won’t buy today” (Menntɔ 
ɛnnɛ) or “The pepper is too expensive” (Mako no boɔ yɛ den dodo). Under Akan politeness 
norms, such directness and honesty can offend the seller and plant a seed of conflict between 
them unless mitigated by humor. Instead, the buyer may say, Ma mennkɔ mmra (‘Let me come 
back’), even if she has no intention of returning. She could also say Ebi wɔ fie (‘I still have some 
at home’) or even Nyame boa a, Ɛdwoada mɛba wo hɔ (‘God willing, I will come next Monday’). 
Even if these are outright lies (and sometimes the customers know they are), such indirect 
expressions allow both the buyer and seller to save face and to maintain their customer 
relationship unthreatened. For instance, one day Beatrice and I went to one of her tomato 
customers at Bɔɔla to buy tomatoes to sell at her shop, but the tomatoes were spotty and 
overripe. Beatrice knew it would be difficult to sell them at her shop, but, to save face, Beatrice 
told her customer she would go “see about something” up ahead. We then bought tomatoes from 
a different seller and took a different path out of there to avoid passing Beatrice’s customer.  
The following sections examine some of the key components of sweet talk: calling 
tactics, forms of address, and markers of politeness and deference. In each I explain in detail how 
traders use one of these components to attract potential buyers and employ it in bargaining 
exchanges.  
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Calling tactics 
Many traders emphasize the importance of smiling and presenting a pleasant disposition 
to potential buyers, but they also contend that smiling is not enough. Rather, sellers must actively 
recruit potential buyers and establish customer relationships to generate business. They do so by 
calling out to passersby with the hope of enticing them to look at their wares and consider 
buying. Calling tactics range from expressions intended to lure passersby to look at the seller’s 
wares to market calls and spiels, used to announce and advertise the various commodities and 
their prices to interested buyers (Bauman 2004; Lindenfeld 1990). For instance, itinerant traders 
who roam the market carrying their wares on their heads or displayed on their arms call out what 
goods they have for sale, announcing the type of item and/or its item price:  
Example 3.1  Market calls 
(a)  Ankaa no yɛdi [sic.] deɛ ɛyɛ dɛ oo! Yɛdi deɛ ɛyɛ dɛ, ankaa!   
The oranges, we eat sweet oranges ooh! We eat the sweet ones, oranges! 
 
(b) Ensuo yi yɛ nwunu! Yɛnom deɛ ɛyɛ nwunu oo, nsuo! 
 This water is chilled! We drink the chilled ones ooh, water! 
 
(c) Wata melon 5000!  
 Water melon 5000 (50 pesewas)! 
 
(d) Baket wei four cedis!  
 This bucket is four cedis! 
 
(e) Bowl mmienu three oo, baako two!  
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 Bowls, two for three ooh, one for two (cedis)! 
 
(f)  Ɔbaa biara hia pad, two cedi wae!  
 Every woman needs pads, two cedis! 
 
(g) Ɔbaa yi bi hyɛ; seven cedis! Ɛmpaapae. Ɛmmubu.  
 Woman, take one to wear; seven cedis! It doesn’t crack. It doesn’t break. 
 
(h) Tɔ sekan! Tɔ sekan! Tɔ sekan oo!  
 Buy a knife! Buy a knife! Buy a knife ooh! 
 
(i) Omo wura no rekɔ oo!  
The Omo (a brand of soap) seller is leaving ooh! 
 
(j) Ɛyɛ one cedi oo! Kɛk wɔ ha, pai! Yɛdi deɛ ɛyɛ hye oo!  
It’s one cedi ooh! There are cakes here, pies (turnovers)! We eat hot ones ooh (she has 
hot ones)! 
 
Itinerant traders not only announce the commodity and price to alert potential buyers of their 
wares, but they also appeal to the senses by making claims on the commodities’ material 
qualities, as in the case of the flip flops (“chale”): Ɛmpaapae. Ɛmmubu (‘It doesn’t crack. It 
doesn’t break’). Market calls such as “We eat the sweet ones, oranges!” (Yɛdi deɛ ɛyɛ dɛ, ankaa!) 
and “We eat hot ones ooh!” (Yɛdi deɛ ɛyɛ hye oo!) highlight the ephemeral qualities of the goods 
and evoke a sense of immediacy to consume them at their point of peek freshness.  
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Other cries draw attention to the item for sale by announcing the arrival of the seller 
herself: Deɛhuowura no aba oo! (‘The deɛhuo79 seller has arrived’), or in the case of the Omo 
seller above, her departure: Omo wura no rekɔ oo! (‘The Omo seller is leaving ooh!’). While 
interviewing a sandal maker for the demographic survey, my research assistant Afriyie, and I 
heard a loud and piercing, though indecipherable, call in the distance. As it got louder, we turned 
to look and saw a pastry seller coming toward us advertising “chips” (a snack made of fried 
flour, margarine, and spices) and turnovers. Afriyie and the sandal vendor remarked that the 
vendor’s signature call, though incomprehensible in its content, effectively attracts people’s 
attention and stands out amid the surrounding noises and other market calls.  
Other vendors, such as those who sell donkomi (inexpensive imported goods from China 
or secondhand clothes sold at fixed prices and priced to sell quickly), advertise their goods by 
price (i.e., Ɛyɛ one one cedi! ‘It’s one cedi each’) and often supplement the call by clapping their 
hands or ringing a bell to draw attention. The following calls come from the secondhand clothing 
section of the market (“Railways”). Notice the employment of reduplication for emphasis:   
 
Example 3.2 Secondhand sellers’ market calls 
(a)  Ei, one cedi wae! One cedi wae! Bra bɛyi bi wae! Ei, obiara ba a, ɛha na ɔba! Obiara ba 
a, ɛha na ɔba! Ei, one cedi wae! one cedi wae! Ei, one cedi wae! One cedi wae! ((with 
claps)) Ei, one! one! one! one! one! one! ((with claps)) Ei, one! one! one! one! one! one! 
One cedi a, na waba! One cedi a, na waba! 
 
                                               
79 A Northern Ghanaian meal consisting of cassava flour and corn flour served with a green leafy soup 
and tomato stew. 
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Ei, one cedi, ok! One cedi ok! Come for one, ok! Ei, here is where everyone comes! Here 
is where everyone comes! Ei, one cedi, ok! One cedi, ok! Ei, one cedi, ok! One cedi, ok! 
((with claps)). Ei, one! one! one! one! one! one! ((with claps)) Ei, one! one! one! one! 
one! one! If it’s one cedi, then you come! If it’s one cedi, then you come! 
 
(b) Nika, two! Nika, two! Bɛyi no two! Bɛyi no two! Ei, two deɛ a, bra! Two deɛ a, bra! Two 
deɛ a, bra! Ɛyɛ two Gaana! Ɛyɛ two Gaana! Ɛyɛ two Gaana! 
 
Shorts, two! Shorts, two! Come choose some for two! Come choose some for two! Ei, if 
it’s two, then come! If it’s two, then come! If it’s two, come! It’s two Ghana ((cedis))! 
It’s two Ghana! 
 
(c) Wo ba no bɛlt, one cedi!  
Your child’s belt, one cedi! 
 
(d) Two, two oo! Sɛlɛkhyen two cedis! Ɛmaa mo sɛlɛkhyen! Mo long top, two, two! Two 
Gaana two! Ei, ɛmono wɔ ha a, yi bi! Ɛmono wɔ ha a, yi bi! Ɛmaa mo long top! Two, two 
oo! Mo long top! Two! Mo long top! Two! 
 
Two, two ooh! Selection two cedis! Ladies, your selection! Your long top, two, two! Two 
Ghana ((cedis)), two! Ei, there are new ones here, pick one! There are new ones here, 
pick one! Ladies, your long top! Two, two cedis ooh! Your long top! Two! Your long 
top! Two! 
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(e) Ɔbaa bra! Sɛlɛkhyen, four cedis! Four cedis! Four cedis!  
Lady, come! Selection, four cedis! Four cedis! Four cedis! 
 
(f) Waba a, yi mono, five cedis oo! Five cedis! Trosa five! five! five! five! ((with claps)) Ei 
five! five! five! Trosa, five cedis oo! Five cedis! Ei, bra! Mono, five! Bra! Mono, five!  
 
If you have come, choose new ones, five cedis ooh! five cedis! Trousers five! five! five! 
five! ((with claps)) Ei, five! five! five! Trousers, five cedis ooh! Five cedis! Ei, come! 
New ones, five! Come! New ones, five! 
 
(g) Seven, seven a, bra! Seven, seven a, bra! Seven, seven! Seven cedi a bɛyi bi! Seven cedi a 
bɛyi bi! Ei, wɔmmɛyi no seven cedis! Ei, seven, seven a bra! Seven, seven a bra! Seven, 
seven! Seven, seven! Seven cedis! Seven cedis! Seven, seven! Seven, seven! ((To 
someone)) Masa, bra. Bra na emu yɛ fɛ. Bra. Afei na yɛatwa awie. Emu yɛ fɛ. Bra wae? 
Wobɛnya bi.  
 
If it’s seven, seven, come! If it’s seven, seven, come! Seven, seven! If it’s seven cedis, 
come pick one! If it’s seven cedis, come pick one! Ei, they will pick one for seven cedis! 
Ei, if it’s seven, seven, come! If it’s seven, seven, come! Seven, seven! Seven, seven! 
Seven cedis! Seven cedis! Seven, seven! Seven, seven! ((to someone)) Master, come. 
Come, they are nice. Come. We just opened the bale. They are nice. Come, ok? You will 
get some. 
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(h) Ei, wamma ha a, wamma dwam! Wamma ha a, wamma dwam! Wamma ha a, wamma 
dwam! Ɛyɛ mono. 
 
If you don’t come here, then you didn’t come to the market! If you don’t come here, then 
you didn’t come to the market! If you don’t come here, you didn’t come to the market! 
They are new. 
 
(i) Ei, deɛ wobɛyi biara three cedis! Three cedi oo! Skɛt oo! Sɛlɛkhyen! ((with claps)) Ei! 
Three cedis! Three cedis! Three cedis! Ei, three cedis oo! Deɛ wobɛyi biara, three! Deɛ 
wobɛyi biara, three! Deɛ wobɛyi biara, three! Edwa no nie! Edwa no nie! 
 
Whichever you pick, three cedis! Three cedis ooh! Skirt ooh! Selection! ((with claps)) Ei! 
Three cedis! Three cedis! Three cedis! Ei, three cedis ooh! Whichever you pick, three 
cedis! Whichever you pick, three cedis! Whichever you pick, three cedis! This is the 
market! This is the market! 
 
Unlike the market calls in example 3.1, traders explicitly attempt to engage passersby in 
the market calls here. For example, the trader in example 3.2e addresses a particular woman: 
Ɔbaa bra! Sɛlɛkhyen, four cedis! (‘Lady, come! Selection, four cedis!’). Similarly, in example 
3.2d, the trader addresses a group of women and then uses the second person possessive plural 
pronoun referring to the clothing as theirs: Ɛmaa mo sɛlɛkhyen! Mo long top, two, two! (‘Ladies, 
your selection! Your long top, two, two!’). Bauman refers to this form of market call as eliciting 
“participatory engagement” (2006:64) in which traders attempt to evoke “a social relationship, 
especially a relationship of exchange, between vendor and customer” (Bauman 2004:71). From 
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the examples above, KCM traders use imperatives (Example 3.2b: Two deɛ a, bra! ‘If it’s two, 
come!’), pronouns (Example 3.2f: Waba a, yi mono, five cedis oo! “If you come, choose new 
ones, five cedis ooh!’, and terms of address (Example 3.2e: “Lady, come!”) evoke an exchange 
relationship by engaging directly with passersby, even if not explicitly soliciting a response. In 
example 3.2g, the seller speaks directly to someone walking past, telling the person he has just 
opened a new bale of secondhand clothes and affirming that the person will get some to buy: 
Masa, bra. Bra na emu yɛ fɛ. Bra. Afei na yɛatwa awie. Emu yɛ fɛ. Bra wae? (‘Master, come. 
Come, they are nice. Come. We just opened the bale. They are nice. Come ok?’). Some market 
calls speak to an unspecified audience but using the second person pronoun personalizes the 
message: Ei, wamma ha a, wamma dwam! (‘If you don’t come here, you didn’t come to the 
market!’). 
 
 
Address Terms  
 
Traders use address terms (nicknames, titles and honorifics, kinship terms, and 
descriptive phrases) as another important calling tactic to establish and maintain economic 
relationships. Although Akan speakers frequently employ address forms in greetings and 
exchanges in everyday life in accordance with the social hierarchy (Afful 2006; Agyekum 2003, 
2008; see also Irvine 1989b), traders strategically employ these address forms in ways unique to 
the market in order to engage potential buyers and/or build customer relationships. Through the 
use of kinship and non-kinship address terms, traders personalize their calls to passersby as a 
persuasive strategy.  
Address terms are “phatic gestures” (Bauman 2004:66), or utterances used to generate 
social interaction, which function to attract the attention of the targeted addressee and at the same 
time index respect and/or solidarity (Brown and Gilman 1960; Morford 1997). Honorifics (e.g., 
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ɔhemmaa ‘queen mother,’ ɔhene ‘chief’) and certain kinship terms (e.g., Maame ‘mother’) show 
respect, distance, and a deferential or asymmetrical relationship between addressor and 
addressee. Ɔdɔ (‘love’), m’adamfo (‘my friend’), and other kinship terms (e.g., nua ‘sibling’), 
signal familiarity, intimacy, and symmetry in status.  
In the following example, various sellers call out to potential buyers using address terms. 
In each instance, I was interviewing the sellers on a separate topic when they paused in the 
interview to call out to passersby (address terms and calling tactics marked in boldface type). 
 
Example 3.3 Address terms   
 
(a) Bra seller: Nti taim biara na wo nneɛma no ɛgu hɔ. ((To a passerby)) 
“Anti hwɛ bi ɛ.” ((to Sarah)) Ahokyerɛ no, prɛsedent 
Mahama bɛdii so no, almost eight years nie deɛ yɛn ho kyere 
yɛn papapapa. Eight years nie, yɛn ho kyere yɛn pa ara. ((To 
passerby)) “Sista hwɛ bi ɛ.” 
 
So, your things are always there. ((To passerby)) “Auntie, 
have a look.” ((To Sarah)) the hardship…since president 
Mahama came to power, for almost eight years now, we have 
been going through severe hardship. For eight years now, we 
have been going through severe hardship. ((To passerby)) 
“Sister, have a look.”  
 
(b) Cloth seller Titiriw yɛn a yɛayɛ mpanimfoɔ saa no. Yɛtaa fura ntoma no… 
((To passerby)) ‘Hɛlo! Bɛhwɛ bi!’ […] How, sɛnea wobɛsi 
ne no akasa, na aconvince no, na atwe no. Wei deɛ mentɔ bi 
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o, wo ara na woayɛ ama… ((To someone else)) ‘Anti 
mepaakyɛw bɛhwɛ bi ma me, me dɔfo’  
 
Especially we the elderly ones. We often wear the cloth… 
((To passerby)) ‘Hello! Come have a look!’ […] How you 
will talk to him/her, to convince him/her, and attract him/her. 
“I wouldn’t have bought some, you have made me… ((To 
someone else)) ‘Auntie, come and look at some for me, my 
love’  
 
(c) Provisions seller ((To passerby)) Ma, memma wo deɛn? Ma, bɛhwɛ bi. 
 
((To passerby)) Ma, what should I give you? Ma, come and 
have a look at some of the things. 
  
(d) Cloth seller ((To buyer)) M’adamfo, wopɛ adeɛ a, na woaba, woate? Na 
waba. Mɛyɛ wo kama. 
 
 
((To buyer)) My friend, whenever you want something, then 
you come, ok? Then you come. I will be nice to you. 
 
In each of the above examples, the sellers employ affectionate or fictive kin address terms as 
they call for passersby to “come have a look.” The bra seller addresses one person as “Auntie” 
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and another as “Sister.” The cloth seller (3b) says “Hello!” to someone but more affectionately 
addresses someone else as “Auntie” and “my love.” The second cloth seller (3d) personalizes her 
interaction with a new buyer who just made a purchase by addressing her as “my friend” and, 
with the hope of getting the buyer to return again in the future, promising to treat her well the 
next time she comes.  
I was surprised to learn that both buyers and sellers believe these calling tactics are 
effective. In the midst of my interview with a provisions seller (who sells detergent and feminine 
products), a bread seller—her customer—passed by and asked if she wanted to buy some. “I 
won’t buy some today” she told the bread seller, and then the two exchanged greetings. After the 
bread seller left, the provisions trader debriefed the exchange with me: “She is selling bread. She 
is asking me, ‘my friend will you buy some?’ If she passes by, I might buy some but [I wouldn’t 
if] she didn’t call me. She’s passed by. So, she stopped [and asked] ‘Will you buy some?’ and I 
say ‘No, next time.’” The provisions seller explained that itinerant traders who sell their goods in 
the market should announce their presence by calling out and greeting. As the buyer, she wants 
to be greeted and asked if she is interested in buying. “It’s respectful” she says. She refuses to 
buy from sellers who pass by her stall without first greeting or calling out to her: “So maybe 
today I will eat and somebody [a food seller] is passing. She is carrying some to sell. She did not 
greet me, she didn’t ask me ‘Will you buy some?’ So, me too I will not call her.”  
A wholesale provisions trader stated that if you do not call out to people, they won’t 
come and buy from you. But if you do call out to someone, she might buy several things from 
you: 
Sɛ wote ha a, ebia maket no nyɛ. Obi rɛtwa mu a na woafrɛ no, “Maame, bɛhwɛ bi 
ma me.” Ebia wei, ɔbɛtɔ, ba (but) sɛ wammfrɛ no amma a, ɔntɔ na ɔkɔ. Nti 
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wɔn[ɔmo]retwa mu na wafrɛ wɔn [ɔmo]. Ebia wei a ɔbɛtɔ, ɔbɛsan atɔ ade foforɔ 
nso asan aka ho. 
 
Sometimes the market is bad. When someone passes then you call her, “Maame, 
come and have a look at my things for me.” Maybe she will buy this, but if you 
don’t call her to come, she won’t buy. She will go. So, you call them when they are 
coming. She might buy this and some other items too. 
 
The secondhand bra seller explained that calling out to someone who otherwise had not intended 
on buying can sometimes convince the person to buy. 
 
Obi retwa mu a, mese "Sista, wonhwɛ bi?" Na me ne no kasa. Na meesere kyerɛ no. 
Na kyerɛ sɛ sɛnea mɛsi ne no akasa fine no, ɔntɔ koraa no a ɔbɛtɔ. 
  
When someone is passing, I will say, “Sister, won’t you have a look at these?” And 
I will be talking with her. And I will be smiling at her. By talking to her nicely, 
even if she didn’t intend to buy, she will buy.  
 
A male cloth seller—who sells funeral cloth in a female-dominated business—said at first when 
he started selling, he felt too shy to call out to shoppers passing through the cloth line, but he 
quickly realized that if he did not call out to them, they instead went to look at another seller’s 
cloth. Traders who actively advertise their products increases their odds of securing a sale. 
Market traders have their regular customers but actively seek new economic partnerships, even 
during one-time transactions. If a trader sits quietly waiting for people to approach her stall or 
table, she reduces her chances of establishing a customer.  
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  Traders also employ complimentary address forms as a selling tactic. Traders who hawk 
goods in the street (e.g., loaves of bread) target drivers of expensive and private vehicles with 
honorifics (e.g., Nana ‘elder,’ ɔhemmaa ‘queen mother,’ ɔhene ‘chief’) and titles like 
“Chairman,” “Boss,” and “Madam.” Traders target private cars because they are a status marker 
and a symbol of wealth. Traders also apply terms of endearment to pamper and nurture potential 
customers. In the following excerpt, a carrot seller explains some of the address terms she uses 
(address terms marked in boldface type): 
 
Sɛ obi retwa mu a, “oh adamfoɔ! M’adamfo! Eei ɔdɔ! Ahoɔfɛ! Ɔbaa 
pa! Wonhwɛ? Bɛhwɛ bi ma me ɛ. Mɛyɛ wo fine! Ɔdɔ wonhwɛ? 
Nneɛma no ɛyɛ fine.”  
  
When someone passes by [I say] “oh my friend! My friend! Eei 
love! Beauty! Virtuous woman! Won’t you take a look? Come and 
have a look! I will be good to you! Love, won’t you have a look? 
The things are nice.”  
 
Traders like this carrot seller foster trading relationships using ɔdɔ (‘love’), m’adamfo (‘my 
friend’), ahoɔfe (‘beauty’) and ɔbaa sima (‘virtuous woman’). These address terms show 
affection and demonstrate to the customer that she values their relationship. A vegetable seller 
told me she uses terms like akumaa (‘my sister-in-law’) and ahoɔfɛ (‘beauty’) because “Then 
[the buyer] will feel good and buy some.” The use of such terms of endearment and nicknames 
function as compliments and in effect pamper buyers by making them feel valued. Buyers and 
traders (who also buy from their customers) reported not only appreciating this verbal 
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pampering, but they expected it. Moreover, when customers feel valued they are more inclined to 
maintain the customer relationship. 
 Traders also use nicknames and other appellatives to validate or construct a particular 
kind of relationship. Names such as asɔre ba (‘church member’), abusua (‘family member’), and 
“customer” create a particular sort of relationship, based on shared affiliations. Names like asɔre 
ba and abusua index in-group membership and solidarity. Most Asantes are Christian and attend 
one of the various denominations. When a Methodist churchgoer, for instance, encounters 
another Methodist church member in the market, even if they attend different local churches, 
they will greet each other with asɔre ba (‘church member’) and/or with one of the church’s 
greetings (e.g., the Methodist Women’s Fellowship greeting: Nyame adwuma na hwɛ; Response: 
ama wo deɛ akɔ so (‘Take care of God’s work so that yours will endure/prosper’). Similarly, 
calling someone abusua (‘family’) (or even the shortened [Anglisized] form abus) is a way of 
claiming membership in a shared identity of kin group which can also be extended to non-kin. 
Since Ghanaians turn to their social and kinship networks for assistance, advice, and resources 
(see chapter two), calling someone abusua constructs a relationship as one modeled on kinship 
ties, even if it is a fictive relationship. Membership in a kin group comes with privileges and 
obligations (such as the right to ask a favor and not be turned down). Most importantly, it 
establishes a reliable relationship—important in a volatile economy.  
 Similarly, when a seller addresses a buyer as “customer”—especially if the buyer has 
only made one previous purchase—the seller communicates to the buyer that she remembers her 
and values her patronage enough to consider her a regular customer. Since being one’s customer 
comes with certain privileges (see Chapter 2), addressing a buyer as “customer” communicates 
that she is valued and entitled to the perks conferred to someone with a “customer” status. In the 
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following excerpt, a vegetable seller I interviewed sees one of her customers and addresses him 
accordingly: 
 
Eei! Kostoma niee! Nyame adom. Na wo ho yɛ? Wifey ho yɛ deɛ? Ɔba a wose 
mekyea no. Ɛnnɛ deɛ mommɛtɔ hwee? Yoo. Wokɔ a wose mekyea no. 
 
Eei! Here comes [my] customer! [Responds to his greeting] By the grace of God. 
Are you doing well? Is your wife doing well? Extend my greetings to her when she 
comes back. You won’t buy anything today? [The customer says he won’t buy 
today.] O.k. When you go, tell her I greet her.  
 
The vegetable seller recognized this man as someone who had bought from her previously and so 
greeted him with “my customer.” Following Akan politeness, the seller also inquired after the 
man’s wife as part of her greeting and told him to extend her greetings to her. The seller did not 
wait to see if he would buy anything but proactively asked if he wanted to buy, which he did not. 
After the man left, she explained to me why she addressed him as “customer”:  
 
Obi a ɔtɔ wo hɔ adeɛ no, ɔhu na…wohuu no aa na woresere. “Kostoma niee!” Nɛks 
taim, ɔwɔ ha ne nkran koraa a ɔbɛba abɛtɔ bi ama wo. 
 
The person who buys from you, when he sees you and…as soon as you see him, 
you smile. “Here comes [my] customer!” The next time, even if he is far away, he 
will come and buy from you. 
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Notice that the seller did not say that she only reserves this title for those who are truly regular 
customers or those who buy in large quantities. Rather, she explains that calling someone 
“customer” effectively lays the foundation for a potential ongoing socioeconomic relationship. 
By calling him her “customer” she simultaneously communicates to him that he is valued and, by 
doing so, constructs a customer relationship. He is not obligated to buy from her, but because she 
smiles and greets him as “customer,” he is more likely to return and buy from her in the future.  
 In the next section, I examine how traders use the Akan politeness marker mepa wo kyɛw 
[mepaakyɛw] (‘please’) to show deference and pamper their customers.  
 
Politeness and deference markers 
 
 One day during my weekly shopping trip with Beatrice, we stopped by her amane (a type 
of dried fish) customer’s stall to stock up on amane for Beatrice’s shop. The amane seller is a 
sweet and gentle elderly woman who, on many of our visits, gave me a handful of dried fish as a 
gift and thanked us for buying from her. Exchanges between her and Beatrice are typically 
formal and polite. Despite their age difference, the seller frequently uses mepaakyɛw (‘please’) in 
her interactions with Beatrice. In the following exchange, Beatrice and the fish seller use the 
politeness markers mepaakyɛw and meserɛ wo (‘I beg you’) to show respect. However, neither 
permits formality or politeness to interfere with maximizing gain. That is, both use politeness 
forms while firmly bargaining until they reach a satisfactory price that benefits both parties. On 
this particular day, the seller did not have any amane but instead offered a different type of dried 
fish which was more expensive.  
 
Example 3.4 Beatrice bargains for dried fish in KCM. Sept. 12, 2016. 
 
1 Beatrice  Ɛyɛ sɛn?  
How much is it? 
 
2 Fish seller  Two cedis nanso fa no 180  
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It’s two cedis but take it for 1.80 ((cedis)) 
 
3 Beatrice  Auntie, mepaakyɛw, te me so. Mɛma wo 150  
Auntie, please, reduce it for me. I will give you 1.50 
 
4 Fish seller  Mepaakyɛw, mɛbɔ ka  
Please, I will incur debt 
 
5 Beatrice  ((joking)) Oh wommɔ ka  
You won’t incur debt 
 
6 Fish seller  Fa no 170  
Take it for 1.70 
 
7 Beatrice  Mepaakyɛw, mɛma wo 160 na ma me ten  
Please, I will give you 1.60 and give me ten 
 
 
Notice that in this exchange, both Beatrice and the fish seller use mepaakyɛw but arguably with 
different functions. Beatrice makes a request for the seller to reduce the price but prefaces the 
request with mepaakyɛw. By doing so, she follows the Akan politeness norms expected of a 
subordinate since the seller is old enough to be her mother. However, the seller responds to 
Beatrice’s request by saying, “Please, I will incur debt,” prefacing her explanation as to why she 
cannot accept Beatrice’s price with “please.” The elderly seller need not show deference to a 
younger (thus, lower status) person, but because her need for the transaction favors the buyer and 
because she wants to maintain good customer relations with Beatrice, she inverts the relative 
status difference. Note also that in turn 7, Beatrice expects a discount because she is buying in 
semi-bulk. She offers the seller 1.60 cedis for ten fish but prefaces her counteroffer with 
mepaakyɛw. 
Even after Beatrice and the seller agreed on the price (at 1.60 cedis per fish)—a price 
negotiated specifically for Beatrice, as the seller continued to quote 1.80 to other buyers—they 
continued to bargain over the quality of the particular selection of fish. The fish seller’s adult 
daughter was there to assist and selected ten dried fish for Beatrice. Beatrice, however, 
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scrutinized the selection and noticed that one particular fish had a defect. In an assertive yet 
polite tone, Beatrice requests the seller to substitute the inferior fish for a nicer looking one using 
the deference marker meserɛ wo (‘I beg you’): 
 
8 Beatrice  Auntie, meserɛ wo, sesa wei ma me  
Auntie, I beg you, change this one for me 
 
The politeness and deference phrase meserɛ wo (‘I beg you’) is a stronger marker than 
mepaakyɛw. The verb serɛ means ‘to beg’ and is used for greater intensity than mepaakyɛw. 
Beatrice, as the buyer and regular customer, has the right to request the seller to substitute for a 
particular piece of dried fish, particularly if it has a defect. However, in some instances, making 
such a request can also easily offend the seller who may feel threatened when a buyer criticizes 
the quality of her goods. A seller who wants to maintain a customer relationship will oblige such 
a request, but the buyer must also be careful to avoid becoming too haughty because such an 
attitude can threaten the trading relationship. By prefacing her request to substitute a fish with 
meserɛ wo (‘I beg you’/‘Please’), Beatrice mitigates the potentially threatening request. The 
seller in turn grants her request. The exchange resulted in an outcome favorable to both parties—
the seller made a sale and secured an acceptable profit and Beatrice received a price reduction 
and obtained a better quality selection of fish. The seller pampered Beatrice with politeness 
markers; Beatrice reciprocated accordingly. Because Beatrice and her customer have defined 
their trading relationship based on politeness, even as both women advocate for their respective 
goals, their use of politeness strategies functions to maintain their economic relationship. This 
example illustrates two points: 1) even as traders employ politeness forms to show respect, such 
forms do not prevent or inhibit traders from safeguarding their respective economic interests, and 
2) whereas the lower status person would acknowledge status asymmetry under Akan 
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hierarchical norms, sometimes market traders minimize or even reverse an asymmetrical 
relationship as a strategy to pamper potential and recurring buyers. 
 
KASADƐ IN ACTION 
Not all market interactions play out like the above bargaining exchange. Personality 
differences, relationship dynamics (including previous interactions and incidents of cheating), 
the type and location of commodities sold, and the day-to-day volatility of prices, sales, and each 
party’s sikasɛm (‘financial situation’) all influence a bargaining exchange. In the next example, 
Beatrice bargains with a Habanero pepper seller—with whom she had a joking relationship 
seller—and uses much more aggressive tactics. The exchange takes place in Bɔɔla, an area of the 
Central Market which used to be the city landfill, and still accumulates refuse, but is now widely 
known as the place to buy inexpensive produce. The pepper seller is not a regular customer of 
Beatrice’s, but not a stranger either, because Beatrice has previously bought peppers from her, so 
Beatrice shows high potential for becoming a customer. The seller is older than Beatrice but not 
old enough to be her mother—more like an elder sister—and their interactional dynamics 
resemble a more peer-like relationship. The seller at Bɔɔla is by definition lower status than 
stallholders in the main KCM, and unlike smoked fish, selling peppers is a lower status 
commodity and typically requires much less capital than smoked fish. Although Beatrice is much 
feistier with this seller than with the dried fish seller, the pepper seller is nonetheless consistently 
polite and patient towards Beatrice and makes repeated attempts to pamper her with affectionate 
address terms and praise. Beatrice, although not rude, does not return the same level of politeness 
and resorts instead to using more rough and direct language.  
The exchange begins with the pepper seller explaining why she has a short supply on this 
particular day.  
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Example 3.5  Beatrice bargains for hot peppers at Bɔɔla in KCM. May 23, 2016. 
 
1  Seller  Ɛnnɛ deɛ ɛnneɛma no ebi amma oo. Enti agya, yɛyɛ no nkakrakakra.  
Mepaakyɛw memma wo sɛn? 
We didn’t get supply today ooh. So, we are selling it in little by little. 
Please how much should I give you? 
 
2 Beatrice Konko80 no yɛ sɛn? 
How much is the tin? 
 
3  Seller  five cedis 
five cedis 
 
4 Beatrice Ah!  
Ah!  
 
5 Seller  Mepaa//kyɛw ɛnnɛ mako— 
  Plea//se the pepper today— 
 
6 Beatrice           [[Adeɛ a yɛtɔ no three cedis no!= 
          [[What we buy for three cedis!= 
 
7 Seller  =Aane, yɛato mu. Mepaakyɛw yɛato mu. Huratu deɛ ɛba ɛnkyɛ oo. Huratu  
deɛ ɛba a ɛnkyɛ. Huratu deɛ… Huratu deɛ ɛba a ɛnkyɛ, wae? 
=Yes, the price has increased. Please the price has increased. Huratu81 
doesn’t keep long when it comes ooh ((into season)). Huratu doesn’t keep 
long when it comes, ok? 
 
8 Beatrice Mm! Three cedi na yɛtɔ no! Na maba bɔɔla ho //nso a= 
Mm! We buy it for three cedis! And I have come to Bɔɔla //where= 
 
9 Seller          [[mepaakyɛw mepaakyɛw// 
           [[please Please// 
    
10 Beatrice  [[Bɔɔla ho nso a //ɛyɛ  
       [[Bɔɔla where //it’s— 
 
11 Seller      [[Huratu deɛ ɛnkyɛ. //Ɛyɛ five cedis 
    [[Huratu doesn’t keep long. //It’s five cedis 
  
                                               
80 The Twi word konko, or tin, refers to an empty can of a standard size, used to measure small vegetables 
such as pepper. 
81 Huratu refers to the new peppers (or whatever the produce is) that grows immediately after the first 
harvest has been picked. Huratu are fewer in number and have a shorter shelf life than the first harvest. 
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12 Beatrice             [[two cedi ne— 
            [[two cedis and— 
 
13 Seller  Ma menhwie wei no mma wo. Wei, yɛ fɛ 
Let me pour this one for you. This one is nice 
 
14 Beatrice Wei? Wonhwie mma me sɛn? 
This one? How much are you giving it to me? 
 
15 Seller:  Merehyɛ wei no ama wo. Merehyɛ wei no//  
I am packaging this for you. I am packaging this//  
 
16 Beatrice:         [[Daabi. Five cedis deɛ mentɔ.  
   Mepɛ two cedis ne three cedis na wose five cedi. 
        [[No. I won’t buy it for five cedis. I 
want two cedis and three cedis and you are talking about five cedis 
 
17 Seller:  Enti memma wo sɛn? Three cedi ne two cedi? 
So, how much should I give you? Three cedis and two cedis? 
 
18 Beatrice: Na konko nnyɛ three cedis? 
Is a tin not sold for three cedis? 
 
19 Seller:  Konko yɛ five cedis, mepaakyɛw 
A tin is five cedis, please 
 
20 Beatrice: Oh me deɛ gyae w’asɛm! 
Oh knock it off ((i.e., stop arguing))! 
 
 
As with the previous exchange between Beatrice and the fish seller, the pepper seller 
circumvents their asymmetrical relationship and uses the deference marker “please” (turns 1, 5, 
7, 9, 19). In addition to “please,” the seller pampers Beatrice with patience, explaining why the 
price of peppers has increased to five cedis. In turn 1, she tells Beatrice she did not get supply 
that day and thus cannot offer a quantity discount but has to sell the peppers nkakrankakra (in 
small quanities). In turn 7, the seller explains that the second growth cycle has a much shorter 
season; consequently, the price has increased. Note her use of the passive voice construction, 
“Yɛato mu” (literally, ‘We have increased the price’ but is equivalent to the English construction 
‘The price has increased” or “They have increased the price’). Phrasing it this way absolves the 
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seller from being responsible for the current price. She also offers to accommodate Beatrice’s 
request to buy peppers in two and three-cedi quantities (turn 17).  
Unlike her communicative style with the dried fish seller, Beatrice uses much more 
direct, confrontational language with the pepper seller. Because of their joking relationship, what 
may appear as snarky remarks from Beatrice (particularly in lines 6, 16, and 18) actually 
constitute a form of talk that is more rough but appropriate for trade. She expresses her 
frustration that the price of a tin peppers is higher than she expected with “Ah!” (turn 4) and 
“What we buy for three cedis!” (turn 6), particularly since she expected the peppers to be 
cheaper at Bɔɔla (turns 8-12). Her implication that goods ought to be cheaper at Bɔɔla also 
emphasizes the lower status of the location and seller (turn 8). She communicates criticism of the 
seller’s offer, saying (in turn 16) “I want two cedis and three cedis and you are talking about five 
cedis,” implying the offer is outrageous. The seller subtly protests Beatrice’s implied insults with 
mepaaykyɛw (turn 9) and repeatedly tries to keep the interaction on subject (turns 11, 13). To be 
sure, Beatrice’s speech behavior is facetious but not entirely disrespectful. Beatrice is serious in 
bargaining, but she makes her statements like “Mm! We buy it for three cedis! And I have come 
to Bɔɔla” (turn 8) and “Oh knock it off!” (turn 20) with an air of playfulness. Being playful yet 
tough is essential for maintaining good customer relations and for maximizing gain.  
Gregory Bateson’s (1955) distinction between the “nip” and the “bite” in the context of 
play applies here. In his analysis of metacommunicative signals of play in interaction, Bateson 
proposed that interlocutors exchange signs at the metacommunicative level signaling “this is 
play,” thus establishing a context in which “‘These actions, in which we now engage, do not 
denote what would be denoted by those actions which these actions denote.’ The playful nip 
denotes the bite, but it does not denote what would be denoted by the bite” (1955:69). That is, 
any utterance exchanged within an interaction metacommunicatively deemed “playful” that 
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appears harsh or insulting denotes the insult but is not an insult. However, the two traders here 
are not entirely (or only) playing; they are engaged in work, trade, and negotiation. Their 
interaction is not pretend; rather, their use of play is part of the labor of negotiation. In the genre 
of bargaining, one must be equally tough and respectful. Therefore, when Bateson (1955:71) 
posits that “the messages or signals exchanged in play are in a certain sense untrue or not 
meant,” I would revise to state “the messages or signals exchanged in trade are in a certain sense 
untrue or not meant because play is a necessary component of trade.” However, the boundary 
between play and nonplay (because the business of trading is not relegated to fantasy but is 
serious work), is often ambiguous and requires ongoing negotiation—a topic I explore in greater 
detail in the next chapter.   
 In the next segment of the negotiation (but there is no break between line 16 and 17), the 
pepper seller continues to exercise patience, yielding neither to irritation nor Beatrice’s request to 
pay four cedis. She repeatedly explains that a tin of pepper is five cedis instead of three cedis 
because it is no longer in season. Likewise, Beatrice continues to “nip” with disgruntled 
comments about the price of pepper. 
21 Seller  Ɛmako; ɛnnɛ ne boɔ yɛ den oo. Ɛnnɛ mako no ebi amma. //Huratu no deɛ  
ɛba a ɛnkyɛ. Mesrɛ wo ara.  
Pepper; these days, it is expensive ooh. Now we don’t get supply. //Huratu 
doesn’t keep long when it comes. I beg you. 
 
22 Beatrice             [[Hmm 
              [[Hmm 
 
23 Beatrice  Mm!= 
  Mm!= 
 
24 Seller  =Mepaakyɛw, ɛnnɛ ne boɔ yɛ den. Mepaakyɛw wae? Wadaworoma ɛnnɛ  
wode ayi aba a ɔrekordi ayi, sɛ mentumi nha wo kasa saa. Nka mɛyɛ no 
k...nka //menha mo 
=Please, it is now expensive. I beg you ok? Your kindness, as you have 
brought her ((Sarah)) here to record, I can’t worry you with too much 
talking. I would have done…//I won’t worry you  
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25 Beatrice  [[Yɛretɔ adeɛ a wose kasa. Kasa deɛ sɛ ɛmfa ho  
 [[We are buying something and are talking about talking. Talking 
has nothing to do with it. 
 
26 Seller  Oh adɛn? Sɛ ɛnneɛ…ɛnnɛ mako no ebi amma. Wei five cedis 
Oh why? Then…we didn’t get supply today. This is five cedis 
 
27 Beatrice Me deɛ, five cedis deɛ mentɔ five cedis oo. 
Me, I won’t buy for five cedis ooh 
 
28 Seller  Na woretɔ sɛn? //Memma wo sɛn? 
How much are you buying it? //How much should I give you? 
 
29 Beatrice   [[Meretɔ three cedis. Konko, three cedis na ɔmode //nenam  
   a ɔmotwa no  
  [[I am buying three cedis. A tin, three cedis is //how much 
they sell it 
 
30 Seller          [[Anha. Konko 
   deɛ yɛntwa no three cedi. Four koraa yɛntwa. Four koraa yɛntwa 
              [[No. A tin is 
 not sold for three cedis. Not even four. Not even four. 
 
31 Beatrice Hmm. Ɛmako nso? Ɛnnɛ a mako abu abu abu wei 
Hmm. For pepper too? Now that pepper is in abundance  
 
32 Seller  Na sɛ ɛbuiɛ no ɛrekɔ oo 
It became abundant but it is becoming out of season ooh 
 
33 Beatrice Ɛrekɔ dabɛn? 
When did it become out of season? 
 
34 Seller  Hwɛ! Adeɛ no ɛyɛ aduaba. Yɛrete so nyinaa na ɛresa. Adeɛ no ɛyɛ aduaba.  
Yɛrete so nyinaa na ɛresa. Enti ɛnnɛ ebi amma. Huratu no koraa deɛ ɛba a 
nkyɛ, wae? Huratu no ɛba a ɛnkyɛ. Mepaakyɛw. 
Look! The thing is a fruit. It gets finished as we harvest it. The thing is a 
fruit. It gets finished as we harvest it. So today, we didn’t get supply. 
Huratu doesn’t even keep long, okay? Huratu doesn’t keep long. Please. 
 
35 Beatrice Bɔɔla ha sei nso so nso so 
Even here in Bɔɔla  
 
36 Seller  //Aha yɛ fɛ. Aha yɛ fɛ.  
//It’s nice here. It’s nice here.  
 
37 Beatrice [[Aha adeɛ adeɛ nka fofoofo nso= 
[[Things here are really cheap=   
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38 Seller  =Ɛɛ? 
   =E:h? 
 
39 Beatrice gye sɛ… 
unless…  
 
40 Seller  //Aha nneɛma deɛ ɛyɛ fo 
//Things sold here are inexpensive 
 
41 Beatrice [[Manante ara firi// 
[[I have walked from// 
 
42 Seller       [[Wayɛ adeɛ. //Mo! 
     [[You have done well. //Good!  
 
43 Beatrice     [[Bode abɛduru ha. Yɛbɛduru ha nso wose// 
    [[Bode to this place. We are here and you 
 are saying// 
 
44 Seller  [[Wayɛ adeɛ! Nyame nhyira wo. 
[[You’ve done well! God bless you.  
 
Despite Beatrice’s repeated attempts at getting the pepper seller to sell a tin of peppers for three 
cedis, the seller does not give in but repeatedly tells Beatrice that pepper is no longer in season 
(turns 21, 32, 34). The seller’s persistent use of “Mepaaykyɛw” (‘please’) and “Mesrɛ wo” (‘I 
beg you’) (turns 21, 24, 34) demonstrates her patience with Beatrice. Note also seller’s use of the 
pragmatic particle “oo,” an interjection used pragmatically to mark closeness.82 Note it’s 
occurrence especially in turns 1, 7, 21, and 32—the pepper seller uses a phatic “ooh” to position 
herself to be in solidary with Beatrice, to sympathize with her over the expensive price of the 
peppers as someone also affected by, and not the cause for, the increased price. Additionally, she 
successfully evades Beatrice’s emphasis on Bɔɔla as an inexpensive place to buy produce (turns 
35-37) and her complaint of walking all the way from Bode (the wholesale yards for yam, 
tomatoes, and fish, also one of he higher status parts of the market) to Bɔɔla (turns 41-43), which 
                                               
82 I thank Samuel Obeng for this point. 
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could escalate the interaction. Instead, she counters Beatrice’s complaints with “Aha yɛ fɛ” 
(‘Here is nice’) (turn 36) and praises her for walking all the way to Bɔɔla (turns 42, 44), even 
blessing her (turn 44). In turn 24, she also compliments Beatrice by referencing her “kindness” in 
bringing me (Sarah) to the market to record, saying she will not “worry” Beatrice (mentumi nha 
wo) with too much talking although her comment implies that she too has the capacity to use 
more “rough” speech but decided not to because I was recording.  
 Notable in this segment is the frequency of overlapped speech. In this case, overlapped 
speech indicates high involvement in the context of market speech.83 Neither interlocutor 
demanded that the other let her finish her thought; rather, traders expect, and engage in, 
overlapped speech without concern for it perceived as rudeness. Moreover, overlapped and 
latched speech illustrates the speed, rhythm, and wit that characterizes many bargaining 
exchanges.  
 In the closing part of the exchange, Beatrice’s attempts to get the seller to reduce the 
price become more desperate. The seller, however, stands firm on her price but continues to use 
sweet talk, pampering Beatrice and me with affectionate address terms and deference markers.  
45 Beatrice Ma, me deɛ te so na ɛha deɛ adeɛ yɛ fo wɔ ha! 
Ma, reduce the price because things are cheap here! 
 
46 Seller  Adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo, adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo nti na ɛyɛ five cedis no oo. Adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo nti na  
ɛyɛ five cedis no 
It is a cheap thing, it is a cheap thing that is why it is five cedis ooh. It’s a 
cheap thing, that is why it is five cedis. 
 
47 Beatrice Twa bi ma me four cedis 
Measure some for me for four cedis 
 
48 Seller  Mese four koraa yɛntwa bi. Gye sɛ five. Ɛyɛ a memma wo nkasa bebree  
saa. Mako no ne boɔ yɛ den. Wogyina hɔ sɛ mako meretwa nyinaa five 
cedis. Wei meretwa nyinaa five cedis 
                                               
83 Thank you to Samuel Obeng for drawing my attention to this phenomenon. 
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I said we don’t even measure four cedis. Only five. If the price was good, I 
wouldn’t allow you to talk so much. The pepper is expensive. You stand 
there as I measure all for five cedis. All these I am measuring is five cedis 
 
49 Beatrice Ɛnneɛ sɛ last week nyinaa na wontwa no five cedis 
Throughout last week, you were not measuring it for five cedis 
 
50 Seller  Na ɛyɛ four 
It was four 
 
51 Beatrice ((gesturing to the tin)) 
Three no na ɛyɛ four? 
The three is now four? 
 
52 Seller  Ɔmo ((Wɔn)) de baa three no na ɛbaa four…ɛbaa three 
They brought it ((the price)) to three, then it came to four…it came to 
three 
 
53 Beatrice Mm! Ɛnneɛ me deɛ mentɔ oo! Ɛnneɛ me deɛ mentɔ oo! 
Mm! Then I won’t buy ooh! Then I won’t buy ooh! 
 
   ((A mɛmɛne (a fermented salted fish) seller momentarily interrupts the  
bargaining exchange to playfully ask Sarah if she has eaten mɛmɛne 
before.)) 
 
54 Seller  Mepaakyɛw menhyɛ baako mma wo, wae? 
Please let me measure one for you, ok? 
 
55 Beatrice Wose wonnye boɔ no na ɛyɛ dɛn na yɛahyɛ baako? 
You said you won’t take my price. How do we measure one? 
 
56 Seller  Four no deɛ yɛrennye. Five cedis 
We won’t take four. Five cedis 
 
57 Beatrice Ne boɔ yɛ den. Mentɔ. Anti yɛnkɔ!  
It’s expensive. I won’t buy. ((To Sarah)) Auntie let’s go!  
 
58 Seller  Me dɔfo, //ɛnneɛ bye bye oo. 
My love, //then bye bye ooh 
  
59 Beatrice     [[Ne boɔ yɛ den. Wobɛtwa ama me a twa ma me!= 
               [[It’s expensive. If you will measure for me, just measure for 
me!= 
 
60 Seller  =Anha. Metwa no saa a mɛbɔ ka. Metwa no saa a mɛbɔ ka 
=No. If I measure it for that, I will lose. If I measure it for that, I will  
lose. 
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61 Beatrice //Wotwa no saa a wobɛbɔ ka? 
//You will lose if you measure it for that? 
 
62 Seller  [[Metwa no saa a mɛbɔ ka// 
[[If I measure it for that, I will lose//  
 
63 Beatrice        [[Mm! 
          [[Mm! 
 
64 Seller  Metwa no saa a mɛbɔ ka. Akumaa Sarah, bye bye oo 
   If I measure it for that, I will lose. Sister-in-law Sarah, bye ooh  
     
65 Sarah  Bye bye:: 
   Bye bye:: 
 
66 Seller  //((laughs)) 
 
67 Beatrice [[Me deɛ wobɛtwa ama me a twa ma me na twa no four cedis= 
[[If you will measure for me, just measure for me and measure four cedis= 
 
68 Seller  =Metwa no saa a mɛbɔ ka. Metwa no //five 
=If I measure it for that, I will lose. I measure it for //five 
 
69 Beatrice      [[Enti menkɔtɔ bi wɔ baabi foforɔ? 
     [[So should I go buy it from a 
 different place? 
 
70 Seller  Four deɛ, wo deɛ kɔtɔ bi. Mɛbɔ ka. Ei! Mako no konko no, wei haf sei,  
wobɛhyɛ no na konko no na aka ketewa bi. Na asa. 
For four, go and buy. I will lose. Ei! A tin of the pepper, half of this, when 
you measure the tin, it will be left with just a little. Then it’s finished ((i.e., 
there won’t be any more)) 
 
71 Beatrice Mm! Woboa! //Ɔreka saa nso na ɔboa 
Mm! It’s not true! //She is saying that, but it’s not true 
 
72 Seller             [[Hwɛ! Yɛn yɛ ha…yɛn yɛ ha…ɔbaapa bɛtɔ bi ma me. Yɛn  
   yɛ ha mako no wahu yɛmmom. Edwam ɔmotumi bom na ɔmode wei no ti  
   no ebi atotom. Ɔno ɔde gye four koraa a ɔmfa ho. Yɛn nso yɛn ha no yɛn  
   mako no yɛn konko no yɛmmom. Ma me…ma menhyɛ wei sei, wobɛhu deɛ  
   ɛbɛka. Hwɛ, metwaa baako no nea aka. Metwaa baako…Mako no konko  
   no ebi kɔ mu oh. Yɛn deɛ ɛha deɛ konko no ɛyɛ a na ɛso 
                [[Look! Here…here…((To a passerby)) virtuous lady come 
 and buy some from me. ((To Beatrice)) Here, you know, we don’t alter the  
 tin. Inside the market, they alter the tin and then place some of the top of 
 the tin ((the covering)) inside. If such a person sells ((a tin of pepper)) for 
 four cedis, she doesn’t care. But here, our pepper, we don’t alter the tin. 
 Let me…let me fill this one. You will see what will be left. Look at what 
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 is left when I measured one. When I measured one…the tin can really take 
 a lot of pepper. Here, the tins are big. 
 
Despite her various attempts at getting the seller to reduce the price—from citing Bɔɔla’s 
reputation for selling inexpensive produce (turns 8-12, 35, 37, 45), to walking a long way from 
Bode to Bɔɔla (turns 41, 43) (where she could also buy pepper but she was loyal to her 
customer), to comparing the price from the previous week (turn 49), to threatening to leave and 
thus break the customer relationship by buying from someone else (turns 57, 69)—Beatrice 
ultimately buys the pepper for the originally quoted price of five cedis. Unruffled by Beatrice’s 
tactics and accusations of cheating and overcharging, the seller maintains her composure and her 
use of sweet talk. She also defends her reputation as a fair and truthful seller in several ways. In 
turns 50-52, she explains why pepper was less expensive the previous week—that her suppliers 
have since increased the price. She justifies her price by explaining to Beatrice that if she sells 
the pepper for anything less than five cedis, she would incur debt (turns 60, 64, 68, 70). She also 
justifies the price by validating Beatrice’s claims that goods sold in Bɔɔla are inexpensive: “Adeɛ 
a ɛyɛ fo nti na ɛyɛ five cedis” (‘It is a cheap thing. That’s why it’s five cedis’) (turn 46). Then in 
turn 72, she makes a point to say that sellers in other places in the market manipulate the value 
scale by altering the measuring tin, but she does not. Rather, her tins are big and can hold a lot of 
peppers.  
In addition to using the deference marker “please” yet again in turn 54, she also uses the 
address terms “my love” (Me dɔfo) (turn 58) and “sister-in-law” (Akumaa) to bid us farewell 
(turn 64). I interpret her use of these address terms to convey both respect and sarcasm because 
her choice of address terms suggests that they do have a customer relationship; her bidding 
farewell to Beatrice with Me dɔfo is as if to say, “You’re the one breaking off our customer 
relationship.” Throughout the entire exchange, the seller upheld politeness, patience, and 
composure despite Beatrice’s accusations, threats, and relentless attempts to persuade the seller 
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to reduce the price. To show that she is not desperate for the sale, the pepper seller calls out to 
another passerby (turn 72) and also calls Beatrice’s bluff when Beatrice threatens to leave (turns 
57, 69) by bidding me (Sarah) farewell (turn 64) and telling Beatrice to go elsewhere to buy 
peppers for four cedis (turn 70).  
 Throughout the interaction, the pepper seller employs various strategies of kasadɛ to 
pamper Beatrice and persuade her to buy. She uses deference markers “please” (mepaakyɛw) and 
“I beg you” (Mesrɛ wo), compliments, and endearing and kinship address terms. Beatrice also 
uses the kinship term “Ma” (less formal than Maame) to address the seller but only after she 
grows impatient with the seller’s refusal to reduce the price. Still, both women’s use of address 
terms convey respect yet affection and familiarity—an important strategy for creating and 
maintaining a customer relationship, even if Beatrice does not regularly return to buy from the 
pepper seller. Despite Beatrice’s roughness, indicated by her complaints and threats to abandon 
the transaction, the seller is relentless sweet. Whereas Beatrice’s directness and facetious 
accusations appear to violate the implicit rules of sweet talk, these forms of rough speech (kasa 
basabasa) are widely used in the market and serve important functions, which I examine in 
greater detail in the next chapter. Used in this exchange, Beatrice indexes closenesses with the 
pepper seller while attempting to maximize her transactional gain.   
 In the third and final bargaining interaction, a traveling salesman approaches Beatrice’s 
shop one afternoon and attempts to sell her a number of products. I was at the shop when the 
young man arrived and recorded his presentation as well as the interaction that followed. The 
excerpt below omits his sales pitch but features the ensuing bargaining exchange between him, 
Beatrice, and me. The seller pitched his sale to both of us, not knowing who might buy. 
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Example 3.6  Beatrice bargains with traveling salesman at her shop in Kumasi. Sept.  
16, 2016.  
 
1 Salesman Mepaakyɛw hyampu no nie na kondehyen no nso nie. Kondehyen nie 
Please, this is the shampoo and the conditioner is this one. This is the 
conditioner. 
 
2 Sarah  Mmm. Nti ne nyinaa yɛ 35? 
Mmm. So they are all ((both)) 35 ((cedis))? 
 
3 Salesman Mepaakyɛw aane. Ne nyinaa yɛ 35 cedis. Woahu sɛ first no, deɛ nti a wei  
no ne nyinaa yɛ 35 cedis, wei no ɛyɛ shampoo ne no. Hyampu no ɛyɛ very 
tek [thick] a wobɛtumi auseu no about four gud months ansa na ayɛ dɛn? 
Ne nyinaa ɛ…asa. Nti sɛ woka…wonya….wode kakraa bi gu no so mu na 
wode wahye [wash] wo tiri mu a, wei for personal use a ɛbɛtumi ayɛ dɛn? 
Aboa wo ankasa ama wo nso wobɛtumi ahu sɛ adeɛ no ɛyɛ very gud paa 
ara 
Yes please. They are both 35 cedis. You see that at first, the reason why 
they are all 35 cedis is, this is the shampoo. The shampoo is very thick, 
which you can use for four months before it gets what? All of it 
eh…finished. So if you say…you get…if you put just a little into it and 
wash your hair with it, this is for personal use which can do what? Which 
can really help you for you to also see that the item is very good.   
 
4 Sarah  Yoo. Mate 
Ok. I see  
 
5 Salesman Nti mepaakyɛw 35 cedis sɛ wobɛtɔ? 
So, please 35 cedis, will you buy it? 
 
6 Sarah  O:h 
Ooh  
 
7 Salesman Yeah 
   Yeah 
 
8 Sarah  Mereba. Mereba wae? 
I’m coming ((i.e., I’ll think about it)). I’m coming ok?  
 
9 Salesman Okay 
   Okay 
 
10 Sarah  ((laughs)) 
 
11 Beatrice 35 cedis? 
35 cedis? 
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12 Salesman Aane 
Yes 
 
13 Sarah  ((laughs)) 
 
14 Beatrice Deɛ ɛwɔ hen 35? Wei? 
Which one is 35? This? 
 
15 Salesman Mmienu no nyinaa ara 
Both of them 
 
16 Beatrice O:h no! Te yɛn so. //Ɛdeɛn? 
Ooh no! Reduce the price for us. //What? 
 
17 Salesman        [[Mente mo so?=  
       [[I should reduce it?= 
 
18 Beatrice =Nanka= 
=Yes= 
 
19 Salesman =Oh. Mepaakyɛw tie. Wei no woahu? Ɛyɛ ɛno na mereka sɛ ɛyɛ promohyen  
ɛna ayɛ den? Yɛayɛ. Yɛayɛ promohyen for gud three months. Nti sɛ ɛnnɛ ne 
ɛda a yɛde retwa toɔ koraa. Ɛnnɛ no// 
=Oh. Please listen. You see? This, it’s what I’m saying. It’s a promotional 
sale which we are what? We are running. We have run promotional sales 
for three months. So this is the very last time. Today// 
 
20 Beatrice      [[Mm! 
     [[Mm! 
 
21 Salesman yɛ last day 
is the last day 
 
22 Beatrice Da biara yɛte no saa ara= 
We hear that every day= 
 
23 Salesman =O:h Momi 
=Ooh Mommy 
 
24 Beatrice W’ano dɛdɛdɛ//dɛ 
Your tongue is so swe//et 
 
25 Salesman            [[Yea, but wei// 
           [[Yeah, but this// 
 
26 Beatrice             [[Wei 35 //cedis? Adɛn 
            [[This for 35 //cedis? Why? 
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27 Salesman      [[Yea. Sɛ wonim aloe vera?   
  Mepaakyɛw //wonim aloe vera? 
                              [[Yeah. Do you know aloe vera?  
   Please //do you know aloe vera? 
 
28 Beatrice         [[O:h menim no. Menim. Menim= 
        [[Ooh I know it. I know. I know= 
 
29 Salesman =Aloe vera ɛdeɛn dwuma na ɛ…woahu sɛ aloe no ankasa no wotumi bu  
dua no na wode nsuo no yeyɛ wo tiri ho ara na emu no ayɛ dɛn? Ama wo 
enwi no ayɛ dɛn? Ayɛ fɛfɛɛfɛ. Ɛno nti, ɛno na, saa engridient [ingredient] 
no a wɔde yɛeɛ no na ɛyɛ dɛn? Ɛnnie. Ɛno na ma…saa plant no na wɔde 
ayɛ dɛn? Saa hɛr [hair] hyampu wei. Yeah 
=What function does aloe vera eh…you see that you can take some of the 
aloe vera plant and apply the liquid to your hair and it becomes what? It 
makes your hair what? It becomes very nice. So, that is, that ingredient 
which was used is what has made what? This is it. That is what 
make…that plant is what is used for what? This hair shampoo. Yeah 
 
30 Sarah  Mate 
I see 
 
31 Beatrice Enti na kyerɛ sɛ ɛyɛ sɛn? 
So, then, how much is it? 
 
32 Salesman Mepaakyɛw 35 cedis= 
Please, 35 cedis= 
 
33 Beatrice =O:h! 35, yɛnntɔ no //35 
=Ooh! 35, we won’t buy it for //35 
 
34 Salesman            [[Thirt—mepaakyɛw, oh, na wei 35 deɛ na wei deɛ  
  ɛnnyɛ hwee. Ɛnnɛ mabɛhyia wo, mabɛhyia wo no wahu, nka yɛnnte so. Na  
  mmom mabɛhyia wo sei no, deɛ wo…woate w’anim ama me. Yɛka sɛ  
  woate w’anim ama me a, woama me smiling face. Enti no woahu sɛ  
   ob…most at taims wokɔ hɔ, wokɔ baabi a, wokɔ na nipa no teatea wo.  
  Nipa no teatea wo kɔ! Kɔ! Kɔ! Mentɔ bi! Mentɔ bi! But mebaeɛ woanyɛ  
  saa. Enti me, ɛnnɛ no, mɛte so, ɛyɛ two cedis na mede ama wo ɛyɛ 33 cedis 
  wae? 
            [[Thirt—please, oh, this for 35 is nothing. I have met 
you today, as I have met you, you see, we wouldn’t have reduced it. 
However, as I have met you, you received me well. When we say you 
have received me well, you have given me a smiling face. So you see that 
some…mostly, when you go there, when you go somewhere, the person 
shouts at you. The person shouts at you, go! Go! Go! I won’t buy some! I 
won’t buy some! But you didn’t do that when I came. So I, for today, I 
will reduce it, two cedis, and give it to you for 33 cedis ok? 
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35 Beatrice Mm! Wei? Metumi ka bi? 
Mm! This? Can I speak? 
 
36 Sarah  Ka bi 
Speak 
 
37 Beatrice Mɛma wo 15 
I will give you 15 
 
38 Salesman Oh! 15 cedis, mepaakyɛw, Onyame nhyira wo. 15 cedis yɛ sika paa ara.  
   Woayɛ adeɛ. 15 cedis ɛyɛ sika na mmom no ɛnso. Mede ma wo seesei ara  
   a, mekɔ a yɛbɛyi me adi. Because kompani, ɛyɛ// daily sales… 
   Oh! 15 cedis, please, may God bless you. 15 cedis is good money. You  
   have done well. 15 cedis is good money but it’s not enough. If I give it  
   to you now, I will be fired when I go back. Because the company, it’s//  
   daily sales… 
 
39 Beatrice       [[Yɛnnyi wo adi. Yɛnnyi wo  
  adi 
      [[You won’t be fired. You 
 won’t be fired 
 
40 Salesman Mepaakyɛw yɛbɛyi me adi. //Ɛyɛ daily sales 
Please, I will be fired. //It’s daily sales 
 
41 Beatrice                      [[Ɛno deɛ daa yɛte no saa daa= 
          [[We hear that every day= 
 
42 Salesman =Sɛ woahu? Daily sales na yɛyɛ. Enti yɛ…mekɔeɛ ara a, ɛno ara ne no.  
Mekɔ pɛpɛɛpɛ a ɛwɔ sɛ wɔde…mede…wɔgye 35 firi me nkyɛn. But akɔ  
akɔyɛ ɛyɛ me maame anaasɛ me me…menhyiaa wo da no, mepɛ sɛ wonya  
bi useu na //wodi ho adanseɛ.  
=You see? We make sales daily. So we…as soon as I go, that will be it. 
As soon as I go, they have to…they will take 35 from me. But, because 
it’s my mother or my… I haven’t met you before, I want you to get some 
to use and //testify to it.  
 
43 Beatrice      [[Wo last. Ka wo last//  
     [[Your last. Name your last ((price))//  
 
44 Salesman     [[Mepaakyɛw— 
    [[Please— 
 
45 Beatrice na gyae w’ano dɛdɛɛdɛ! 
and stop your sweet tongue! 
  
46 Salesman Oh. Hmm. Ma…Madam, ɛnnyɛ sɛ m’ano yɛ dɛ. Wo deɛ, last koraa, mede  
   bɛma wo last koraa a ɛno deɛ mente so bio 30 cedis. Ɛno deɛ…  
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   Oh. Hmm. Ma…Madam, It’s not like my tongue is sweet. You, the  
   very last ((price)), the last I will give you of which I won’t reduce  
   again is 30 cedis. For that… 
 
47 Beatrice 30 cedis? 
30 cedis? 
 
48 Salesman Mepaakyɛw aane 
Yes please 
 
49 Beatrice Yɛn nso yɛnka yɛn last? 
Should we also name our last? 
 
50 Salesman Wo deɛ, me, ɛno ara ne no.  
   Woka wo last a// 
As for you, I, that’s all.  
If you name your last// 
 
51 Beatrice   [[Me… me sɛ me nso mereka me last! Adɛn? 
              [[I…I am also naming my last ((price))! Why? 
 
52 Salesman Hmm 
   Hmm 
 
53 Beatrice Adɛn woaka //bi a me deɛ menka bi? Nyɛ dwadie? 
Why? You have named //yours, shouldn’t I name mine? Is it not trading? 
 
54 Salesman ((lowers his voice)) 
        [[Mepaakyɛw kasa. Wo deɛ kasa mepaakyɛw. Mepaakyɛw kasa 
             [[Please speak. Please speak. Please speak 
 
55 Beatrice Ɛyɛ dwa 
   It’s trading 
 
56 Salesman Mepaakyɛw mere//tie wo 
Please I’m //listening to you 
 
57 Beatrice       [[Me last yɛ 20 cedis, sɛ wobɛgye deɛ a 
     [[My last is 20 cedis, if you will accept it 
 
58 Salesman You see? 20 cedis woahu? Nka memfa mma wo. Mepaakyɛw tie. Wei nka  
memfa mma wo. Na mmom adeɛ no mahu sɛ wopɛ ade no but wonnye nni  
sɛ ɛbɛyɛ saa adwuma no anaasɛ wo sika no na ɛyɛ dɛn? Ɛnso. Nso wo sika 
ɛnso a, wonim biribi? Mede bɛma wo na woauseu no na woa…woattu ho 
a…woadi ho adanseɛ as advertaisment [advertisement]. Na woadi ho 
adanseɛ nti sɛ obi ka sɛ ɔpɛ bi atɔ a, last koraa yɛ 30 cedis. Memfa mma 
no saa bio. Even wo ka sɛ wopɛ bi atɔ next time a memfa mma wo saa bio. 
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Enti wo deɛ, mede bɛma wo, gye wae. Ɛnnie. Medaase. Nyame nhyira wo, 
wae? 
You see? You see? 20 cedis. I wouldn’t have given it to you. Please listen. 
This, I wouldn’t have given it to you. But I have seen that you like the 
item but you don’t believe that it will do that work or your money is what? 
It’s not enough. But if your money is not enough, you know something? I 
will give it to you for you to use then you will testify to it as an 
advertisement. Then you testify to it, so that if someone says that she 
wants some to buy, the last price is 30 cedis. I won’t give it out for that 
again. Even if you want some to buy again, I won’t give it to you for that 
again. So, as for you, I will give it to you, take it ok? This is it. Thank you. 
May God bless you, okay? 
 
 In both example 3.5 and 3.6, the sellers uphold the tenets of sweet talk even under the 
pressure and stress of Beatrice’s aggressive bargaining. Like the pepper seller, the shampoo 
salesman uses address terms, compliments and praise, and the deference marker mepaakyɛw. In 
this particular bargaining exchange between him and Beatrice, the salesman uses mepaakyɛw 
with much greater frequency (turns 1, 3, 5, 19, 32, 34, 38, 40, 48, 54, 56, 58) than the pepper 
seller. Several reasons account for this. In her exchange with the pepper seller, Beatrice 
approached the seller in her trading spot, but in this case the salesman approached Beatrice’s 
shop. He is a guest in her space soliciting business, and he is also her junior in age. All of these 
factors place him in a subordinate position, which explains why he addresses her as “Mommy” 
(turn 23) and “Madam” (turn 46). By prefacing his responses to Beatrice and me with “please,” 
he acknowledges his subordinate position and shows respect. Although their exchange is 
significantly marked by overlapped and latched speech, suggesting high involvement as in the 
previous example, the motivating reasons for interruption reflects their asymmetrical 
relationship. Note how in turns 39, 41, 43, and 57, Beatrice overlaps the seller’s speech but in a 
dismissive way. For example, in turns 42 and 43, the seller attempts to justify his asking price, 
but Beatrice cuts him off and demands that he reveal his last price (ka wo last). By contrast, the 
seller’s overlapped speech functions as a repair or defensive justification (in turns 25, 33, 54). 
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When Beatrice accuses him of employing sweet talk in turn 24, the seller defensively responds 
with “Yeah but” (turn 25).  
 As part of his pitch and to justify the price, the salesman speaks to the superb qualities of 
the shampoo (turns 3, 27-29). He offers a “promotional” sale as a persuasive selling tactic 
claiming that today is the last day of the promotion (turn 19), which Beatrice promptly dismisses, 
saying “We hear that every day” (Da biara yɛte no saa ara) (turn 22). Similar to the pepper 
seller, the salesman employs compliments and blessings, which function as a positive politeness 
strategy (Brown and Levinson 1987; Agyekum 2010a). Notably, he uses these strategies after 
Beatrice refuses to buy the product (turn 33) and after she offers him only 15 cedis (turn 37). In 
turn 34, he praises Beatrice for receiving him well, comparing her hospitality to others who shout 
and say “Go! Go! I won’t buy some” (Kɔ! Kɔ! Mentɔ bi). When she refuses his price reduction of 
32 cedis and instead offers him 15 cedis—a price both parties know is not a genuine offer but 
more of a demonstration that Beatrice is prepared to bargain fiercely, the salesman initially 
responses with an exasperated “Ooh!” (turn 38). Then, as if to self-regulate and maintain 
composure, he responds with a blessing, “15 cedis, please, may God bless you” (15 cedis, 
mepaakyɛw, Onyame nhyira wo) and compliments Beatrice’s offer, saying “15 cedis is good 
money. You have done well” (15 cedis yɛ sika paa ara. Woayɛ adeɛ). 
In both example 3.5 and 3.6, the sellers blame the reason for the high prices on external 
factors. Whereas the pepper seller cites the peppers’ curtailed harvest season as the reason for the 
price hike, the salesman explains that he will be fired if he sells the shampoo for 15 cedis 
claiming the company will take 35 cedis regardless of what he sells it for (turns 38-42). 
Unconvinced by the veracity of his statements, in a dismissive tone, Beatrice responds with “You 
won’t be fired” (Yɛnnyi wo adi) (turn 39), “We hear that every day” (Da biara yɛte no saa ara) 
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(turns 22, 41), and “Name your last [price] and stop your sweet tongue” (Ka wo last na gyae 
w’ano dɛdɛɛdɛ!) (turns 43-45).  
  Beatrice’s references to the salesman’s “sweet tongue” (turns 24, 45) (similar to the 
pepper’s seller’s reference in example 3.5 to talkativeness in turns 24, 48) highlight the Akan 
preference for brevity over loquaciousness. Many Akan proverbs capture this value, such as 
Ahwene pa nkasa (‘Good beads don’t make noise’) and Ankorɛ hunu a ɛyɛ dede (‘Empty barrels 
make much noise’). Beatrice’s use of “sweet” to describe the salesman’s speech takes on a 
double meaning here. Traders, including Beatrice, describe anodɛ (‘sweet mouth’) and kasadɛ 
(‘sweet language’ or ‘sweet talk’) as talk that is imbued with Akan politeness. Someone who is 
praised for “sweet” speech (Ne kasa yɛ dɛ) is praised on the grounds of adhering to politeness 
norms. However, Beatrice’s use of “sweet” in this context—while not denying the salesman’s 
use of politeness forms—suggests an alternative meaning. Although the salesman employs polite 
speech, Beatrice’s references to the seller’s “sweet tongue” suggest not only that that his speech 
behavior is a performance but communicates to him that she is aware he is performing with 
sweet talk. His response “yeah, but look…” (turn 25) and “It’s not like my tongue is sweet” 
(ɛnnyɛ sɛ m’ano yɛ dɛ) (turn 46) indicates he knows he has been outed. However, unlike Beatrice 
who has higher status and the advantage in this exchange, he must resort to sweet talk to 
maintain the hope of making a sale; the risks of using rough talk for him would be too high. 
Their exchange also suggests they share a metacommunicative awareness of the performative 
features and functions of sweet talk in bargaining. In Bateson’s terms, they have 
metacommunicatiely signaled to each other “this is trade.” In fact, Beatrice explicitly defines the 
context in turn 53, “Is it not trading?” (Nyɛ dwadie) and in turn 55 “It’s trading” (Ɛyɛ dwa).  
 Both of examples 3.5 and 3.6 show how the sellers employ components of sweet talk in 
the bargaining exchange and maintain sweet talk throughout the interaction but with notable 
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differences in terms of social variables (gender, age, social distance), location, and who is 
soliciting business from whom. The pepper seller is not a regular customer but has previously 
sold peppers to Beatrice, so there is a degree of familiarity. She is also older than Beatrice, yet 
she is the one who uses mepaakyɛw (‘please’) throughout the exchange. By contrast, the 
shampoo seller is younger than Beatrice, male, and the one soliciting business from Beatrice. 
Beatrice had no need or interest in purchasing shampoo and conditioner whereas in the pepper 
exchange, she was the one who approached the seller with the intention to buy. Because of the 
shampoo seller’s subordinate position and desire to avoid impinging on Beatrice’s time (as she 
too was conducting business and attending to customers at her shop), the salesman spoke at a 
faster rate faster than the pepper seller and the exchange seemed more rushed. Still, there are 
many similarities in the two interactions.  
  Both sellers employed affectionate and respectful address terms, praise and compliments, 
and each justified the price of the product by referencing external factors. Each exchange shows 
overlapped speech, with Beatrice and the sellers equally responsible for interrupting. However, 
the motivation for interruption differs. Whereas Beatrice interrupts each seller to protest the price 
(Example 3.5, turn 6) or dismiss the veracity of the seller’s statements (Example 3.6, turn 39), 
the sellers interrupt Beatrice to plead with her or repair a potentially offensive moment. In turns 
8-12 in the pepper exchange, the seller interrupts Beatrice’s complaint “Mm! What we buy for 
three cedis! And I have come to Bɔɔla” with “Please, please, Huratu doesn’t keep long.” 
Similarly, in the shampoo example (turns 53-57), Beatrice says “You have named yours [last 
price], shouldn’t I name mine? Is it not trading?” (Adɛn woaka bi a me deɛ menka bi? Nyɛ 
dwadie?), which not only implies she is a more experienced trader than him but also justifyies 
and situates her “nips” as nips and not “bites” (Bateson 1955) in the context of trade. In a 
pleading and apologetic tone, the salesman interrupts her with “Please speak. Please speak. 
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Please speak” as a corrective. In these moments of risk—of offending Beatrice, losing the 
transaction, and threats to their reputation as truthful and fair traders—the sellers navigate these 
moments by attempting to mitigate or repair risk and salvage the exchange. There are times, 
however, when traders violate the terms of sweet talk, sometimes with negative consequences. 
 
MATERIAL CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLATING SWEET TALK   
Sweet talk is so regular and ubiquitous that it is instructive to examine cases where 
traders violate the norm. One day at the market, a garden eggs84 trader gossiped to me about the 
trader who sells onions adjacent to her. The garden eggs seller whispered to me, “That woman, 
she doesn’t like people. She’s always frowning. She doesn’t laugh or smile. She doesn’t call out 
to passersby, so don’t buy anything from her, okay? She doesn’t deserve it.” Hearers evaluate 
speakers’ speech and judge their character, trustworthiness, and potential to be a good trading 
partner by their linguistic and communicative skills (or lack thereof). Buyers and sellers are 
keenly aware of the reality that finding another seller who will krɔkrɔ (‘pamper’) and talk 
sweetly to them is very easy, so the threat of losing a single transaction or customer remains ever 
present. Beatrice, who stocks her roadside shop with trips to Kumasi Central Market, explains 
why she stopped buying from her customer who sells provisions in the market: 
 
Deɛ nti a magyae ne nneɛma tɔ no, ɔne obi wɔ hɔ a ɔnnim kasa. Ɛna obi wɔ hɔ nso 
a, ɔnnim the way a yɛyɛ kostoma. Wɔ eighteen mu, bra baako na metɔ ne hɔ 
provisions. Akyɛ. Sesiaa menkɔ hɔ biom because wokɔ a na ɔreteatea wo. Ɔnnyɛ 
wo gud. Wo kuta wo sika na wobɛtɔ adeɛ no, but woba a, the way a ɔbɛteatea wo 
                                               
84 Garden eggs are a type of eggplant but much smaller in size and white and yellow in color. 
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no, ɛnnyɛ fɛ: “Eei! Me deɛ yɛ ne ntɛm na obi rebɛtɔ adeɛ. Na wo koraa deɛbɛn na 
woretɔ a wagyina hɔ akyɛ saa no?” Wahu? Ɛnnyɛ fɛ. Nkakrankakra, nti wobɛhu sɛ, 
wokɔnya kostoma bi a ɔbɛka sɛ “ooh, sista tena ase. Sista memma wo sɛn?” Sɛ adeɛ 
one cedi koraa na meretɔ a, ɛsɛ sɛ wokorɔkorɔ me. Wahu? Ɛwɔ mu sɛ yɛn a yɛbɛtɔ 
adeɛ no, yɛn nso so ebi ha adwen. But stil, wo no a woretɔn adeɛ no deɛ wohia 
aboterɛ. Wohia aboterɛ a wo ne wo kostoma de bɛkasa. Sɛ wanya aboterɛ a, 
wobɛlusu kostoma bebree. 
 
The reason why I stopped buying from him is, he doesn’t know how to talk to 
others. Some people don’t know how to treat a customer. At Eighteen mu [the 
provisions section in KCM], I used to buy provisions from one brother. A long time 
ago. Now, I don’t go to him anymore because he shouts at you when you go there. 
He doesn’t treat you well. You are buying with your own money, but when you 
come, the way he will shout at you, it’s not nice: “Eei! Hurry up because someone 
is coming to buy things! You have been standing there for a long time. What are 
you even buying?” You see? It’s not nice. Gradually, you will see that you will find 
a customer who will say “ooh, sister sit down. Sister, how much should I give you?” 
Even if I am buying an item which is worth just 1 cedi [$0.25], you have to pamper 
me. You see? It’s true that we the buyers, we also, some of us are worrisome. But 
still, you the seller need to be patient. You need patience to talk to your customers. 
If you don’t have patience, you will lose a lot of your customers. [Interview, May 
25, 2016] 
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A trader’s reputation as friendly and well-spoken helps increase her customer base. But if she is 
impatient, quick-tempered, or insults others—all violations of sweet talk—her customers may 
never buy from her again (as is the case with Beatrice and the provisions seller above). They may 
even convince other people not to buy from her, claiming she doesn’t know how to talk to people 
(ɔnnim kasa), lacks wisdom (ɔnnim nyansa), and isn’t a friendly person (ɔmpɛ nnipa). The 
garden eggs seller’s comments about the onion seller and other similar kinds of “evaluative 
statements” are, according to Irvine (1992:113) “the stuff of reputation on which depends so 
much of social success or failure.”  
 Traders often talked about the need for patience in the trading business. Many told me if 
you don’t take care and watch your tongue, “ɛnyɛ saa, wobɛyɛ bɔne” (‘else you will make a 
[regrettable] mistake’). That is, if a trader loses her patience and gives in to irritation, she risks 
violating the rules of talk and committing an irreversible offense. Indeed, there are many 
opportunities to lose patience—a customer who deliberately avoids paying her debt, a trader who 
is stingy and unnecessarily draws out the bargaining process, or as Beatrice referenced above, 
those who block access to one’s stall. Moreover, in Kumasi Central Market, space is restricted, 
many times with barely a footpath to maneuver up and down the various lines of stalls. Amid the 
flurry of activity and moving bodies, items neatly arranged on tables and metal trays can easily 
get knocked over. If a trader carrying a metal basin or goods on her head is not careful, she can 
bump into another trader or knock over someone’s goods and spark immediate conflict. Bumping 
into someone’s goods without apologizing or attempting to pick them up is a breach of conduct. 
Additionally, in a hectic environment where traders are working diligently to make sales, buyers 
who stand in line too long become restless and irritated, and traders dealing with buyers who 
complain and overly scrutinize the quality and price of their goods find their tolerance waning. 
Patience and comportment in the face of adversity, especially restraining from anger, is highly 
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valued. Those who shout, insult, and struggle to control emotions are regarded as acting childish 
and lacking in wisdom. Ghanaians pride themselves on being a peaceful people and traders often 
say “Yempɛ ntokwa” (‘We don’t like fighting’). When fights do break out, onlookers quickly 
intervene to prevent the situation from escalating.  
One morning, I found myself in the midst of a fight. I unintentionally offended a trader, 
and she threw a bunch of herbs at me. Yelling ensued. I had tagged along with Beatrice to the 
market. It was early on in my fieldwork, and my language skills and market savviness were not 
yet up to par. I told Beatrice I wanted to buy fresh mint. She had not heard of mint before but 
took me to the area where it might be and told me that if I see it I should point it out. I found 
some leafy greens that had a similar shape to mint but that to know for sure, I would have to rub 
the leaves and smell it. I asked Beatrice if it would be okay to do so at one seller’s table, and 
Beatrice said to go ahead. It was not mint, so we kept looking. We stopped at another table and 
Beatrice pointed out a different herb and asked if it was it. Again, I asked her if I could smell it. 
She touched one of the leaves, so I too rubbed and smelled the leaf. It was not mint but ayooyoo, 
a leafy green used in soup and stews in northern Ghana. This time, however, the trader was upset 
that we had touched and smelled the herbs with no intention of buying, so she told us to pay. 
Beatrice asked how much and the woman said we should give her one cedi. I watched Beatrice 
take a one cedi bill out of her purse and toss it on the table with a bit of attitude. Then she turned 
to me and said, “Auntie Sarah, let’s go.” Beatrice turned around and I followed close behind her. 
All of a sudden, I felt something hit me. I turned around to see that the trader had thrown the 
bunch of ayooyoo at me. I looked up and saw traders and onlookers laughing. I turned around 
and caught up with Beatrice who did not see what had happened.  
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“She hit me,” I told Beatrice, but because of my poor pronunciation of the /o/ phoneme in 
“ɔabo me,” I actually said “ɔabu me” (‘She cheated me’).85 Beatrice of course heard the latter 
pronunciation, “She cheated me” and responded, “Don’t mind her.” We had to turn around and 
pass the way we came. Someone tossed the same bunch of ayooyoo on the ground which 
instigated a fight. Beatrice yelled at the ayooyoo trader and the trader yelled back. Beatrice 
argued with the trader, stating she paid her one cedi, so why is she still upset? The trader pointed 
at Beatrice and then at me yelling and looking very upset and angry. Beatrice yelled back, calling 
the woman kuraseni (‘villager’) and narrated to the other traders and onlookers what had just 
transpired. I could hear some of them say, “Don’t mind her. Just go” but other traders sided with 
the ayooyoo trader and shouted insults at Beatrice.  
In hindsight, Beatrice and I were at fault for touching the trader’s goods without first 
asking permission and then not buying them although the trader asked for one cedi. Perhaps it 
was Beatrice’s attitude in the way she tossed the one cedi note on the table that triggered the 
trader or the ethnic frictions and the longstanding “tension” between Northern and Southern 
ethnic groups in Ghana that may have fueled the exchange. This particular spot in the market has 
a lot of traders from the Northern part of Ghana and Northerners selling in Kumasi Central 
Market are likely sensitive to this tension since Kumasi is the capital of the Ashanti region. 
Moreover, this particular area of the market was destroyed by a fire a few weeks prior to the 
incident, and many of the traders had lost everything. Perhaps Beatrice would otherwise have let 
the incident go but felt she needed to defend me. Although both women probably felt justified in 
their transgressive behaviors, the immediate and collective mediation of the conflict that took 
place shows the value of sweet talk and aversion to conflict. Thankfully, this exchange was 
                                               
85 The vowel sounds in the Twi words “hit” (bo) and “cheat” (bu) are difficult for American English 
speakers such as myself to distinguish. 
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resolved just as quickly as it began. However, from that day forward, Beatrice and I never 
returned to that seller or that section of the market for the rest of my field work and thus actively 
avoided additional conflict or the opportunity for resolution. 
When fights (e.g., over matters of theft, cheating accusations, and deception) are not 
quickly resolved, however, the case can be brought before a queen mother or commodity leader 
who will arbitrate the case. Arbitrations over trading matters mirror those of the traditional Akan 
court (Clark 2002) and in some cases, the guilty party is required to pay a fine. In the following 
incident, narrated by a secondhand bra seller, a fight occurred between two cassava traders, 
rather than between a buyer and seller. As is often the case when sellers have a collegial 
relationship, a trader can step in and sell goods for another trader who vacates her stall to run an 
errand. That is what happened in this case. However, rather than show gratitude, the seller 
became angry and accusatory when she learned that her colleague sold her cassava at one cedi 
cheaper than she had been charging others. The two women exchanged insults and created quite 
a scene when the verbal conflict escalated into a physical fight.  
Below, the bra seller narrates the cassava incident. In her narration, she alternates 
between first, second, and third-person pronouns.86 In the first part of the narrative, she uses 
first- and second-person pronouns to narrate the interaction from the lens of the cassava seller, in 
which the protagonist in the narrative and “you” refer to the other cassava seller who stepped in 
to assist. In the second part, she switches to third-person pronouns to describe the cassava sellers. 
In this part, “we” refers to market traders and “you” refers to me (Sarah), in which she advises 
me how to behave if someone tries to pick a fight with me in the market. 
 
                                               
86 See Obeng (1997b) for strategies and motivations for pronominal usage in Akan discourse. 
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Sɛ obi wɔ hɔ a, wo ne no ka asɛm na asɛm no nnyɛ asɛm na wadane no ntɔkwa. Na 
afei deɛ ɔpɛ sɛ ɔdidi wo atɛm. Sɛ yɛwɔ ha yi aa yɛrɛkasa ebia asɛm no instead sɛ 
ɔbɛka no bɔkɔɔ no, na wayɛ no dededede wahyɛ aseɛ didi atɛm. Te sɛ ɛnnora wahu 
ntɔkwa a esii aha…Wonni hɔ. Me na metɔn wo bankye ma wo. Me na metɔn wo 
biibiaaa. Wonni hɔ a na wode wo nneɛma agya me sɛ mentɔn. Meretɔn na obi baeɛ. 
Na bankye no mede maa no four cedis. Wose "ɛyɛ five cedis. Adɛn nti na mede ama 
no four cedis?” Ɛno aa ne ntɔkwa no. One cedi pɛ nti hwɛ ntɔkwa a ɛkɔfa baaeɛ. 
Ɛyɛ? ɛnnyɛ asɛm ketewa. Wei koraa no, ɔhemaa se wɔn[ɔmo]mmra. Sɛ edwam 
yɛnko. Yɛnnyɛ hwee. Afei koraa deɛ bankyewura ne se ne sika 8,000,000 ayera. Sɛ 
ɔreko no, ɛna ɔsanee wɔ ne ha sei. Ɛna ɔde to ka...ɔnim sɛ ɔde ato apatam. Nti na 
atɛndidie ɛnnyɛ. Ntɔkwa ɛnnyɛ no. Nti wote dwam a obika wo a na ɔaka w'ano atom. 
Na wayɛ dinnn. Womfii no. […] ɔmokɔɔ ɔhemaa hɔ. Yɛakyag [charge] wɔn[ɔmo]. 
Yɛafain [fine] wɔn[ɔmo]. Yɛafine wei no 3,000,000. Baako no deɛ n'asɛm ɛyɛ 
dɛ…deɛ ɔtɔɔn nnɛema maa no no. Ɔno n'asɛm ɛyɛ dɛ. Nti ɔno deɛ yɛannyɛ no 
hwee…na wei no sɛ ɔmfa mpata no. 
 
There are people who turn a simple talk into a fight and later she will want to insult 
you. As we are talking now, instead of talking calmly, she will become rowdy and 
start to insult. Like yesterday’s fight… You were not around. I sell your cassava for 
you. I sell everything for you. You were not around and you left your goods for me 
to sell. As I was selling, a buyer came and I sold the cassava to her for four cedis. 
You say, “It is five cedis. Why have you sold it for four cedis?” That is what the 
fight is all about. Look at the kind of fight one cedi has caused. Is it good? It’s no 
small thing (i.e., It became serious). Even in this case, the queen mother has called 
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for them [for mediation]. We are not supposed to fight in the market. We don’t do 
anything. Now the cassava seller says her 8,000,000 [800 cedis] is missing. When 
she was fighting, she untied it from here and she placed it…She thought she has 
placed it in a stall. That is why it is not good to insult. Fighting is not good. So when 
you are in the market and someone tries to engage you in a fight, you don’t mind 
him/her. You become quiet. You don’t mind him/her. […] They went to the queen 
mother. They have been charged. They were fined. This one [the seller who vacated 
her stall] was fined 3,000,000 [300 cedis].87 The other one has a good case…the 
one who sold the goods [cassava] for her. She has a good case. So nothing was 
taken from her…this one [the cassava seller] is to compensate her. [Interview, 
March 15, 2016] 
 
According to the bra seller’s narrative, both the cassava sellers violated the norms of talk when 
they insulted each other and exchanged physical blows. Whereas onlookers or elder traders 
typically mediate smaller conflicts, due to its severity, this case went before the cassava queen 
mother who ruled in favor of the trader who stepped in to sell for the other trader.88 The cassava 
queen mother fined the other trader 300 cedis—a steep penalty which will be difficult to 
recuperate.  
                                               
87 Money collected from fines such as these go to the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly. 
88 Another trader, who sells vegetables, explained this fight a little differently from the bra seller. She said 
the reason it went before the cassava queen mother is because the trader who left her goods unattended 
invoked a curse (by invoking the river deity), which is grounds for taking the matter to the queen mother 
for the curse to be revoked and to hold the perpetrator accountable. 
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 Despite at times steep material consequences for violating sweet talk, there are times 
when sweet talk breaks down. People lose patience and interactions sometimes escalate into 
verbal abuse. In their interactions, traders must calculate the risks of upholding or violating sweet 
talk. But what is their evaluation system? When is it prudent to use sweet talk and when do 
people resort to insult? Violations of sweet talk are not always momentary slips of the tongue or 
lapses of judgment because on some level, traders feel the need to defend and protect their 
businesses and reputations. Traders do not put up with verbal abuse and there are limits to what 
they will tolerate before an untrustworthy or troublesome customer damages their business or 
reputation.  
One day Beatrice confided in me that trading and running a store are hard work and 
tiring. “And your profit is small” she added. Earlier that afternoon, two boys came to the shop to 
buy a cup and a half of rice (at the time one cup = 2.20 cedis) which would have cost 3.30 cedis 
but they only brought two cedis. At the time, their father still owed Beatrice for a large tin of 
Cerelac (baby formula) which he took on credit but had not yet paid and it had been over a 
month. “Why should I continue to offer him goods on credit when he hasn’t paid his debts?” 
Beatrice posed to me in frustration. She told her nephew, who was helping out at the shop, to 
give the boys only one cup of rice (still incurring a debt of 20 pesewas but sending a message to 
the father or more likely the mother). After the boys left, Beatrice turned to me and asked, “Anti, 
manyɛ adeɛ?” (‘Auntie, was that wrong of me?’)  
  Each time a troublesome customer evaded paying debt, took items on the assumption of 
paying later, complained about the quality or price of goods, or showed irritation for being 
forced to wait while Beatrice attended to other customers, Beatrice would turn to me afterward 
and say, “Trading is not for everyone. It’s tiring and there’s little profit for the amount of labor 
involved. Moreover, if you don’t have patience, you can’t do business. If you don’t have 
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patience, your customers will spoil [ruin] your business.” If you continue to give away your 
goods on credit, your business will quickly go under. But you also have to have patience and 
cannot pick a fight with everyone who owes you money or tries to cheat you or take advantage of 
your generosity or kinship relations. Trading requires a balance. 
 Sometimes much more damaging than the loss of a single transaction or customer 
relationship, is the threat to one’s reputation via gossip and rumor. In the trading business where 
success (measured in sales and the size of one’s customer base) hinges on talk and customer 
relationships, damage to one’s reputation can have immediate and long-term consequences on 
one’s business. If and when conflict does occur, it is essential to repair the conflict and restore 
the customer relationship. Failing to do so risks letting a single incident and person destroy one’s 
business through gossip and irreparable damage to one’s reputation.  
One day Beatrice got into a fight with one of her customers at the shop. The woman 
wanted 1 ½ cups of rice—from a particular brand of rice that required Beatrice to open a new 
bag. (Beatrice stocks several kinds of rice, sold either by the bag or by the cup.) The woman 
asked Beatrice to “to no so,” to add a small dash to purchased amount. (This is common practice 
in the market but not typically practiced at the shop.) When Beatrice refused to add a dash, the 
woman became angry and said, “Menntɔ bi” (‘I won’t buy any’). Then she wanted to buy 
habanero peppers and again demanded a dash, but Beatrice said “Yɛnnto so wɔ ha” (‘We don’t 
give dashes here [at the store]’) and added “pepper is very expensive right now.” The woman 
became angry and insulted Beatrice. Beatrice insulted her back, causing a great scene and 
attracting attention from bystanders who were encouraging Beatrice to stop. Beatrice, who 
typically refrains from engaging in fights because she does not want to sever relationships or 
create a bad image of herself, quickly became aware of the scene she and the woman were 
causing and stopped. The woman then crossed the street to narrate the incident and vent to a 
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seamstress who operates a small tailoring business. Sometime later, the angered woman returned 
to the shop and asked to buy SoKlin (a brand of powdered detergent), but Beatrice refused to sell 
it to her because of the way the woman behaved earlier. More yelling ensued. Eventually, at the 
urging of others, Beatrice extended an apology to the woman, shaking her hand and giving her a 
hug saying, “Meyɛ sorry, wae. Mɛnnyɛ saa bio” (‘I’m sorry, okay. I won’t do that again.’) and 
added, “Bɛtɔ SoKlin ma me, wae” (‘Come buy SoKline from me, okay’). The woman also 
apologized, and with their customer relationship restored, bought the detergent.  
This incident illustrates what kinds of material implications exist for when sweet talk 
breaks down. In this case, the buyer became frustrated and insulted Beatrice, the seller. Beatrice 
retaliated and the interaction quickly escalated. Both women violated the norms of talk. Beatrice 
refused to sell the buyer SoKlin after the woman insulted her. While it may seem like buyers 
hold the majority of power, in fact sellers can refuse to sell to buyers and can convince others to 
refuse sales to them too. In losing her cool, Beatrice not only lost the transaction but also risked 
damaging her reputation as a friendly and good talking trader, especially when others gathered 
around to watch and when the buyer went across the street to gossip about Beatrice. Even though 
they both lost face, by apologizing, the two women brought resolution to their conflict and 
repaired, at least in part, damage to their reputation and status in the community.  
 
CONCLUSION 
KCM traders use the persuasive genre of kasadɛ—particularly market calls, address 
forms, and deference markers—to attract new buyers and pamper (krɔkrɔ) ongoing customers. 
Even as traders share a metacommunicative awareness of the performative features and functions 
of sweet talk in bargaining, they expect to be pampered with sweet talk in market interactions. 
Sellers know that to successfully clinch a sale and acquire new customers, they have to employ 
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sweet talk. Those who do not, forfeit those opportunities to other traders and miss out on 
potential short- and long-term benefits.  
Even though sweet talk is a performed strategy, traders evaluate the efficacy of sweet talk 
by whether their talk accompanies material benefits. If a seller pampers her customer with 
affectionate address terms, blessings, and praise but fails to deliver on promises of good quality 
items or supply during scarcity, then her customer knows her talk is unreliable, nothing more 
than empty words. Next time around, the buyer will purchase goods from someone else and not 
waste her time and money on this particular seller. If instead the seller provides her customer 
with goods during times of scarcity or offers to switch out a defective item, then her behaviors 
demonstrate to the customer the reliability and credibility of her sweet talk. While the material 
benefits from deploying kasadɛ can manifest immediately, such as recruiting a buyer, the 
relationship between kasadɛ and its outcomes, however, is often more indirect than transactional. 
Sometimes the rewards occur later on rather than immediately, such as receiving goods on credit 
or price reductions in the future.  
Although sweet talk is effective, it does not entirely erase risk. Violating the norms of 
sweet talk can result in measurable consequences—fines, loss of customers, damage to 
reputation and reduction in social capital. Skillful trading and linguistic maneuvering require 
assessing when to uphold sweet talk, when to initiate repair work and mitigate threats to face, 
and when to deviate from the norms of sweet talk to defend one’s reputation or safeguard against 
being cheated. However, there are times when sweet talk violations are beyond one’s control—
that despite one’s best intentions, an interaction can go awry. In the following excerpt, Beatrice 
explains how a single person can damage one’s business through gossip and discourage others 
from buying from a particular trader.  
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Ebia ɔrebɛtɔ adeɛ. Ɔfiri ne fie anaa car mu koraa no a ɔreba abɛtɔ adeɛ no, ebia 
obi ayɛ no biribi ama ne bo afu, woahu? Ne bo afu dada na ɔrebɛtɔ w’adeɛ. Enti sɛ 
woannya kasadɛ ɛne aboterɛ amfa amma no a, wobɛhu sɛ n’abufuo no a ɔde firi 
kaa [car] mu anaasɛ ne fie baeɛ no, ɔde bɛba wo so. Wo nso woasan aka deɛ ɛnnyɛ 
akyerɛ no. Nti na asan ama ne bo afu more. Nti wobɛhu sɛ ɔne wo bɛyɛ fight. Afei 
ɔwie a, adeɛ kye a na ɔahu sɛ ɔayɛ mistake. But, ɔnim sɛ wo na wotɔn adeɛ, enti 
ɔntumi nka nkyerɛ wo sɛ, “oh, deɛ ɛnnora meyɛeɛ no, manyɛ ne yie. Fa kyɛ me.” 
Ɔrenka. Nanso ɔremmɛtɔ w’adeɛ bio. Ɔbɛsan asɛe wo business. Obi rebɛtɔ adeɛ a, 
ɔse “wei, ɛha na worekɔtɔ adeɛ? Wei a ɔmmu adeɛ. Mm, ɛnkɔ hɔ. Nnaano merekɔtɔ 
adeɛ kasa bi a ɔka kyerɛɛ me… Ɔkasaa fokin [fucking] kyerɛɛ me. Ɔmmu adeɛ. Ɛnkɔ 
hɔ.” Ɛnso ɔboa.  Ɔno ara na mistɛk no firi ɔno. 
 
Maybe she is coming to buy something. When she was coming from her house or 
even from the car to buy something [at the shop], someone might have irritated her, 
you see? She was already angry when coming to buy from you. So, if you don’t use 
sweet talk and patience on her, you will see that the anger she came with from the 
car or the house, she will bring it on you. You [might] have also said bad things to 
her. So it has caused her to be angrier. So you will see that she will fight with you. 
After that, the following day, then she will know that she has made a mistake. But 
she knows that you are the seller, so she can’t tell you that “oh, what I did yesterday, 
I didn’t do well. Forgive me.” She won’t say [that]. But she won’t buy from you 
again. She will also destroy your business. If someone is coming to buy from you 
she will say, “This person, are you going to buy from this place? Such a 
disrespectful person. Mm, don’t go there. The other day when I went to buy from 
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her, the kinds of things she said to me… She talked to me anyhow. She doesn’t 
respect. Don’t go there.” But she is lying. She is the one at fault. [Interview, 
8/31/16] 
 
Even if what the buyer claims is not true, or even if the trader utilizes sweet talk in her 
interactions with the buyer, the buyer can negatively influence the outcome of their exchange. 
Beatrice’s statement illuminates the problematic gap between what a speaker intends to occur 
from a particular utterance and what actually happens. This example also illustrates the high 
degree of uncertainty that exists in trading transactions and interactions. While steady customer 
relationships temper this uncertainty, the risk of an adverse interactional outcome remains 
present, as the example of the fight between Beatrice and her customer shows. Because a single 
person can “destroy your business” (sɛe w’adwuma), it behooves traders to use sweet talk 
because the risks for failing to do so are too great. Paradoxically, however, traders do violate the 
norms of sweet talk—and do so intentionally.  
 In the next chapter, I examine instances when traders deliberately resort to rougher forms 
of talk in their bargaining negotiations—and not just with traders in joking relationships. 
Engaging rough speech yields important benefits in the market, such as building customer 
relationships, safeguarding their gains by avoiding being cheated, and demonstrating traders’ 
business savviness. However, deploying insults, directives, sarcasm and patronizing expressions 
is inherently risky and potentially face threatening because it violates the Akan values of polite, 
indirect speech. Therefore, traders must carefully and expertly navigate when and how to use 
these forms. Engaging in this form of talk necessitates a certain level of communicative 
sophistication and moment to moment shifting between “sweet” and “rough” talk.   
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Chapter 4 
“Wopɛ sɛ wobu me anaa?” (‘Are you trying to cheat me?’):  
Performing conflict in bargaining 
 
Sɛ w’ani nyɛ den a, wonntumi nyɛ besnes. 
‘If you’re not firm, you can’t do business.’ 
 
Sɛ w’ani nteɛ a, obi bɛtumi asisi wo. 
‘If you’re not clever, people can cheat you.’ 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One afternoon while sitting with Beatrice at her small neighborhood provisions shop, 
Ama, a second-hand clothes seller, stopped by her store. She set down a large, heavy bundle of 
children’s clothes which she had been carrying on her head and began pulling out articles of 
clothing, insisting they would fit Beatrice’s children. Beatrice looked on half-interested but 
continued to tend to her store, organizing and arranging goods on the wooden table next to the 
bundle of clothing. When she finished setting up her shop, Beatrice picked through the garments 
and selected a couple of items. “Mɛma wo six cedis” (‘I will give you six cedis [for 
everything]’), Beatrice said, offering an appallingly low price. “Hwɛ!” (‘Hey’), the seller 
exclaimed. “Wonkɔ asɔre? Wokɔ asɔre a, wonyɛ pɛpɛyeɛ saa.” (‘Don’t you go to church? [Are 
you immoral?] If you went to church, you wouldn’t be so stingy’ […you wouldn’t try to steal 
from me]). Then she turned to me and exclaimed, “Ɔpɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo!” (‘She likes cheap 
things!’). 
This type of interaction frequently occurs in KCM. In fact, in marketplace interactions 
and transactions, traders regularly exchange playful slapping, teasing, crude joking, insults and 
patronizing expressions such as woyɛ kromfoɔ (‘you’re a thief’), wopɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ fo (‘you like 
cheap things’), wonni suban (‘you lack character’), kɔtɔ bi wɔ baabi (‘go buy from somewhere 
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else’), gyae w’asɛm (‘knock it off’), and wopɛ sɛ wosisi me, anaa? (‘are you trying to cheat 
me?’). Observing these direct insults initially gave me pause because traders often reported that 
they deplore conflict, claiming Yɛmpɛ ntokwa (‘We don’t like fighting’). Instead, as I discussed 
in Chapters 2 and 3, they emphasized the importance of pampering (akrɔkrɔ) customer 
relationships with sweet talk (kasadɛ), often greeting each other with expressions such as Nyame 
bɛma wo dwa (‘May God give you business’) and Yere wo ho tɔn (‘Do your best to sell’) to show 
solidarity and encouragement. But then how to we account for instances when, for example, a 
seller throws the buyer’s money on the ground in a feisty manner when the amount falls short of 
the asking price? Or when a buyer reaches into the to so (‘add on’) pile of tomatoes or peppers to 
add extra handfuls to the pre-measured selection, even as the seller scooped them out in protest?  
One day while at the smoked fish seller’s line, one of the sellers feigned offense, telling 
Beatrice “Me ne no ayɛ aka! Wotɔɔ bi ma me akyɛ. Wonhwehwɛ me koraa!” (‘You and I aren’t 
on speaking terms! You haven’t bought fish from me in a long time. You haven’t even looked 
for me!’). It was true. Beatrice had intentionally not bought smoked salmon from her in awhile 
because, as Beatrice told me in private, the quality of her fish had not been up to par lately. 
Consequently, we had been routinely darting down different aisles to avoid her. It seemed 
perhaps the seller had caught on to us. “Wotɔɔ bi maa me akyɛ nti, menntumi nnidi” (‘Because 
you haven’t bought from me in long time, I haven’t been able to eat’), the seller complained. 
Beatrice pinched the woman’s cheeks and rolls of fat on the sides of her torso saying, “Ɔboa! 
Ɔdidi fine!” (‘She’s lying! She’s getting plenty of food!’). Until Beatrice pinched the woman’s 
body, neither trader had cracked a smile. Was this yet another example of indirect 
communication disguised as playful conflict? Or was there a strategic element of seriousness? 
Are these moments of frustration—“nips” to show that one could “bite” if need be? 
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In the open-air market where there is a correlation between language use and material 
outcomes, speaking well is paramount. As noted in Chapter 3, in many Akan speech settings, 
insults and direct speech violate social and interactional politeness norms and threaten one’s 
reputation. In the market, violating the norms of sweet talk not only risks losing a one-time 
transaction or severing a customer relationship but also subjects the offender to being chided for 
being uncouth (kuraseni), lacking wisdom (ɔnnim nyansa), not knowing how to talk (ɔnnim 
kasa), or even talking rough (ɔka basabasa)—accusations potentially damaging to one’s 
reputation. In a culture that values the art of speaking well, how do we account for instances of 
direct speech and insults in trading interactions? Just as traders say, W’ano tumi sɛe w’adwuma 
(‘Your mouth [words] can ruin your business’), they also say, Sɛ w’ani nyɛ den a, wonntumi nyɛ 
business (‘If you’re not firm, you can’t do business’) and Ɛsɛ sɛ woma w’ani da hɔ; woma w’ani 
te (‘You have to be vigilant and clever’). While traders emphasized the importance of using 
sweet talk in business, paradoxically, traders routinely resort to rougher, more direct forms of 
talk.  
In this chapter, I examine traders’ performance of rough and direct speech by analyzing 
two bargaining interactions in KCM. I argue that the efficacy of bargaining performances at 
times requires rough speech (kasa basabasa),89 but it also involves knowing when and how to 
use these forms. Rough speech is potentially face threatening because it violates the rules of 
social interaction governed by the Akan preference for polite, indirect speech—a salient feature 
of greetings and formal speech events. However, rougher forms of talk also serve important 
functions in the market. Traders use these forms to build customer relationships, safeguard their 
gains by avoiding being cheated, and demonstrate their business savviness. Finally, I argue that 
                                               
89 I did not gloss kasa basabasa (‘rough talk’) as non-persuasive speech/talk because as I argue in this 
chapter, traders use this style persuasively as they do with “sweet talk.”  
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employing this style of speaking is inherently risky and thus requires skillfully deploying both 
polite and impolite forms and moment to moment shifting between play and seriousness.  
 
CONTEXT, PLAY, AND INSULT   
As other linguistic anthropologists have emphasized, any analysis of text or discourse 
requires careful attention to context in which meaning is socially and contextually situated. 
Context, however, is not a fixed, bounded thing but situational, subject to change frame by 
frame, and something interlocutors co-construct (Bauman and Briggs 1990). In her examination 
of xaxaar, a Wolof verbal genre of poetic insults, Irvine (1992:110) argues that insults are 
“constructed in interaction,” such that what constitutes an insult is not solely the content but 
rather “the interplay of linguistic and social features.” Moreover, Irvine continues, “Conceivably, 
any utterance, or even silence, could have the perlocutionary effect of insult if enough other 
interactional features suggesting it are brought into play.” An insult uttered in one context may 
not be an insult in a different context, even if uttered by the same speaker intended for the same 
person. A question Irvine (1992:122) considers, is “How is it that xaxaar performers [those who 
perform the poetic insults] can get away with what they say?” Similarly, in his study of street 
performers (merolicos) in Mexico – “a kind of foul-mouthed clown” skilled in vulgar and taboo 
language—Haviland (2011:240) asks, how does a street performer get away with “speaking 
ordinarily unspeakable things over a loudspeaker in a public park on crowded afternoons in the 
very center of Mexico City” and get people to pay for it? In the case of KCM I ask, in a 
community that values the art of speaking well qualified in terms of politeness and indirection 
and among traders who emphasize the importance of kasadɛ in trade, how do we account for 
instances of direct speech, insults, and “rough” talk in trading interactions? What function(s) do 
these rougher forms of talk serve and why are they successful?  
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To answer these questions, I draw from literature on verbal duels, ritualized insult, 
impoliteness, and performed conflict (Haviland 2011; Irvine 1992; Kochman 1983; Pagliai 2010; 
Tetreault 2010, 2015). In her analysis of impoliteness and insult among French adolescents of 
Algerian descent, Tetreault (2010:73) argues that these adolescents participate in parental name 
calling to build solidarity and intimacy with their peers while simultaneously distancing 
themselves from their immigrant parents. Tetreault, however, suggests these interactions are 
often “unstable and involve social risks” (2010:83), particularly when an interlocutor perceives a 
ritual insult as a personal one. In her study of Contrasto verbal duels, a type of improvised sung 
poetry performed competitively by pairs of dueling poets in Italy, Pagliai (2010) challenges 
former understandings of facework and politeness. Pagliai argues that “insults are not necessarily 
face threatening and cannot be always interpreted as aggressive or violent” (2010:87). Rather, 
Pagliai suggests that context determines threats to face, not a universal link between impoliteness 
and facework independent of context and participating interlocutors. In the performance of 
Contraso duels, Pagliai contends that it is the failure to deliver a successful performance of the 
duel—not the exchange of insults—that threatens the face of the interlocutors (2010:88).  
Although quite different from Contrasto verbal duels in Italy (Pagliai 2010), Senegalese 
xaxaar performances (Irvine 1992), or playing the “dozens” (Kochman 1983), bargaining in 
KCM shares many similarities to other genres of ritual insult and verbal dueling. It requires a 
“performative display of verbal skillfulness” (Pagliai 2010:87), and it is cooperative in which 
cooperation hinges on performed conflict (Pagliai 2010:91). Additionally, although bargaining is 
a performance, participating in this speech event is inherently risky because the boundaries 
between play and nonplay, ritual and personal insult, collaboration and conflict are subject to 
“unpredictable shifts” (Tetreault 2015:74). Because misreading the context and going too far can 
cause offense and loss of a transaction or even severing a customer relationship, the volatile and 
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unpredictable trading context requires that interlocutors negotiate the boundary between play and 
insult on a moment to moment basis (Tetreault 2015).  
Unlike these other genres of performed conflict and “argumentative language” (Irvine 
2010), however, bargaining is not a genre for entertaining an audience (Pagliai 2010) nor solely 
performed for financial payment (Haviland 2011; Irvine 1989, 1992). Albeit a performance of 
skilled speech, bargaining is also a lived experience; the accumulation of successes and failures 
impact a trader’s business and her ability to provide for her family.  
 
SAA NA YƐDI DWA (‘THAT’S HOW WE TRADE’) 
 
Scholars have long noted the importance of the market as a unique space in which traders 
critique, negotiate, and overturn the social order (French 2000 Haviland 2011; Kapchan 1995, 
1996; Seligmann 1993; Wiley 2014). Kumasi Central Market is a space that permits forms of 
linguistic and other behavior that would otherwise not be permissible in other settings. In her 
examination of dispute settlements in KCM, Clark (2002:45) observes that “the market is 
associated with women, and market language, the rough and direct speech that makes rapid 
exchange efficient, is often cited as the antithesis of elaborate courtly speech.” Whereas direct, 
overlapped speech characterizes market talk (edwam kasa), honorifics, proverbs, and 
euphemisms indicative of polite, formal “courtly speech” characterize ahenfie kasa, or the 
expected speech forms in traditional Akan courts (Agyekum 2011b; Obeng 1997a, 1999b; Obeng 
and Stoeltje 2002). It would be overly simplistic and misleading, however, to dismiss market 
speech as mere violations of polite forms of talk or the “antithesis” of the highly revered genre 
associated with traditional Akan courts. I argue that the market not only permits but at times 
requires rough and direct speech in which the efficacy of the exchange hinges on skillful 
deployment of impolite forms and navigating the ambiguous boundaries between play and 
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nonplay. Those who engage in play, joking, and rougher forms of talk demonstrate friendliness, 
approachability but also a high degree of business savviness and cleverness.  
Politeness and formality coexist in the market alongside rougher forms of talk. At times 
the situation demands polite and indirect forms of speaking; in other moments, joking and 
aggression become the modus operandi in the market. Traders toggle between both. They use 
insults (e.g., Woyɛ korɔmfoɔ ‘You’re a thief’), sarcasm (Mabɔ boɔ kɛseɛ anaa? ‘Have I 
mentioned a huge price?’), and threats (Menntɔ bi ‘I won’t buy any’) to exert power and control 
over the transaction and safeguard potential gains just as they use politeness markers mepaakyɛw 
(‘please’) and mesrɛ wo (‘I beg you’) to de-escalate an exchange and/or show deference. As I 
explained in Chapter 1, a way to exert control of a transaction is to emphasize one’s trading 
expertise and/or undermine that of another trader, such as implying a buyer or seller lacks the 
latest price or supply information: Waba krom akyɛ, wahu? (‘It’s been awhile since you’ve come 
to the market, hasn’t it?’)—an insult sure to trigger a defensive response. When rough speech 
teeters on the brink of offense, traders redirect the interaction with more polite speech or issue a 
corrective. When one of Beatrice’s fish sellers dismissively told her to buy from someone else 
(Kɔtɔ bi wɔ baabi), offended when Beatrice claimed her other customer sold the same fish at a 
cheaper price, Beatrice salvaged the exchange by saying, “Oh daabi. Sɛ ɛnneɛ, seesei manya nso 
asoeɛ. Enti wote me so na sɛ metumi atɔ a sɛ matɔ” (‘Oh no. The thing is, I have already put 
down my things. So, if you reduce the price and I can afford it, then I’ll buy.’) Other times, 
instead of attempting to repair an interactional misstep, a trader may issue a defensive 
counterattack, stating “Saa na yɛdi dwa” (‘That’s how we do business’). The unpredictability of 
bargaining exchanges adds yet another layer of uncertainty to the realm of volatility and 
precarity that characterize trading. Navigating the moment to moment shifts in bargaining 
interactions requires skill and cleverness as traders calculate when to resort to sweet talk and 
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when to deploy rough talk. In the examples to follow, I examine rough forms of talk, the sudden 
shifts and ambiguous boundaries between play and nonplay, and how traders navigate the 
ambiguity. 
 
PERFORMING CONFLICT AND PLAY 
 
 In the first example, two yam traders bargain over a large pile of yams. The seller, 
Akosua, an elder itinerant trader, just returned from the farm to sell yams at Bode, the 
wholesale yam yard at KCM. Yaa, also a yam trader and much younger than Akosua, 
bargains for Akosua’s yams to retail elsewhere but only has 200 cedis to work with. The 
entire exchange lasts 3:18 minutes, but I have included two shorter excerpts, which I 
divided into two sections: Part 1 <00:00-00:28> and Part 2 <1:00-3:06>. 
 
Example 4.1  Two yam traders bargain over a pile of yams at Bode,  
the wholesale yam yard at KCM. October 17, 2016.  
 
<Part 1 begins 0:00> 
 
1 Akosua Wei no, fa no, fa no 6,000,000  
This one, take it, take it for 6,000,000 ((600 cedis)) 
 
2 Yaa  Albarka.90 6,000,000 //sɛn?  
   The price is not good. 6,000,000 //how? 
 
3 Akosua              [[Ah! Wei 6,000,000, mabɔ wo boɔ kɛseɛ anaa?= 
                [[Ah! This for 6,000,000, have I mentioned a huge  
   price?= 
 
4 Yaa  =Daabi. Daabi. Mɛma wo four 
=No. No. I will give you four 
 
                                               
90 Albarka is an Arabic loan word in Hausa. It is used as an expression in bargaining interactions when the 
price of an item is either exorbitant or unreasonable. Buyers and sellers use the Arabic term “albarka” in 
bargaining to mean the price is not good. I thank Juliana Afriyie for this point.  
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5 Akosua Daabi. Daabi. Asɛm no a woreka no, wonim baabi a mekɔtuiɛ. Afuo no  
nso // (  ) 
No. No. What you are saying, you know where I harvested it. The farm 
also // (  ) 
 
6 Yaa       [[Mɛma wo four.  
     [[I will give you four. 
  
7  Akosua Albarka  
   The price is not good 
 
8 Yaa  Daabi. Daabi. Na wei deɛ merekɔtɔn no sɛn? //Saa-- 
No. No. Then how much am I going to sell it? //If--  
 
 
9 Akosua       [[Mesrɛ wo 
      [[I beg you 
 
10 Yaa  saa deɛ hwɛ ma me= 
   if that’s the case, consider it for me= 
 
11 Akosua =Mesrɛ wo= 
=I beg you= 
 
12 Yaa  =Daabi daabi 
=No No  
  
13 Akosua Woahu baabi a mekɔtɔɔ no. Hwɛ kaa [car] a mafa.  
   //Matɔ ticket… 
You know where I bought it. Look at the transportation I have taken.  
//I’ve bought a ticket…   
 
14 Yaa  [[Wo deɛ saa na mɛma   
[[You, that’s what I will give  
   
<Part 1 ends 00:28> 
 
One of the hallmark features of the bargaining genre is formulaic offer-counteroffer 
format and the expectation that each person will protest the initial price and counteroffer. To 
accept the initial suggested price without presenting a counteroffer signals an unfamiliarity with 
the rules of the market. In turn 2, Yaa, the buyer, rejects Akosua’s initial asking price using the 
Hausa expression albarka; Akosua responds with a sarcastic counterpoint Mabɔ wo boɔ kɛseɛ 
anaa (‘Have I mentioned a huge price?’). Later, the seller softens, politely protesting Yaa’s 
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counteroffer, pleading Mesrɛ wo (‘I beg you’) (turns 9, 11). Also notable in this first excerpt is 
the frequency of overlapped and latched speech, which illustrates high involvement from both 
interlocutors and provides a sense for the efficient and quickly paced nature of bargaining 
exchanges. Because the interaction takes place on a Monday morning, one of the busiest market 
times, both traders are highly motivated to complete the transaction so that they can move onto 
the next one. 
The interaction escalates in the next excerpt (turns 15-24) with each interlocutor uttering 
patronizing directives and threats to terminate the transaction. 
 
<Part 2 begins 1:00> 
 
15 Akosua Sister, 6,000,000 deɛ wontumi a ma //ɛnha m'adwene 
Sister, if you can't afford 6,000,000 //don't disturb me 
 
16 Yaa               [[Enti memfa me sika nkɔ anaa?= 
             [[So should I take my money away?= 
 
17 Akosua =Aane fa kɔ! Mennye saa. Obi bayerɛ a wakɔfa…me na mede bayerɛ no  
firi kwan so baeɛ.   
=Yes, take it away! Someone’s yam that you’ve come to take… I’m the 
one who brought the yam from the farm. 
 
((Turns to two yam traders observing the interaction and narrates the  
exchange))  
 
Deɛ mepɛ na mede regyeɛ. Merentɔn bayerɛ wei mma no fofoofo saa (  ) 
I sell it for what ((the price)) I want. I won’t sell her these yams for that 
cheap of a price (  ) 
 
18 Yaa  ((raises her hands to de-escalate the situation))  
Deɛ mɛma ara ne no. Deɛ mɛma ara ne no   
That's all that I will give. That's all that I will give 
 
19 Akosua Wo deɛ, wopɛ a fa...fa 4.5 bra na fa 
You, if you want it bring...bring 4.5 ((450 cedis)) and take it 
 
20 Yaa    Saa deɛ womma me ntɔ a ma mennye me sika na menkɔ!= 
If you don’t want me to buy it, let me take my money and leave!=  
((Storms off and stands behind the pile of yams)) 
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21 Akosua =O:h! Mese fa sika bra! Ah!  
   =Ooh! I said bring the money! Ah! 
 
22 Yaa  ((grabs a tuber of yam))  
Wei nso// 
   This one too// 
 
23 Akosua ((Another intervenes in the exchange and Akosua addresses her))  
 [[Wo nso gyae na ɔretwa adeɛ! Ah! 
 [[You too quit it; she’s ((Sarah)) videoing! Ah! 
 
((To Yaa)) Mese mennye saa! Bayerɛ akɛseɛakɛseɛ wei. Bayerɛ hwɛ, 
bɛhwɛ. Bra bɛhwɛ bayerɛ no akɛseɛ. Bɛhwɛ bayerɛ no akɛseɛe. Bayerɛ 
akɛseɛakɛseɛ wei. Deɛ mɛgye ara ne no. 5,000,000, deɛ mɛgye ara ne no. 
Ɛnnyɛ a gyae! 
((To Yaa)) I said I won't take that! Such big tubers of yam. ((Points to her 
pile of yams, speaking to onlookers))  
Look at the yams. Come and have a look. Come and see how big the yams 
are. Such big tubers of yam. That's exactly what I will take. 5,000,000 is 
what I will take. If not, stop buying!  
 
24 Yaa  Mentumi ntɔ no saa! Ɛnneɛ womma mentɔ a... Womma mentɔ a ma  
mennya tɔ. Mɛma wo two 
I can't buy it for that! Then, if you won't let me buy it...If you won't let me 
buy, let me stop buying. I will give two 
 
<Part 2 ends 1:57> 
 
In this segment, both Akosua and Yaa shift between conflict and repair, creating 
moments of ambiguity and opportunities for threats to face. In moments of frustration, (turns 15 
and 23), Akosua issues snarky and dismissive directives: ɛnha m'adwene (‘don’t disturb me’) and 
5,000,000, deɛ mɛgye ara ne no. Ɛnnyɛ a gyae! (‘Five million [500 cedis] is what I will take. If 
not, stop buying!). In both instances, Yaa responds by threatening to walk away from the 
transaction and thus break the customer relationship (turns 16 and 24). Although it is each 
person’s prerogative to terminate the transaction, doing so violates the mutually understood 
implicit rules of cooperation, particularly when bargaining for an item has already commenced.91 
                                               
91 Even stopping to inquire about the price of one’s goods effectively initiates a negotiation and signals to 
other sellers of the same commodity to cease openly competing for the buyer’s patronage. To inquire 
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Yaa threatens to stop the transaction three different times (turns 16, 20, 24) but never actually 
leaves. In response to Yaa’s first threat to take away her money (turn 16), Akosua immediately 
calls her bluff and says “Aane, fa kɔ!” (‘Yes, take your money away!’) (turn 17).  
Turns 17 and 23 present critical moments in the interaction. Akosua turns to other yam 
traders who had been observing the interaction and narrates the interaction to seek validation and 
support—a characteristic of Akan narrative performance (Stoeltje 2009; Obeng and Stoeltje 
2002; Clark 2002). Although none of the traders in the periphery get involved, soliciting 
validation and solidarity in this instance not only signals that this bargaining exchange is a 
performance but also gives Akosua the platform to plead and justify her case to sympathetic 
onlookers and portray Yaa as the unreasonable one in this exchange. In an attempt to justify her 
price Akosua points out how large the pile of yams are (bayerɛ akɛseɛakɛseɛ wei), even 
beckoning others to come and look for themselves (Bra bɛhwɛ) (turn 23). Unfazed by Akosua’s 
tactic, Yaa holds firm to her offer of 200 cedis claiming she cannot afford Akosua’s price. 
Despite the traders’ aggressive tactics to exert control of the interaction and safeguard 
their respective gains, each cooperates to ensure that the transaction comes to fruition. Although 
both Akosua and Yaa threaten to walk away from the transaction, neither does. Moreover, at 
various moments, each de-escalates the interaction and mitigates threats to face. In turn 18, Yaa 
attempts to de-escalate the situation by raising her hands in a calming gesture, lowering her voice 
and saying, “That’s all I will give” (Deɛ mɛma ara ne no). Her tactic is successful because in turn 
19, Akosua extends a revised offer of 450 cedis. Similarly, in turns 20-21, Yaa threatens to leave 
and storms off to stand behind the pile of yams; Akosua issues a repair to mitigate the risk of 
                                               
about the price of an item or even touch some of the goods but deciding not to buy can incite irritation in 
which the seller may respond, “Enti, wonntɔ bi ma me? Adɛn na woyɛ saa?” (‘So, you won’t buy from 
me? Why are you being like that?’). 
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losing the sale by telling Yaa to bring the money (Mese fa sika bra!). Note how her response 
simultaneously salvages the transaction and also protects her own face: O:h! Mese fa sika bra! 
Ah! (‘Ooh, I said bring your money! Ah!’). Stated in a tone of defensiveness and frustration, 
Akosua’s response positions herself as the rational one and Yaa as the one getting too emotional, 
as if to say, “Oh settle down!” Even as Akosoa continues to show irritation and refuses to accept 
even a partial payment, in the end she accepts Yaa’s 200 cedis, even permitting her to pay the 
balance later.92  
Whereas the above example demonstrated how traders maneuver between conflict and 
repair, the next example (4.2) shows much more extreme shifts between play and nonplay, polite 
and impolite speech.  
 
 
Example 4.2  Beatrice bargains with two tomato sellers in KCM. June 27, 2016. 
 
In this exchange, Beatrice bargains with two tomato sellers (who are colleagues but 
selling their goods individually) and shows interest in buying from both of them. The first tomato 
seller (Tomato Seller 1 or TS1) offers Beatrice a full bucket (“rubber”) of tomatoes for 70 cedis, 
but Beatrice complains that the bucket is only partially full. Moreover, she says she has already 
bargained for a bucket earlier that morning, so she knows the price should be about 300 cedis. 
Later in the exchange, Beatrice bargains with the second tomato seller (Tomato Seller 2 or TS2). 
This interaction presents much rougher speech than that of example 4.1, due in part to the higher 
degree of perishability of tomatoes versus yams and the age difference between the interlocutors. 
In the previous example, the seller, Akosua, is much older than the buyer, Yaa, whereas in this 
exchange, the Beatrice and the tomato sellers are peers. The entire exchange lasts 14:29 minutes, 
but the following excerpt appears between 00:27 and 02:13.  
 
                                               
92 This is, however, a common arrangement in wholesale yards so not a monumental concession. 
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<Begins 0:27> 
 
1 TS1  Wo deɛ ne nyinaa full. Fa. 
For you, all is full. Take it.  
  
2   Beatrice No! Full sɛn?= 
No! Full how?= 
 
3   TS1  =Memfa ngu so? //Full roba [rubber] 
=Should I add it to it? //Full rubber [bucket] 
 
4   Beatrice       [[Full sɛn, //300? 
      [[Full for how much, //300 ((30 cedis))?  
 
5   TS2              [[Daabi. Monni wei ano. Monni wei ano 
               [[No. You ((plural)) should bargain over this  
   one. You ((plural)), should bargain over this one. 
 
6   TS1  700 
700 ((70 cedis)) 
 
7   Beatrice Hwɛ! Bisa //Anti 
Look! Ask //Auntie  
 
8 TS1        [[Full rubber 700 
      [[Full rubber 700 
 
9 Beatrice Me, madi bi ano na mebaeɛ oo. //Ntoos…  
Me, I have bargained over one before coming ooh. //Tomatoes…  
 
10  TS1         [[Woyɛ korɔmfoɔ 
                   [[You are a thief 
 
11  Beatrice Menim deɛ ɛrekɔ= 
I know what’s going on= 
 
12  TS1  =Na woreka akyerɛ me sɛ memfa ntoosi no mma wo, no na wakɔdi bi ano 
=As you are telling me to give you the tomatoes, you have already 
bargained for some  
 
13 Beatrice Menim deɛ ɛrekɔ! Madi bi ano! Bisa no ((Sarah)) 
I know what’s going on! I have bargained over one! Ask her ((Sarah)) 
 
14 TS1  Woadi bi ano a ɔde maa //wo— 
   You have bargained over one, she gave it to //you for— 
 
15 Beatrice        [[Madi bi ano paa ara=  
          [[I have truly bargained for some=  
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16 TS1  =na ɔde maa wo sɛn? 
=then how much did she give it to you?  
 
17 Beatrice Madi bi ano a mebaeɛ. Wei ne boɔ yɛ sɛn? 
I have bargained over one before coming. How much is this?  
 
18 TS1  Wei 500. 
This is 500  
 
19 Beatrice Wei? 500?  
   This? 500?  
 
20 TS1  Mepaakyɛw aane  
Please yes  
 
21 Beatrice Ne boɔ ara ne no? 
That’s the price?  
 
22 TS1  Merekyɛ wo one cedi 
I’ll take one cedi off  
 
23 Beatrice Worekyɛ me one cedi? Mɛma wo 300 
You are taking one cedi off? I will give you 300  
 
24 TS1  Ei! 
   Ei!  
 
25 TS2  E:i!  
   Eei! 
 
26 Beatrice Ɛdeɛn ei?  
What ei?  
 
27 TS2  Ɛnnɛ deɛ //wobaeɛ  
As for today, //you really showed up ((i.e., you’re really in the mood to 
aggressively bargain)) 
 
28 Beatrice    [[Ɛdeɛn ei? 
   [[What ei? 
 
29 TS2  Hwɛ n’ano, //asɛ me deɛ  
Look at her mouth, //like mine  
((laughs))  
 
30 TS1          [[Mepaakyɛw, albarka 
                                            [[Please, it’s not good 
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31 Beatrice Mm? 
Mm? 
 
32 TS1  Mepaakyɛw resign wae na 300 //deɛ-- 
Please withdraw okay ((i.e., stop bargaining or say a better price)), //as for 
300— 
 
The traders in this example shift between play and seriousness, rough speech and 
politeness with moments of ambiguity. A striking difference between this and example 4.1 is the 
overt exchange of insults and direct accusations. Beginning the exchange, Beatrice accuses TS1 
of manipulating the scale of value, of selling a partially full bucket of tomatoes at the price of a 
full bucket (turn 2, and later, in turn 35). Beatrice leverages her knowledge of current pricing 
information by declaring she already bargained for tomatoes before encountering the two sellers 
(turns 9, 13) and knows what is going on (Menim deɛ ɛrekɔ!), implying TS1 is intentionally 
overcharging her. TS1 rejects Beatrice’s claims, calling her a “thief” (korɔmfoɔ) (turn 10).  
Name calling and accusations followed by bouts of laughter signify moments of play 
whereas insertions of the deference marker mepaakyɛw (‘please’) shift the interactional frame 
from play to nonplay. The frequent shifting between play and nonplay and polite and impolite 
forms is particularly apparent in TS1’s participation. She calls Beatrice a “thief” (turn 10) but 
then responds to Beatrice with mepaakyɛw (‘please’) (turns 20, 30, 32). Note that in turns 20 and 
30, her use of “please” is not to make a request but to preface a statement, which follows the 
Akan politeness norms of indirectness and deference.  
Both TS1 and Beatrice take a hard-nosed stance their counteroffers. The seller offers to 
take off one cedi—hardly a deal. Beatrice proposes a drastically low counteroffer to which both 
sellers respond with an exaggerated “Ei!” (turns 24, 25). At this point in the exchange, the mood 
of the interaction becomes ambiguous. In turn 28, Beatrice issues a metacommunicative response 
to the women’s reaction: Ɛdeɛn ei? (‘What ei?’). TS2 reads and responds to this moment by 
teasing Beatrice: Hwɛ n’ano (‘Look at her mouth’) (turn 29), but TS1 takes a more serious, polite 
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stance and responds to Beatrice’s counteroffer with “Please, it’s not good” (Mepaakyɛw, 
albarka) and then “Please withdraw okay” (Mepaakyɛw resign wae) in turns 30 and 32. The 
three different responses to this moment suggest an unclear, ambiguous shift in the interaction, 
open to multiple interpretations and responses yet simultaneously vulnerable to a misstep.  
In the next segment (a continuation from the interaction above), Beatrice inquires the 
price of TS2’s tomatoes and the three traders continue to maneuver between play and serious 
bargaining. 
33 Beatrice ((to tomato seller 2))  
   [[Wo nso wo deɛ wei yɛ sɛn? 
[[About yours, how much is this?  
 
34 TS2  four five 
four five ((450)) 
 
35 Beatrice Ɛdeɛn? Mempɛ mo ntoatoa! Ntoosi no nnyɛ ma. Ɛyɛ half! 
    Half //na ne nyinaa yɛ baako 
What? I don’t like your (plural) talkativeness! ((moves the tomatoes 
around to show that the bucket is not filled to the brim)) The tomato is not 
full. It’s half! Half //and they are all one 
 
36 TS1          [[Na worededa no= 
        [[You are laying it down ((i.e., arranging the tomatoes as if they are  
corpses prepared to lay in state))= 
 
37 TS2  =Roba [rubber] wei…roba wei, ɛnnyɛ ayi oo, //agye Nyame oo93  
=This bucket…this bucket is not um, //“agye Nyame” ooh  
 
38 TS1          [[Anti twa no…ɔyɛ a twa no//  
                 [[Auntie video her…if she persists, 
   video her// 
   
39  Beatrice [[Na wei koraa ɛsusua dodo= 
[[These are even too small=  
 
40 TS1  =n’anim mmra na monhu sɛ ɔpɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ foɔ 
=let her face show for you ((plural)) to see that she likes things cheap.  
 
                                               
93 Agye Nyame is a type of black plastic bucket used to measure produce such as tomatoes, garden eggs, 
and peppers. The traders imply here that the Agye Nyame bucket is more spacious. 
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41 Beatrice Mepɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ foɔ? Nka mentena hɔ na fa bu me wahu? 
I like things cheap? As if I should sit down for you to cheat me, huh?  
 
42 TS2  Wei deɛ, wopɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ foɔ. Wopɛ adeɛ //ɛyɛ fo. 
As for this one, you like things cheap. You like //things cheap.  
 
43 Beatrice           [[Ka no yie. 
          [[Give a good price.  
 
44 TS2  Wo deɛ ne yie ne 450 
For you, the good price is 450  
 
45 Beatrice 450? Me nso ne yie ne 320 
450? Me too the good price is 320  
 
46 TS2  E::i! 
   Eeei! 
 
47 Beatrice Ɛdeɛn ei? 
What ei?  
 
48 TS1  ((laughs)) 
 
49 TS2  Wahu? Ɔrebu yɛn. Sɛ wahu sɛ ɔresere 
You see? She is cheating us. Have you seen that she is laughing?  
((laughs))  
 
50 Beatrice ((laughs)) 
Me, sɛ me deɛ meredi ano. Deɛ ɛne baako no bɛfa no na makɔfa. Wei  
ɛnnyɛ problem 
Me, as for me, I am bargaining. The one that will have the same price as 
the other one, then I go for it. It’s not a problem.  
 
51 TS2  Ei 
   Ei 
 
52 Beatrice ((Mimicks Tomato Seller 2)) Ei. Saa. 
‘Ei.’ That’s it. 
 
53 TS2  Wore…woredwi wo ho!= 
You are…You are showing off! = 
 
54 Beatrice =Wo na woredwi wo ho! //Yɛn so yɛ-- 
=You are the one showing off! //We too are-- 
 
55 TS1         [[Ɛda a wobɛba edwam ha na ntoosi nni hɔ no,  
   ɛyɛ sɛ yɛde…na mede…meka kyerɛɛ wo sɛ me koraa mɛte so a ɛnnyɛ wo na 
   mɛte so ama wo. 
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                    [[The day you will come to this market and  
   tomato is scarce, we have to…and I will…I told you that even if I will  
   reduce the price, you wouldn’t be the person I will reduce the price for. 
 
56 Beatrice Hwɛ! 
   See!  
 
57 TS1  Na mannyɛ amanfoɔ? Meyɛ amanfoɔ //paa ara.  
   Haven’t I done it to people? I really do it //to people. 
 
58 Beatrice      [[O:h me deɛ, te me so!= 
        [[Ooh reduce the price for me!= 
 
59 TS1  =Wo deɛ ntoosi yɛ den a, //mekyerɛ nnipa 
   =When tomatoes are scarce, //I am mean to people 
 
60 Beatrice        [[Ka no yie. Ka no yie  
          [[Give a good price. Give a good price 
 
<ends 2:18> 
 
Beatrice takes a much more aggressive tone in this segment, yet she too manipulates the 
boundary of play and nonplay. In turn 35 she makes another metacommunicative comment on 
the bargaining exchange itself, telling the sellers she is fed up with their talkativess (Mempɛ mo 
ntoatoa!), indicating she wishes to expedite the sale and end the playing around. Moreover, she 
appears frustrated that the sellers’ buckets of tomatoes are only partially full (turn 35) and that 
the size of the tomatoes are too small (turn 39). Her seriousness switches to a more playful tone, 
however, when she mocks TS2’s reaction (turns 47 and 52) and laughs when TS2 accuses her of 
cheating them (turn 50). Morevoer, when TS2 accuses her of showing off (Woredwi wo ho!) 
(turn 53), Beatrice returns the playful insult, suggesting that the tomato seller is actually the one 
showing off (Wo na woredwi wo ho).   
The abrupt shifts between play and nonplay are especially noticeable with TS1. Recall 
that in the first excerpt, TS1 calls Beatrice a thief (turn 10) but then changes to more polite 
language, prefacing her responses to Beatrice with mepaakyɛw (turns 20, 30, 32). In this excerpt, 
TS1 shifts from politeness to play when she teases Beatrice for handling the tomatoes as if they 
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were corpses prepared to lie in state (Na worededa no) (turn 36) and again in turns 38 and 40 
when she tells me (Sarah) to capture Beatrice’s face on video “to show that she likes things 
cheap” (n’anim mmra na monhu sɛ ɔpɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ foɔ) (turns 38, 40).94  
While there are obvious instances of play, particularly those marked by laughter (turns 
48-50), there are also moments of ambiguity where it is unclear if the interlocutor’s speech is 
hard play or serious, whether someone is offended or performing conflict. Such moments are 
potentially face threatening because they can be read either as personal or ritual insult (Tetreault 
2010). In turns 40 and 42, TS1 and TS2 accuse Beatrice of liking things cheap (wopɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ 
foɔ) to which Beatrice responds defensively, “Mepɛ adeɛ a ɛyɛ foɔ? Nka mentena hɔ na fa bu me 
wahu?” (‘I like things cheap? As if I should sit down for you to cheat me huh?’). In turn 49, TS2 
accuses Beatrice of cheating them (Ɔrebu yɛn). Beatrice defends her bargaining tactics and 
declares, “Sɛ me deɛ meredi ano” (‘As for me, I am bargaining’) (turn 50). Similarly, TS1 
threatens to relinquish Beatrice as a customer in turn 55 when she declares that when tomatoes 
become scarce, Beatrice will not be the one for whom she will reduce the price (mɛte so a ɛnnyɛ 
wo na mɛte so ama wo).95 Then as if to emphasize that she is serious and not joking, she tells 
Beatrice, “Na mannyɛ amanfoɔ? Meyɛ amanfoɔ paa ara” (‘Haven’t I done it to people? I really 
do it to people’). In an effort to dismiss her threat and redirect, Beatrice changes the subject and 
                                               
94 Her comment also suggests she perceives the video as threatening or at least intrusive as a third (or 
fourth) party in the exchange. 
95 Here the tomato seller calls upon the rules of customer relationships and exchange and reciprocity. In 
customer relationships, there is a shared understanding that when a commodity becomes scarce, the seller 
should offer supply, and perhaps even a price reduction, to her customer. But in this exchange, she 
threatens to not offer a price reduction to Beatrice when tomatoes become scarce. 
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tells TS1 to reduce the price (Ooh me deɛ, te me so!) and name a good [better] price (ka no yie). 
Moments of ambiguity subject interlocutors to threat to face and risk and misstep. These 
ambiguous instances that complicate the bargaining speech event also illuminate traders’ quick 
thinking and resilience.  
 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter asks how, in a community that values polite and indirect speech forms, can 
we account for instances of direct speech, insults, and rougher forms of talk in KCM bargaining 
interactions? If these rougher forms of talk violate the norms of speaking well as encapsulated in 
sweet talk (kasadɛ), what function(s) does rough speech serve? As my analysis in the examples 
above demonstrates, polite and impolite speech forms coexist in bargaining interactions. Traders 
expertly utilize both—often within the same interaction—to wield control over the transaction, 
safeguard gains and defend against being cheated, and to maintain trading relationships by 
creating social intimacy based on familiarity, respect, and, where appropriate, play. Knowing 
when and to what degree to use the different forms requires discernment and quick thinking. At 
times traders use the deference marker mepaakyɛw (‘please’) or mesrɛ wo (‘I beg you’) to de-
escalate, repair, or redirect the exchange; in other instances, they employ a defensive 
counterattack to leverage control of the interaction.   
While the market as a space is conducive to rougher forms of talk, the shifting terrain of 
the bargaining exchange demands careful consideration of interlocutor dynamics within the 
context. The unpredictable shifts and the blurred, ambiguous boundaries between play and 
seriousness require traders to “read” and respond to a shifting context on a moment by moment 
basis even as they collaboratively construct the context (Bauman and Briggs 1990). Rough 
talk—a genre comprising both play and seriousness—is inherently risky, subject to face-
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threatening moments and violations. There is a looming risk that traders will (mis)interpret 
playful insults and/or performed conflict as personal attacks. If rough talk is risky, why not 
simply resort to sweet talk in all market transactions? As I discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, while 
sweet talk and pampering strategies play an important rule in managing customer relationships, 
they are not risk-free. The threat of being cheated and taken advantage remains ever-present, 
requiring traders to maintain a state of vigilance over their exchanges, necessitating rough talk to 
protect gains and avert potential losses. Moreover, the rewards of rough talk—particularly 
deepening rapport and closeness with customers which, like sweet talk, may increase one’s 
customer base and potential profits—behoove traders to use this style of talk. The challenge for 
traders is knowing when to use which form of talk. In bargaining exchanges where the 
boundaries between play and nonplay, cooperation and conflict are subject to spontaneous shifts, 
traders must continually assess, and readily respond on a moment to moment basis. Moreover, 
verbal comments overheard by neighboring traders may also affect a trader’s reputation for not 
arguing or being flexible, which have important consequences for other customer relations.96 
Moment-to-moment shifts and the dual performances of “sweet” and “rough” talk 
illustrate traders’ adaptability to short- and long-term economic volatility and the 
unpredictability of market transactions and exchanges. Survival and success in a precarious 
economic environment demand a certain level of linguistic expertise, and yet, as we have seen in 
the previous chapter, not everyone knows “how to talk.” As the elderly cloth seller quoted at the 
beginning of chapter three emphasized, Yɛn adwuma no nso ɛyɛ kasa adwuma. Wommpɛ kasa a 
wontumi nni dwa. (‘Our work is about talking. If you don’t like talking, you can’t do business.’) 
Talk underpins market transactions—maximizing gains, managing reputations, and negotiating 
customer relationships. To be successful, traders need to know how to talk to different kinds of 
                                               
96 I thank Gracia Clark for this point. 
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people—suppliers, wholesalers, retailers, buyers of all kinds, and (if one is a queen mother) to 
government officials, news media, politicians. When formal sector employment diminishes, 
many Ghanaians turn to trading. And yet, as we have seen, trading is challenging, physically and 
mentally demanding, and results in differential success. Managing uncertainty and the 
complexities of trade hinge on skilled talk.  
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Chapter 5 
Calculating Gains, Negotiating Value 
 
Megye saa a, mɛbɔ ka. 
If I take it for that, I will incur a loss/debt. –tomato seller97 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
As sellers and consumers of global imports and locally grown and manufactured goods, 
traders in KCM are experts at assessing, assigning, and negotiating the value of commodities 
using multiple, and often overlapping, scales. Measuring units (e.g., an empty can of tomato 
sauce), the selected quantity and quality of the “dash,” ranking goods according to quality and 
consumer preference, and the degree of trust in a customer relationship are some of the scales 
traders utilize in their valuation processes. Not only are they adept at memorizing prices, tracking 
their fluctuations, and remembering who and how much they have given goods on credit, they 
are also skilled at performing multiple calculations—determining profit margins, translating 
foreign currencies, and making equivalences—oftentimes performing these calculations in their 
heads.98 Traders do experience significant losses due to misfortune or miscalculation. They also 
quickly adapt to, and at times foresee, sudden fluctuations in price and supply and respond 
accordingly, for example selling off supplies before a sharp decrease in price.  
In Marginal Gains, Jane Guyer (2004) argues that Atlantic Africa has a long history of 
asymmetrical exchanges and monetary transactions with transnational trade and interfacing with 
                                               
97 Tomato seller to Beatrice during bargaining interaction in KCM, May 23, 2016.  
98 Although well versed in Ghana’s new currency (since 2007), many traders continue to perform 
calculations using the old currency. To calculate the new currency, divide the old units by 10,000. For 
instance, 10,000 cedis in the old currency is now one cedi; 5,000 is 50 pesewas. 
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Western capitalism. Prior to the imposition of European numerical scales in Euro-African 
exchanges, Guyer argues that Atlantic Africans not only expected nonequivalent exchanges but 
have long been accustomed to, and skilled in, conversions and calculations in multiple currencies 
and scales of valuation in which a “stable culture of commensuration and calculation” emerged 
(2004:53). Guyer situates the focal point of her analysis on gain in monetary transactions, which 
she defines as “the persistent possibility of a gainful margin in exchange, what people hope and 
plan for” (2004:26). In interfacing with asymmetrical exchanges with the West and in dealing 
with persistent volatility, Atlantic Africans have developed strategies for optimizing gain in 
monetary transactions. Moreover, Guyer argues, manipulating scales of value demands the same 
logics and improvisation acquired from experience with long-term volatility.  
In this chapter, I engage with Guyer’s historical research on scales of value and the 
optimization of gain in my analysis of KCM traders’ valuation practices. My use of the term 
“gain” applies to both buyers and sellers which incorporates sellers’ desired profit margin and 
buyers’ desire to maximize the quantity and quality of goods received in exchange for the 
purchase price.99 Focusing specifically on yams, tomatoes, and smoked fish, I examine how 
traders assign, and negotiate, the value of these goods. I also consider how traders calculate and 
safeguard potential transactional gains. In the first section, I discuss the ways in which traders 
manipulate value and value scales to maximize gain. I then turn to the commodities themselves 
and consider how traders assign and negotiate the value of these goods. Specifically, I discuss 
the relevant scales and important material properties that factor in the overall evaluation of price. 
In the third section, I examine how traders discuss and calculate transactional gains by 
highlighting some of the salient expressions traders use in bargaining interactions. In the last 
                                               
99 In this chapter, buyers are traders who purchase goods in KCM to retail elsewhere, not buyers 
purchasing for household consumption. 
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section, I consider how two traders negotiate the value of their customer relationship as they 
simultaneously negotiate the price of a bucket of tomatoes. While the seller refuses to decrease 
the price of her tomatoes, she skillfully acknowledges the value of her trading relationship with 
her customer in other ways while safeguarding her profit margin. 
 
MANIPULATING VALUE SCALES FOR TRANSACTIONAL GAIN 
Stories of traders manipulating value circulate in the market and, at times, public 
discourse. In recent years, publicized scandals featuring adulterated local products in the market 
have appeared on national and international media outlets, such as palm oil contaminated with 
Sudan dye,100 tomato powder laced with ground corn, cassava, and annatto,101 and additives 
mixed with groundnut paste (i.e., peanut butter).102 In less publicized accounts but revealed as an 
open secret, a yam seller showed me how she fills insect-burrowed holes in yam tubers by 
mixing a paste of yam skin and water to give the illusion of a pock-free yam tuber. A man whose 
mother used to sell yams at KCM told me that some yam traders sell mikyumidu yams (a variety 
                                               
100 Ocloo, Della Russel. “Ghana News: FDA Confiscates Adulterated Palm Oil from 10 Accra Markets.” 
Graphic Online. October 26, 2015. Accessed, October 9, 2018. 
https://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/fda-confiscates-adulterated-palm-oil-from-10-accra-
markets.html. 
101 Ibrahim, Abubakar. “FDA Cautions against the Sale and Patronage of Deceptive ‘Tomato Powder.’” 
My Joy Online. August 22, 2016. Accessed, October 9, 2018. 
https://www.myjoyonline.com/news/2016/august-22nd/fda-warns-about-the-sale-of-deceptive-tomato-
powder.php.  
102 “FDA Warns Public of Food Adulteration.” Ghana News Agency. May 26, 2015. Accessed, October 9, 
2018. http://www.ghananewsagency.org/print/89865. 
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which resembles pona but less expensive and not as tasty) as pona yams; others apply white dust 
on the outside of a yam to deceive buyers into thinking it is a pona yam. Even live animals are 
altered. A secondhand bra seller told me that some who sell live chickens inject fluids into the 
chicken’s anus to make the bird temporarily appear plump and heavy.  
Other common practices of manipulating value include the manipulation of scales and 
equivalences. Guyer describes how the quantity and selection of commodities in a transaction is 
subject to multiple scales of measurement: 
 
The ‘real’ amount of goods for a given price can be altered. One method is by 
varying the measure, from heaped to leveled. Another is through the ‘dash’…which 
is an ancillary payment, given after the basic equation has been agreed 
on….Another version of the same general idea is the addition or subtraction of 
qualitative elements….the principle of adding qualitatively new elements to the 
transaction, separately conceived from the central price, is amenable both to 
rapacity and generosity, revision up or revision down of the ‘actual’ margin given 
and received. [Guyer 2004:59] 
 
In KCM, for example, an empty can of tomato sauce (as opposed to a weighing scale) 
widely functions as a standard unit for measuring and pricing produce such as hot peppers. The 
quantity of goods for a given price—“the ‘real’ amount” in Guyer’s terms—varies, however, as 
discretion falls to the seller to decide how much or little to heap a can of peppers. The “heap” is 
an eyeball measurement—a scale manipulated to secure a profit margin or show generosity to a 
buyer. Traders also strategically select which items to add to (or subtract from) the pre-measured 
and pre-priced buckets or cans of goods. Larger-sized and more appealing items hide smaller and 
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potentially defective ones. Once when buying a stack of koobi (dried and salted tilapia), Beatrice 
scrutizined the size and quality of every single fish in the pile (as opposed to simply allowing the 
seller to dump the fish in a plastic bag). In a playful yet stern tone, she accused the seller of 
trying to cheat her by deceptively displaying one or two large tilapia on top of a pile of what was 
otherwise skimpy fish. The seller said nothing but substituted some of the smaller fish for larger 
ones. Similarly, large-sized tomatoes piled in a pre-priced bucket create pockets of empty 
spaces—another tactic Beatrice once pointed out. To mazimize the quantity of tomatoes she 
could get for her money, she regularly purchased smaller-sized tomatoes. Whereas some scales, 
like the heap, allow for flexibility, other transactions necessitate precision in quantity to avoid 
shorting the buyer or cheating the seller out of profit. At Beatrice’s shop, slicing precisely 50 
pesewas of bread or measuring exactly half of a Coke bottle of palm oil functioned as much to 
show fairness to the buyer as it did to safeguard the meager profits she made from each 
transaction.  
Traders also apply non-numerical scales to the transaction, such as the degree of 
familiarity with the buyer or the seasonal availability of produce. During times of abundance, the 
dash (or add-on), for example, increases in volume; a seller may offer a cherished customer a 
larger or better-quality dash compared to that offered to a one-time buyer. During times of 
scarcity, a seller cannot afford to offer her customer a generous dash but may instead add or 
subtract what Guyer (2004:59) describes as a “qualitative element” to the transaction. For 
example, she may offer the buyer a “gift”—perhaps an entirely different commodity altogether 
especially if she sells a variety of goods. Alternatively, she may offer a higher quality selection 
of goods—an equally generous gesture since she could command a higher price from a different 
buyer for a commodity in high demand.  
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These examples illustrate some of the ways traders manipulate scales of value to 
maximize opportunities for gain. Manipulating scales of value relates to the discussion of 
“cheating.” As I argued in Chapter 2, “cheating” practices in transactional exchanges in KCM 
involve “taking advantage of multiple opportunities for small increments of gain” (Guyer 
2004:105). Whereas deceptive trading practices, termed “azaa” or “419,” achieve gain through 
exploitation, cheating comprises the clever manipulation of value scales while still abiding by the 
rules of trade. As Guyer (2004:63) contends, “an ignorant or careless buyer who does not follow 
the conventional manipulations and correspondences of value registers is considered to deserve 
any price disadvantage he or she suffers.” I also observed that sellers at KCM face the same sort 
of pressure. Any trader (buyer or seller) who engages in buying and selling practices is 
responsible for demonstrating command of various repertoires of value and staying up-to-date on 
the latest price and supply information. Simply by participating in this form of income-
generating activity, traders assume a certain amount of risk and vulnerability to being cheated. 
Success in trading lies in maintaining vigilance (anidahɔ), as many traders emphasized, and also 
the mastery of multiple and overlapping scales of value.  
 
NEGOTIATING VALUE: VALUE SIGNIFIERS OF PERISHABLE GOODS  
 In any given transactional moment, traders must be prepared to calculate price and 
potential gain across scales. Transactional gains result not from standard, static metrics but from 
the dynamic interplay of multiple scales, requiring constant negotiation and ongoing 
reassessment. What are the key meaningful criteria (signifiers of value) in traders’ assessment of 
value? What meaningful value metrics do they use and how do they apply them in transactional 
exchanges? In this section, I consider the commodities themselves—namely salmon, tomatoes, 
and yams—and their salient signifiers of value. Working with excerpts from recorded bargaining 
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exchanges, I analyze the ways in which traders assign value to these commodities. I also 
examine how traders work with overlapping scales, such as nominal (commodity type), ordinal 
(ranking commodities by type), and numeric (price). 
 
Salmon Pa (‘real salmon’)  
 Smoked salmon features in many Ghanaian soups and stews and is a consumer 
favorite.103 Various kinds of smoked fish abound in the market: ɔtwe, “red fish,” amane dakaa, 
“police,” pala, etc.104 Although fresh fish is available, most fish on the market is dried or smoked 
for preservation. Fish are brought in from the coastal areas or the Eastern region, caught or 
farmed, and then dried or smoked before making it to the market for sale. Some traders also 
purchase imported frozen fish from “cold stores” (businesses selling frozen imported fish and 
chicken) and then smoke the fish offsite before taking them to market. Many consumers prefer 
salmon over other varieties of smoked fish. Beatrice described the consumer preference for 
salmon as, “Salmon yɛ dɛ kyɛn ne nyinaa” (‘Salmon is the tastiest over all other varieties’).105 As 
such, Beatrice always bought some on our weekly shopping trips to KCM—one of our stops—to 
offer her regular customers at the shop.  
According to Beatrice some varieties of fish (ɔtwe) resemble salmon but are not actually 
salmon. A consumer not well versed in the difference could easily be sold ɔtwe for salmon—an 
opportunity for the seller to manipulate scales (cheat) for personal gain. Earlier in the year during 
                                               
103 Unlike Nova or Lox varieties of smoked salmon which are brined or cold-cured, salmon in Ghana is 
smoked over a hot fire and has a whitish color to it. 
104 Beatrice provided a short list of names given to smoked fish varieties–names traders use in the market. 
Personal communication, July 26, 2018. 
105 Personal communication, July 26, 2018. 
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my fieldwork, we had regularly frequented two smoked fish sellers—one who sold much larger 
smoked salmon than the other. One day, Beatrice hid from these customers and darted down a 
different aisle to buy smoked salmon from a different seller, careful that her other fish customers 
did not see us. When I asked why, she said the quality of the previous seller’s fish was not as 
good; her salmon were not “real” salmon (salmon pa) but a different variety of fish. Moreover, 
the fish were small (ketewa) and not nice looking (ɛnyɛ fɛ). Distinguishing real salmon from 
similar varieties requires the skill in recognizing the difference and/or trusting one’s customer to 
sell the real thing.  
In the following bargaining interaction between Beatrice and one of her smoked fish 
customers in KCM,106 Beatrice asks the seller for salmon pa (‘actual’ or ‘real’ salmon). She also 
specifically requests larger sized ones (akɛseɛ) to accommodate consumer preferences at the 
shop. Beatrice liked to offer a variety of sizes for her buyers to suit their needs and cash flow. 
She typically offered 1.50-cedi to 3-cedi sizes since her customers typically use one medium or 
larger-sized salmon in stews.  
 
Example 5.1  Beatrice bargains for smoked salmon in KCM. Sept. 6, 2016.107 
 
1 Beatrice Na salmon pa no wɔ hen?  
And where are the real salmon? 
 
2 Fish seller    Ɛno ni                         
They are these ones  
                           
3 Beatrice        Yiyi bi bra ma menhwɛ 
Bring some for me to see 
 
                                               
106 By the time we recorded this video Beatrice had caught onto my desire to capture bargaining as a 
performance and really turned on the charm for this video, but her requests for different sizes and to 
switch out lower quality fish for higher quality ones were regular components of interactions with sellers. 
107 Transcriptions in this chapter do not indicate overlapped or latched speech. 
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4 Fish seller Wei yɛ 26. Weinom deɛ 22 
This is 26 ((2.60 cedis)). But these ones are 22 ((2.20 cedis)) 
 
5 Beatrice         Na akɛseɛ nnim?                           
Are there not big ones? 
 
6 Fish seller    Akɛseɛ wɔ hɔ. Ɛno ni 
There are big ones. Here they are  
 
7 Beatrice     Yi akɛseɛ no bra 
Bring the big ones 
 
Leading up to the second segment of the interaction, Beatrice asks how much the larger-
sized salmon cost. The seller initially quotes her 2.5 cedis per fish but reduces the price to 2.4 
cedis. Beatrice offers her two cedis, which the seller rejects on the justification that salmon pa 
(‘real salmon’) are not sold for two cedis.  
8 Fish seller    Daabi. Daabi. Daabi. Yɛmmfa nnye saa. Memfa salmon pa nnye two  
cedis? 
No. No. No. They are not sold for that. I should sell real salmon for two 
cedis? 
 
9 Beatrice         Nanka. Kan gu mu na gyae w'asɛm! 
  Yes. Count them into it and knock it off! 
 
10 Fish seller ((Counts the fish unto a piece of paper)) 
 
11 Beatrice         Mepɛ ten. Ei! Sister Akos na worekan gu mu yi adɛn?  Ei! Me deɛ, change  
wei 
I want ten. Ei! Sister Akos, why are you counting them into it?  
((Grabs a piece of fish from the counted pile)) Ei! As for me, change this 
one            
               
12 Fish seller  Ei! ɛnam yi ɛmu yɛ du  
Ei! This fish is heavy 
         
13 Beatrice Ɛnam bɛn na ɛmmu yɛ du? ...woakan ɛnam wei akukukuku. Yi kɛseɛ bra! Yi  
kɛseɛ bra! 
Which fish is heavy? ...you've counted such unappealing fish. Bring  
big ones! Bring big ones!  
 
 In Peircean semiotics, an index is a sign that refers or points to something. In this 
example, salmon pa (‘real salmon’) not only refers to actual salmon but also indexes good 
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quality fish. As such, salmon pa commands a higher monetary value over other varieties of fish 
sold in the market. The seller protests Beatrice’s counteroffer of two cedis, saying real salmon is 
not sold for that price (turn 8). At this point in the exchange, the seller had already started 
selecting the fish, grouping them into a sheet of newspaper. Beatrice picks through the fish and 
asks the seller to substitute one of the salmon for a larger, nicer looking one (turn 11). The seller 
playfully protests (turn 12), indicating that she intentionally selected “heavy” (ɛmu yɛ du) (i.e., 
meaty and thus good quality) fish, implying that she treated Beatrice, her customer, well. 
Selecting fish (like tomatoes and other perishable goods that vary in size) requires skill at 
making equivalences. Two cedis of tomatoes could yield any number of combinations of size, 
quality, firmness, etc. Similarly, salmon vary in size and heaviness. Substituting one fish priced 
at 2.40 cedis requires an eye for selecting a similar looking fish of equivalent value. Even if the 
fish are of similar size and weight, the outside of the fish needs to appeal to consumers for 
purchase. If the body of the fish has lacerations or it appears to have been smoked a while ago 
which affects the flavor as less fresh, people may not buy. In an attempt to maximize her own 
gain, Beatrice, playfully accuses the seller of selecting unappealing (akukukuku) fish and 
demands larger ones (turn 13).  
 In this example, the type, size, and weight (heaviness) of fish are important value 
signifiers. Beatrice’s desire for real salmon (salmon pa), illustrates the intersection of nominal 
(type of fish, in this case salmon pa) and ordinal (rank, in this case consumer preference) scales. 
Because salmon closely resembles other fish varieties, traders can manipulate nominal scales, 
and by doing so manipulate the indexical relationship between type and quality. Because Sister 
Akos is a trusted customer, Beatrice knows that she will sell her real salmon and will give her a 
fair price too. Sister Akos does, however, invoke indexicality when she argues that real salmon 
are not sold for two cedis (turn 8) but command a higher price. She also expertly substitutes a 
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fish of equal size and weight to fulfill Beatrice’s request. This example shows the intersection of 
multiple scales and how both the buyer and seller maximize potential gains. Beatrice’s objective 
is to acquire large, meaty fish at a low price; Sister Akos leverages the scale of rank and 
indexical connection to good quality to command a higher price. 
 In the next example (5.2), I examine an exchange involving two types of tomatoes—
locally grown varieties termed “Asante” and imported tomatoes from Burkina Faso, termed 
“Burkina.” In this next example, the type of tomato and its origin index expectations of taste, 
durability, and distinct variety differences.108  
 
Burkina Versus Asante Tomatoes 
  Ghanaian farmers grow various types of tomatoes, but consumers strongly prefer 
“Burkina” tomatoes (tomatoes imported from Burkina Faso) over “Asante” ones, or those grown 
locally (Awo 2010:19). Traders indicated that Burkina tomatoes are plump (aduane wɔ mu), firm 
(ɛyɛ den), and keep longer (ɛkyɛ) (about two to three weeks) than the local varieties. By contrast, 
Asante tomatoes are watery (ensuonsuo), not very plump (aduane nni mu), and soft (ɛyɛ mmerɛ) 
so they tend to spoil (sɛe) more quickly. Moreover, consumers prefer the taste of Burkina 
tomatoes over the local varieties. Traders told me Ghanaian farmers use more agro-chemicals 
(aduro) on their tomatoes than Burkinabe farmers do, which give local tomatoes a sour taste 
(ɛmu keka) and requires salt to temper the acidity.  
Despite the preference for Burkina tomatoes, when Burkina tomatoes become scarce and 
local tomatoes come into season, the decreased price of Asante tomatoes creates competition for 
traders selling Burkina tomatoes, as buyers tend to prefer the less expensive option. Moreover, 
traders like Beatrice who retail tomatoes recognize that the more affordable variety sells more 
                                               
108 “Burkina” tomatoes resemble a “Roma” type. 
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quickly. As one of Beatrice’s tomato sellers stated, “Gye sɛ wei nni hɔ a na ɔmmo [wɔn] tɔ 
Asante deɛ no” (‘Unless these ones [Burkina tomatoes] are not there [available on the market] 
then they [consumers] buy the Asante ones [tomatoes grown in Ghana]’).  
In the following exchange between Beatrice and one of her tomato sellers, this is 
precisely what transpired. Unaware that Asante tomatoes would arrive on the market at a much 
cheaper price, the tomato seller had just purchased a crate of Burkina tomatoes at a high price—a 
mistake she admitted later on in the interaction: “Nneɛma no metɔɔ no aboɔden. Ɛnnora koraa na 
mebaeɛ na mesan tɔɔ bi sii hɔ. Nnɛ na mennim sɛ nneɛma bɛba.” (‘I bought the things at a very 
high price. I even came yesterday and bought some more. I didn’t know we would get supply 
today.’). Now she faces the burden of selling the expensive Burkina tomatoes and securing a 
profit while competing with the cheaper cost of the local tomatoes. Although Beatrice knows the 
buyers at her shop prefer Burkina tomatoes for their taste and durability, she also recognizes that 
they will refuse to pay an exorbitant amount of money for them and would much prefer to buy 
the local tomatoes or resort to buying sachets of tomato sauce at a lower cost. In the excerpt 
below, the two negotiate the value of the Burkina tomatoes against the locally grown variety. 
This particular excerpt features the application and negotiation of three different yet intersecting 
value scales: nominal (type of tomato according to origin), ordinal (ranking the tomatoes 
according to type), and numeric (price). While consumer preferences typically correlate with 
tomato type, seasonal affects on price create a situation of clashing scales. 
 
 
Example 5.2  Beatrice bargains for Burkina tomatoes in KCM. May 23, 2016.109 
 
1 Tomato seller  Wobɛtɔ a fa no six 
If you want to buy it, take it for six 
 
                                               
109 To save space, I have shortened this interaction by removing some of the intermediary dialog. 
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2 Beatrice  Six deɛ ano yɛ den. Ah! Ɛnnɛ nso a ɛso ate aba fam kakra. Nnansa  
yi na mose eight. Eight no a ɛnnɛ ɛso ate aba fam kakra no nso.  
Ɛnnyɛ saa me deɛ mɛkɔ akɔtɔ Asante deɛ oo. Adɛn? Burkina nko 
ara ne ntoosi a ɛyɛ sɛ yɛdi? Mm? 
Six is too much. Ah! Now the price has gone down a little.  
Recently, it was eight, but now it has reduced a little. Or else I will 
go and buy the Asante ((local)) one ooh. Why? Are Burkina the 
only tomatoes that we should eat? Mm? 
 
3 Tomato seller  Wo deɛ, fa six…fa 580 bra 
As for you, take it for six…bring 580 ((58 cedis)) 
 
4 Beatrice  Mmhm. Wo deɛ ma memma wo five na me… 
No. Let me give you five and I… 
 
5 Tomato seller  Wobɛtɔ a fa no 55 
If you want to buy, take it for 55  
 
6 Beatrice  Ntoosi wei 55? Five, wonnye deɛ a merekɔ. 
These tomatoes for 55? If you won’t take five, I am leaving 
 
7 Tomato seller  Mate. Monkɔ ma mennyɛ m’adwuma 
I have heard you. Leave and let me do my work 
 
8 Beatrice  Merebɛgya hɔ akɔ akɔtɔ Asante deɛ na makɔ 
I’m about to leave and buy the Asante one and then go ((home)) 
 
9 Tomato seller  Ma me sika na kɔ! 
Give me money and leave! 
 
10 Beatrice  Me…me…memma wo sika na menkɔ. Wei…wei…wei 550 adɛn? 
I…I…I should give you money and leave? This…this…this…550, 
why? 
 
11 Tomato seller  Ɔbaa baabiara nni hɔ a, obi bɛtɔn wei ama wo 500.  
Ɛnneɛma a mayi, ɛsii 600, ɛna mede ama wo 550.  
Lady, there is no place that someone could sell this to you for 500. 
The things I sorted, it was 600, and I have given it to you for 550. 
 
12 Beatrice  550? Enti w’adwen yɛ wo sɛ ɛyɛ wahu? 
550? So you think it’s good? 
 
13 Tomato seller  Ɛnka ɛnnyɛ? Nneɛma wei hwan na ɔbɛtɔn ama wo 500 ɛwɔ dwam  
ha?  
Is it not good? Who will sell these things to you for 500 in this 
market? 
 
14 Beatrice  W’adwene yɛ wo sɛ ɛyɛ wahu? 
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You think it’s good right? 
 
15 Tomato seller  Asante na ɔbɛtɔn ama wo deɛ, ɛnnyɛ Burkina 
She will sell you the Asante ones, not Burkina 
 
Notable in this exchange are the traders’ claims to, and contestations of, knowledge and 
authority over the value of Burkina tomatoes. In turn 2, Beatrice asserts her knowledge by stating 
that the price for Burkina tomatoes was previously eight cedis but recently decreased (Eight no a 
ɛnnɛ ɛso ate aba fam kakra no nso.). In protesting the seller’s price, Beatrice rebels against being 
held to the consumer preference for Burkina tomatoes by threatening to buy Asante tomatoes, 
adding sarcastically “Burkina nko ara ne ntoosi a ɛyɛ sɛ yɛdi? (‘Are Burkina tomatoes the only 
ones we should eat?’). Although the tomato seller recognizes she is disadvantaged by the fact 
that the new supply of local tomatoes is cheaper than Burkina tomatoes (and because of her 
mistake, she has to try for a higher price for her tomatoes), she also knows that Burkina tomatoes 
still hold value. Essentially, these women are arguing over how much better the Burkina 
tomatoes are and how much higher the price of Burkina tomatoes is justifiable or sustainable. In 
turn 11, the tomato seller tells Beatrice that nowhere in the market will Beatrice to get a bucket 
of Burkina tomatoes for 50 cedis (baabiara nni hɔ a obi bɛtɔn wei ama wo 500). In turns 13 and 
15, the seller leverages her knowledge of current price information as a way to contest that of 
Beatrice’s, stating “Who will sell these things to you for 500 [50 cedis] in this market (Nneɛma 
wei hwan na ɔbɛtɔn ama wo 500 ɛwɔ dwam ha?), adding that for 500 cedis Beatrice would get 
Asante, not Burkina, tomatoes (Asante na ɔbɛtɔn ama wo deɛ, ɛnnyɛ Burkina).  
This example shows that the origin (type) of tomatoes indexes quality, assessed in terms 
of taste, firmness, and durability. These qualities translate to expectations of relative monetary 
value. Generally speaking, consumers prefer Burkina tomatoes over local varieties; however, 
factors of supply and seasonality also affect monetary price and influence consumer purchasing 
practices. While consumers prefer Burkina tomatoes for reasons of taste and durability, their 
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limited cash flow makes local tomatoes a much more viable option. In both the salmon and 
tomato examples, indexicality plays a role in the negotiation and manipulation of value. Nominal 
scales (i.e., commodity type) index expectations of quality and price; however, in this case the 
value scale of price usurps the ordinal scale of consumer preference. 
In the next and final example (5.3), I continue with the theme of indexicality and 
overlapping scales and examine a bargaining exchange involving yams.  
 
Nkasɛe Versus Pona Yams 
 Like tomatoes, various of types of yams are grown in Ghana. Some varieties have a 
longer season than others; some are harvested early in the season, some later. Yams are a staple 
starch in Ghana and typically accompany stews, fried fish and hot pepper, or fried as a quick 
snack on the go. As I explained in Chapter 1, yams also hold cultural significance for the Asante 
people. The yam queen mother bestows yams to the Asante king (Asantehene) for the Akwasidae 
festival. When the new season of yams arrives, she hosts a ceremony and pours libation. 
 Certain varieties of yams resemble others, but to regular consumers and skilled traders 
each has recognizable differences in taste, texture, size, shape, and outer appearance. They each 
also have their season. Consumers have individual preferences, but according to Beatrice, a 
yam’s flavor is most optimal during its peak season and noticeably deteriorates in flavor, texture, 
and density after peak season.110 For example, aso yams are the first variety harvested and keep 
approximately six to eight months before their flavor changes. Dokoba and pona yams are next 
to arrive. Dente yams arrive on the market during the dry season and lose their flavor in the rainy 
season. During the rainy season and before the new yams become available on the market, the 
old yams are not only expensive, but they are also dense and dry. When Beatrice sold them at the 
                                               
110 Personal communication, July 26, 2018. 
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shop, she would instruct her customers to chop the yam into small pieces and boil them a while 
longer so that they become soft and chewy and expand when cooked.  
According to Beatrice, dabreko yams are one of the most preferred varieties—even 
sweeter than pona (ɛyɛ dɛ kyɛn pona). She said they are long and slender and when boiled, they 
taste like sugar (asikyire). They are also quite expensive. Even though highly desired, Beatrice 
said dabreko yams are difficult to find in the market because not many traders sell this variety. 
Ghanaians in Kumasi primarily consume pona and dente yams, pona being the preferred variety 
over all other types of yam for its flavor and texture. Beatrice often bought pona or dente yams 
in KCM for her regular buyers at the shop—varieties most consumers are accustomed to eating 
and buying.  
In the bargaining interaction below, however, two yam traders negotiate the price of a 
different variety of yams, nkasɛe, a variety the seller claims is tastier (and thus more expensive) 
than pona.111 The buyer, however, says her buyers are accustomed to pona; nkasɛe are 
unfamiliar to them. Similar to the tomato example, this exchange features an overlap of scales 
not fully shared by buyer and seller: nominal (type of yam), ordinal (ranking the yams according 
to type, taste, and degree of familiarity), and numeric (price). Contrasting with the tomato 
example, however, is addition of the degree of consumer familiarity with particular types of 
yams. Whereas qualities of taste and durability neatly map onto type and origin of tomatoes, in 
the case of yams, the seller applies an ordinal scale of taste to an unfamiliar variety of yam, 
which creates tension in the transaction.  
 
 
 
 
                                               
111 Nkasɛe yam is a type of yam with thorns around it. In Twi, kasɛe (nkasɛe is the plural form) means 
“bone.” 
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Example 5.3  Yam traders negotiate the value of nkasɛe yams. Oct. 11, 2016. 
 
1 Seller   Wei..mmiɛnsa 200... 
This...three for 200 ((20 cedis)) 
 
2 Buyer  A::h. Wei deɛ obiara nni hɔ a ɔbɛfa wei mmiɛnsa 200 
Aaah. No one will take 3 of these for 200 ((20 cedis)) 
  
3 Seller   Wei mmiɛnsa 200 yɛbɛfa asi 
Three of these for 200, they will clear them 
 
4 Buyer  Obiara nni hɔ a ɔbɛfa wei mmiɛnsa two 
   No one will take three of these for two 
 
5 Seller   Mmiɛnsa two; yɛbɛfa 
   Three for two; they will take them 
 
6 Buyer   Wei nkasɛe bayerɛ oo, ɛnnyɛ pona 
  This is nkasɛe yam ooh, not pona 
 
7 Seller   Nkasɛe bayerɛ koraa ɛnnɛ sɛ ɛyɛ dɛ kyɛn pona 
  Today, nkasɛe yam is even tastier than pona 
 
8 Buyer   Wɔn deɛ sɛ pona no na atere wɔn anom 
  For them, they are used to pona 
 
9 Seller    Wei, wotwa a na aka wo sem 
  This, the taste lingers in your mouth after eating it 
 
10 Buyer   Wɔn deɛ pona no na atere wɔn sem 
  As for them, it's pona that they are used to 
 
11 Seller  Nkasɛe bayerɛ deɛ ɛyɛ dɛ sen pona nti saa boɔ no a woreka no deɛ worennya 
  Nkasɛe yam is tastier than pona so you won't get it for the price you are  
mentioning 
 
In this exchange, the seller draws the buyer’s attention to the difference in quality between the 
nkasɛe and pona yams (turns 7 and 9): today (i.e., in the present harvest cycle) nkasɛe is tastier 
than pona (Nkasɛe bayerɛ koraa ɛnnɛ sɛ ɛyɛ dɛ kyɛn pona); its taste lingers in your mouth after 
eating it (Wei, wotwa a na aka wo sem). Although the seller applies nominal and ordinal scales in 
ranking yams by taste, what remains up for debate is exactly how much tastier nkasɛe yams are 
than pona. The seller uses these qualities to justify the price she set for the pile of yams (three 
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tubers for 20 cedis), claiming the buyer will not get nkasɛe yams for the price she proposes (turn 
11). Consumer preference for taste influences, but does not determine, price. Unlike the previous 
tomato example, in this case it is the seller and not the wider consumer population, who lays 
claim to the tastiness of nkasɛe yams. 
The buyer protests the seller’s price claiming her customers are accustomed to buying 
pona yams (turns 8 and 10), even if nkasɛe yams are as tasty as the seller insists. Even if nkasɛe 
yams are tastier, the buyer makes a case that her customer base will prioritize their degree of 
familiarity with pona yams and the indexical qualities of taste as associated with them. In this 
case, the scale of taste (albeit subjective) clashes with the scales of familiarity and type. The 
buyer’s need to calculate an estimated profit margin requires that she prioritize the scale of 
consumer familiarity with pona yams over the seller’s claims to the scale of taste or degree of 
sweetness. By contrast, the seller prioritizes the scale of taste because it correlates with monetary 
price; if she convinces the buyer to pay a higher price for nkasɛe yams, she can maximize her 
profit margin. The indexical link between pona and recognized qualities of taste and texture 
override the seller’s attempts at marketing nkasɛe yams for no such indexical association exists 
for the buyer.  
Each of the above examples illustrate the integration of multiple scales in bargaining 
exchanges as traders assess and negotiate the value of perishable commodities. Striking in each 
case is how traders navigate and prioritize certain scales over others as they calculate potential 
transactional gains. In the next section, I analyze how traders calculate potential gains and 
highlight the salient expressions in transactional exchanges.  
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CALCULATING GAINS 
What factors influence the calculation of gain in KCM? How does gain feature in the 
valuation and negotiation process? How do traders determine within a given transaction what is 
an acceptable gain and how do they manage multiple value scales in their bargaining 
negotiations to come to an agreeable price for each transaction? In KCM transactions, the margin 
of gain is an explicit component of the negotiation, not a hidden agenda obscured from the 
valuation process—an apparent paradox since traders conceal how much money they pay for 
goods and how much they charge their buyers. As I discussed in Chapter 1, traders often speak 
about price in hushed voices so other potential buyers or fellow sellers do not hear, even 
resorting to counting their money in their purse or concealed space before handing over a rolled 
wad of cash. However, I found that in transactions between two traders (in which buyers are also 
sellers), they openly discuss and contest the expected profit on a given price as part of the 
bargaining process. The transparency of these negotiations suggests a collaborative component to 
the calculation of gain—not in the sense of protecting the other person’s gain but in the 
recognition that each trader in every transaction must secure a monetary gain.  
Consider the following exchange between Beatrice and a fish seller. The seller, aware 
Beatrice will retail the fish, states her price and suggests what Beatrice should retail them for and 
what her potential profit would be: 
 
Example 5.4  Beatrice bargains for dried fish in KCM. July 20, 2016.  
 
1 Beatrice Mepaakyɛw, wose ɛyɛ sɛn? Amane no? 
Please, you said it’s how much? The amane ((a type of dried fish))? 
 
2 Fish seller Mese fa no four. Wokɔ a na woayɛ no ɛnan two cedis. Ɛbɛsi 500,000.  
   Wotɔn a wo deɛ ten cedis 
I said take it for four. When you go, then you sell them four for two cedis. 
It will be 500,000 ((50 cedis)). When you sell, yours ((profit)) will be ten 
cedis 
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3 Beatrice Wonnye three? 
Won’t you take three ((30 cedis))? 
 
4 Fish seller Ɛnso. 3.5 koraa yɛnnye. Wae? Nnyɛ sɛ ebia meresisi wo. Ɛnnie. Ɛyɛ fɛ paa  
ara.  
It won’t be enough ((i.e., it won’t yield a profit)). We don’t even take 3.5 
((35 cedis)). Okay? It’s not like I’m cheating you. This is it. They are very 
nice.  
 
The seller justifies her price by telling Beatrice if she buys 50 cedis’ worth of amane, Beatrice 
could yield a profit of ten cedis so long as she sells them four fish for two cedis. As part of 
securing her own gain, the fish seller details what Beatrice’s potential gain could be. Beatrice 
asks the trader to reduce the price, but the seller explains she will not get a profit if she sells the 
fish for anything less than four cedis.112  
 Many bargaining transactions proceeded this way. Beatrice’s customers—as did other 
traders I observed—often suggested the price at which she should retail each commodity. For 
imported commodities (e.g., a box of corn flakes), the supplier set the price; when prices 
increased, Beatrice’s supplier would notify her of the new price and then suggest the adjusted 
retail price. For more perishable goods like produce and fish in which prices fluctuate more 
frequently (rather than in a unidirectional increase), Beatrice and her customers negotiated the 
transactional gain. In the above example, the seller recommended the retail price (although she 
cannot guarantee the final sales price) and calculated Beatrice’s profit margin for her. In other 
instances, it is the buyer who asks the seller to advise her at what price to retail the goods. In still 
other transactions, such as the one I analyze below, the seller may perform her calculation of 
gain during the bargaining process rather than set a predetermined profit margin prior to 
                                               
112 Such claims are not always truthful, which is why traders are responsible for staying current on price 
information. 
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engaging a potential or interested buyer in negotiation. All these possibilities suggest that a 
trader’s gain is a moving target, constantly negotiated and calculated transaction by transaction.  
 In the example below (5.5), Beatrice bargains for a bucket of tomatoes from one of her 
tomato customers (a prelude to the exchange featured in Example 5.2). Recall that the tomato 
seller bought her supply of Burkina tomatoes just before a sudden price decrease when a new 
harvest of Asante tomatoes came on the market. Desperate for a sale yet needing to secure a 
profit margin, the seller decreased her price for a bucket of tomatoes from 70 to 60 cedis. 
Beatrice offers the seller 40 cedis as her “last price.” The tomato seller explained if she sells the 
bucket to Beatrice for 40 cedis she will incur debt (Megye saa a mɛbɔ ka) and says her last price 
is 60 cedis because 60 cedis is all she can sell it for (Deɛ mɛtumi de ama wo ne no). To 
accommodate Beatrice but protect her margin, the tomato seller explicitly details her accounting 
calculations—beginning with the price she paid for the entire crate of tomatoes and then 
calculating how to price each sorted bucket of tomatoes to yield a profit: 
 
 
Example 5.5  Beatrice’s tomato customer calculates her margin in KCM. May 23, 2016.  
 
1 Beatrice  Wei, 500 koraa no ɛnnyɛ. Ɛnso 
This for 500 ((50 cedis)) is not good. It’s not enough 
 
2 Tomato seller  Ei! Na wei koraa mɛtumi de agye 500? 
Ei! Can I even sell this for 500? 
 
3 Beatrice  Ɛnso 
It’s not enough 
 
4 Tomato seller  Me koraa mede gye 500 koraa a mɛbɔ ka. Nneɛma no metɔɔ no ayi,  
adaka no 65, 65 meyiyiiɛ no, mannya eight 
Even if I sell this for 500, I will incur a loss. I bought the things  
for ehh, the box is 65, 65, when I sorted them, I didn’t get eight 
 
5 Beatrice  Na hwɛ paa ara paa ara sɛ… 
See, truly, truly that… 
 
6 Tomato seller  65 no kyɛki [check] hwɛ. Wonya baako baako eight a ɛyɛ sɛn?  
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Eight koraa mannya. Ɛyɛ me sɛ ɛyɛ seven. Ɛyɛ seven a, 500, 500 
seven ɛyɛ sɛn? Sɛ four koraa…  
Calculate for the 65. If you get eight, how much does it amount to? 
I didn’t even get eight. I think it’s seven. If it is seven, 500 ((50 
cedis)) by seven is how much? Even if it is four ((40 cedis))… 
 
7 Sis. Beatrice  Wo nko ara na wohyɛeɛ oo, na yɛnnyina hɔ 
You put them in the rubbers alone, we were not standing there 
 
8 Tomato seller  Four koraa yɛ 2,000,000 meboa? Four yɛ 2,000,000. Ɛna three no  
a aka. Ɛyɛ sɛn? 3500,000. Ɛyɛ saa a mede gye saa a ɛnso 
Even four (of 500) is 2,000,000 ((200 cedis)) right? Four is  
2,000,000 ((200 cedis)). Then the remaining three. How much is 
it? 3500,000 ((350)). If I sell it for that, I will lose ((i.e., incur 
debt)) 
 
9 Sis Beatrice  O:h. Na worehyɛ na yɛnnyina hɔ oo. Wo nko ara. Wo nko ara 
Ooh. When you were sorting into the rubbers, we weren’t there 
 ooh. Only you. Only you ((i.e., the seller only has her word  
regarding the quantity)) 
 
10 Tomato seller  Sɛ merekyɛki adeɛ…me nko ara nti na merechecke akyerɛ wo no 
I am calculating it…I was alone, that is why I am calculating it  
for you 
 
After offering Beatrice a bucket for 60 cedis, she reassesses her calculations to figure out 
the lowest price she can sell the tomatoes to Beatrice while still maintaining a profit. Detailing 
her calculations for Beatrice also serves to demonstrate honesty through transparency. Beatrice 
claims she cannot afford to pay even 50 cedis for the bucket, that she will not get enough of a 
profit (ɛnso) after selling them at the shop to justify the cost (turns 1 and 3). Moreover, she points 
out that she was not present when the seller sorted the tomatoes into buckets and thus cannot 
verify the veracity of the seller’s calculations (turns 7 and 9). While it seems that Beatrice 
refuses to help the seller calculate her potential profit, she does not walk away from the 
transaction but instead continues to negotiate a price that will be agreeable to both—a 
collaborative gesture.   
In the explicit discussion of profits and gain, traders use certain expressions to signal key 
moments and boundaries in the transaction—thresholds for what each can accept or give. 
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Expressions like ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’) and mɛbɔ ka (‘I will incur debt’)—used above in 
turns 1, 3, 4, and 8—signal to the other trader that the presented offer extends beyond the 
threshold of securing a satisfactory gain. Drawing from the tomato exchange and now turning to 
examples from the wholesale yam yard (Bode) at KCM, I discuss the various ways buyers and 
sellers discuss and negotiate their margin. I consider components of calculating gain in greater 
detail, specifically the use of the expressions ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’), mɛbɔ ka (‘I will incur 
debt’), and “last price.”  
 
ɛnso (‘It won’t be enough’) and Mɛbɔ ka (‘I will lose/incur debt’) 
Traders use the expression ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’) when the offer or counteroffer in a 
bargaining exchange infringes on their potential for gain. As demonstrated in Beatrice’s 
statements in the above tomato example in turns 1 and 3, the buyer uses ɛnso to indicate that the 
number and size of goods is insufficient for the quoted price because when calculating the price 
at which she would retail, she will not secure a profit. The seller’s use of ɛnso (turn 8) means that 
the amount the buyer proposes to pay will not yield an adequate profit. Similarly, traders also use 
mɛbɔ ka (‘I will incur debt’) such as the tomato seller’s response in turn 4: Me koraa mede gye 
500 koraa a, mɛbɔ ka (‘Even if I sell this for 500 [50 cedis], I will incur debt’).  
In the following exchange between two yam traders at Bode, the wholesale yam yard, the 
buyer uses the expression ɛnso. The buyer is a yam trader who retails her yams at semi-wholesale 
prices to traders like Beatrice (she is in fact one of Beatrice’s yam customers). Whereas small-
scale traders like Beatrice retail individual yams, traders like the buyer in this exchange sell yams 
at semi-wholesale prices by grouping them into small piles, such as three yams for 20 cedis 
(much like buying goods in standard quantity groupings in the U.S. such as a baker’s dozen of 
bagels). In this exchange, the buyer bargains for a large pile of yams, and it is her responsibility 
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to inspect what she is buying. Buying in bulk means the buyer acquires an assortment of yams of 
various sizes. She needs to make sure that small, less appealing yams are not hidden underneath 
the larger more appealing yams on top of the pile—a tactic some traders use to manipulate value. 
Moreover, when calculating the purchase price and potential gain, traders have to evaluate the 
various sizes to calculate how, and for how much, they would group them for retail. 
In the excerpt below, the buyer offers the seller 350 cedis for the pile of yams; the seller 
counters with 600 cedis which the buyer rejects.  
 
 
Example 5.6  Two yam traders bargain at the wholesale yam yard, KCM. Oct. 11, 2016.  
 
1 Buyer   Mɛma wo three five. Wo nso ka deɛ memfa no. Memfa no sɛn?          
I will give you three five ((350 cedis)). You should also tell me how  
much I should take it for. How much should I take it for?                 
 
2 Seller   Fa no six 
Take it for six ((600 cedis) 
 
3 Buyer  Ɛnso. Ɛnso 
It won't be enough. It won't be enough 
 
4 Seller  Maame, bayerɛ wei nti ɛnso? 
Lady, so this yam won't be enough? 
 
5 Buyer  Ɛnso. Nketewa wɔ mu 
It won't be enough. There are small ones in it 
 
6 Seller   Nketewa biara nni baabiara                       
There aren’t any small ones 
 
7 Buyer  Nketewa wɔ mu paa ara 
There are lots of small ones in it 
 
The buyer rejects the seller’s price saying ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’/‘It’s not enough’) because 
there are too many smaller sized tubers in the pile (turns 5, 7) for her to justify the price. The 
buyer will eventually group the yams into various sized clusters. If she retails the yams at three 
tubers for 20 cedis, for example, she may group together two medium-sized and one small tuber 
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or one large tuber and two smaller ones. As demonstrated in the salmon excerpt in Example 5.1, 
selecting and grouping together varying-sized tubers requires making equivalences and assigning 
monetary value as well as agreeing on what counts as a small or large yam. A surplus of smaller-
sized tubers in the bulk purchase makes it difficult to command a price of three small yams for 
20 cedis because the buyer retailing these yams will not get her profit margin. The seller on 
principle denies the existence of a disproportionate number of small to large tubers in the pile 
and thus minimizes the buyer’s dilemma calculating her potential gain.  
 Traders use ɛnso and mɛbɔ ka to set boundaries within a transaction to protect their gain. I 
next consider a trader’s “last” price. Last price bargaining also sets boundaries within the 
transaction but has a little more flexibility in its functionality. 
 
Last Price  
Traders and consumers know that every seller (and buyer) has a “last” price for every 
transaction—the minimum price at which a trader will sell her commodity and retain a profit 
margin. For buyers, the last price is the highest amount she is willing to spend on an item while 
still acquiring a gain on the transaction using her own (or a combination of several) metric(s)—
functionality, durability, type, taste, etc. Requesting to know a trader’s “last price” curtails the 
bargaining negotiation and cuts right to the discussion of gain for both buyer and seller. A 
trader’s last price, however, is a moving target, negotiated one transaction at a time. It often 
necessitates the incorporation of multiple scales, such as factoring the value of one’s customer or 
assessing a buyer’s socioeconomic status to estimate her expendable income. Sometimes a seller 
has to sell at a loss if she bought her goods for too high a price; other times she might increase 
her last price to make up for a loss acquired from a previous transaction. As I discussed in 
Chapter 2, sometimes sellers take a short-term loss for the potential of a longer-term gain, 
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particularly when it comes to investing in a customer relationship. In the midst of long-term 
economic recession and the ongoing struggle to earn enough for the daily market tax, 
transportation, and other bills, recouping a loss may need to happen sooner than later. Therefore, 
a seller’s last price for a buyer in one transaction may be different for another particularly if 
market conditions change in between.  
The following exchange between two different yam traders (excerpted from the same 
interaction in Example 5.3) illustrates how traders utilize last price bargaining. Leading up to the 
excerpt presented below, the seller initially quotes the buyer 10,000,000 [1,000] cedis for a large 
pile of yams fresh off the truck. The buyer requests a price reduction. When the seller reduces 
her asking price to 500, the buyer counters with an offer of 300 cedis, which the seller rejects.  
 
 
Example 5.7  Two yam traders demonstrate “last price” bargaining at KCM. Oct. 11, 
2016.  
 
1 Buyer   Bayerɛ no deɛ baabiara nni hɔ a wobɛnya no saa. Ɛnnyɛ. Saa deɛ ɛnnyɛ 
  As for the yam, you won’t get it anywhere for that. It’s not good. That  
is not good 
 
2 Buyer   Three five 
  Three five ((350 cedis)) 
 
3 Seller   Saa deɛ ɛnnyɛ. Five million koraa wonnya 
  That is not good. You won’t even get it for five million ((500 cedis)) 
 
4 Buyer   Sister Ama, hwɛ ma me na bayerɛ yi ɛno ara ni oo, bayerɛ yi….nti wei sɛn  
na mede rekɔ akɔgye? Sɛn na wei mede rekɔ akɔgye? Ma...maka asi four. 
Ɛnnyɛ? Na wo last paa ara yɛ sɛn? Wo deɛ twa so ma me. Wo last paa ara. 
Deɛ wopɛ a wode bɛgye? Ɛyɛ ma me a sɛ mafa. Ɛnnyɛ nso so a sɛ... wo 
bayerɛ gu hɔ 
Sister Ama, look at ((i.e., consider)) it for me because these are the yams 
ooh, these yams…so how much am I going to sell them for? How much 
am I going to sell them for?  I have...I have ended at four. Is it not good?  
What is your very last price? What will you take? Your very last price. 
What would you like to sell them for? If it's good for me, I will take it. If 
not, then…your yams will remain there ((i.e., I’ll leave))   
 
5 Seller   Wo deɛ wobɛtɔ a fa no last, last fa no seven two 
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As for you, if you will buy it, the last price, take it for seven two ((720 
cedis))113  
 
In turn 4, the buyer solicits the seller (Sister Ama) to assist in her calculation of gain. She 
initially asks Sister Ama how much she should sell the yams for and then (also in turn 4) requests 
the seller’s very last price (Na wo last paa ara yɛ sɛn?) so that she can calculate her own last 
price or the highest price she can afford to spend on the yams while protecting her potential 
profit margin. I use “potential” because there is always the looming risk that the buyer may not 
get the asking price from her own buyers, or the yams could spoil between the point of purchase 
and point of sale.  
In theory, the last price eliminates intermediary offers and counteroffers and sets a 
boundary to safeguard a trader’s gain. In practice, however, while some traders remain firm with 
their stated last price, in other transactions the last price functions as just another counteroffer, a 
place from which to continue bargaining. While it may have abbreviated the bargaining process 
and allowed more time for additional negotiations with other traders, in the present example, the 
buyer disregards the seller’s last price (720 cedis) and continues to negotiate the asking price.114 
The seller obliges and reduces her price even further, until the two agree on a price of 500 cedis. 
The continued bargaining suggests that the seller’s “last” price was not really her final offer. The 
“last” price—a boundary to protect gain—is not always a fixed number but a negotiated value. 
Still, explicitly naming a last price is a way of performing the calculation of gain in a transparent, 
                                               
113 Note that leading up to Turn 1, the seller initially offers the yams to the buyer for 500 cedis, so it is 
curious that her counteroffer in Turn 5 is 720 cedis, which is an increase from her original counteroffer.  
114 The buyer probably knows that 720 cedis is not the seller’s actual last price because prior to Turn 1, 
the seller reduced her price from 1,000 to 500 cedis. See above footnote. 
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negotiated fashion, even if a trader’s “real” last price for a particular transaction is different than 
the one named.  
 One may wonder whether a trader tells the truth when she claims, Megye saa a, mɛbɔ ka 
(‘If I take it for that, I’ll incur debt’) or whether a trader’s “last price” is truly her last price. As I 
argued above, traders utilize a large repertoire of valuation strategies and tactics for manipulating 
value scales to maximize gain. Like the function of sweet talk and pampering in market 
interactions, traders perform the transparent calculation of gain as an expected component of the 
transaction. If they intentionally over- or underestimate the threshold under the guise of 
transparency, they are merely creating opportunities for gain while still abiding by the rules of 
trade. As such, I argue that the veracity of a trader’s statements is irrelevant because the gain is 
not a fixed number but a flexible, negotiable value and contingent on a multitude of other factors 
relevant to the valuation of a commodity in each transaction. The expressions mɛbɔ ka (‘I will 
incur debt’), ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’), and “last price” instead function as a negotiable 
boundary with which to calculate, and importantly to negotiate, gain with another trader. Traders 
also use these expressions to test their knowledge of current price levels. 
 
NEGOTIATING THE VALUE OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS  
 Traders value customer relationships for bringing a sense of security and stability in the 
midst of economic precarity. When it works well, having customers mitigates the many risks 
traders face, including access to scarce goods or the looming threat of not being able to sell one’s 
goods, particularly perishable ones. As I discussed in Chapter 2, managing customer 
relationships requires ongoing negotiation and assessment of trustworthiness, weighing the ratio 
of risks to potential benefits, and making decisions transaction by transaction about when to 
extend goods on credit and when to take a short-term loss for the possibility of a longer-term 
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gain. Recall that for the garden eggs seller (referenced in Chapter 2), when garden eggs became 
scarce (i.e., out of season), she made the choice to sell them for a lower price to one of her 
regular buyers when she could have commanded a much higher price had she sold them to 
someone else. By reducing her profit margin in the short-term, the garden eggs seller decided to 
risk investing in her customer for the possibility of longer-term gain by receiving reciprocal 
favors from the buyer at another season. That is, she opted to solidify a reliable customer 
relationship with which to mitigate future economic precarity. A future payoff for the seller 
might materialize, for example, if the buyer returned during a bountiful harvest to buy her garden 
eggs (at a time when higher supply reduces demand and thus disincentivizes buyers to buy 
exclusively from their regular sellers).  
Traders cannot always afford to sacrifice profit from a one-time transaction or take on 
additional risk in the short term for the potential of future payoff. However, they can and do 
invest in their customers in other ways while still safeguarding their monetary gains. In this 
section, I argue that the value of the customer relationship becomes a necessary factor in the 
overall valuation process of a transaction. Traders assess and incorporate the value of the 
customer relationship into the valuation process of assigning and negotiating the price of a 
commodity, the amount and quality of the dash, and the calculation of gain. In the following 
bargaining interaction between Beatrice and one of her customers, an elderly tomato seller, 
Beatrice asks for a steep price reduction on a bucket of tomatoes. Rather than sell the tomatoes at 
a lower price than the current going rate (thus losing her profit margin), the seller honors the 
customer relationship in a different way—by showing generosity in the quality and quantity of 
the dash she gives Beatrice.  
In the exchange leading up to the excerpt presented below, Beatrice requests the price of 
a bucket of tomatoes. The seller quotes her 25 cedis and Beatrice asks for a price reduction. 
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Unwilling to reduce the price, the seller explains that everyone around is selling tomatoes for 25 
cedis per bucket. Beatrice tries again, offering the seller 18 cedis. Throughout this initial 
exchange, the seller begins adding tomatoes to Beatrice’s basket, taking one handful at a time (to 
prevent bruising and mashing). Out of protest, Beatrice removes the tomatoes. And it continues 
like this with the seller putting the tomatoes in Beatrice's basket and Beatrice removing them. 
Beatrice increases her offer to 20 cedis.  
 
 
Example 5.8  An elder tomato seller negotiates the value of her customer relationship with  
Beatrice at Bɔɔla, KCM. Sept. 6, 2016.115 
 
1 Tomato seller  Me deɛ mennye 200. Mede bi regu wo so  
As for me, I won't take 200. ((Reaches back into her dash pile.)) I 
am adding some to it for you 
 
2 Beatrice            Ɛmfa bi ngu me so! 
Don't add some for me! 
 
3 Tomato seller   Mese... 
I said... 
 
4 Beatrice            ((Points at a different pile of tomatoes on the ground))                 
Ha...deɛ ɛsi hɔ no, me ngusoɔ ne no  
Ha...the one there, that's my dash   
 
5 Tomato seller   Daabi. Wei sei mede rekɔ fie. Mede rekɔma ... 
No. As for this one, I'm taking it home. I will take it to give... 
 
6 Beatrice            Daabi. Daabi. Ɛnneɛ mɛma wo 200 oo 
No. No. Then I will give you 200 ooh 
 
7 Tomato seller   Mese mɛyi bi agu wo so! 
I said I will add some to it for you! 
 
In turn 1, the tomato seller refuses to reduce the price of the bucket of tomatoes but offers to give 
her a dash: Mede bi regu wo so (‘I am adding some to it for you’). Much like the expression to 
                                               
115 To save space, I have shortened this interaction by removing some of the intermediary dialog. 
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obi so, in this case, gu wo so also means ‘to give someone a dash’ and ngusoɔ (turn 4) refers to 
the dash.  
The two continue to bargain and protest each other’s offer. Beatrice insists on giving her 
20 cedis, and the seller refuses to accept it: “Mennye 200” (‘I won’t take 200’). “Wobɛgye!” 
(“You will take it!’). Meanwhile, before pouring the rest of the bucket of tomatoes into 
Beatrice’s basket, the tomato seller adds two more generous handfuls of tomatoes—the second 
dash. After the seller pours the entire bucket of tomatoes in Beatrice’s basket, she selects a small 
bag of tomatoes, explaining she had set these aside for her pastor (the pile above in turn 5 that 
she said she was taking home). Then the seller takes a plastic bowl and places several handfuls of 
tomatoes inside—now the third dash. Note that this time, she selects tomatoes not from the dash 
pile beside her but from a different bucket of tomatoes sitting on top of her wood table—a much 
higher quality selection of tomatoes since they were intended for sale. While the seller puts these 
tomatoes into the bowl, the following interaction transpires: 
8 Beatrice            Ɔpɛ sɛ ɔsisi me oo. Ɛno nti a oo. 
She wants to cheat me ooh. That's why ooh 
 
9 Tomato seller  Meresisi wo akɔ hen? Na adɛn, woyɛ hɔhoɔ na masisi wo? 
I will cheat you and go where? Why? Are you a stranger/guest that 
I’ve cheated you? 
 
10 Beatrice            Wo...mennyɛ hɔhoɔ nso da biara woba a wosisi me 
You...I'm not a stranger/guest but whenever you come, you cheat 
me 
 
11 Tomato seller  Me mesisi wo? 
   I cheat you? 
 
12 Beatrice       Ah! 
   Ah! 
 
13 Tomato seller   Woatɔ me nneɛma mmerɛ sɛn ni? 
For how long have you been buying my goods? 
 
14 Beatrice      Hwɛ! Na sɛ metɔ wo nneɛma a wo meba a wonnyɛ me gud. Na  
wonnyɛ me gud a… 
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See! When I come to buy your goods, you are not good to me. And 
if you are not good to me...  
 
15 Tomato seller  ((Pours the bowl full of tomatoes into Beatrice’s basket, adding  
    this third dash to Beatrice’s purchase pile. Beatrice hands a bruised  
    tomato to the seller to change out. She changes one tomato for  
    Beatrice and then adds an additional tomato—the fourth dash. She  
    shuffles around the tomatoes, then adds yet another one to   
    Beatrice’s pile—making this gesture the fifth dash)) 
 
16 Beatrice     Fa kakra gu so 
   Add a little to it 
 
17 Tomato seller   Ɛyɛ. Ah! Adɛn na wo ha... 
It's ok ((i.e., it’s enough)). Ah! Why do you bother... 
 
18 Beatrice            Oh! Me deɛ fa kakra gu so! 
Oh! Just add a little to it!  
((Beatrice snatches a tomato from the same black bucket from 
which the seller had selected the bowlful of tomatoes. The seller 
grabs Beatrice’s arm but doesn’t remove the tomato Beatrice just 
added.)) 
 
19 Tomato seller   ((Knocks Beatrice’s hands away))  
Me deɛ kyerɛ! Kyerɛ! Kyerɛ! N'asisie sɛ ayi  
Oh Stop! Stop! Stop! Her cheating is something else 
 
Several important things occur in this exchange. First, Beatrice’s accusation of cheating and the 
seller’s counterattack that Beatrice is not ɔhɔhoɔ (‘stranger’ or ‘guest’) (turn 9) brings their 
customer relationship and the accompanying expectations to the forefront of the bargaining 
process.  The seller defends herself against Beatrice’s accusation of cheating her by asking, Woyɛ 
hɔhoɔ na masisi wo? (‘Are you a stranger/guest that I’ve cheated you?’) and “Woatɔ me nneɛma 
mmerɛ sɛn ni? (‘For how long have you been buying my goods?’). The implication from this 
exchange is that they have already established a customer relationship based on trust. Whereas a 
one-time transaction between strangers faces greater susceptibility to cheating, prior transactions 
between Beatrice and the elderly trader attest to the seller’s trustworthiness and reasonable 
prices—that if she cannot reduce her price further, it is to protect her margin, not to cheat. 
Beatrice, however, manipulates their customer relationship to maximize transactional gain. By 
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accusing the seller of cheating her, she imples that as a regular customer she deserves a special 
discount. In turns 16 and 18, Beatrice demands an extra dash.116  
  The second noteworthy piece of this exchange is not just the quantity (and number of) 
dashes but also the selection. In the to so (add on) system of bargaining, after the buyer and seller 
agree to a price (if negotiable at all), the seller adds a dash at the end of the transaction, usually 
lumped in after bagging the original amount. In this transaction, however, the seller adds a dash 
to Beatrice’s bucket on five separate occasions. In addition to the generous number (and volume) 
of dashes, the seller’s selection of theses dashes exemplifies not only how she values the 
customer relationship but how she factors the value of their relationship into the quantity and 
quality selection of the dash. She selects the first two dashes from the dash pile near her feet. The 
seller then draws the third dash not from the dash pile but directly from another bucket of 
tomatoes earmarked for sale—a higher quality selection of tomatoes usually off limits as a dash. 
Moreover, she does not select just one or two tomatoes from this bucket but fills an entire 
bowlful for Beatrice—an act of generosity above and beyond the expected dash. After filling 
Beatrice’s basket with the tomatoes, Beatrice hands the seller a bruised tomato. The seller does 
not simply switch it out one-for-one but adds additional tomatoes, totaling five instances of 
giving a dash.  
One may wonder why the seller would give quite an extraordinary quantity and quality 
dash in lieu of a price reduction. Why not just reduce the price of the bucket of tomatoes by a 
few cedis rather than give nearly a quarter bucket of tomatoes away as a dash? What is the 
                                               
116 When Beatrice says “Fa kakra gu so” (‘Add a little [more] to it’) this is performative and playful (the 
seller sitting next to Beatrice’s customer smiles and laughs throughout the exchange and smiles at this last 
attempt at play/rough bargaining). If there were no camera, Beatrice would still have offered 20 cedis but 
perhaps would not have been so demanding in her requests for an additional dash. 
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monetary value of the cumulative dash? For one, the dash is an expected part of the transaction; 
no matter what price the buyer and seller negotiate for the bucket of tomatoes, the buyer will 
always expect a dash above and beyond the agreed price. Secondly, the dash pile typically 
consists of lower quality goods (smaller in size, discolored or bruised), so the tomatoes for sale 
in the buckets on display are not commensurate in value to those in the dash pile. The seller can 
afford to be extra generous with the dash in a way that she cannot with the price of the 
commodity. She recognizes the value of the customer relationship through the manipulation of 
the dash component of the transaction without losing monetary gain. This interaction shows how 
traders negotiate the value customer relationships into the calculation of overall gain, how traders 
manipulate multiple and overlapping value scales in their transactions to maximize gain.  
 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This chapter analyzes the many ways traders employ intersecting value scales (such as 
nominal, ordinal, monetary, and degree of intimacy in customer relationships) to secure 
transactional gains. They do so out of necessity; the practice of trade demands the ability to 
calculate across scales and make equivalences. The smoked salmon trader simultaneously 
satisfied her customer by substituting one fish for another and avoided a loss of profit by making 
an equivalent substitution. The elderly tomato trader similarly appeased her customer by 
generously gifting her high quality and quantity dashes while still holding firm to her asking 
price. Moreover, traders prioritize some scales over others as the needs of the transaction 
demand, such as emphasizing the ordinal scale of consumer preference for Burkina tomatoes 
over the monetary scale of price. Traders also expertly manipulate indexicality to justify their 
prices and counter-offers as observed in the smoked salmon bargaining exchange. Because real 
salmon (salmon pa) indexes good quality and more expensive fish, the seller can set a minimum 
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asking price citing salmon’s indexical material qualities. In the exchange between the two yam 
traders over nkasɛe yams, the seller claims nkasɛe are sweeter than pona yams. While not 
discounting the seller’s claims, the buyer prioritizes her customers’ preference for pona yams for 
their indexical link to expectations of good quality and taste. Traders take advantage of multiple 
opportunities to secure transactional gains. Just as “cheating” behavior is really just the savvy 
creation of gainful opportunities while abiding by the “rules” of buying and selling, manipulating 
value and scales of value is necessary to secure profit margins and an expected aspect of 
transactional exchanges in KCM.  
Because traders have grown accustomed to long-term volatility (Guyer 2004) and quickly 
adapt to changing conditions, sudden shifts in price and supply, and changes in consumer 
preference, they have developed the skills and ability to assess and negotiate the value of goods 
and also to calculate and re-calculate their potential gains. These calculations and valuation 
strategies unfold one transaction at a time. The gain is not a fixed or even necessarily a 
predetermined amount but is rather flexible and subject to negotiation alongside other scales 
within the transaction. Traders employ expressions such as ɛnso (‘it won’t be enough’), mɛbɔ ka 
(‘I will incur debt’), and “last price” to set parameters within the transaction—boundaries to 
protect their gains. As observed in Example 5.7, the yam seller’s initially quoted “last price” was 
actually higher than the final payment she accepted, indicating that she had to exercise flexibility 
and sacrifice her optimal gain in order for the transaction to materialize. While efforts to make 
the calculation of gain transparent and at times collaborative, as the tomato seller demonstrated 
in Example 5.5, the yam trader’s continued negotiation of her “last price” suggests that perhaps 
traders are willing to discuss certain aspects of transactional components while not disclosing 
others, namely personal profits or amounts paid for goods.  
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In the next and final chapter of this dissertation, I continue my analysis of value scales, 
indexicality, and traders’ evaluation strategies. I examine Ghana’s relationship to global 
capitalism, shifting my focus from fish and produce to imported global commodities. In 
analyzing the discourse surrounding imported secondhand goods from Western countries and 
new imports from China, I examine an indexical relationship connecting commodities and 
consumers to transnational spaces. An examination of these discourses reveals a shared hierarchy 
of value, prioritizing goods from the global north over imports from China. Associated 
discourses linking secondhand goods to real and imagined places aburokyire (‘abroad’) or 
abɔnten (‘outside’), I argue, manifest as creative ways of branding goods. In relation to global 
imports, I discuss how Ghanaian traders and consumers participate in global capitalism amid 
structural and material barriers. 
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Chapter 6  
Global Imports, Local Connections 
 
Obi de watch firi aburokyire a ba a. Wonntɔ?  
Someone brought a watch back from abroad. Won’t you buy? –Mobile trader 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
KCM is a geographical connection point—a site where commodities are shipped, 
trucked, and flown in and transported out—connecting Africa to North America, South America, 
Western Europe, Asia, and Australia. With limited means and often insurmountable barriers to 
migrate geographically, Ghanaians participate in the wider global economy through the purchase 
and consumption of imported commodities in KCM. In the day-to-day exchange of global 
imports, traders and consumers regularly study local and global markets and buyer preferences to 
assign and assess the value of these commodities. As experts of scales and hierarchies of value, 
traders wield their knowledge of the semiotic relationship between commodities and 
transnational desires by skillfully manipulating indexicality in how they market their goods. How 
do market women assign value to imported commodities? How do traders relate to the global 
economy through the consumption and talk of these objects? What motivates consumers to 
purchase some imported goods over others, and on what criteria do they base their assessment of 
these commodities? 
In this chapter, I analyze the production of value of imported secondhand goods from the 
global North and new (“ready-made”) imports from China. Using a Peircean semiotic framework 
and Michael Silverstein’s (2003) indexical order, I examine the indexical relationship connecting 
commodities and consumers to transnational spaces, particularly connecting consumers to 
Western countries as desirable places to migrate. I argue that when traders verbally market 
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secondhand goods as coming from aburokyire (‘abroad’) or abɔnten (‘outside’), these labels 
function as performatives; when uttered, they “brand” the commodity as “aburokyire” and link 
the consumer to places of prosperity and cosmopolitanism. This fictive yet powerful brand draws 
upon many Ghanaians’ desire to migrate “abroad.” I analyze instances in which traders and 
manufacturers produce creative manifestations of the aburokyire brand. I specifically consider 
product labels and packaging with U.S. and U.K. national flags and “Made in Italy” labels 
affixed to locally manufactured goods. I argue that such examples reinforce the salience of 
aburokyire and reproduce the hegemonic geopolitical ranking of countries in the global North, 
even as consumers fully recognize that such products are not actually manufactured abroad. 
However, a brief discussion of the highly selective and agentive consumer practices in the 
buying and selling of secondhand clothing contests this geopolitical ranking and presents a much 
more nuanced view of the hierarchy of value of imported goods in Ghana’s KCM.  
 
ASSIGNING VALUE TO IMPORTED GOODS  
When assessing the value of goods such as imported new and secondhand clothing, 
traders and consumers keenly scrutinize a commodity’s material qualities. They inspect the 
seams, rub and tug at the fabric, test the functionality of zippers and buttons, and look for tears 
and blemishes. A faulty zipper is grounds for a price reduction or substituted for a different item. 
Shirts with noticeable tears or stains can be negotiated for a lower price. Consequently, traders 
take great care to clean and assemble their goods for display—dusting imported packaged 
flipflops and scrubbing secondhand shoes with powdered detergent. If buying a new household 
appliance such as a blender, the seller is obliged to plug it in and prove it works. Even if buying 
an item still in its package, such as a power strip, sellers take the item out of the package to 
demonstrate its functionality. 
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Because of traders’ keen knowledge of quality grades and scales for assigning and 
assessing value, as evident in their bargaining strategies, in this section I ask, how do traders 
assess the value of imported goods? What key qualities do they look for, and how do certain 
material properties signify value? 
One morning during one of our shopping trips at KCM, Beatrice and I sat inside the yam 
queen mother’s shed at the wholesale yam yard. While we sat waiting for the opportunity to 
greet the queen mother, a mobile trader selling secondhand children’s clothes stopped by. She set 
down her bundle and pulled out various tops to show to interested traders looking on. A white 
jersey sized to fit Beatrice’s son caught her eye. Beatrice examined the jersey and turned it inside 
out to inspect the seams. She asked the seller how much it costs. “Eight cedis” the seller replied. 
“Ei!” Beatrice exclaimed, showing surprise at the expensive price. In a disapproving gesture, she 
frowned and scrunched up her lips and tossed the jersey back onto the pile. The seller calmly 
picked it up and laid it on the back of a chair, stating, “Wei yɛ kama paa” (‘This one is very 
nice’). Beatrice ignored the seller and instead grabbed a long-sleeved plaid button-down shirt of 
similar size and again inspected the seams. She turned to me and said her son could wear this one 
to church and then asked the seller the price of this shirt. The seller responded “ten cedis” and 
Beatrice once again replied, “Ei!” Beatrice returned her attention to the jersey. She looked again 
at the seams and, in a voice loud enough for the seller to hear, said the jersey was made here [in 
Ghana]. The seller protested Beatrice’s accusation—in reality more of a bargaining tactic than a 
claim of deceit—claiming she just opened up (twa or “cut”) a fresh bale of secondhand clothing 
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at Ashtown earlier that morning.117 “Ɛyɛ foss” (‘It’s secondhand clothing’)118 the seller asserted. 
“Ɛyɛ papa” (‘it’s good quality’), she added. Beatrice offered her four cedis for the jersey. The 
seller shook her head no. Instead, she said “fa no six cedis” (‘take it for six cedis’). Beatrice 
shook her head no and then offered the seller ten cedis for both shirts, to which the seller 
responded “ɛnso” (‘That won’t cover the price I paid for them’). The two women continued to 
bargain and eventually settled on 12 cedis for both tops.119  
In their assessment and negotiation of the value of goods, traders, the like secondhand 
trader, use words like kama (‘good,’ ‘neat’ or ‘clean’) and papa (‘good’ as in quality) to convey 
the high quality of a commodity—even if an object’s material properties belie the marketing 
claims. In everyday interaction, people also apply these terms to assign value to other things and 
states of being. Someone who gets all dressed up (for church or special occasion) is someone 
                                               
117 The expression twa (‘cut’) bale refers to cutting the plastic binding of a 55-kilogram (or more) bale, 
meaning the trader recently acquired the goods. 
118 “Foss” is the colloquial term for secondhand clothing. According to linguist Samuel Obeng (email to 
author, Aug. 11, 2017), “foss” comes from "folks." Per Obeng, “White settlers in Colonial Ghana used to 
bring gifts of old clothing from 'folks back home in England.' The term was appropriated and underwent a 
semantic shift to mean imported secondhand clothing meant for sale.” In her work with secondhand 
clothing traders, anthropologist Gracia Clark found that during the 1970s, traders referred to secondhand 
clothing as “foss” which she argues comes from the word “force” because consumers with little capital 
had to force themselves to buy it when other more expensive alternatives were unaffordable (email to 
author, Aug. 17, 2017). In recent decades, however, the stigma of buying and wearing secondhand 
clothing has given way to popularity (Clark 2016a). Another expression used to denote secondhand 
clothing is oburoni wawu (‘white person has died’) but is regarded as a more pejorative term than “foss” 
(Clark 2016a). 
119 Field notes, Kumasi Central Market, Sept. 1, 2016 
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who looks nice or beautiful (ayɛ kama). Kama can also mean “fresh,” “clean” or “immaculate” 
when referring to freshly washed and pressed (or sewn) clothing, a freshly swept and mopped 
floor. Papa refers to good quality things and people. Good quality yams, such as the pona 
variety, are “papa.” Whereas kama typically describes a conditional state, papa may be bound 
with morality. For example, a good person (nipa papa) is someone who exhibits high moral 
standards and behavior. When applied to imported goods, “kama” and “papa” assign value to the 
item along a scale of quality. Something that (or someone who) lacks quality—however defined 
using any number of scales—is expressed as ɛnyɛ (‘it isn’t nice/good’), ɔnyɛ (‘he/she is not 
good’) or ɛnyɛ papa (‘it isn’t good’) and ɔnyɛ papa (‘he/she isn’t good’). Sometimes the adverb 
“koraa” (‘at all’) is added for greater intensity or emphasis.   
Traders and consumers use these terms to assign value and to distinguish between good 
and bad and low and high-quality commodities. Traders also discuss quality difference, 
particularly for imported (new and secondhand) goods, in terms of durability. Beatrice explained 
this difference in quality one afternoon when I accompanied her to a smaller sized market closer 
to home to buy socks for her daughters’ school uniforms. We stopped by a stall with an assorted 
pile of women’s and girls’ secondhand socks displayed on a wooden table. While Beatrice 
rummaged through the socks, the seller brought forth several packages of brand-new socks made 
in China for Beatrice to consider. In a dismissive hand gesture, Beatrice indicated she was not 
interested in these new socks and continued looking through the secondhand ones. So as not to 
insult the trader, I waited until we left the kiosk to ask Beatrice why she prefers buying 
secondhand socks. She said that secondhand socks last longer (ɛbɛ kyɛ), explaining that you can 
wash (si) them several times and they keep their elasticity (ɛkyɛ ansa na ɛmu atwe), but as for the 
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new ones from China, after washing them one time they lose their elasticity (ɛnkyɛ na emu atwe) 
and become too big (ayɛ kɛseɛ).120  
Despite the growing ubiquity of Chinese goods in the Ghanaian market in recent 
decades—from textiles, clothing, and footwear to small kitchen appliances and plastic dishes—
Chinese goods are widely regarded to be lower in quality. When comparing secondhand goods 
from Western countries to new Chinese goods, Ghanaians typically reference the object’s 
material qualities, citing in particular its durability. They use expressions like “ɛbɛkyɛ” (‘It will 
last a long time’) when talking about secondhand goods from Western countries and “ɛbɛsei 
seesei ara” (‘It will spoil [get ruined] immediately’) when describing Chinese goods. Durability 
is a salient and desirable quality whether the commodity is clothing, shoes, appliances, or 
electronics. With limited cash flow, Ghanaian consumers rely on the goods they purchase to last. 
Ironically, many of the discarded items (secondhand clothing, electronics, etc.) from the West 
get recycled in West African markets where they take on a second life (Burrell 2012; Grabski 
2013).  
Traders and consumers pay attention to fabric thickness, clothing seams indicative of 
factory-manufactured or individual alteration, elasticity, and the ability to withstand several 
washings as important signifiers of an object’s quality. These tell-tale signs provide information 
to the buyer about the object’s origin, whether it is new or used, and an estimation for how long 
it will last. In the mind of traders and consumers, secondhand goods imported from Western 
countries are much more durable than new imports from China and are thus more desirable and 
more highly valued.  
 
 
 
                                               
120 Field notes, Kumasi, Sept. 6, 2016 
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A HIERARCHY OF VALUE: SECONDHAND GOODS FROM ABROAD AND 
CHINESE READY-MADE COMMODITIES 
 
In Ghana, secondhand hand goods from the global North are popular.121 According to a 
secondhand goods trader, Mabel, whose mother lives in Canada and ships goods to Ghana, 
“Ghanaian peoples love second-hand goods. So, everybody is selling it [them].” Whereas 
secondhand clothing (see figures 6.1 and 6.2) is locally referred to as “foss” or oburoni wawu 
(‘white person has died’ i.e., “hand-me-downs”), secondhand appliances and electronics are 
called “home use[d].”122 According to Jenna Burrell, who researched internet use among youth 
in Accra’s internet cafes, “home” refers to not to the origin of production but the commodity’s 
“original consumer market” (2012:171). The secondhand goods industry has a long history in 
Ghana and sub-Saharan Africa (Hansen 2000). Despite bans on secondhand goods in Ghana and 
sub-Saharan Africa in recent years due to the threat to local manufacturing industries and public 
                                               
121 To be sure, Asian countries also source secondhand clothes, which have a market in the industry and a 
position in the hierarchy of quality goods. A secondhand bra seller featured at the beginning of chapter 
three, who sells bras from London and South Korea, says there is a market for those who want London 
bras and those who desire Korean bras. Larger bras tend to come from London and fit larger breasted 
Ghanaian women; Korean bras are just as nice but tend to be smaller in size and thus suit a different 
consumer profile. Gracia Clark (2016a:24) argues that Chinese secondhand goods are not as popular as 
those from the UK but preferable to new or “ready-made” Chinese clothes made for the African market. 
122 In Ghana secondhand goods are desireable and do not carry the same devaluation as they do in the 
U.S. Moreover, because of the distinction between secondhand clothing (“foss”) and household 
appliances, electronics, and children’s toys, etc. (“home used”), I use the term “secondhand” as a neutral 
term throughout this chapter to encompass both categories of previously owned and used items that have 
been expored to Ghana. 
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health concerns,123 including e-waste toxicity (Burrell 2012:162-163), the secondhand industry 
continues to thrive.124 For one thing, secondhand clothing is much more affordable than buying 
cloth and taking it to a tailor to sew an outfit.125 But cost efficiency is not the only reason 
Ghanaians buy secondhand goods.  
                                               
123 “Why East Africa wants to ban second-hand clothes.” BBC News, March 2, 2016. Accessed October 9, 
2018. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-35706427.  
124 In 1994, Ghana instituted a ban on secondhand goods, particularly used mattresses, undergarments, 
and handkerchiefs, citing health reasons (see: Owusu, Stephen Atta. “Second-hand Mattresses And All 
That: Government Ban Is In Place.” Ghanaweb.com, February 21, 2011. Accessed October 9, 2018. 
http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/Second-hand-Mattresses-And-All-That-
Government-Ban-Is-In-Place-203546). Then in 2008, Ghana’s Energy Commission instituted a ban on 
secondhand refrigerators because of the toxic chemicals chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which harm the 
earth’s ozone layer (see: Hirsch, Afua. “Ghana leaves secondhand fridges out in the cold in bid to save 
energy.” The Guardian, January 17, 2013. Accessed October 9, 2018. 
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2013/jan/17/ghana-secondhand-fridges-save-energy). 
125 Cloth is typically sold in 6- and 12-yard increments. Batik, locally called “tie and dye,” and other types 
of textiles, called “material,” may be sold by the yard. Six yards of cloth is needed to sew a woman’s 
kaba and slit (a “traditional” blouse and skirt with a wraparound worn to occasions like funerals and is 
also popular among the elder generation). Approximately two yards will sew a man’s top and 3-4 yards is 
needed for a woman’s “straight dress.” The overall cost to purchase cloth and sew an outfit depends on 
the brand, quality, and style of the cloth, the style of dress, and the tailor’s rates. For instance, in 2016 I 
purchased 6 years of medium quality funeral cloth for 75 cedis (approximately $19) from a church 
member in Kumasi, and I paid 35 cedis (approximately $9) to have a kaba and slit sewn by a local 
seamstress. By contrast, and again prices vary according to different quality grades, one could easily buy 
a secondhand shirt and skirt for under 20 cedis ($5). 
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Figure 6.1 Wholesale bales of secondhand clothing and bedding, Ashtown, Kumasi 
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Figure 6.2 Men's secondhand tops displayed on Adum Railway Overhead Bridge, KCM 
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Secondhand goods are often associated with abrɔfoɔ (‘the English,’ ‘the whites,’ or more 
generally ‘foreigners’) and aburokyire (‘abroad’ or ‘overseas’) or abɔnten (‘outside’). Since 
about the 15th century, Ghanaians have seen foreign (white) people enter their country and bring 
foreign goods under the guise of trade or gift exchange. Although secondhand goods from all 
over the globe, including Asia, are exported to Ghana, the previous association linking 
secondhand goods to aburokyire and the West remains. The terms aburokyire (‘abroad’) or 
abɔnten (‘outside’) technically denotes “outside of Ghana” but discursively indexes the global 
North,126 and even more specifically, the U.S., Canada, Western Europe, and Australia. 
Aburokyire and abɔnten connote both a real and imagined place—a place of opportunity and 
prosperity and an aspired travel destination for many Ghanaians. However due to increasingly 
restrictive visa and immigration policies coupled with structural differences disadvantaging the 
global South, travel to countries in the global North is an opportunity only a small percentage of 
Ghanaians has access to. Still, the desire to travel or engage with the world abroad exists despite 
the difficulty of actually traveling there.  
There is a widely held perception that goods from the global North (whether new or used) 
are good quality and reliable (Burrell 2012:171). Moreover, traders and consumers regarded 
secondhand goods as superior in quality to brand new items imported from China. Consumers 
would much rather buy a secondhand blender, for instance, from the U.S. or Europe—even if 
manufactured in China—than buy a new imported one from China. A fruit seller illustrated this 
quality contrast one afternoon when I stopped at her stand to buy oranges. She and her friend, a 
                                               
126 I use the term “global North” but Ghanaians use “aburokyire” (‘abroad’) or “abɔnten” (‘outside’) to 
refer primarily to North America (specifically the U.S. and Canada), Western Europe (typically U.K., 
Germany, Italy), and Australia.  
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return immigrant (“burger” or bɔga)127 from the United Kingdom where he lives part-time, were 
playfully arguing about how he failed to bring her a blender and how upset she was. Smiling and 
in a playful tone, he pleaded forgiveness from her and promised that next time he would bring 
one. When he was out of sight, however, she lowered her voice and told me that he is stingy 
(pɛpɛɛ). She said she can buy blenders here in Ghana, but they are either from China or Dubai 
and they spoil (sɛe) easily. She wanted one from abroad (aburokyire) because it is higher quality. 
She thinks he intentionally did not bring her one because he knew she would not pay him for it. 
“But he’s the one who has the money to go abroad,” she said (Field notes, Kumasi, Aug. 18, 
2016). 
In conversation with traders and consumers, many presume secondhand goods exported 
to Ghana from the global North are manufactured with higher quality materials—even if they 
were manufactured in China before they were shipped to the West—and are thus more durable 
and higher quality. Moreover, because the objects have already lived an existence abroad before 
arriving in Ghana, they have proven their durability. By contrast, Chinese goods exported to 
Ghana are not held to the same manufacturing standard. Even though many Chinese goods are 
less expensive and appeal to consumers with restricted budgets, people reported that if they buy 
the Chinese version, they will inevitably end up spending more money in the long-term because 
                                               
127 “Burger” (or bɔga in Akan orthography) comes from “hamburger” and initially referred to Ghanaians 
who lived in Hamburg, Germany (Burrell 2012:165). Now it refers to Ghanaians who have spent time 
abroad in the global North before returning to Ghana either permanently or for a short visit. Because of 
the person’s travel experience, and the scarceness of opportunities due to travel restrictions in recent 
years, there is a perception that bɔgas (return immigrants) have more expendable capital and an 
expectation they will share their wealth. Those who do not distribute wealth satisfactorily are regarded as 
“snobbish” or “stingy” (see Burrell 2012:166).  
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when the Chinese item breaks or spoils, they will be forced to buy a replacement. When I asked 
Mabel why many Ghanaians prefer secondhand goods over new Chinese goods, she explained: 
 
Because you know, some years ago, I ask[ed] one of my aunties. We are on our 
way to the town. She is in Germany, and you know, we have something, something 
like frying pan. They have the cover, the top. You fry fried rice in it. So, she saw 
one of those things on the roadside. “Oh, Mabel I want to ask about this.” So, she 
goes there and comes back [empty handed] and I said “Why, Auntie? You didn’t 
buy the thing?” She said, “No. This one is purely [a] China one. It’s the lowest one. 
I don’t want it.” The Chinese people you know, all their manufacturing things… 
they normally say Africa, we don’t have enough money. So, they brought the lowest 
product to Africa. So, you can buy a ready-made rice cooker, you will plug it in, 
you will see all your house…fire is everywhere. So, the person will buy 
secondhand. [Interview, Kumasi, Feb. 24, 2016] 
 
Mabel’s narration of her conversation with her aunt reveals two points that feature widely in 
public consumer opinion. First, Chinese goods are regarded to be lower in quality than 
secondhand items from the global North. Moreover, Chinese items are not as trustworthy; not 
only are they likely to spoil quickly but appliances in particular may be a fire risk.128 Secondly, 
                                               
128 Incidentally, I was at Mabel’s house one afternoon when her blender started smoking and eventually 
stopped working altogether. Beatrice had asked me to take a bowl of tomatoes and onions to Mabel’s 
house to blend since Beatrice lacked a blender. In the process, Mabel and I noticed the blender start to 
smoke and suddenly stopped working. She said this particular one was a Chinese “ready-made” blender, 
so it was no surprise to her that it spoiled.  
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traders and consumers believe China exports the “lowest products” or lowest quality goods to 
Africa (Clark 2016a:24). In the same conversation (not featured here), Mabel indicated that 
China manufactures goods with varying levels of quality but exports the higher quality items to 
the U.S. and Europe and the lower quality items to Africa. In my observations, traders and 
consumers of imported goods seemed to be aware but indifferent to this reality; the sourcing 
country (where an item is imported from) was more important to them than where the product 
was manufactured. In her work among traders at Accra’s Makola market, Akosua Darkwah 
observed that traders price their imported goods to reflect this “hierarchical global production” 
(2007:75-76): goods from the U.S. and Europe are the most expensive (where production is often 
outsourced to Asia), goods from “spin-off companies” (i.e., cheaper quality goods manufactured 
for the non-U.S. and European markets) are next in the hierarchy and less expensive, and finally 
“foreign-made” goods purchased from Togo are the least expensive.  
This devalued reputation of Chinese products exists, in part, due to circulating and 
reproduced discourses and rumors of illicit trading practices among Chinese vendors (Marfaing 
and Thiel 2015), the negative impact of cheaply made Chinese goods on the local economy, and 
the (re)production of counterfeit goods.129 During my fieldwork, stories and videos of “plastic” 
rice and other fake foods presumed to be imported by China circulated on social media,130 
although the Ghanaian Food and Drugs Authority (FDA) found these stories to be nothing but 
                                               
129 See: Ghana Broadcasting Corporation. 2015. Ghana: Fake Chinese Goods. Accessed, October 9, 2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmYVpD8u9JQ. 
130 Darko, Kweku. “10 Fake Foods From China You Probably Didn’t Know.” OMGVoice. December 21, 
2016. Accessed, October 9, 2018. http://omgvoice.com/food/fake-foods-china. 
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rumors (Adogla-Bessa 2017; Subedar 2017).131 The negative association of the Chinese may also 
be linked to their role in illegal small-scale mining, locally called “galamsey,”132 and the 
devastating effects of galamsey on the local environment, economy, and public health.133 By 
contrast, those who reside or hail from the global North occupy a position of status, prestige, and 
global superiority in the local consciousness. In everyday discourse, the global North is often 
synonymous with whiteness and those who “represent modernity, technological advancement, 
industry, innovation, economic success, political leadership, and cultural superiority (Pierre 
2012:73). A pervasive belief in Kumasi, if not elsewhere in Ghana, is that by increasing 
proximity to a white person, one can become rich. After accepting an invitation to visit a trader 
and her family at home, her husband, who accompanied me from the trotro stop, told me that 
since his friends saw him walking with me, they will ask him for money: “The way they will be 
                                               
131 Adogla-Bessa, Delali. “We found no ‘plastic rice’ in Ghana - FDA.” Citifmonline. June 23, 2017. 
Accessed, October 9, 2018. http://citifmonline.com/2017/06/23/we-found-no-plastic-rice-in-ghana-fda/; 
Subedar, Anisa. “Why People Believe the Myth of ‘Plastic Rice.’” BBC News, July 5, 2017. Accessed, 
October 9, 2018. http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-40484135. 
132 “Galamsey” is Pidgin English derived from “gather them and sell.” Ghanaians have participated in the 
gold mining industry long before the Chinese became involved in these small-scale operations. See 
Boiko-Weyrauch, Anna. 2010. “Galamsey: Will Work for Gold.” The Common Language Project, 
January 18. Accessed, December 22, 2018. http://clpmag.org/article.php?article=Galamsey-Will-Work-
for-Gold_0077  
133 Burrows, Edward, and Lucia Bird. 2017. “Gold, Guns and China: Ghana’s Fight to End  
Galamsey.” African Arguments. May 30. http://africanarguments.org/2017/05/30/gold-guns-and-china-
ghanas-fight-to-end-galamsey/. 
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worrying me, stop! And now they’re asking me for money. It’s not easy to talk with a white 
person.”  
 
GLOBAL IMPORTS, INDEXICAL CONNECTIONS 
Ghanaians desire to consume secondhand goods from aburokyire because these objects 
hold an important indexical connection to the very place—real and imagined—they aspire to 
travel to some day. Similar to the idea of increasing one’s prosperity via proximity to abrɔfoɔ 
(‘foreigners’), a related ideology is that by consuming goods associated with aburokyire 
Ghanaians can increase their proximity to the global North as well as to the qualities and 
experiences associated with these places. Accordingly, these commodities embody a 
transformational quality in their indexical relationship with “abroad.” Just as successfully pulling 
off the “wine talk” register in the right context (wine tasting) transforms the speaker into an elite 
educated wine connoisseur (Silverstein 2003) and adopting a locally acquired “foreign” accent 
(known as LAFA) enables a speaker to access membership in a global community (Shoba et al. 
2013), consuming aburokyire nneɛma not only connects the consumer to real and imagined 
places but may transform a person’s economic standing. That is, by purchasing these desired 
commodities, Ghanaian consumers not only participate in the global economy but can position 
themselves closer to economic prosperity.  
 But there is more to the story. In addition to buying “foss” and “home used” goods, a 
more recent trend is to acquire and wear or display clothing and objects bearing the U.S. and 
European flags (see figures 6.3 and 6.4). Ironically, and according to the sellers of these 
products, many of these items are manufactured and imported from China. Nonetheless, these 
items are highly desirable for their indexical connection to aburokyire. When asked why they 
like wearing items with the U.S. flag, many responded with statements like “Because I wish to 
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be there,” “Because since childhood the U.S. has been a place of my choice,” “Because people 
see those who wear such clothes as very rich people,” and “I will go there one day.” These 
statements indicate that the objects themselves embody transformational potential such that by 
consuming these objects, consumers can actualize their aspirations for geographic and economic 
mobility. 
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Figure 6.3 A KCM trader holds up the t-shirt he wore to work 
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Figure 6.4 A passenger wears a cap embroidered with "USA," Kumasi 
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 Yurchak (2005) describes a similar phenomenon in which during the late socialism 
period in the USSR, objects, images, music, clothing, and linguistic expressions indicative of 
Western culture circulated among Soviet youth and became a link to the “Imaginary West.” 
Yurchak describes how even commodities empty of their contents—such as the leftover 
packaging (e.g., a plastic bag with a Manhattan laundromat address)—were valuable for their 
indexical relationship to the West: 
 
Young people in all corners of the country used empty Western liquor bottles, beer 
cans, and cigarette boxes to create a kind of “still life” installation on the 
bookshelves and cupboards in their rooms. Most of these packages and bottles were 
empty—they could not be purchased in regular Soviet stores and often circulated 
as pure packaging free of original products. However, this empty status did not 
matter because their original meaning as consumable commodities (the actual 
liquor, beer, or cigarettes) was largely irrelevant. They were not commodities but 
shells of commodities whose role was to link the here and now to an “elsewhere.” 
The materiality of these objects, and the fact that they were unmistakably 
“Western” in origin, endowed them with great power for doing this work of linking. 
The link they established was simultaneously real (the objects were right here) and 
abstract (the “elsewhere” to which they linked was imaginary).  [Yurchak 
2005:194-195; see also Manning 2010] 
 
Although the circumstances Yurchak (2005) describes is quite different from the economic 
situation in Ghana, like the Soviets under socialism, many Ghanaians face insurmountable 
impediments to travel outside of Ghana, particularly to countries in the global North. Due to the 
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advent of the Internet and social media, the growth of Information and Communications 
Technology in Ghana (but see Burrell 2012), and the proliferation of smart phones, contact with 
the West or global North has become more accessible in the virtual realm even as visa and 
immigration restrictions for many Ghanaians have tightened, particularly in recent years. Places 
like the U.S. and the U.K. are highly desirable travel destinations for many Ghanaians (Hallberg 
Adu 2015) as evidenced by advertisements for the U.S. Visa Lottery (figure 6.1) and the ubiquity 
of objects with U.S. displayed in the market (figures 6.2-6.3), on clothing (figure 6.4), in vehicles 
(figures 6.5-6.6), and painted on storefronts (figure 6.7). Although travel to these places is 
extremely difficult if not impossible for many, Ghanaians connect to these real and imaged 
places through the consumption of aburokyire nneɛma (goods from abroad). As Yurchak 
(2005:195) argues, the link is “simultaneously real (the objects were right here) and abstract (the 
‘elsewhere’ to which they linked was imaginary).” In the material consumption of these 
semiotically-charged goods, Ghanaian consumers participate in global capitalism even as travel 
is difficult.  
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Figure 6.5 U.S. visa lottery registration center, Kumasi 
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Figure 6.6 American and German flags hanging in 
Kumasi Central Market 
Figure 6.7 U.S. and Ghanaian flags for sale in Kumasi 
Central Market 
Figure 6.8 Men's shorts for sale in Kumasi Central 
Market. Photo by David Benteh and Augustine 
Ntiamoah. 
 
Figure 6.9 U.S. flag on a trotro  
headrest 
Figure 6.10 U.S. and Ghana's 
national flags displayed in a trotro 
Figure 6.11 The U.S. flag painted on the 
outside of a barber shop, Cape Coast. 
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In his research on his work on bluff performances among Ivorian men, Sasha Newell 
(2012) makes a similar argument regarding the transformational power of imported commodities 
from the West. Specifically, he describes how male youth perform the appearance of financial 
success regardless of their actual financial situation in which “the bluff” is constructed around 
the display of North Atlantic clothing and commodities, namely brand logos originating from the 
U.S. and Europe and objects associated with American hip hop culture. Newell (2012:11) states 
that in the Ivorian logic of young urban men, these commodities from the West represent “North 
Atlantic modernity” locally referred to as Beng and argues that even though the audience is well 
aware that the Ivorian male bluff was a performance and not a display of actual financial success, 
consuming goods from Beng (the North Atlantic) produced “real social transformations” 
(2012:144). Moreover, Newell contends that by consuming recognizable and valued brands from 
Beng, Ivorians increased their proximity to countries from Beng in what he calls “a partial 
migration”: 
 
Abidjanais consumption was really about bringing the consumer into contact with 
the “modernizing” power of the symbolic West. Objects could be gaou [someone 
who is intelligent, not easily scammed] and yere [a fool, someone easily duped] 
because they embodied the transformative force of modernity on which that 
distinction was based. I suggest that to consume such an object was to become that 
much closer to the Occident itself, a kind of partial migration […] Modernity was 
transferred metonymically from the object to the person, so that by wearing U.S. 
clothing, urban Ivoirians transformed themselves into more potent social beings. 
[2012:178, emphasis added] 
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Similarly, I argue that by consuming aburokyire nneɛma —a term I use broadly to include 
secondhand goods marked as originating from the West but also any commodity associated in 
some way with aburokyire, including those bearing US flags—consumers not only participate in 
global capitalism but also increase their proximity to these real and imagined places in a kind of 
“partial migration” and which may effectively actualize their desires for economic prosperity. 
But where do traders fit in this process? How do traders’ talk construct the value of aburokyire 
nneɛma? In the next section, I argue that when imported goods are associated with aburokyire, 
they become branded.  
 
ABUROKYIRE AS BRAND: BRANDING IMPORTS USING SPEECH ACTS 
One morning while eating breakfast, my host sister and I heard a woman’s voice outside 
the apartment yell, “Obi de watch firi aburokyire ba a. Wonntɔ?” (‘Someone brought a watch 
from abroad. Won’t you buy?’). Itinerant traders often walked up and down the streets in our 
neighborhood advertising everything from eggs and hot breakfast food to secondhand clothing to 
heavy wooden pestles for pounding fufu. Until this particular day, however, we had not heard 
this trader nor her marketing strategy before. But one thing is clear: in her marketing technique 
she demonstrated a savvy understanding of indexicality and consumer desire for secondhand 
goods from abroad. 
In this section, I argue that when traders label an item as “foss,” “home used,” firi 
aburokyire (‘from abroad’) or firi abɔnten (‘from outside’), they effectively brand that object. 
More specifically, I argue that when traders associate commodities with their origins (i.e., the 
original consumer market) as a marketing technique using the words aburokyire (‘abroad’), 
“foss” (‘secondhand’), or, by contrast, as China nneɛma (‘Chinese goods’), these terms function 
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as speech acts (Austin 1975) which in effect “brand” the commodity. By using these branding 
labels, traders make use of multiple orders of indexicality (Silverstein 2003).  
In Silverstein’s (2003) model of “indexical order,” indexicality can occur in an ordered or 
ranked schema such that first and subsequent indexical orders exist in a dialectal relationship. I 
apply this model to examine the semiotic connection between imported goods, their point of 
origin, and their value-laden associative qualities. In this model, first order indexicality 
associates imported goods with their point of origin. For secondhand goods (“foss,” “home 
used,” buroni wawu), the indexical reference points to its state of “secondhandedness” and thus 
links the object to its point of origin (in which I use Burrell’s (2012) operational definition 
“original consumer market” rather than origin of production). For most secondhand goods, the 
point of origin is the global North. By contrast, “ready-made” imports frequently index China as 
the point of production and not the original consumer market since these commodities are 
exported to Africa and since, according to several traders, these lower quality goods are 
specifically manufactured for African markets.134  
If first order indexicality establishes a relationship between an imported commodity and 
its origin, second order indexicality links these commodities to what gets conjured in the mind of 
the consumer. Traders and consumers associate secondhand commodities from aburokyire with 
ideas of prosperity, opportunity, and cosmopolitanism—qualities attached to real and imagined 
places abroad. Connecting a commodity to aburokyire imbues it with qualities associated with 
those places and thus increases the overall value of the commodity. By contrast, “China” or 
China nneɛma (‘Chinese goods’) are associated with notions of inferior quality and 
manufacturing standards, counterfeit, and illicitness. As the itinerant watch seller demonstrated 
                                               
134 Cheaply made imports also come from Dubai and India. 
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above, KCM traders capitalize on this indexical order in their marketing strategies. I suggest that 
when traders’ label or marketing imported goods as “foss,” “home used,” or associate them with 
aburokyire, their speech acts effectively brand those objects as aburokyire. Furthermore, 
consumers make this brand real when they purchase and use these commodities for their 
indexical link to aburokyire.   
Brands are simultaneously material and immaterial, “everywhere and yet nowhere” 
(Manning 2010:35). Brands can serve as important material signifiers of value. In the case of 
brand names printed along the selvedges (the edge of a piece of fabric) of West African wax 
print cloth, brand names “act as shorthand for standards of quality and quantity that customers 
would find difficult to verify for themselves” (Clark 2010b:197). Similarly, labels affixed to 55-
kilogram bales of secondhand clothing, which detail the company name (or wholesaler) and an 
abbreviated classification of its contents, can provide a form of quality assurance. Due to the 
hierarchy of quality among sourcing countries, coupled with the ongoing risk that bales may 
contain poor quality items unbeknownst to either the wholesaler or retailer (particularly if they 
do not oversee the sorting of items into various quality grades or the weeding out of poor quality 
or off-season items), Clark (2016a:13) argues that these labels “constituted a form of branding 
that improved quality prediction.”  
Alternatively, brands may “gesture to diasporic, aspirational, or exotic elsewheres on the 
horizons of imaginative geographies of alterity” (Manning 2010:39). The terms “foss” and 
“home used” similarly “gesture” to the “exotic elsewheres” indexed in aburokyire (‘abroad’) and 
abɔten (‘outside’). However, by focusing specifically on the act of labeling imported goods, and 
in particular secondhand goods from the global North, I situate my application of brand 
somewhere in between these two interpretations of brand. That is, while the brand aburokyire is 
abstract and essentially fictive, it functions, through the act of naming it, as a real brand. As I 
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suggested above, the terms “foss,” “home used,” buroni wawu and China nneɛma act as 
“shorthand” terms which not only index points of origin but also assumptions about 
manufacturing standards of quality and durability. I argue that these terms, like the labels outside 
secondhand clothing bales, constitute a form of branding or brand names which, when used by 
traders in their marketing spiels or in the daily transactional exchanges in the market, actually 
“brand” these objects as aburokyire and by contrast, “China.”  
Objects or commodities become “baptized” as brands (Nakassis 2012:628) through any 
number of “baptismal events” such as when a trademark is legally registered or the manufacturer 
affixes a commodity with a logo. Focusing specifically the case of imported goods in Ghana, I 
speak not of “real” or authenticated brands through more formal “baptismal events,” such as 
legally registered trademarks; rather, the focus here is on other manifestations of brand— 
aburokyire as a brand in which becomes “baptized” through less “official” means: the speech 
act. When traders proclaim “ɛyɛ foss” (‘it’s secondhand’), “ɛfiri aburokyire” (‘it’s from abroad’), 
or “ɛfiri abɔten (‘it’s from outside’), such expressions function as performatives (Austin 1975) 
and “baptize” these commodities as recognizable brands in which the recognizable brand is 
aburokyire—both a real and imagined place. I apply Nakassis’s (2012) discussion of the 
performativity and citationality of the brand to suggest that “ɛyɛ foss” and “ɛfiri aburokyire” are 
brand tokens which, when uttered as a performative, “cite” the brand type (aburokyire) and 
legitimize the brand’s ontology in the sphere of KCM and global capitalism. When the woman 
outside my apartment marketed the watch’s origin as coming from aburokyire (‘abroad’), she not 
only “branded” the watch but through her knowledge of indexicality, linked the watch to the 
global North where goods are assumed to be of good quality. In her research on imported 
secondhand computers from the U.S. and Europe in Ghana, Burrell similarly states that traders 
use the expression “home used” when pitching secondhand electronics and appliances to 
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potential buyers because “home used” signifies the product as “high quality and reliable” 
(2012:171-172).135 Darkwah (2007) similarly argues that traders market a product’s origin to 
justify its price and/or distinguish a high-quality commodity from a lower quality commodity. 
Traders, such as the watch seller, employ their knowledge of indexicality in their marketing and 
selling strategies, simultaneously branding certain imported commodities as firi aburokyire and 
highlighting the commodity’s indexical connection to desirable places.  
But, as Moore (2003:335) argues, brands are not “real” until they are “taken up by 
consumers—used, consumed, circulated.” In Ghana, aburokyire as a “brand” of goods is real 
because consumers buy, wear, and display these items primarily for their semiotic value and the 
power these goods embody in their potential to transform the consumer’s situation. Robert Foster 
recognizes the role of consumers in “enhanc[ing] the value of brands” by purchasing these 
branded items (2005:11). Traders and consumers, therefore, reify commodity origins as brands 
each time they use or market them as aburokyire.  
 
VALUE MANIPULATION AND CREATIVE BRANDING 
Traders, manufacturers, and craftspeople capitalize on the indexical relationship between 
commodity and the allure of prosperity in the global North by manipulating value signifiers (i.e., 
aburokyire brand tokens) using what Nakassis (2012) refers to as “creative brand citations.”136 In 
                                               
135 Burrell goes on to state that conversely, the term aburokyire bola (‘garbage from abroad’) is used as an 
insult—either to insult the seller if the potential buyer felt offended or to refer to items that were 
“especially outdated and worn—faded and torn clothing, dirty-looking items, or items with missing 
pieces” (2012:172).   
136 I use “manipulate,” not in terms of deception, but in the sense that traders, manufacturers, and 
craftspeople “work with” and “employ” these tokens and once physically or verbally affixed to a 
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creative brand citationality, the indexical link between brand token, brand type, and brand 
ontology is exploited to yield new brand forms. For instance, a counterfeit good “passes” as a 
legitimate brand token of the authentic brand type and “cites the baptismal brand event without 
actually being part of the authorizing chain of production,” (Nakassis 2012:632) even if 
consumers recognize they are fake (or purchase them because they are fake and thus less 
expensive but similar enough to resemble the real thing). Here I apply Nakassis’ concept of 
creative citationality to understand the ubiquity of US and European flags and country names on 
Ghanaian and Chinese goods. I argue that the use of these creative branding manifestations 
manipulates the citationality of the fictive brand “aburokyire” and in so doing, enhance the value 
of the commodity.  
As earlier figures shown above illustrate, the ubiquity of the U.S. and other European 
country flags permeate everyday existence—displayed in trotros and private vehicles, painted on 
the outside of container shops, and feature on clothing and accessories (handkerchiefs, sandals, t-
shirts, shorts, etc.). Additionally, the U.S. flag in particular appears on many products’ packaging 
and labels. Consider figures 6.12 and 6.13 below.  
  
                                               
commodity or product label (i.e., “baptized”) during design, production, or marketing the product in 
places like KCM, these tokens enhance the value of that commodity. 
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Figure 6.12 Packaged socks purchased in Kumasi Central Market, 2016 
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Figure 6.13 "Nsuo rubber" or plastic bags cooked food vendors buy for packaging  
and selling beverages, Kumasi Central Market, 2016. Note the labels featuring the  
national flags from the U.K. and U.S. “BEST QUALITY” is printed on the latter. 
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The first (figure 6.12) features an individual pair of white socks without a prominently 
displayed brand name or manufacturing origin. Instead, the packaging label highlights the U.S. 
flag and the words “USA” displayed on the top and bottom of the label. The only other 
information provided is the composition of the material fibers. At quick glance, this product 
claims an association to the U.S. either in brand name or manufacturing location. But neither is 
the case. Once removed from their packaging, the socks bear no label or association to the U.S. 
Here is an example in which the packaging has been manipulated to enhance the value of the 
socks. That is, the packaging “passes” as a legitimate brand token—either passing as a U.S. 
brand or as the origin of production. In this case, both the iconicity of the U.S. flag and the words 
“U.S.A.” are the recognizable value signifiers and because of their indexical association with the 
socks, enhance the value of what would otherwise be a cheaply manufactured pair of socks. 
Similarly, in the second example (figure 6.13), the company or packaging plant which 
packaged the “nsuo rubber” (plastic bags for storing and selling beverages) incorporated the 
U.K. and U.S. national flags in the package label. While the package label on the left with the 
U.K. flag displays no other text aside from “Kingdom,” the U.S. label on the right features 
additional information including the brand or company name “Spaceplast Champion” (a plastics 
manufacturer), the manufacturer’s address and phone number (located in North Kaneshie, Accra, 
Ghana), and the words “Best Quality” underneath the flag icon. This product is a great example 
of how brand citations are creatively exploited: the indexical link between the plastic bags, the 
U.S., and the association with “best quality” ultimately add value to the product itself. Both the 
sock and plastic bag labels demonstrate the value of the U.S. and U.K. as desirable destinations 
in the cosmology of many Ghanaians and as sources of high quality products. As such, the 
national flag icons, the country names, and the indexical link between commodity and place are 
creatively exploited to add value to locally consumed and circulated objects. These acts of 
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creative branding or value manipulation also show up on the commodity itself, not just the 
packaging.    
In KCM and other areas where “Ghana-made” leather shoes and sandals are made, crafts 
people at times apply “Made in Italy” or “Made in U.S.” labels to the soles of the shoes. These 
labels, I learned, are easily bought and sold in KCM and regularly applied to locally made 
footwear. Beatrice, whose deceased husband used to make “Ghana made” sandals, explains why 
“Ghana-made” shoemakers affix these labels on the sandals:  
 
Ghana woahu sɛ ɛnnoɔma nso deɛ, Ghana-made koraa (nti) yɛtumi twerɛ bi ‘Italy.’ 
Ebi wɔ hɔ a yɛyɛɛ no wɔ Ghana ha yi ara nso wobɛkɔ akɔhwɛ ‘Italy’ na ɛgu so. 
Africa ha ankasa no, obiara nim sɛ Ghana adeɛ nnyɛ papa. Wɔn adwene ne no. Nti 
sɛ wotɔn adeɛ wɔ Ghana a, adeɛ…wotɔn wɔ ha na yɛatwerɛ so ‘Ghana-made’ a, 
wɔnim sɛ ɛnnyɛ papa. Seesei wɔahu sɛ China phone…ɛyɛ adeɛ a ɛnnyɛ papa. The 
same as Ghana. By (but) wɔkɔhwɛ biribi na ade korɔ yɛatwerɛ so ebia ‘U.S.,’ na 
n’ani agye. Adeɛ no wode ne boɔ ma no sɛ deɛn, ɔbɛtɔ because ɔnim sɛ ɛhɔ adeɛ yɛ 
papa. Nso ebi koraa na Ghana ha deɛ no yɛ papa ɛkyɛn ɛno.  
 
In Ghana, you see that as for goods, we even write “Made in Italy” on some Ghana-
made shoes and slippers [sandals]. Some are made in Ghana here, but you will see 
“Made in Italy” on them. Here in Africa, everyone knows that things from Ghana 
are not good. That is their mentality. So, if you sell things in Ghana, if you sell them 
here and “Made in Ghana” is written on them, they know that they are not good. 
Now you see that China phones…they are not good. The same as Ghana. But if you 
go and check something and “U.S.” has been written on it, then he/she becomes 
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happy. No matter the price you sell it, he/she will buy it, because he/she knows that 
things from that place are good. Even though it could be that the one from Ghana 
is better. [Interview, Dec. 11, 2016] 
 
Here Beatrice explains the pervasive ideology and value hierarchy of goods from various 
countries, namely Western countries, China, and Ghana. As Beatrice indicates, there is a general 
consumer preference for items from places like Italy, the U.S., and U.K. over products produced 
or manufactured in Ghana. Craftspeople (e.g., shoemakers) capitalize on this and apply these 
false origin labels to market their goods to appeal consumers and enhance the value of the shoes. 
As she points out, the local handcrafted product may actually be manufactured with higher 
quality materials, more durable, and overall a higher quality product than those from the U.S. or 
Italy, but the allure of these places is so strong that the added value in the indexical association to 
places abroad usurps the high quality of the shoes. Just as traders brand their goods as “foss” or 
aburokyire (‘abroad’), the shoe labels also act as brands, albeit falsely advertising the 
commodities’ origins.  
Traders also creatively manipulate value in the way they market their goods. Traders 
advertise a product’s origin—particularly one from the global North—to distinguish it from a 
lower quality commodity and justify its price point (Darkwah 2007). For example, one of our 
weekly shopping trips to KCM included a search for a blender in the nearby commercial district 
in Adum. We stopped by a young man selling blenders and rice cookers out of the box, displayed 
on a table on the edge of the street at Roman Hill. Beatrice inquired about the price of each of the 
blenders. Because we wanted to price shop before making a purchase, Beatrice told the seller we 
would be back later. Showing disappointment, the seller said he would reduce the price of any 
blender we are interested in and begged us to buy from him and not someone else. The market 
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was not good, he said. I noticed a silver blender with the word “German” on the label. It was 
sitting on top of its box, but I noticed the absence of any German text on it. I asked the seller 
where the blenders come from and he indicated that this particular one comes from Germany. I 
asked why there was no German text on the box, and he replied, “Oh well they know that we 
Ghanaians don’t speak or read German so there’s no need to put German on the box.” Upon 
hearing that, and in a lowered voice out of earshot of the seller, Beatrice turned to me and 
reminded me of our conversation regarding the “Made in Italy” labels on Ghana-made shoes. 
Even though my exchange with the seller was in English, Beatrice sensed the seller was falsely 
marketing (and the product itself was falsely advertising) the manufacturing origin of the 
“German” blender. In effect, he was manipulating the indexical link between the “German” 
blender and the associational characteristics of good quality and durability.  
Joanna Grabski (2013) documented a similar instance of value manipulation in her 
documentary Market Imaginary, which features Senegal’s Colobane market. In the film, a 
secondhand clothing seller, who purchases bales early in the morning to acquire the best 
selection of popular U.S. and European brands to retail, admits he tells buyers his items come 
directly from the U.S. even though he bought them from Colobane: “You can even say they’re 
from the U.S. even though you bought them here.” For instance, a secondhand clothing seller 
featured in Market Imaginary described how at times he tells his buyers that he purchased his 
goods directly from the U.S. when he actually purchased them wholesale from another 
secondhand clothing dealer within the same market (Colobane). He buys secondhand clothing 
early in the morning to get the best selection of popular U.S. and European brands and then 
washes, dries and irons the clothes for resale in the afternoon. To capitalize on both the value of 
the brand and the item’s origin, the seller admits he tells people that the items come directly from 
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the U.S. even though he bought them from Colobane: “You can even say they’re from the U.S. 
even though you bought them here.”  
 In each of these examples, the commodity’s packaging, design label, or marketing 
strategy were manipulated to enhance the value of the object itself. More specifically, the 
object’s origin, as a token of “brand,” was creatively exploited through the use of national flag 
icons and printed country names on the product to imply or associate the commodity as having 
origin in the U.S., U.K., or Italy. If traders and consumers are aware of, but indifferent to, the 
reality that many of the items sourced from Western countries were originally manufactured in 
China, perhaps the issue of importance is not the authenticity of materials or manufacturing 
origin (i.e., that these products were actually manufactured in the U.S. or Italy or even that they 
were made with U.S. or Italian materials) but the items’ semiotic connection to those places—
that the indexical link connecting the consumer to those places through consumption of the 
commodity may actually materialize in a real connection in the future.  
 
Reconciling an Inherent Contradiction 
At this point, I must address, and attempt to reconcile, the inherent contradiction between 
consumer preference for goods from the global North over Chinese “ready-made” commodities 
and the active consumption of new Chinese imports affixed with US or European country names 
or flags on the product design or packaging. These are not secondhand nor are they manufactured 
for the “original consumer market” of Western countries as “foss” and “home used” goods are. 
Rather, these new Chinese commodities are manufactured in China and exported specifically to 
Africa for African consumption. If Ghanaian consumers deem Chinese imports as low in quality, 
durability, and less desirable than commodities from the global North, why do they 
enthusiastically consume them? Is it that these items are affordable given real economic 
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constraints? Or perhaps that there is no local substitute for certain commodities? Or is there more 
to the story? 
Althought these items are manufactured in China, they nonetheless carry significant value 
and appeal. The iconic images of the U.S. or U.K. flags on t-shirts, handkerchiefs, sandals, 
flashlights, etc. enhance the value of what would otherwise be regular China nneɛma (‘Chinese 
goods’). That is, the composition of lower quality material fibers, plastics, and synthetic rubber 
that comprise many Chinese goods deemed inferior to those made with sturdier materials, 
enhance the value of the object once they are “baptized” with tokens of aburokyire. Even when 
the product label (see figure 6.14) clearly says “Made in China,” the manufacturing point of 
origin is irrelevant and usurped by the commodity’s indexical connection to more desirable 
places in the minds of Ghanaians. A commodity’s material properties so heavily scrutinized for 
their durability, thickness, manufactured seams, etc., (as Beatrice demonstrated with the 
children’s secondhand tops discussed earlier in this chapter) become less important than the 
semiotic value in the indexical relationship to the desired places abroad.  
To reconcile the apparent contradiction between the consumer value ranking based on 
quality and the preference for goods with an indexical connection to Western countries, I argue 
that the iconic images of the flags circulating in the market (as they do elsewhere in Ghana) 
function as “brand instances” or “brand tokens” (Nakassis 2012) of the brand type: aburokyire. 
Even though aburokyire is not a brand in the formal, official, or legal sense but rather a “fictive 
brand” (Nakassis 2012), any token of aburokyire (country names, flag images, “made in ‘x’ 
country” labels, traders’ marketing calls (ɛyɛ foss, ɛfiri aburokyire)) cite the brand type and bring 
it into existence.  
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Figure 6.14 "Made in China" flashlights with national flags. 
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NUANCING THE HIERARCHY OF VALUE: ACCOMMODATING LOCAL TASTES 
Despite Beatrice’s generalized claims that Chinese and Ghanaian goods are not good 
(nnyɛ papa) and pale in comparison to those from the global North, consumer practices illustrate 
a more nuanced view. The scale by which Ghanaians rank the value of commodities is flexible 
and subject to reshuffling to include, and at times prioritize, Ghanaian and Chinese goods over 
those from Western countries. For instance, locally reared chickens (efie akokɔ) are regarded as 
far superior in taste (for its stronger chicken flavor) to imported frozen chicken and are 
significantly more expensive.137 Similarly, although smoked fish sellers purchase frozen 
imported fish to smoke and sell in the market, they told me that the consumer palate much 
prefers the taste of locally caught and smoked fish. When it comes to food in general, many 
Ghanaians told me that aborɔfo aduane (‘foreign food’ or ‘Western food’) does not satiate them 
because it is too light (ɛmu nyɛ du); instead, they prefer heavy food (aduane a ɛmu yɛ du). 
Consumer preferences for local goods and ways of doing things apply to other areas in everyday 
life. For example, weddings, funerals, and naming (“outdooring”) ceremonies that mark major 
life events continue to demand the adornment of black and red cloth for funerals, Kente cloth or 
“African wear” (locally tailored fashion designs made from wax print cloth) for weddings and 
other holiday or ceremonial occasions. Similarly, locally crafted footwear, such as Ahenema (the 
Akan royal sandal worn by chiefs and those of high status) and other sandals made from leather 
or cloth remain the preferred style, particularly for important social occasions. While the 
consumption of global imports, particularly secondhand goods from Western countries, remains 
                                               
137 At the time of my field work, one could buy a frozen imported chicken for approximately 20 cedis 
(approximately $5) compared to locally reared chickens which run may run 60 cedis (about $15) or more, 
depending on weight. 
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strong, these examples present a much more complex picture of Ghanaian consumer practices 
which at times prioritize local products or those suited to local taste and style preferences. 
Neringa Klumbyte (2009) describes a similar phenomenon concerning competing “Euro” 
and “Soviet” brands in the sausage industry in post socialist Lithuania. Whereas the “Euro” or 
“Europe” label “connect products to the semiotic space of European modernity, quality, and 
prosperity” and “Soviet” “invoke[s] past oppression and colonization,” most sausage consumers 
prefer the Soviet brands. Taste, Klumbyte contends, is disconnected from European standards of 
quality control and nutritional value and instead grounded in local preferences for higher fat 
content and “natural” ingredients over “foreign” brands and their association with low fat and 
“synthetic” ingredients. Klumbyte (2009:137) argues that Lithuanian sausage brands “reproduce 
and contest geopolitical orders routinized during the Cold War,” positioning “Europe” and the 
“West” in a higher hierarchal position above “Soviet” and the “East.” Whereas the indexical 
association with Europe and the West with modernity and prosperity still resonates among 
Lithuanian consumers, Klymbyte suggests that consumer preferences for Soviet sausages contest 
this geopolitical ranking.  
Similarly, in his work on barbershops in Arusha, Tanzanaia, Brad Weiss (2002) describes 
how barbershops are often named after places not found within Tanzania (e.g., “Brooklyn 
Barberhouse”) and feature images and hairstyles of African American hip hop celebrities. Shop 
names and images of celebrities serve as indexical linkages to desirable places in the local 
imagination which parallels the pervasive narrative among many Tanzanians that “life is better 
elsewhere and that the grind of struggle and poverty…is immeasurably eased anywhere but here” 
(2002:102). However, Weiss points out, few patrons actually pay to get their hair cut to resemble 
those painted on the outside of the barbershops, preferring instead short haircuts for reasons of 
practicality. Weiss explains this apparent juxtaposition by arguing that barbers and their patrons 
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simultaneously include and exclude themselves from these global elsewheres; their exclusionary 
practices “as knowing subjects of the world,” serve in part to overcome their marginalization 
(2002:105).  
 I draw on Klumbyte and Weiss to show that Ghanaians’ consumption of global 
commodities similarly reproduces and contests a hierarchal scale of value modeled after a 
geopolitical global order. While aburokyire nneɛma are highly desired for their indexical link to 
real and imagined places of prosperity, Ghanaian consumers at times opt for locally produced 
goods or those that meet local standards for taste and style. Rather than acquiring any commodity 
sourced from, or has an indexical link to, aburokyire, Ghanaians are much more selective in what 
they consume and apply a much more nuanced and set of value criteria in their selection and 
consumption of both local and global goods.  
 Just as Ghanaian consumers at times prefer local products over “foreign” ones, they also 
readily consume Chinese goods and at times prioritize these over others. Active consumption of 
Chinese sandals and shoes, designer handbags and clutch purses, kitchen utensils and dishes, 
jewelry, make-up, “ready-made” clothing, and household items like plastic buckets and clothes 
pins suggests a vibrant market for certain Chinese imports. Traders I knew who sold wholesale 
Chinese imports from their market stalls in KCM were constantly busy, catering to their 
customers who bought these goods to retail elsewhere. A trader who sells clothes pins in KCM 
and makes frequent trips to China to stock her supply, had to hire several assistants to help run 
her shop—particularly in her absence—because each week, buyers flood her stall to purchase 
wholesale clothes pins, hangers, and make-up. Similarly, the wholesale men’s and women’s 
undergarments and footwear sections of the market are often saturated with buyers, particularly 
before the new school year and during the Christmas season. For many consumers, the 
affordability of these goods makes them desirable. An elderly cloth trader explained that despite 
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consumer preference for higher quality cloth, for instance, people buy what they can afford 
because “ɛnnɛ deɛ, sika nni hɔ” (‘today there is no money’). Her colleague added, “Ebi pɛ wei; 
ebi nso so pɛ Hitarget. Deɛ obiara sika bɛso na watɔ” (‘Some like this [Ghanaian cloth brand]; 
others also like Hitarget [a Chinese brand]. That’s how it is. Everyone buys the one he/she can 
afford’).138 
The above examples are not meant to be an exhaustive list but to demonstrate that despite 
the hegemonic position of global North imports in the market and in the Ghanaian consumer 
hierarchal scale of value, everyday buying, selling, and consumption practices complicate this 
generalized view. Moreover, while imported goods from the global North are desired for their 
presumed higher quality, traders revealed that not all secondhand goods are created equal and not 
everything from the global North is revered. Rather, consumers select certain fashion trends and 
styles to suit their tastes and needs, suggesting not only a sophisticated knowledge of multiple 
categories of commodities and their accompanied value scales but also an agentive process in 
trade and consumption. That is, Ghanaians’ selective consumption practices demonstrate their 
sense of “educated connoisseurship” (Silverstein 2003) despite the unequal distribution of, and 
access to, commodities on the global market. 
In an interview with Mabel, the secondhand goods dealer, she reveals local preferences 
for Italian and London shoes over U.S. and Canadian shoes: 
 
You know, so the shoes, here they [Ghanaians] buy it a lot. And then you have 
kinds. You know, we have Italian secondhand goods. They have America and 
Canada. They are the same. Especially the bale, the foss bale, they normally call it 
‘Canada-America.’ And the bags, the school bags, the hand bag, they have 
                                               
138 Interview (in English), Kumasi Central Market, Aug. 25, 2016. 
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Korea[n]. Yeah, I normally see Korea, London, America and Germany. But [of] all 
the secondhand goods, we all love Italian, you know, shoes and London shoes. They 
are, you know, beautiful. But the America and the Canada shoes, you know (laughs) 
they are not that kind of beautiful. Kind of a bit. So we all buy from Italian peoples. 
[Interview, Feb. 24, 2016] 
 
Mabel’s statement suggests that depending on the commodity, certain countries are “known” for 
their high-quality items. When it comes to shoes, Mabel indicates that Ghanaians prefer London 
and Italian shoes over those from the U.S. and Canada, the latter regarded as less “beautiful” 
than the former. Her statement suggests that even among secondhand goods from the global 
North, consumers rank commodities by their point of origin according to quality and stylistic 
preferences.   
Similarly, another secondhand goods trader who sells imported clothing and bags from 
various countries from his shop at Ashtown, explained that Ghanaians prefer clothing and bags 
from London over those from the U.S. because the quality of goods from London is superior:  
 
Woahu nneɛma no a ɛgu hɔ no? Wei, ɛyɛ London. London no bebree wom. Amerika 
no nso wei ketewaa bi na ewom. Sɛ woahu? Amerika deɛ no ɛnnyɛ fɛ. London deɛ 
no ɛyɛ fɛ. Bebree…wei wɔatɔ bebree, deɛ ɛyɛ fɛ no…deɛ ɛyɛ fɛ paa ara no. Wɔatɔ 
ne nyinaa afiri mu. But Amerika no wonnya. Wobɛnya ketewaa bi. London no deɛ, 
ɛnnoɔma yɛ fɛ ɛkyɛn mo Amerikafoɔ no. 
 
Have you seen those goods [ladies’ handbags] there? This, it’s [from] London. 
There are a lot of London goods in it. [Gestures to a box with American bags 
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inside]. There are [only] a few American ones in it. You see? The American ones 
are not nice. The London ones are nice. They [their buyers] have bought a lot of 
these, the nice ones…the very nice ones. They have bought all of them from it. But 
you won’t get the American ones. You will get a few. The London ones are nicer 
than you the Americans. [Interview, Ashtown, Nov. 19, 2016] 
 
In addition to higher quality, the trader continues to explain why Ghanaians prefer clothing from 
London over secondhand clothes exported from the U.S. He states that London sizes are 
comparable to Ghanaian sizes whereas U.S. sizes are too large: 
 
London na ɛhafoɔ no, Gaanafoɔ no pɛ paa ara. Ɛyɛ a na normally no, ɛno mu 
nnoɔma no yɛ na ɛho te. It’s like, ɛɛ ne quality-wise no, ɛyɛ a ɛsan yɛ neat. Ɛna ɛno 
nso ɛbɔ. Size no nnyɛ…woahu sɛ Amerika like this no, normally they are thick, tall. 
They are structured. Enti wɔn nneɛma no ɛyɛ a na ɛba ha sei no a, woahu sɛ yɛn no, 
yɛnnyɛ…we don’t have a lot of people who are structured that way. But London 
nneɛma deɛ, ɛyɛ moderate. Nti obiara tumi tɔ bi hyɛ. Nipa no ɔtɔ a ɔnkɔyɛ alteration 
biara wɔ ho. 
 
The people here, Ghanaians like London very much. Normally, goods from there 
are neat. It’s like, the quality, they are also neat. And they also fit. The sizes are 
not…you see that in America like this, normally they are tall and big. They 
[Americans] are structured [big boned]. So, when their things come here, you see 
that we are not… we don’t have a lot of people who are structured that way. But as 
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for London goods, they are moderate. So, anybody can buy some to wear. And the 
person wouldn’t make any alterations on it. [Interview, Ashtown, Nov. 19, 2016] 
 
Another wholesale secondhand clothing trader added that in addition to sharing similar sizes, the 
fashion styles in London are similar to those preferred in Ghana, but fashion in the U.S. is 
different:  
 
Nti wɔn, wɔn dressing, ɛne wɔn biribiara ɛte sɛ Gaana. Enti wɔn no, yɛpɛ wɔn 
nneɛma. Wɔn nneɛma no ba a ɛnnyɛ yɛn ka. Amerika nneɛma no, ɛyɛ different.  
 
So, they, their [London] dressing and their everything is like Ghana. So, as for them, 
we like their things. When their goods come, they don’t incur debt. American goods 
are different. [Interview, Ashtown, Nov. 19, 2016] 
 
Even though the traders indicate that clothing and handbags from London are better 
quality and better suited to Ghanaian stylistic preferences, select items from the U.S. appeal to 
Ghanaian consumers, namely boots (locally called “camboo”), athletic jerseys. Secondhand 
goods traders generally ranked imported clothing with bales from London or the United 
Kingdom as the best quality, followed by other European countries or the U.S., depending on the 
commodity in question. In her research on the secondhand clothing industry in Kumasi, Gracia 
Clark (2016a:12-13) found a similar schema with the U.K. ranked highest followed by other 
European countries. Clark argues that bales from the U.S. used to be more highly ranked, but a 
combination of too large clothing sizes and a decrease in quality of its goods has bumped it 
below other European sourcing countries. Clark attributes the decline in quality of secondhand 
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clothing to the 2008 economic crisis, after which U.S. Americans used their goods longer before 
donating or discarding them (2016a:29). A secondhand goods dealer confirmed this when he 
asked me, “Adɛn na Amerika mode mo nnoɔma ba ha a na ayɛ waste, enwura bebree? Sɛ 
woahu? Waste bebree wom. But London deɛ no nte saa.” (‘Why is it that America, when you 
bring your goods here, they become waste, a lot of waste? You see? There a lot of waste in it. 
But the London ones are not like that.’) While higher quality items come from places like the 
U.S., lower quality grade or even useless items get wrapped into bulk shipments. 
Traders of secondhand goods explained the importance of observing consumer behavior 
to determine local preferences for particular global goods to avoid losing money on large 
shipment containing off-season, low quality goods or items ill-suited for local styles:  
  
Nti edwadie deɛ, woredi a ɛwɔ sɛ wohwɛ. Ɛna deɛ ehia paa ara ne sɛ worehwɛ a 
wobɛhwɛ country nneɛma a wɔpɛ ne deɛ wɔmmpɛ. Wokɔfa deɛ wɔmmpɛ ba a wobɛbɔ 
ka. Woahu? Da biara wohwɛ deɛ wɔpɛ. Na ɛyɛ kama, wɔn ani gye ho. Ɛno deɛ wode 
ba a wommɔ ka. Na deɛ ɛnnyɛ no deɛ, wode ba a wobɛbɔ ka. 
 
So, as for trading, when go you into it, you have to observe. And the most important 
thing is when you are observing, you have to look out for the country whose goods 
they [consumers] like and the ones they don’t like. If you bring what they don’t 
like, you will incur debt. You see? Every day you observe what they like. Which 
are nice, which things they are excited about. For those things, if you bring them, 
you will not lose. But the ones which are not good, if you bring them, you will incur 
debt. [Interview, Ashtown, Nov. 19, 2016] 
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To minimize the risk of poor quality or off-season items showing up in the bales, many 
traders prefer to work directly with agents and/or travel to the sourcing countries themselves and 
hand select which goods they want to import. Some items, such as winter boots and coats from 
the U.S., Halloween costumes, and outdated ballroom gowns and prom dresses have no use in 
Ghana. Certain cold weather items (e.g., long sleeved tops and jackets), however, are higher in 
demand during the rainy season or when temperatures drop between dusk and dawn during the 
dry season. Taking an active role in the selection process lowers the risk of getting low quality, 
off-season, or useless items (e.g., winter boots)—what the trader above referred to as “waste.” 
Since those items do not sell, or sell for very little, the trader will lose money on the deal.  
Despite the hegemonic position items from the global north occupy on the consumer 
hierarchal scale of value, Ghanaian traders and consumers hand select global commodities from 
a savvy and much more nuanced repertoire of value to suit local tastes and style preferences. 
Such preferences complicate a hierarchy of value and demonstrate its malleability, subject to 
reconfiguring depending on the commodity in question and individual partialities. Ghanaians’ 
selectivity of global imports demonstrates their expertise about the global flow of goods as well 
as their agency in choosing commodities that suit their preferences and needs.  
 
CONCLUSION  
When it comes to imported goods, notably secondhand goods from the West and new 
“ready-made” imports from China, Ghanaian traders and consumers rank these goods according 
to a localized but widespread ideology that goods from the global North are of superior quality to 
those from China. Using a Peircean semiotic framework and Silverstein’s indexical order, I 
argue that the first order of indexicality links an imported good with its point of origin 
(“secondhand” from the West and “ready-made” from China). Second order indexicality 
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associates Western secondhand goods with notions of prosperity and low quality and fake with 
new imports from China. Because of the power of the indexical link between commodity, 
consumer, and Western countries (namely, the U.S. and U.K.), which are grounded in the desire 
to migrate to these transnational places, I further argue that when traders label commodities as 
“foss,” firi aburokyire (‘from abroad’) or firi abɔnten (‘from outside’), they engage with first and 
second-order indexicality and enhance the value (or justify the price of) these goods. Moreover, I 
contend that these labels function as performatives; when uttered, they “brand” the commodity as 
“aburokyire.” This fictive yet powerful brand draws upon many Ghanaians’ desire to migrate to 
real and imagined places abroad. The power and efficacy of the brand is not only evident in the 
proliferation of aburokyire brand tokens on commodities— particularly Chinese and locally 
manufactured goods (e.g., “Made in Italy” labels on locally made leather sandals, the use of U.S. 
and U.K. national flags on product labels and packaging)—but also in the active consumption of 
these commodities in the market. Drawing from Nakassis’s discussion of citationality, I suggest 
that the use of these creative branding manifestations manipulate the citationality of the fictive 
brand “aburokyire.” Affixing a “Made in Italy” label on a pair of sandals or a U.S. flag on a 
package of Ghanaian manufactured plastic bags are not instances of “counterfeit” branding in the 
normative sense; rather, these brand instances citing the fictive brand “aburokyire” hold 
enormous semiotic power and effectively enhance the value of the commodity.  
With Ghana’s ongoing economic challenges coupled with uneven access to global 
capitalism—a legacy of colonialism, structural adjustment programs, and the global economic 
crisis—and highly restrictive immigration policies, many Ghanaians face significant 
impediments to travel to countries in the global North and to partake in a lifestyle as seen from 
media representations of the West or from return migrants (Burrell 2012:30). In recent years, 
efforts to circumvent structural obstacles to migrate abroad have resulted in unsuccessful 
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applications playing the visa lottery, significant financial loss paying “connection men” to 
fabricate visas and official travel documents (Burrell 2012:29; Piot 2010), and, a tragedy for one 
trader’s family, dangerous and at times fatal attempts at crossing the Mediterranean Sea enroute 
to Italy. These sobering realities remind us of the unequal position many Ghanaians occupy in 
their unequal access to global capitalism. Still, in the active selection and consumption of 
imported goods—specifically secondhand goods from the global North and other commodities 
that have been “branded” as “aburokyire”—Ghanaians participate in global capitalism. Although 
participation for many Ghanaians resides in a position of marginality, Jenna Burrell, in her 
research on the culture of internet use among Accra youth, maintains that “this marginality can 
be defined as a position of relational disadvantage, of noncentrality but not absolute exclusion” 
(2012:6-7). Ghanaians find ways of participating in and connecting to desirable places abroad. 
The semiotic connection to the global North materializes in the consumption of global 
commodities, based on the belief that by consuming these goods, consumers can transform their 
economic situation by increasing their proximity to these countries or to the associative qualities 
of these places in what Sasha Newell (2012:178) describes as a “partial migration.” To be sure, 
secondhand goods are by definition discarded items those in the global North have already used 
and deemed useless and no longer desirable. Similarly, new imports from China are often mass-
produced with lower quality materials and manufacturing standards—realities not lost on 
Ghanaian traders and consumers. However, despite the secondhand and lower quality imports 
available on the market, traders and consumers actively and with great discernment, select only 
those items suitable to local standards for quality, style, and function. Consumer engagements 
with global imports complicate the ranked hierarchal geopolitical order of the U.S., Europe, 
China, and Ghana. Despite the preference for goods from the global North over Chinese imports 
or even over certain local products, market traders and consumers’ buying and selling practices 
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suggest a much more nuanced hierarchal scale of value—one that continually shifts to 
accommodate local preferences of style and taste.  
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General Conclusion 
On December 7, 2016, Ghana held its presidential and parliamentary elections. KCM all 
but shut down, stranding many people in the commercial district who regularly buy a hot meal or 
snack from cooked food vendors. Many market traders joined the long lines at the polls, voted, 
and then immediately went home to cook the evening meal and follow the news for updates. The 
results came in late in the evening on December 9th and the country erupted. Nana Akufo Addo, 
of the National Patriotic Party (NPP), was declared the winner against incumbent President John 
Mahama. Because Akufo Addo was the favored candidate for much of the Ashanti Region, 
thousands of people in Kumasi took the streets to celebrate, broadcasting and dancing to NPP 
campaign songs and blaring vuvuzeleas.  
The next morning when Beatrice and I went to the market, we encountered people still 
celebrating in the streets, particularly in and around KCM and Adum’s commercial district. 
People rushed to purchase NPP paraphernalia. Traders also created quite a stir when they 
drastically reduced prices on their goods out of celebration, transforming what had been an 
uncharacteristically quiet market in the days and weeks prior to the election into a frenzied early 
Christmas season as many consumers rushed to take advantage of the sales.139 In the final weeks 
of my field work, hope and excitement permeated the air.  
 
                                               
139 Poku, Precious Adusi. “Prices of commodities reduced after Nana Addo’s victory.” Kapital971, 
December 19, 2016. Accessed October 11, 2018. http://kapital971.com/prices-commodities-reduced-
nana-addos-victory/  
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Figure 7.1 A banner commemorating Akufo-Addo's 2016 presidential victory, near KCM 
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Since Akufo-Addo became President, economic conditions have improved.140 The 
economy grew by 7.9% in 2017, an increase from 3.6% the previous year.141 Moreover, 
according to the World Bank, Ghana is purported to have one of the fastest growing economies 
in Africa in 2018.142 Despite estimates for Ghana’s fast-growing economy, however, a report 
from the United Nations warns that while Ghana’s economic initiatives may stimulate the 
country’s economy, they will not reduce the growing disparities between the rich and poor.143 
For millions of Ghanaians, the projected economic boom may do little to improve their 
livelihoods.144 For now, many will continue to make their living, as the traders do in KCM, in the 
                                               
140 “The World Bank in Ghana.” Worldbank.org, April 19, 2018. Accessed October 11, 2018. 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/ghana/overview  
141 Dontoh, Ekow and Moses Mozart Dzawu. “Ghana’s President Pledges to Build on Economic Progress 
of 2017.” Bloomberg, February 8, 2018. Accessed October 11, 2018. 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-08/ghana-president-pledges-to-build-on-economic-
progress-of-2017.  
142 “Global Economic Prospects: Broad-Based Upturn, but for How Long?” World Bank. January 2018. 
Accessed October 11, 2018. http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/938241512062616529/Global-Economic-
Prospects-Jan-2018-Regional-Overview-SSA.pdf. See also McDonell, Tim. “What’s the World’s-Fastest 
Growing Economy? Ghana Contends for the Crown.” The New York Times, March 10, 2018. Accessed 
October 11, 2018.  
143 Alston, Philip. “Ghana’s main economic initiatives will do little to reduce poverty, warns UN expert.” 
United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, June 20, 2018. Accessed October 11, 
2018.  
144 Schlein, Lisa. “Millions of Poor Not Benefiting from Ghana’s Booming Economy.” VOA News, June 
24, 2018. Accessed October 11, 2018. https://www.voanews.com/a/millions-of-poor-are-not-benefiting-
from-ghana-s-booming-economy/4452242.html  
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informal economy. Notwithstanding the hope of a better economic future, not much as changed 
in the day-to-day routine of getting by for Beatrice and her children. Rising transportation and 
school fees continue to burden Beatrice and other families. When I asked Beatrice and others in 
the neighborhood recently if circumstances have improved since the 2016 elections, they 
reported that they had not, revealing enormous disappointment in their voices. Still, Beatrice and 
other traders show their sense of resilience and optimism in their oft-repeated expressions, 
Yɛrebɔ mpae (‘We are praying’) and Nkakrankakra ɛbɛ yie (‘Little by little it will be okay’). 
In this dissertation, I have taken a close look at the lives and strategies of market 
traders—how they navigate and sustain the daily challenges of economic precarity. Specifically, 
this dissertation addressed the following questions: How have persistent economic strains 
affected market women’s trading practices? What strategies do traders use in their daily market 
transactions and interactions? Because KCM interface with local, national, and transnational 
economies, how do traders assess and negotiate the value of local and imported commodities?  
As traders emphasized throughout my field work, talk is essential to trade. Talk 
underpins all economic transactions in KCM and influences whether and how a sale comes to 
fruition, how traders make and terminate exchange relationships, and how they calculate and 
actualize potential gains and losses. Talk also centrally features in the production and negotiation 
of value, of exchange relationships and local and imported commodities. From my dissertation 
findings, three themes emerged which I discuss in greater detail below: the salience of risk in 
trading and the importance of relationships, the value of a trader’s reputation and market 
expertise, and the larger significance of talk and its relationship to the viability of the market. 
 
Risk and the Centrality of Relationships 
 
A prominent theme that emerged in this study is risk. Risk as an existential phenomenon 
plays a major role in the business of buying and selling. Trading as an income-generating pursuit 
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in the “informal” economy is risky. Due to a significant absence of formal security measures, 
traders are at risk of, and have experienced, catastrophic losses. If something goes wrong, traders 
can lose everything. A bad harvest, a market fire or burglary, sudden illness or death of a family 
member or marital partner (as in Beatrice’s case) can instantly deprive a trader and her family of 
financial security, making it difficult if not impossible from which to recover.  
Apart from these external factors, this dissertation shows that risk occurs not just 
transaction by transaction but even within a single interaction. This reality forces traders to 
continually (re)assess their economic and talk strategies on a moment by moment basis. In a 
single exchange, a trader can lose the opportunity for a sales transaction (which in the current 
environment could cost her transportation fare home), incite damage to her reputation, and even 
lose a customer relationship. My analysis of bargaining interactions illuminates the degree to 
which precarity has infiltrated everyday life and the resulting strategies traders have devised to 
circumvent these moments of risk. Traders have to make calculated navigational moves in their 
exchanges. They cannot be too playful or too polite, too accommodating or too insistent. Threats 
to face require repair work to salvage the transaction and reduce damage to the trading 
relationship. Short-term losses have to be weighed against the potential for long-term gains. The 
aggregation of these micro-level decisions over time can lead to a sustainable, if not thriving, 
business or to its ruin.  
Because of the salience of risks in business, traders invest in relationships, and in 
particular, customer relationships. At a fundamental level, these relationships create a sense of 
stability in the midst of economic precarity, such as access to goods on credit during scarcity and 
the dependability of regular sales in a volatile market. Relationships also minimize, or help 
market women recover from, some of the larger threats to trade, such as market fires and 
burglaries or losses incurred from buying goods before a sudden price decrease. As I have 
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shown, traders establish and “pamper” (krɔkrɔ) customers using a variety of pragmatic features 
in what traders refer to as kasadɛ (‘sweet/persuasive talk’). They also engage in rougher forms of 
talk (kasa basabasa) to protect their gains and avoid falling victim to cheating schemes. These 
linguistic resources are important economic resources (Gal 1989; Irvine 1989a) with which to 
derive material benefits from their trading relationships.  Traders in KCM are highly aware of the 
efficacy of these talk strategies as well as the risks and material consequences when they fail.  
However, investing in customers also introduces new forms of risk even as they are 
necessary for business. Stories of cheating schemes abound, such as customers who abscond 
with goods leaving an unpaid debt. Those who simply lack the buying power leave sellers with 
large quantities of unsold items at risk of spoiling. Whereas in American commerce, risk is 
factored into the price of the commodity to hedge against potential losses, KCM sellers cannot 
increase their prices to cover the risk of potential losses.145 For example, fish sellers do not 
charge more for their product because there is a chance an extended power outage will rot their 
fish. Doing so is not a viable option for most because buyers are likely be unable to pay the 
asking price; they simply do not have the money to do so. Furthermore, sellers know that if they 
increase their prices higher than the going rate, their buyers—even their regular customers— will 
find someone else to buy from at a lower price. And one transactional loss could result in that 
buyer finding another seller with which to do regular business, thereby severing that trading 
relationship. 
 
Reputation and Connoisseurship 
Traders’ expansive repertoires of communicative strategy extend beyond the boundaries 
of transactional bargaining and relationship management. Market women regularly buy and sell 
                                               
145 I thank Daniel Suslak for this observation. 
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commodities that traverse local, national, and global borders. Accordingly, traders routinely 
utilize multiple and intersecting value scales as they evaluate commodities, market them to 
potential buyers, and calculate their potential gains. Whether dealing in locally grown or 
imported global commodities, they also incorporate indexicality, linking particular goods with 
expectations of quality, durability, and taste to appeal to consumer preferences and desired 
lifestyles. Taking all this into account, market women are leading experts and producers of 
economic activity. My analysis of KCM women’s everyday communicative and economic 
strategies elucidates the practices critical to successful trade: adaptability and responsiveness to 
large and small scale fluctuations in price, supply, and consumer demand; moment-to-moment 
risk (re)assessment within each transaction, relationship maintenance, and (re)calibrating gains 
and losses; and an acute understanding of regional and transnational markets, consumer desire, 
and valuation scales across national and transnational economies in the production of value of 
local and imported commodities.  
Traders, however, are quick to point out that not everyone is equipped for success in the 
business of buying and selling, and not everyone who trades is an expert, as indicated by the 
provisions seller in Chapter 3: “There are a lot of people in business but not all of them have 
business skills.” Varied skill with respect to buying and selling creates the opportunity for 
market women to assert their value as trading connoisseurs. They do so through talk. By 
invoking claims to authority on matters of price information or the differential value of imported 
goods, for example, market women not only index their identities as experts but can also wield 
greater influence over the other trader in a transaction. Because a trader’s reputation is measured, 
in part, by the degree to which she is trustworthy and honest, market women distinguish their 
practices from other traders who, for example, adulterate their products or measuring scales. 
They also validate their claims to knowledge and bolster their reputational value by soliciting 
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input from those on the sidelines of the interaction. Because traders’ reputations are important 
resources for mitigating the risks imposed by economic precarity, they harness their verbal skills 
to claim and negotiate their value as market connoisseurs.  
 
Talk and Market Elasticity 
Thousands of individual trading interactions take place everyday in the market, at 
roadside shops, and in the street through car and bus windows. What do these interactions tell us 
about the viability of the market as a semi-regulated institution of economic trade? What does a 
linguistic analysis of KCM exchanges reveal about the state of precarity in this particular 
moment in Ghana and the ways traders interface daily with economic hardship? How does a 
micro-level focus on talk and interactional strategies inform our understanding about macro-level 
economic exchange?  
As my findings show, talk serves as a kind of barometer for gauging the vitality of the 
market—the degree to how it responds to internal and external pressures and where the 
constraints and weaknesses exist. An examination of market interactions reveals not only traders’ 
concerns and fears but also what they hope to achieve, what drives their economic practices, and 
what their strategies are for meeting daily challenges and achieving their goals. Specifically, my 
analysis of talk in this dissertation shows that market women are resilient, and, as a consequence, 
the market is resilient. KCM traders have demonstrated that they quickly adapt to any change or 
opportunity, as they have done in the past, particularly during the 1980s. Traders’ long-term 
engagements with persistent volatility combined with more recent acute economic pressures, 
reflect not only their agility as market women but also that the market is equipped to withstand 
short- and longer-term economic stresses. A sudden spike in petrol prices or a bad tomato 
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harvest, for example, may strain but not destroy the integrity of the market. Rather, the market 
has retained a quality of elasticity.146 
It is the market women who give the market this elastic quality, and specifically, their 
talk strategies. Talk is not just a metric for evaluating market performance but rather what 
regulates its performance. Talk is what keeps the market operating despite, for example, the 
snowball effects of high unemployment and sharp price increases. The collaborative dynamic 
between buyers and sellers—demonstrated by the way they openly discuss potential profits even 
as they each protect their respective gains and their refusal to abandon a bargaining interaction 
once it commences—are what keep the market functioning. Moreover, the cumulative effects of 
traders’ expert employment of kasadɛ (‘sweet/persuasive talk’) in one moment and kasa 
basabasa (‘rough talk’) in another to satisfy a customer and secure an economic transaction are 
the very practices that give the market its elasticity. 
Traders are resilient and adaptable to change because they have to be; refusing to adapt is 
not an option. Moreover, the constant shifting between “sweet” and “rough,” even within a 
single transaction, shows the degree to which market women are forced to improvise. A one-
size-fits all formula for managing precarious trading conditions simply does not exist. Their 
improvisation should not be reduced to mere guess work, however, but rather suggestive of their 
astuteness and creativity (Makhulu et al. 2010). Moreover, traders’ frequent and tactical shifting 
between various communicative forms suggest that the strategies market women have developed 
are new for navigating this particular moment of economic precarity. That is, what worked 
during previous periods of economic hardship is no longer effective or at least no longer has the 
intended outcome it once had. Importantly, this suggests that if and when the economy improves, 
                                               
146 I thank Gracia Clark for suggesting this term. 
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traders’ communicative strategies too will change, and market women will once again adjust 
their trading practices to meet newly emergent challenges and opportunities.  
 
Limitations and Future Directions 
 I base my findings and analyses in this dissertation on data procured primarily from 
working with middle-aged female traders in Kumasi Central Market who speak Asante-Twi. 
During the design phase of this project, I considered whether to a broad range of traders with 
which to compare trading strategies as affected by factors such as commodity type, age, gender, 
and ethnicity or whether to focus on a smaller subset of traders with which to get an in-depth 
understanding of buying and selling. I ultimately chose the latter. Consequently, the present 
study is not generalizable to markets in other regions or those with different ethnic and linguistic 
compositions. Therefore, future studies examining communicative and economic strategies 
might focus on trading venues in different locales (e.g., in the street, at bus stations, or on 
commercial buses) or markets comprised of other ethnolinguistic groups in any of Ghana’s other 
regions. Additionally, future research may focus on a different participant group altogether, such 
as male traders or a younger cohort of traders selling imported commodities as opposed to 
foodstuffs. It would be interesting to do a comparison study of market talk and traders’ views of, 
and engagements with, the present economic situation by changing any of the above factors. For 
example, how do traders in a predominantly National Democratic Congress (NDC) stronghold 
perceive Ghana’s economic situation through the lens of the market? To what extent do their 
buying and selling strategies differ from or mirror those in KCM? How do male traders working 
in predominantly male spaces (e.g., selling butchered meat) approach business in the market? 
How do men’s market strategies compare to those of their female colleagues? Finally, how does 
a younger generation of sellers cope with economic precarity, and how do their approach and 
outlook compare to those examined in the present study?   
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Appendix A: Kumasi Central Market Survey Questions, August 2016 
 
Protocol: With a team of seven people, we worked in groups of two, totaling four groups. We 
surveyed 200 traders in KCM. Each group was provided a tablet to record survey responses and I 
collected tablets at the end of each day to upload data. Depending on the survey respondents’ 
language, surveys were administered in either Asante-Twi or English. Responses were recorded 
in English; qualitative responses were paraphrased. Each group was assigned a designated 
section of the market using a map of KCM provided by the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly’s 
planning department. Survey administrators were instructed to count every 20th person to keep 
the survey sample as random as possible. We excluded mobile traders but included traders who 
sold their goods from market stalls, wooden tables, kiosks, tarps or blankets on the ground. We 
worked Tuesday through Saturday, excluding Monday (due to high congestion on Mondays and 
desire to be respectful of traders’ time) and Sunday (because the majority of traders do not work 
on Sundays). To allow respondents to decline participation at any point, “completed” surveys 
had to have at least 25 questions answered. As a thank you gift for participation, we provided 
mobile phone credits to survey participants. A special thank you to Profs. Gracia Clark and 
Rudith King, Dr. Solace Yankson, Juliana Afriyie, Augustine Ntiamoah, and Beatrice for their 
assistance in the survey design and culturally and linguistically appropriate construction of 
survey questions.  
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1. Woyɛ (You are) 
o Female 
o Male 
 
2. Wofiri he? (What is your hometown?) 
 
3. Yɛwoo wo wɔ he? (Where were you born?) 
 
4. Ɛhe na wotenaeɛ? (Where did you live as a child?) 
 
5. Berɛ bɛn na wobaa Kumasi? (When did you come to Kumasi?) 
 
6. Wo krom kasa ne deɛ hen? (What is/are your native language(s)? 
 
7. Woka kasa ahodoɔ sɛn? (How many languages do you speak?) 
o One 
o Two 
o Three 
o Four 
o Five or more 
 
8. Kasa bɛn na wotaa ka wɔ ɛdwam ha? (Which language(s) do you speak in the market?) 
 
9. Wadi mfeɛ sɛn? (How old are you?) 
o 18-25 
o 26-35 
o 36-45 
o 46-55 
o 56-65 
o 66+ 
o Don’t know 
 
10. Wokɔɔ sukuu? (Did you go to school?) 
o Yes 
o No  
 
11. Wokɔ duruu he? (What is the highest level of education you completed?) 
o Primary 
o JHS 
o SHS 
o University 
o Stand 7 
o O level 
o A level 
o Islamic school 
 
12. Nneɛma bɛn na wotɔn? (What items do you sell?) 
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13. Nneɛma no ebiara firi he? (Where do your goods come from?) (e.g., Adum, Bolga, Supplier, 
Don’t know) 
 
14. Mfeɛ sɛn na woatɔn wo nneɛma? (For how many years have you been selling your goods?) 
o < 1 year 
o 1-5 years 
o 6-10 years 
o 11-15 years 
o 16-20 years 
o > 20 years 
 
15. Wohyɛɛ adetɔn aseɛ mmerɛ bɛn? (When did you start selling?) 
 
16. Ansa na wobɛhyɛ adwuma yi ase no, na woyɛ deɛn? (Before you started this business, what 
were you doing before?) 
 
17. Hwan na kyerɛɛ wo nneɛma tɔn/w’adwuma? (Who taught you to sell/taught you this trade?) 
o Biological mother 
o Biological father 
o Aunt/uncle 
o Sibling/cousin 
o Master 
o Friend 
o No one; I learned myself 
o Other  
 
18. (Note: potentially sensitive) Berɛ a wohyɛɛ adwuma yi ase no, ɛkwan bɛn so na wofaeɛ a 
wonyaa sika ɛyɛɛ adwuma? (When you started this business, how did you acquire the money for 
this trade?) 
 
19. Ɛha yɛfrɛ no sɛn? (What is the name of this location/area?) (e.g., Bode, Bɔɔla, 18 no mu) 
 
20. Watɔn wɔ ha mfeɛ sɛn ni? (How long have you been selling here (in this location)?) 
o < 1 year 
o 1-5 years 
o 6-10 years 
o 11-15 years 
o 16-20 years 
o > 20 years 
 
21. Adɛn nti na woyɛɛ w’adwene sɛ wobɛtɔn nneɛma wei? Adɛn nti na woantɔn biribi foforɔ? 
(Why did you choose to sell this particular commodity and not something else?) 
 
22. Watɔn wo nneɛma baabi foforɔ da anaa ɛha nko ara? (Have you sold your goods in previous 
locations or here only?) 
 
23. Ɛhen na wotɔ wo nneɛma anaa sɛ wonya wo nneɛma firi? (Where do you buy/acquire your 
goods?) 
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24. Mperɛ ahen na wode kcfa wo nneɛma? (How often do you buy/acquire your goods?) 
o Daily 
o Weekly 
o Multiple times a week 
o Monthly 
o When they run out/no fixed schedule 
 
25. Dabɛn/berɛ bɛn na wotua wo nneɛma no ka? (How often do you pay?) 
o Preko (Immediately) 
o Da koro (Same day) 
o Berɛ a woatɔn awie (After you’ve finished selling your goods) 
o Other 
 
26. Wowɔ customers a wotɔ wo nneɛma firi wɔn hɔ? (Do you have regular customers who you 
buy your goods from?) 
o Yes 
o  No 
o Sometimes  
 
27. Mfeɛ sɛn na wonim wɔn? (For how many years have you known them?) 
o < 1 year 
o 1-5 years 
o 6-10 years 
o 11-15 years 
o 16-20 years 
o > 20 years 
o I’ve known multiple customers multiple years  
 
28. Ɛho hia sɛ wobɛnya customers anaa? Sɛn na ɛho hia? (Is it important to have customers? 
How is it important?  
 
29. Nnipa a wotɔ wo nneɛma firi wɔn hɔ no, woserɛ ntesoɔ a, wɔnbɛte wo so? (Those you buy 
your goods from, if you ask for a price reduction will they give it to you?) 
o Yes, always 
o Yes, sometimes 
o Maybe/It all depends on the relationship 
o It depends on the commodity 
o No, never 
o Sometimes yes, sometimes no 
 
30. Ɛkwan bɛn so na woserɛ ntesoɔ? (How do you ask for a price reduction?) 
 
31. Wokɔfa wo nneɛma no a, wobɛtumi afiri? (Can you get your goods on credit?) 
o Yes, always 
o Yes, sometimes 
o It depends on the person selling 
o No, never 
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o Other  
 
32. Nnipa a wotɔ wo nneɛma no firi wɔn hɔ no, wɔnasisi wo da? Kyerɛ sɛdeɛ ɛsiieɛ. (The people 
who you buy your goods from, have they ever cheated you before? Describe how it happened.) 
 
33. Sɛbe sɛbe, sɛ wo yɔnko adwadini bi ne ne customer ko ntokwa a, hwan na ɔsiesie wɔn ntɛm? 
(God forbid, if your fellow trader and her customer got into a fight, who would help resolve the 
conflict?) 
o Anyone around 
o Fellow traders 
o Queen mother  
o Elders 
o No one 
o Other  
 
34. Wowɔ customers a wɔntɔ wo nneɛma firi wo hɔ anaa? (Do you have regular customers who 
buy from you?) 
o Yes 
o  No 
o Sometimes  
 
35. Mfeɛ sɛn na wonim wɔn? (For how many years have you known them?) 
o < 1 year 
o 1-5 years 
o 6-10 years 
o 11-15 years 
o 16-20 years 
o > 20 years 
o I’ve known multiple customers multiple years  
 
36. Ɛkwan bɛn so na wonya customers a wɔntɔ wo nneɛma? (How do you establish customers to 
buy your goods?) 
 
37. Nkrofoɔ bɛtukɔtɔn/Wotɔn no atufuo boɔ? Wotɔn ma atufuo anaa wotɔn no baako baako? (Do 
you sell goods at retail or wholesale prices?) 
 
38. Wo nneɛma deɛ, yɛdi ano anaa yɛnni ano? (As for your goods, do we bargain or are the 
prices fixed?) 
 
39. Nnipa a wɔnbɛtɔ wo nneɛma no, sɛ wɔnbisa wo sɛ “te me so” a, wobɛte wɔn so anaa? (Those 
who buy your goods, if they ask for a price reduction will you grant it?) 
o Yes, always 
o Yes, sometimes 
o Maybe; It all depends on the person buying 
o Maybe; It depends on the commodity 
o No, never 
o Other  
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40. Nnipa a wɔnbɛtɔ wo nneɛma no, wode firi ebinom anaa? (Those who buy your goods, do you 
offer the goods on credit?) 
o Yes, always 
o Yes, sometimes 
o It depends on the person buying 
o It depends on the commodity 
o No, never  
 
41. Dabɛn/berɛ bɛn na wɔntua wo ka? (When do your customers who buy from you pay?) 
o Preko (Immediately) 
o Da koro (Same day) 
o Berɛ a wɔntɔn awie (After they’ve finished selling the goods) 
o Other 
 
42. Nnipa a wɔntɔ wo nneɛma no, wɔnasisi wo da? Kyerɛ sɛdeɛ ɛsiieɛ. (Have the people who buy 
from you ever cheated you before? Describe how it happened.) 
 
43. (Note: potentially sensitive) Yɛmfa no sɛ mɛpɛ sɛ mehyɛ aseɛ tɔn [insert commodity], anka 
sika sɛn na mehia? (Let’s say I wanted to start selling ______, how much money would I need?) 
 
44. Wo ne hwan na ɛyɛ adwuma bom? (Who works for/with you?) 
o Spouse 
o Mother 
o Father 
o Aunt/uncle 
o Sibling/cousin 
o Daughter 
o Son 
o Niece 
o Nephew 
o Friend 
o I work alone 
o I hire workers 
o Other  
 
45. Wɔntɔn wo nneɛma ma wo anaa? (Do they sell your goods for you?) 
o Yes 
o No 
o Other 
 
46. Wotua wɔn ka da biara anaa bosome? (Do you pay them every day or once a month?) 
o Every day 
o Once a month 
o Other 
 
47. Wɔ adwuma yi, yɛwɔ ɔhemma anaa ɔhene? (In your job, is there a queen mother or king or a 
leader?) 
o Queen mother 
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o King/chief 
o No leader 
 
48. Afei nso, yɛwɔ mpanifoɔ anaa? (Also, are there commodity leaders?) 
o Yes 
o No 
 
49. Is there a regional/district leader for this area? 
 
50. Wowɔ kuo bi mu anaa? (Te sɛ ade na wotɔn no ekuo a wɔnte no woka ho anaa?) Do you 
belong to a local market/commodity association/group? 
o Yes 
o No 
 
51. Sɛ woka kuo bi ho a, mfasoɔ bɛn na wonya firu mu? (If you belong to a market/commodity 
group, what benefits do you derive?) 
 
52. Sɛn na wohu adwadie no ɛfa? Ensesa bɛn na abam? (How do you see the market? Has it 
changed?) 
 
53. NOTES (any information that would be helpful for Sarah to know about this interview) 
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Appendix B: Commodities Represented in 2016 Kumasi Central Market Survey Sample147 
 
Industrial Products 
 
Electronics 
cassettes and CDs, phone accessories, phones, radios 
 
Household goods  
Sponges, Linens (bedsheets, bedspreads, blankets, and towels, Cloth, Curtains, Soap 
and detergent, sewing materials, plastic ware, baking pans and pots, spoons and 
cooking utensils, diapers, bags, purses, backpacks, carpet, mosquito coil, insecticides, 
mouse traps, hangers, buckets, chewing gum, orange stand, shoe polish, padlocks, 
large plastic drums, mirrors, plastic bags 
 
Beauty products/Accessories  
Cosmetics, Lotions, Sprays and perfumes, Deodorant, Jewelry, Watches, hair 
products, wigs and artificial hair, imported beads, athletic wear/jerseys/trophies 
 
Office supplies  
Pens, Stationary, Books, Notebooks, Bibles and Christian literature 
 
Raw materials  
Aluminum, Rope, Cutlass, Leather for shoes and adhesives, Foam, Material/cloth 
 
Clothing  
new and secondhand, shoes, chale (flip flops), bathroom sandals, school uniforms, veils, 
handkerchiefs, caps and hats, shirts, trousers, underwear, bras, pajamas 
 
Perishable Food  
live chickens, butchered meat, salted beef, dried fish, smoked fish, fresh fish, crab, carrots, 
potatoes, cabbage, green pepper, yellow melon, cooked food, watermelon, pineapple, tomato, 
onion, peppers, garden eggs, palm nut, plantain, cassava, bread, yam, coco yams, kontomere 
(cocoyam leaves), eggs, coconut, okra 
 
Non- and semi-perishable Foods  
Spices, Sobolo leaves, Rice, Oil, Canned tomatoes, Canned milk, Milo, Cow leg and kahuro 
(skin), Bottled drinks, Canned drinks, Dried cassava, Dried maize, Corn dough,148 
                                               
147 I followed a similar coding scheme to Gracia Clark’s 1979 survey of KCM 
148 Corn dough is better classified as perishable. It is comprised of corn flour and water and allowed to ferment to 
make kenkey. Because I initially coded corn dough as a non- or semi-perishable food for the data analysis, it 
remains in this category.   
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Groundnuts, Biscuits (cookies), Toffee (candy), Sugar, Pumpkin seeds, Powdered pepper, 
Ground minnows, Ground shrimp, Lima beans, Dried and ground okra 
 
Craft Products (anything made in Ghana) 
bags made with fabric or sheet vinyl, herbal/local medicine, Alaba soap (Black soap), local 
beads, sandals, coal pots, aluminum pans, metal rods for banku, wooden spoons, 
sieves/strainers, Kente cloth, “Ghana must go” bags, animal skins and parts (horse tail, 
tortoise shell, goat, porcupine, deer, python, crocodile & alligator skins), Haruka, black seed, 
mortar and pestle for fufu, clay mortar and wooden mallet for grinding  
 
Service/labor 
Makes shoes, Makes ladies Ghana-made sandals, Shirt alteration, Motor repairs (blenders 
and fans) 
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